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ABSTRACT
The modern science and philosophy which emerged in 
the 17th century was a culmination of events which must be 
credited to some extent, to the Renaissance, to the Middle 
Ages, and to Greek times. Traditionally, however, the 
17th century is characterized as a century of scientific 
revolution, during which the course of the Western world 
was set and from which we have deviated little.
The beginnings of a scientific study of man, in 
the modern sense, have been placed in the 19th century, and 
labors prior to that time have been treated as philoso­
phical or "prescientific."
That 17th century scientists would subject the 
entire universe to their emerging new science with its 
emphasis on mathematics, observation, and experiment and 
that they would exclude man as a subject of study seemed 
inconsistent to the present author. The purpose of the 
present study 'was to examine attention to man by 17th 
century scientists, to answer the basic question of whether 
man was or was not included within the same general con­
ceptual framework as were other phenomena of nature. It 
was an attempt to place the history of the study of man 
within the context of the development of modem science.
The procedure used was an analysis of some of the 
scientific literature of the period, the Philosophical
viii
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Transactions. It was assumed that scientific literature 
would best reflect the interests, procedures, and explanations 
of the scientists of the period. The Philosophical Trans­
actions were chosen specifically, because they are relatively 
comprehensive, because supplementary material was available, 
and because that body of literature appeared to be most 
representative of the science of the period. Content 
analysis provided a means to organize the material in a 
systematic way, and included several steps; the definition 
of the categories, the treatment of the data, and the inter­
pretation of the findings. Watson’s prescriptions provided 
a format to arrive at the philosophical and methodological 
emphases of the material.
Results indicated that 19% (367) of the papers 
published (T = 192^) in the Philosophical Transact ions 
from 1665 to 1700 were relevant to psychological thought 
and the study of man. Further, man as a subject of study was 
included within the general conceptual framework of the 
emerging new science.
Many of the principles for which the early 
scientist-philosophers argued became accepted as the basic 
assumptions of nineteenth century psychology.
The following findings were revealed in the 
literature»
— the beginning of the physical science model for physiology 
and psychology.
— the same, natural mechanical explanation applied to the
ix
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study of man's body was also applied to the examination 
and explanation of abnormal behavior.
— the mechanical treatment of animal motion led to the 
concept of the reflex, and the explanation of bodily 
motion as situated in the nervous system.
— the idea of independent and separate functions of parts 
of the brain, systematic examination of removal of 
parts of the central nervous system to observe effects 
on behavior were central in the 17th century with in­
creased attention to voluntary and involuntary motion.
— comparative studies of man and animals resulted in the 
publication of concepts and issues of an evolutionary 
nature.
--in the areas of sensation and perception, the mechanical 
philosophy was the key to success for providing most of 
the fundamental knowledge in the field, which hasn’t been 
added to to any significant extent in the last 200 years. 
— cultural differences attracted the attention of l?th 
century intellectuals who attempted to account for 
differences by examining the history of language and 
religion, among other social phenomena.
— the complete materialism of Hobbes led him to attack 
the idea of an incorporeal soul5 he included all pheno­
mena within his mechanistic system. Furthermore, he 
promoted the idea that to understand government and 
politics, one must first understand man in a social 
setting. This was probably the first important step
x
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toward a social science.
It hardly seems warranted to characterize the 
study of man in the l?th century as "pre-scientific."
xi
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INTRODUCTION
It has become a tradition to place psychology's 
beginnings as a science in the 19th century. One consequence 
of this has been to treat the history of psychology as if 
all labors prior to that time were philosophical or pre­
scient if ic.
Psychology is a hybrid science, having developed 
from philosophy, medicine, biology, physiology, physics, and 
other fields whose boundaries were not clear in the beginnings 
of modern science. Important advances were made in these 
disciplines during the latter half of the 17th century. 
Historians of science have attributed achievements at that 
time to a combination of factors. Among them are the 
gradual departure from past intellectual traditions and the 
lessening effects- of Scholasticism, the Puritan ideal or 
more generally, wordly asceticism, freedom of inquiry, and 
government approval support of scientific endeavors.
Many of these st nds were expressed through the formulation 
and acceptance of the "new philosophy," and the founding 
of the Royal Society of London, so as to pursue and advance 
the experimental philosophy through corporate effort.
Robert Young (1965)* in a comprehensive review of
work in the history of psychology, wrote:
The problems of modem psychology grew out of and are 
continuous with those of the classical Scientific 
Revolution. Indeed, their origin should be traced 
to the natural philosophers from Kepler to Newton
1
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2and the price which they paid in order to achieve
a world which could be exploited by the physico­
chemical sciences (p. 5)«
Historians of science attempt to build up an histori­
cal understanding of intellectual change and resulting em­
phases and to trace continuous elements which might contri­
bute to an understanding of the bases of current thinking 
and beliefs. George Sarton (1927) subscribed to those objec­
tives and made a deliberate attempt to understand the 
development of scientific thought in general. He explored
and reviewed a great deal of primary literature in his three-
volume, Introduction to the History of Science. In that 
task, he was aware of psychology's place in the history of 
science; unfortunately, he completed his monumental work 
only to the 14th century.
To date in the history of psychology, most of the 
important writings have been of a general nature; e.g., 
Baldwin (1913)» Boring (1942; 1950)» Brett (1912-21), 
Hearnshaw (1964), Murphy (1949; 1969* and Watson (1963)* In 
all cases these were histories meant to give a broad view, 
and research into primary sources was necessarily limited 
as to depth and scope. Moreover, they were written from 
different foci.
Brett focused on the history of psychology primarily 
within philosophy. Hearnshaw took as his subject matter 
British psychology from 1840-1940. Boring's works, History 
of Experimental Psychology, and Sensation and Perception in 
the History of Psychology, were based on..primary sources,
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3and have been standard references in the history of psychology. 
However, Boring was interested primarily in the emergence 
of experimental psychology in the nineteenth century; he 
paid relatively little attention to the seventeenth or 
eighteenth centuries.
More information on these periods was provided by 
Watson (1963). He gave more attention to the seventeenth 
century than any other historian of psychology. With the 
completion of an additional work in preparation based on 
trends or themes, referred to as the "prescriptive" approach, 
he will add further to our knowledge of the period.
While psychologists, generally, are aware of l?th 
century philosophical influences, no systematic attention 
has been given to the scientific literature of the period 
in relation to psychology's subsequent development as a 
scientific discipline. The amount of evidence from 17th 
century original sources of a scientific nature has been 
distressingly small, if not completely absent.
It was assumed that analysis of the ma;jor scientific 
literature from I650 to 1700 might prove profitable for 
several reasons. First, to make clear the origins of many 
concepts employed in the behavioral and sodal sciences; 
second, to contribute to our understanding of the attempted 
adaptation of physical science methodology to he study of 
man; third, to clarify psychology's place in relation to 
the disciplines and traditions from which it evolved; and 
fourth, to abstract the fundamental conceptual framework
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
within which observations of man were placed in the early
period of modern science. Watson's prescriptive approach
provided a format for the study. Watson wrotei
In a recent analysis of the dynamics of the history 
of the older, more mature sciences, Kuhn (1962, 1963) 
holds that each of them has reached the level of gui­
dance by a paradigm. In one of its meanings /to Kuhn/ 
a paradigm is a contentual model, universally accepted 
by practitioners of a science at a particular temporal 
period in its development. With this agreement among 
its practioners, the paradigm defines the science in 
which it operates. In a science where a paradigm 
prevails, one recognizes that a particular paradigm 
concerns chemistry, astronomy, physics, or the 
biological sciences. Illustrative in astronomy is 
the Ptolemaic paradigm which gave way to the Copernican 
paradigm, and in physics is the Aristotelian paradigm 
which gave way to the Newtonian dynamic paradigm, which, 
in the relatively recent past, was superseded by the 
paradigm provided by Einstein and Bohr. The great 
events of science which occur when a new paradigm 
emerges Kuhn calls a revolution (1967, p« ^35)*
Kuhn (I962) characterized psychology as "pre-para-
digmatic., By that he meant that psychology lacks a single
conceptual framework or model with which psychologists
operate. Watson (1967) proposed or agreed that there is
indeed still debate over fundamentals in psychology, and
that the overall framework is still very much contested.
He added however*.
...either psychology's first paradigm has not been 
discovered or it has not yet been recognized for what 
it is...if psychology lacks a paradigm, what serves 
to take its place? (ibid., p. -^35 £•)•
Watson offered prescriptions as a substitute for psychology's
unidentified or unachieved paradigm. Prescriptions are
characterized by Watson as trends or themes which are
orientative or attitudinal; they"help to direct the
psychologist-scientist in the way he selects a problem,
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5formulates it, and the way in which he carries it out." 
Prescriptions may be used in understanding developments 
or perhaps the bases of some of the conflicts in psychology, 
as characteristically they may be traced over time.
Further, they have a tendency to form constellations or 
patterns, and may characterize a given temporal period.
Watson's prescriptions bear some similarity to 
Toulmin's theoretical "pool of competing intellectual 
variants" in circulation in a given;period, which are 
operative in the natural sciences. Certain of these variants 
are accepted and incorporated into the science concerned, 
to be passed on to the next generation as integral elements 
of the tradition (1967, p. ^65).
The present investigation was an attempt to examine 
the study of man within the context of the scientific 
revolution in the l?th century, through the scientific litera­
ture of the period. The basic question was whether man 
was included within the same general conceptual framework 
as were other phenomena of nature.
Three hypotheses were derived from initial specula­
tions and background reading, and provided a basis for 
analysis.
The first hypothesis was that scientists in the 
latter half of the 17th century sought reliable knowledge 
about man, his experiences,and his behavior.'*' The reasoning
■'"In this instance, "reliable" refers to knowledge 
acquired from sources other than authoritative such as the 
classics and the Scriptures.
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underlying this hypothesis was based on several factors, 
which may have served as stimulants to a search for new and 
more objective knowledge about man.
A combination of theory and practice, hypothesis 
and experiment, new rationalism and new empiricism, combined 
into a methodological approach which culminated in the 17th 
century to gradually replace Scholasticism; technological 
advances, the general compatibility of Protestantism and 
the new philosophy, political, economic, and social factors 
provided an intellectual climate conducive to the acceptance 
of modern science and the exploration of all realms of 
knowledge.
The prevailing belief that nothing in nature was 
"too mean" for scientific study might well have led to the 
inclusion of man as part of the universe that fell under 
scrutiny in the new way, as part of the apprehensible order. 
There is no immediately apparent reason why scientists of 
the period should not have fit observations concerning man 
into the new experimental framework. That is, that man 
should be considered in the older, traditional manner, while 
other interests were subjected to new and different treat­
ment with an emphasis on observation and experiment, would 
be inconsistent, It was one of the purposes of this study 
to explicate this.
The second hypothesis, stated in prescriptive terms, 
was that in general, the prevailing scientific attitude in 
the latter half of the 17th century reflected methodological
with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
7objectivism, proba,bilistic determinism, nomotheticism, and 
quantitativism; collectively, they provided the requisite 
intellectual structure for the objective, scientific study 
of man. Prescriptions are used here as Watson intended; 
that is, they are not assumed to be absolutely definitive, 
but rather, "attitudinal." They are viewed as gradually 
coming into a predominant position throughout the 17th 
century.
The second hypothesis was based on several consider­
ations. Scientists in the 17th century subscribed to the 
essential characteristics of science as we know ic today, 
which include a striving for precision in observation and 
measurement, rigor in terminology, the ability to predict 
and control, and quantification; i.e., the pursuit of an 
objective, factual, empirical account of the world.
The third hypothesis was that a behavioral view of 
man as a subject of study predominated in the scientific 
literature. In prescriptive terms, the pattern includes 
the following emphases* methodological objectivism, 
probabilistic determinism, nomotheticism, quantitativism, 
mechanism, new empiricism, and new rationalism.
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8PROCEDURE
Method
Content analysis, a technique for systematic research 
among documents, was used to test the hypotheses. It was 
assumed that the use of a formal procedure such as content 
analysis is advantageous in that it provides a means to work 
with relatively unambiguous definitions or concepts rather 
than with uncertain or subjective ones. There is the further 
implication that standardized categories, if carefully and 
clearly defined, could be used by different researchers in 
separate studies. Results could be more comparable and per­
haps even cumulative.
It is pertinent to distinguish, as Pool (1959) 
between two types of content analysis! the representational 
approach, which is primarily descriptive and focuses on the 
message regardless of context; and, the instrumental approach 
which attempts to determine what the message conveys, given 
its context and circumstances. The latter was employed in 
the present study on the basis of several assumptions!
(a) regularly occurring events, such as the publication of 
a scientific journal, often serve an important norm-setting 
or reaffirmation role at the time they are produced and they 
thus constitute an important resource of historical evidence 
(Stone et al., 1966, p. 53)t (b) attitudes and ideologies of 
a particular time and situation can be arrived at only by
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
9considering the context and circumstances under which the 
text was written and published; thus, information external 
to the texts themselves must also be used to establish such 
things as the motives for publication, the editors* biases, 
and the material's comprehensiveness and representativeness; 
and (c) the instrumental approach provides the better means 
of keeping conceptual issues in the foreground.
It is now relevant to consider the content analytic 
procedure in some detail. Problems considered include the 
selection of the material, the definition of the categories, 
and the reading and coding of the documents. The treatment 
of the data, and the interpretation of the findings in the 
light of the hypotheses will be discussed in another section.
Selection of the Material
In the realm of documentary selection one must con­
sider* (a) availability; (b) comprehensiveness of available 
material; (c) reliability; and (d) the qualitative character­
istics of the documents.
The Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society 
of London (1665-1700) were chosen for analysis. One must 
ask what is the justification for the choice of this parti­
cular scientific society and its publication as representa­
tive of seventeenth century science. This will require 
presenting in considerable detail the historical background 
about scientific societies in general, and the Royal Society 
in particular, before returning directly to procedural 
matters.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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There are several accounts of 17th century scientific 
societies (Brown, 193^» Ornstein, 1963) as well as specific 
histories and studies of the Royal Society (Birch, 1756-7; 
Hartley, i960; Purver, 1967; Sprat, 1667; Thomson, 1812). An 
exhaustive account of scientific associations is not indi­
cated; rather, an overview of the major societies is present­
ed to show how others differed from the Royal Society, in 
order to justify the selection of the latter*s publication 
for the present study.
The Royal Society of London was not the first learned 
assembly to be concerned primarily with scientific matters.
It was preceded by several Italian and one major French group.
The Academia dei Lyncei was founded by Prince 
Federigo Cesi of Italy in 1601, and the Academia del Cimento 
was created by Leopold, the Grand Duke of Tuscany about 1657. 
The former’s proceedings, Gesta Lynceorum (1609) are consid­
ered the earliest recorded publication of scientific attempts 
at experimentation (Ornstein, 1963* P« 75). The Lyncei has 
the additional distinction of having published two of 
Galileo’s works— Saggiatore (1612), and "On Sun Spots*'
(1612). The society was short-lived. Dissension occurred 
within the group during the Copernican condemnation. The 
latter event, combined with the related dangers involved 
in the pursuit of scientific questions after the Copernican 
episode, and the death of the patron of the Lyncei, led to 
the group’s dissolution in 1630. It lasted for twenty-five 
years.
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Purely court-named and maintained members made up 
the Academia del Cimento which collapsed after less than ten 
years existence. The group consisted of only eleven appoint­
ees who, for the most part, pursued the interests of their 
sponsor, Leopold. They published an account of some of the 
experiments performed by the group, "Saggi dell 'Esperienze 
Naturali fatte nell* Accademia del Cimento," in 166?. There 
were various translations of the "Saggi"* an English version 
in 1684, a Latin version almost fifty years later, and a 
French edition in 1755* The impact of the original publi­
cation on Royal Society members, however, was not particularly 
great. The experimental procedures described were, by 166?, 
commonly accepted, and the results of the experiments did not 
offer anything new or controversial. One finds in Birch's 
History of the Royal Society (1756-57» II» P* 256) an entry 
for March 19, 1667/81
Some account was given by Dr. Pope and Mr. Hooke 
of the book of experiments of the academy del Cimento, 
which was, that the many subjects and experiments 
treated of in it had also been considered and tried 
in England, and even improved beyond the contents 
of that book;...
To give credit where due, perhaps, they added that the 
experiments were reported in the publication "...with much 
accuracy and politeness, and some of them with an acknow­
ledgement of the origin, whence they were derived." The 
suggestion was that ideas for some of the experiments were 
no doubt taken from the Royal Society.
With the publication of the "SaggiV it appeared 
that the aim of the Academy del Cimento, "...to make
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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experiments and relate them," had been met. The group 
dissolved in the same year of the publication.
The distinguishing characteristics of the two major 
Italian scientific societies werei they were founded and 
maintained by royalty, tended to be relatively small in 
membership which was for the most part court appointed, and 
both groups survived for rather short periods of time. Also, 
the two assemblies were Baconian in that they wanted to do 
experimental work "plainly and honestly," and wished to do 
away with debate and rhetoric.
Italian scientists were to keep in close touch with 
activities in other countries, and several were regular 
contributors to the Transactions. A fellow of the Royal 
Society was interested enough to go to Italy in 1699 to be 
informed "... of the state of Learning there,..." regarding 
natural philosophy (Transactions, XXII, p. 627). To the 
surprise of the English visitor, many more than he had 
assumed in Italy were applying themselves to the corpuscular 
philosophy and mathematics (ibid., p. 629). The Englishman 
gave an account of a manuscript by an Italian, Joseph 
Valeta, in which "His design is to commend and encourage 
the Experimental Philosophy (ibid.)" In the same communi­
cation, he reported that surgery was looked upon almost as 
witchcraft in Italy.
The Italian societies were created and maintained 
by sovereigns, but the major French scientific academy arose 
out of some prior spontaneous interest and enthusiasm of 
devotees of experimental science. Although the Academie
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
des Sciences was not formally established until 1666, 
meetings were held informally from 1657 in or near Paris 
at the houses of Mersenne and Montmort including such men as 
Hobbes, Gassendi, and Descartes (Birch, 1756-57, I, p. 23),
A Col. Tuke referred to the group as "...a new 
institution of an assembly of learned men, whose business 
is to advance the knowledge of nature by conferences and 
experiments;... (ibid., p. 27)*" When formally established, 
the Academy’s purpose was "...the perfection of the sciences 
and the arts, and the search in general for everything which 
can bring utility or convenience to the human race, and 
especially to France (Brown, 1934, P« 146)." The end was 
to be achieved "by the use of experiment and observation of 
nature...." Additional functions included the exchange of 
the devices of civilization with other nations, the improve­
ment of agriculture, and an attempt "...to disabuse the 
Human Race of all the Vulgar Errors which have so long 
passed as truths, for want of the necessary experiments 
being made to test them and discover their falseness (ibid., 
p. 146)." In cooperation with other learned societies they 
would try to complete "...the great Natural History which 
was part of the scientific program of the day (ibid., p. 147) • 
There were a number of groups firmly established in 
France at this time which made it difficult for the Academie 
to carry out its stated plans* the Faculty of Medicine held 
conservative views of physiology, and had its own ideas 
about the improvement of remedies by the use of chemistry; 
education was under the control of the Jesuits; the press
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
was tightly controlled by the Sorbonnej and, in matters of 
letters and language the Academie Francaise held the monopoly. 
The result was that under the direction of Colbert’s 
advisers, rather distinct groups of scientists were established, 
and directed "...to excel and make a special study of the 
branch he chooses, in which he will be expected to make all 
the investigations required of him,..." There was some 
similarity here to the members of the del Cimento who worked 
under the close observation or direction of their founder.
The Academie des Sciences founded the Journal des 
Savants in 1665* although regular formal meetings of the 
society did not begin until December of 1666. Members of 
the Royal Society read the French publication, and often 
reprinted articles from it in the Transactions. The first 
curator of experiments of the London group, Robert Hooke 
(1635-1703) referred often in his diary to having purchased 
the Journal? also, that he "...lent Sir J. Hoskins 63 
Journalls de Scavans (p. 325)•" Henry Oldenburg, (1615?- 
1677) secretary of the Royal Society, was notified of the 
conception of the French journal, and contributed to the 
first number (Brown, 193^» P» 19*0• Oldenburg received the 
Journal from Justel, who got the Transactions in exchange.
The Secretary often reviewed papers before members and 
suggested that certain procedures or problems pursued by the 
Parisian philosophers "...might be vigorously prosecuted, 
(Birch, 1756-57* H» P» 358)." A spirit of competition existed 
between the two groups.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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After only three months of circulation, the French 
publication was censored because of complaints from Rome 
that the tone of the Journal was critical of the policies 
of the Company of Jesus. Justel, writing to Oldenburg, 
said "...it is almost impossible that an ecclesiastic should 
do anything notable because he is obliged to be circumspect 
and dare say nothing which shocks the Roman religion of the 
court of Rome (Brown, 193^# P* 198)." With a slight change 
of staff and certain reserves, the Journal was made accept­
able to the Jesuits. Brown wrote that "...the emasculated 
Journal would pursue a path of mediocrity, approved by all 
the powerful, and useful if not particularly attractive to 
the rest (193^» p. 197)." It was judged to be without 
literary merit or liberty of expression, and was soon "...a 
very poor second to its foreign rivals and imitations (ibid., 
p. 199).H
The lack of freedom of expression in France of views
contrary to those sanctioned by the government was reported
in a letter from Paris which was published in the Transactions.
Word was sent from England to France regarding the successful
use of blood transfusion on animals and a man. The French
correspondent wrotei
The Enemies of New Discovery's had taken so great 
care of publishing every where this false News to 
decry this Experiment, that there needed an authentick 
testimony to dissabuse the multitude. If one should 
undertake to dissipate all the false rumors, they 
spread touching this matter, one should never lay 
aside the Pen;... (Ill, p. 710).
In a letter published a little later in the same volume,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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however, there is some indication of optimism regarding the 
relationship of the French government to scientific dis­
covery. There was doubt expressed that the Faculty of the 
Parisian Physicians would act favorably on the transfusion 
issue, but some hope was indicated that the Parliament would 
approve, since it was a hundred years earlier that prohibition 
had been decreed*
...the time, wherein we are, seemes to be much 
more favourable for New Discoveries, than it was an 
Age agoe. His Majesty, how much soever taken up 
in the Government of his Kingdome, and in his 
Victories and Triumphs, is not wanting to give a 
very particular encouragement and protection to 
Learned and Inquisitive Men* And at a time, when 
his said Majesty sends all over the World recom- 
pences and gratifications to those, that cultivate 
Sciences, I cannot believe, that in his Dominions 
there will be found Magistrates, resolved to 
condemne persons, that have no other Crime, than 
that of consecrating all their interest and labour 
to the Progress and Advancement of Knowledge and 
New Discoveries (Transactions, III, p. 715)*
The learned societies of England and France, the 
Royal Society of London and the Academie des Sciences, which 
continue in existence today, arose out of the combined 
interests of amateurs and scientists. They were not, 
initially at least, sponsored by the government, nor were 
they under the direct control of political leaders. As 
the Academie des Sciences acquired formal status, this 
ceased to be true. Also, as already indicated, the original 
structure and purposes of the Academie were modified by 
Colbert's advisers, so members did not have the freedom to 
pursue a wide range of problems. Members had to submit 
plans for their work, so there was little room for flexi­
bility. According to Brown*
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The foundation at Paris...seems more like a branch 
of the French civil service than a free company 
of investigators; the veil of secrecy and the 
careful supervision under which they worked, the 
exclusion of doctrine, whether Cartesian or 
Jesuit, and the royal funds which provided salaries 
and expenses, speak of the high degree of regi­
mentation and control which a successful public 
academy for the sciences demanded in Paris (1934,
p. 160).
The earliest historian of the Royal Society cited 
the French Academy as the major competitor of the London 
group, but he had more to say of the former's eloquent 
history written by Monsieur de Pelisson. Sprat wrote» 
"...while the English Royal Society has so much out-gone 
their Illustrious Academy, in the greatness of its under­
taking, it should be so far short of them in the abilities 
of its Historian (1667, p* 40)."
The Royal Society of London had several character­
istics which distinguished it from other scientific assem­
blies. Although chartered by Charles II in 1662, it did 
not have the financial aid or support that the Italian or 
French societies had. The high cost of experimentation is 
sometimes seen as one factor in the formation of the group; 
that is, a pooling of resources through the collection of 
dues was a means to help purchase instruments needed to 
carry out experiments. The financial help of some of the 
early members was of major importance in the survival of 
the society in its early struggling days. Robert Boyle and 
others often donated money to help with financial difficul­
ties.
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The membership of the Royal Society consisted of 
men from a variety of stations. There were the aristocratic 
virtuosi, men of high position and/or wealth with primarily 
amateur status in science} and, there were the professionals. 
The latter were physicians, ministers, lawyers, engineers, 
chemists, and sundry others. Also, contributing to the 
broad scope of the membership were tradesmen. The non­
professional layman with a love of science and the leisure 
time to pursue it made up much of the membership. Foreigners 
were encouraged to become members, and were excused from 
payment of dues.
When any person residing in foreign parts shall be 
elected into the society in due and accustomed form 
and manner, the said person shall be registered among 
the fellows of the society, and be reputed a fellow 
thereof, without subscription and admission in the 
usual form;... (Birch, 1756-57, I, p. 410).
An entry in Birch for April 20, 16641
Issac Vossius was proposed candidate by Dr. Charleton, 
and at the same time, because a foreigner, elected 
and admitted, without obliging him to any payment 
(I, p. 415).
The pioneers in the society were not primarily
learned men; that is, they were not academicians. The
group's early historian, Thomas Sprat, went so far as to
say that "...those who have the best faculty of Experimenting.
are commonly most averse from reading Books;... (1667,
p. 97)•" He addedi
For true philosophers, who are only eager for truth 
and knowledge, never regard themselves as already so 
thoroughly informed, but that they welcome further 
information from whomsoever and from whencesoever 
it may come;.•.•
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Required characteristics cf the philosopher, according to 
Sprat«
...that he who goes about such an undertaking, 
should first know himself, should be well-practis'd 
in all the modest, humble, friendly Vertubsi should 
be willing to be taught, and to give way to the 
Judgment of others. And I dare boldly say, that 
a plain, industrious Man, so prepar'd, is more 
likely to make a good Philosopher, than all the high, 
earnest, insulting Wits, who can neither bear part­
nership, nor opposition (1667, PP« 33-3*0 •
In addition*
...such men, whose minds are so soft, so yielding, 
so complying, so large, are in a far better way, 
than the Bold, and haughty Assertorsi..• (ibid.).
The former, he suggested, will "...pass by nothing, by 
which they may learni they will be always ready to receive, 
and communicate Observations! they will rot contemn the 
Fruits of others diligence! they will rejoyce, to see man­
kind benefited, whether it be by themselves, or others
(1667, p. 3*0."
A distinction ©an be made between two major types 
of men who contributed to the development and growth of the 
new philosophy. The essential qualification of aScholastic scientist 
of the Renaissance was training in philology; with the 
advent of Bacon, whose primary opposition to the Peripatetic 
Philosophy was its focus on words and rhetoric, a new re­
quirement was proposed as the prime characteristic. This 
was a willingness to experiment and to observe (Jones, 1932, 
p. 316). These were then, the experimenters who attempted 
to demonstrate the insufficiency of the facts handed down 
from the past by actively doing experiments, which was seen 
as the chief means of scientific progress; the prototype
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was Robert Hooke.
The second type of men who supported and promoted 
the new philosophy were those who believed in the experimental 
methods and philosophy of Bacon, and who backed the efforts 
of the Royal Society whether members or not. These were the 
speculators, the theorists, and the propagandists who wrote, 
argued, and preached in favor of the new approach. Into 
this group fall philosophers such as Hobbes and Locke; 
churchmen such as Baxter, Derham, and Webster; and literary 
men such as Glanvill.
"The joynt force of many men" preferred by the Royal 
Society was reflected in the diversity and versatility of 
its members; this, one of its distinguishing characteristics. 
Their main purpose was to replace the Aristotelian approach 
to the study of the natural sciences with the philosophy of 
Francis Bacon, and to combine theory with experiment.
The physicist to some extent, operates as a technician, 
so the close collaboration of science and technique was seen 
as essential. That is, man must know how he is going to 
deal with nature in order to obtain the desired result. 
Introducing experiment into science, when taken subjectively, 
implied creating in men a high standard of exact observation 
and developing in them experimental skill. Generally, prior 
to the 17th century, the philosopher saw manual skills as 
below his station; although experiments were done, science 
was little affected by them.
Before Bacon, the Italian, Galileo had insisted on 
the role of the arts then considered lov, vile, sordid, and
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mechanical in obtaining knowledge. He pointed out that 
when the scientist puts nature to the ordeal of experience, 
he has to appeal to the technician to help him— as his 
equal. The experiment that works was the only way to check 
deductions. Santillana (1964) spoke of modem science, and 
proposed that it was the team of scientist and technician 
which freed science from the initial metaphysical mortgage. 
In the l?th century, through the efforts of the members of 
the Royal Society, experimentation became respectable.
There were only a few university men in the early
group of new philosophers, and they recognized that the
Aristotelian philosophy which prevailed in the universities
was outdated. Generally speaking, most academicians of the
period were against the new philosophy promoted by the
Royal Society. Butterfield, an historian of science, wrote«
It is notorious that .the Scientific Revolution of 
the seventeenth century had to by-pass the univer­
sities and found it necessary to supplement these 
with new establishments of its own (1955* P» 39)•
Many criticisms were leveled against Aristotelian 
learning about the middle of the century just as the Royal 
Society was getting under way, and there was a prevailing 
suspicion that the Baconians were attempting to undermine 
the universities.
The early members knew they would face strong re­
sistance from the Schoolmen, the proponents of the Aristo­
telian tradition, so the members of the Royal Society 
attempted to conduct themselves in such a way that would 
not antagonize too many, too soon. When strong backers of
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the new experimental philosophy attacked Aristotelian 
learning, the early group of experimenters, through Wilkins, * 
tried to temper the attack somewhat. The latter took the 
opportunity to politely admit Aristotle's place in learning 
(which he held, was not in the natural sciences), and 
suggested that if there were those who disagreed with the 
ancient philosopher, they should be free to do so, and free, 
as well, to pursue their own approach to science.
In Novum Organum, literally the New Organon 
("Organon" was Aristotle's system of logic), Bacon suggested 
that the natural sciences had become sterile because of a 
separation between the intellectual and the utilitarian.
The new philosophers wanted to bridge the gap, and hoped to 
apply scientific attitudes and methods to a wide range of 
subjects. Studies of the ancients were seen as having pri­
marily literary value, and some merit in forcing clear 
thinking? but, it became apparent, primarily to those out­
side the universities, that the classics as traditionally 
done, contributed little or nothing to intellectual progress 
in the natural sciences.
The main charge which the patrons of the new science 
directed against the Peripatetics was the futileness of 
disputing, which departed from material reality.
Bacon proposed that words were invented to satisfy 
inferior intellects, that they either stood for things that 
did not exist at all, or innacurately represented the 
truths of nature (Jones, 1932, p. 315)* Confusions arose
*See Appendix G, p. ^6, for birth and death dates 
if not included in text.
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because of this, because words rather than reality became 
the concern. The new philosophers assumed that reality 
could be known through observation and experiment.
Thomas Sprat wrote»
...disputing is a very good instrument, to sharpen 
mens wits, and to make them versatil, and wary de­
fenders of the Principles, which they already knowi 
but it can never much augment the solid substance 
of Science itselfi And me thinks compar’d to 
Experimenting, it is like Exercise to the Body in 
comparison of Meat*...a supply of new food that 
must make them grow*...which must nourish, and 
increase, and give new Blood, and flesh, to the 
Arts themselves (166?, p* 18).
The universities became the object of attack be­
cause they provided for, and argued for, the perpetuation 
of Scholasticism.
There were two movements against the universities 
in the 17th century. An antirhetorical trend materialized 
in the Puritan eras there was a drive to return to the 
simplicity of language, and plainess in approach to minister­
ing suggested by Paul in the scriptures. The Puritans 
wanted uneducated and unordained ministers; they criticized 
the study of ancient languages as impractical. Comenius 
and others were inspired by the Baconian philosophy, and 
insisted upon the subordination of the study of foreign 
languages to the useful study of nature.
A Puritan and enthusiastic Baconian, John Webster, 
strongly criticized the study of languages in Academiarum 
Examen (1653)* At the same time, he advocated the replace­
ment of the new science for the classical studies being 
emphasized in the universities. The latter proposal
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The plain or unrhetorical style of Francis Bacon appealed 
to the Puritans; but, it was also reflected in the proce­
dures and emphases of the Royal Society. That is, there 
were those who were not primarily concerned with religious 
matters, but who were advocates of the New Philosophy and 
who were interested in the introduction of experimental 
science into the university curriculum.
The Aristotelian philosophers of the universities 
were accused by Robert Boyle of too little use of experiment. 
He claimed that when they did experiment, it was merely to 
illustrate the principles they had already arrived at in 
their system of philosophy.
In the Philosophical Transactions, a book was re­
viewed which seemed “...worthy to be recommended to all 
young Students as ...what is useless and pedantique, and 
comprehending what is indeed sober, and necessary to direct 
our Reason in all sorts of ingenious and useful Sciences 
(Vol. IX, p. 139f»)»M In this strongly recommended work, 
the author attempted to show some of the reasons why some 
investigators had been so far misled in the investigation 
of truth. He referred to the Ten Aristotelian Predicaments 
as not only useless, but as an obstacle to the attainment 
of "solid knowledge"; the Predicaments were represented by 
the Schoolmen as founded in "reason and truth itself," 
but the critic suggested that they came from the imagination 
of one man,
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...who had no right at all to prescribe Laws to 
the Philosophical World; others having no less power 
than He to use their right in disposing the Objects 
of their thoughts in such order as sutes best with 
the Model of Philosophy which they embrace;...
(ibid., p. 139).
There was a tendency for those who chose the new philosophy 
over that of Aristotle's to give the latter his due. Al­
though highly critical of the ancient philosopher, the 
author noticed "...what is considerable in Aristotle's 
Logick, and what other Writings of his are valuable;...
(p. 1*4-0)." Most errors that had led men astray were attri­
buted to syllogizing; to the building of discourses upon 
false principles, and arriving at ill-drawn consequences. 
The author suggested Descartes’- four rules of method (from 
Dissertation de Methodo) as very useful to avoid error in 
the acquisition of sciences, but also spoke of some defects 
in that method.
Sprat questioned how the Schoolmen, most of whom 
were clergy, could possibly be suited for such a business 
as furthering even the Peripatetick philosophy. He wrote, 
"The Peripateticks themselves do all grant, that the first 
rise of knowledge must be from the Senses, and from an 
induction of their reports*... (166?, p. 19)." ®he School­
men led a relatively cloistered life, and kept rather 
strict hours. Furthermore, they
...had seldom any larger prospects of Nature. then 
the Gardens of their Monasteries...what sorry kinds 
of Philosophy must they needs produce, when it was 
a part of their Religion, to separate themselves, 
as much as they could, from the converse of man­
kind? when they were so farr from being able to
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discover the secrets of Nature* that they had 
scarce opportunity* to behold enough of its common 
works? (ibid.)
A major critic of the Aristotelian approach to 
science was Joseph Glanvill, author of The Vanity of 
Dogmatizing (1661) and Plus Ultra (1668). The latter work 
"stood forth as the central document in this whole death- 
struggle of the old Aristotelian way in a world inherited 
by the 'new science' (xi).M Glanvill's purpose was to show 
that the new method advocated by the Royal Society was 
superior to that of Aristotle, and that the kinds of know­
ledge gained in the 17th century was not evidenced in 
Aristotle's time. Also, he wanted
...to encourage the freer and better disposed 
Spirits, to vigour and endeavour in the pursuits 
of Knowledge; and to raise the capable and 
ingenuous, from a dull and drowsie acquiescence 
in the Discoveries of former Times; by repre­
senting the great Encouragements we have to 
proceed, from modem Helps and Advancements...
(p. 23).
A reviewer in the Transactions of a 17th century
author, Coringius, showed that Aristotle's work had been
unduly praised. The reviewer took the occasion to
...shew the many falsities deliver'd by Aristotle 
in his History of Animals, particularly in that of 
the Lyon, Eagle, and Crocodile, and to rectifie 
the same, especially in the History of the Crocodile; 
of the Anatomy of which he here gives us an accurate 
and considerable account (X, p. 298).
The reviewer used Borrichius's work as an authority in
judging Aristotle, and told us that Pythagoras, whom he
considered "...one of the best and most solid Philosophers
and Mathematicians among the Antients, learned his Philosophy
in AEgypt;..." Furthermore, that "...if we should sit down
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and acquiesce in what the Greeks have deliver'd to us, the 
knowledge of Nature and the skill of Physick would be very 
imperfect and lame (Transactions , X, p. 297)." He listed 
evidence to support his thesis that "...we should think our 
selves more obliged to the first Inventors (the Egyptians) 
than the Promoters (the Greeks), of useful knowledge (ibid..
p. 298)."
The new philosophers were seldom critical of all of 
Aristotle's work. Some disciples of the Scholastic philosophy 
also demonstrated flexibility. A Jesuit and schoolman, 
Honorati Fabri, wrote on a wide range of topics, including 
the classification of plants, the generation of animals, 
and man. His reviewer in the Transactions made it clear 
that Fabri was not so "addicted" to Aristotle, "...as to be 
on his side, when he thinks Truth is not." Fabri had "... 
emancipated himself considerably from the Scholastick way 
of Philosophing (I, pp. 326-327)."
A synthesis of the two philosophies was apparently 
attempted by J. B. du Hamel in De Mente Humana. On the 
"true way of Demonstrating" he was presented in the Trans­
actions as wanting "...to deliver a Logick, sutable not 
only to the old Scholastick, but also to the Modern and 
Experimental Philosophy;... (VII, p. 5081)."
Reflecting on the impetus of the New Philosophy,
Henry Power wrote in 1664i
This is the Age wherein (me-thinks) Philosophy comes 
in with a Spring-tide; and the Peripateticks may as
^Present author's addition.
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well hope to stop the Current of the Tide, or (with 
Xerxes) to fetter the Ocean, as hinder the overflowing 
of free Philosophyi Me-thinks, I see how all the old 
Rubbish must be thrown away, and the rotten Buildings 
be overthrown, and carried away with so powerful an 
Inundation (p. 192).
Although Aristotelian philosophy or learning was 
under fire during the 17th century, schools and universities 
all over Europe were resistent to the new philosophy. In 
the early part the the century, opponents of the new science 
were in the majority. As Merton (1938) suggested, in periods 
of sharp transition, new patterns of conduct must be justi­
fied if they are to take hold and win social sanction. The 
pioneers of the new philosophy had to withstand strong 
opposition.
The early modern scientists were subjected to 
criticism from a number of sources* literary men, academi­
cians, and particularly theologians. Individuals such as 
Henry Stubbe and Robert Crosse debated with Joseph Glanvill, 
one of the Royal Society's staunch supporters. It was in 
answer to Crosse's accusation that the Royal Society had 
not advanced science beyond the knowledge of Aristotle 
(Weld, 18^8,1, p. 229), that Glanvill wrote Plus Ultra (1668), 
wherein he reviewed the accomplishments of the London group, 
and in which he attributed those advancements to the new 
philosophy. He wrote*
We must seek and gather, observe and examine, and 
lav up in Bank for the Ages that come after. This 
is the business of the Experimental Philosophers; 
and in these Designs a progress hath been made 
sufficient to satisfie sober expectations* But 
for those that look they should give them the 
Great Elixir, and the Perpetual Motion, the way to
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make Glass malleable, and Man immortal; or they 
will object that the Philosophers have done 
nothings for such, I say, their impertinent Taunts 
are no more to be regarded, than the little chat 
of Ideots and Children (p. 91-92).
Glanvill also debated with Henry Stubbe, a very 
hostile critic ’of the Royal Society. Stubbe proposed that 
the Aristotelian approach should continue to be followed 
until a better one be found; he did not believe the New 
Philosophy was a promising new system. He wrote Censure 
upon certain passages contained in the History of the Royal 
Society.^  In this work he attacked Thomas Sprat's History 
of the Royal Society (1667)* an account of the accomplish­
ments of the group since its beginnings. Glanvill and Stubbe 
clashed in an exchange of pamphlets, as each tried to outdo 
the other in what was believed by some to be competition 
between two professionals hired by proponents of either side 
of the controversy. Davy (1953) reported that Stubbe was 
accidentally drowned in 1676, and that Glanvill preached 
the funeral sermon, thereby getting the last word. How the 
latter got into such a position, considering the animosities
was not indicated.
Jonathan Swift, master satirist, ridiculed the new
science. He read the Transactions, and in the 'Voyage to
Laputa' made up his own brilliant paradoxes based on the
h.
scientific reports,
^For an excellent account see Jones, Harold W. "Mid­
seventeenth Century Science! Some polemics," Osiris, IX,
1950, pp. 35^-374.
^See Nicolson, Marjorie H. and Mohler, Nora, "The 
Scientific Background of Swift's 'Voyage to Laputa',"
Annals of •Science, II (1937)» 299-334«
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The Society’s focus of attention on things of the 
world drew criticism from the religious. The churchmen and 
theologians were the greatest and most significant sources 
of opposition. Scientific investigations threatened the 
foundations of their dogmas. This was not the intent of the 
Baconians, however. Their primary concern was philosophical 
or scientific, and their revolts were directed at the pre­
vailing emphasis in the natural sciences. Particularly at 
first, the new rationalism was not applied to religious 
or political questions. The Royal Society's members followed 
Bacon in refusing to allow religion to be brought within the 
discipline of observation and experiment; members were for­
bidden to debate religious and political issues in public, 
and even in their informal days, agreed to refrain from dis­
cussions of the sort. This did not mean that they were not 
concerned with such issues.
Theirs was a philosophy or attitude that attempted 
to substitute order and a methodological approach for emo­
tional arguments in the natural sciences. Although the new 
philosophers wanted to examine Nature according to new 
standards, great care was taken that rational and scientific 
views were not interpreted as invalidating faith when the 
two were in disagreement. Superstition was being attacked 
(astrology, alchemy, witchcraft), but religious dogma was 
treated with the utmost respect. Their reliance on objec­
tive methods or techniques and their determination to 
restrict themselves to tangible, observable data in their
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search for "truth," did not create any serious problems 
for the scientists themselves in the realm of religion. 
Religious attitudes or truths of faith were accepted in 
one context; rational and scientific attitudes or truths 
of reason were accepted in another context.
To the suggestion that the natural scientist must 
be an atheist because "...he keeps the rules of the game 
and leaves God out of the argument,... (Butterfield, 1955t 
P» 139)»" one might say that the new philosophers were able 
to keep the rules of the game, without leaving God out of 
the argument. They reconciled faith with reason.
Sensitive to the accusation that might be leveled 
against him because of the attitude of many that the new 
philosophy and religion did not mix, William Derham, a 
clergyman and Editor of Philosophical Experiments and Obser­
vations of the late Eminent Dr. Robert Hooke (1?26) wrote;
...as for the Diversity of this from the Business 
of my Profession* I confess it is not direct Divinity, 
but yet I think it, by no Means, unfit for a Clergy- 
Man*s Diversion....so what Diversion more innocent, 
or proper, than that which promotes Knowledge, and 
Experience, and is a Discovery (if never so small) 
of any of the Works of the infinite Creator? (Preface).
The new philosophers* interests were not only com­
patible with belief in God, bu their attitude was that the 
universal reason of man revealed the existence of God.
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Deism, an attitude or belief of many of the intellectuals,
justified scientific undertaking in their own minds; and
allowed them to adapt religious tradition to the intellectual
position of the European world in revolution. Most of the
deists believed in God as a "First Mover" of the Universe,
but one who never interfered with its running. Theirs was
a natural religion.
The universal reason of man, ...revealed the 
existence of God, a natural system of morality 
and the certainty of future rewards and punish­
ments based upon conformity to it. This natural 
religion, ...was complete in itself; whatever 
went beyond it in Christianity or other religions 
was irrelevant, the mere product of superstition 
and human passions. God was thus converted to 
rationalism (Nussbaum, 1953> pp. 186-187).
A number of authors suggested an affinity between 
Puritanism or ascetic Protestantism generally, and Baconian- 
ism or the new science (Jones, 1932; Merton, 1938; Stimson,
1935).
Merton's examination of a possible link between the
two revealedi
...not to deny the importance of a host of other 
factors-economic, political, and above all the self- 
. fertilizing movement of science itself-... The Puritan 
complex of a scarcely disguished (sic) utilitarianism; 
of intramundane interests; methodical, unremitting 
action; thoroughgoing empiricism; of the right and 
even the duty of libre examen; of anti-traditionalism- 
all this was congenial to the same values in science 
(1938, p. 495).
Protestantism promoted a kind of thinking which in­
volved the utilization of reason and experience to under­
stand and to confirm the inherent consistency or order of 
all knowledge. This attitude favored the scientific view of 
the period, which Whitehead (1925) referred to as one of the
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assumptions underlying modern science, "...a widespread, 
instinctive conviction in the existence of an Order of Things, 
and, in particular, of an Order of Nature (p. 5)»"
John Woodward, an M.D., Professor of Physick at 
Gresham College, and a member of the Royal Society, wrote in 
the Transactions a lengthy and systematic account of experi­
ments done over a period of several years. He concluded*
There*s a Procedure in every Part of Nature, 
that is perfectly regular and geometrical, if 
we can but find it out* and the further our 
Searches carry us, the more shall we have 
Occasion to admire this, and the better'twill 
compensate our Industry (XXI, p. 227).
It was the propitious attitude or compatibility of 
Protestantism with science that he ped the latter acquire 
an acceptable social status? religion was a dominant social 
force, and its positive attitude must have contributed to 
the acceptance of the new philosophy.
A characteristic belief of Protestantism was that 
God shews himself to man through Nature, that man must 
"...see the Creator in all His works (Baxter, 166^-65, I,
P» 375). ** I.e., in order to know and love God, one must
know and love Nature.
Robert Boyle reflected that attitude. The reviewer 
of Parker’s Tentamina Ph.vsico-Theologica de Deo (1666) 
wrote in the Transactions that if one was inclined to believe 
that the new philosophy was "...the Apprentiship of Atheisme?" 
he should read Parker's book as well as Boyle's Usefulness 
of Experimental-Natural Philosophy (I663)• Both books 
showed "How Much that Philosophy, which searches out the real
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Productions of Nature (the true Works of God) does manifest 
the Divine Glory more, than the Notionals of the Gentils 
(I, pp. 324-325).M
Boyle was more specific regarding his view of God 
in Origin of Forms and Qualities According to the Corpuscular 
Philosophy (1666). He first asserted "freely and heartily" 
an incorporeal being that made and governed the world, and 
then hoped he might "...do no unseasonable piece of service 
to the corpuscular philosophers, by illustrating some of 
their notions with sensible experiments. ." He attempted 
to explain the phenomena of the universe in a purely mechan­
ical way, "...by the motion, bigness, gravity, shape, and 
other mechanical affections of the small parts of liquors,..." 
He made it clear he was not trying to prove that no angel 
or other immaterial creature could interpose in these cases; 
"...for concerning such agents, all that I need say, is, 
that in the cases proposed we have ho need to recur to them." 
In his will, Boyle praised the attempts of the Royal Society, 
and wished them well "...to discover the true Nature of the 
Works of God. (Transactions. I, p. 191 ff.).“
The scientific method in various forms had been 
around for a very long time, but it was not until the 17th 
century that it gained enough impetus and strength to affect 
Scholasticism or long-held superstitions.
Dr. William Gilbert, who died in 1603, was among 
the first experimenters. He stated hypotheses, constructed 
apparatus, and relied on proof by experiment. His De Magnete.
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Magneticisque Corporibus. et de Magno Magnete Tellure, 
Phvsiologia Nova was published in 1600. Despite the extra­
vagant claims he drew from his work, it was based on experi­
ment with no recourse to Scholasticism. The corporate 
effort of the new philosophers however, was needed before 
any noted influence was exerted on the natural sciences.
In the 17th century, explanations other than the 
traditional seemed to be needed. Examination of the accepted 
authorities by the new philosophers led them to conclude 
that Scholasticism was no longer adequate, and that a re­
definition was in order. A redefinition that is, of the 
way in which one arrived at truth; a different method or 
set of rules which would enable men to measure and to control 
things in nature appeared to be demanded by existing condi­
tions. There was a demand to be rid of the fear of the un­
known. The Scholastics seemed to be dealing with the wrong 
questions, and explained everything in terms of abstractions 
like forms, qualities, and essences.
In the first volume of the Transactions, the re­
viewer of Hevelius' Prodromus Cometicus (1665) reflected 
the basic issues
...he somewhat complains, That Men do more inquire 
what Comets signifie, then what they are, or how 
they are generated and moved? professing himself to 
be of the minde of those that would have Comets rather 
admired then feared; there appearing indeed no cogent 
reason, why the Author of Nature may not intend them 
rather as Monitors of his Glory and Greatness, then 
of his Anger or Displeasure; especially seeing that 
some very diligent Men (among whom is Gemma Frisius) 
take notice of as great a number of good as bad 
Events, consequent to Comets (p. 107K
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Bacon’s new philosophy, combined with the influence of 
Descartes, offered a new way to arrive at the explanation 
of how things happen rather than why. The 1 -tter was a 
vitalistic type of explanation; the former, mechanistic.
Prior to the 17th century, one turned for explana­
tion primarily to the systems provided by ancient philosophy.
As Butterfield pointed out;
...men in the later middle ages...tended to compile 
encyclopaedias of purely descriptive matter. When 
there was anything that needed to be explained these 
men would not elicit their theories from the obser­
vations themselves— they would still draw on that 
whole system of explanation which had been provided 
for them by the ancient philosophy (1962, p. 91).
Aquinas, in the 13th century, combined the best of two
worlds— the scriptures and the teleological thinking of
Aristotle. Aquinas taught that God created and sustained
the world by eternal laws. Heavy bodies fell downward
because God gave them that "nature". Such was the basis of
knowledge. Scholastic discussions in the Middle Ages began
with accepted truth. The major method of inquiry was
logical deduction. Scholasticism represented rationalism
in the sense of "old" rationalism; that is, the use of
reason in terms of scholastic logic, without the support of
empirical or factual evidence. Many of the characteristics
of 17th century science can be explained as a revolt from
dogmatism, untested speculation, and empty deduction that
characterized Medieval Scholasticism.
Galileo, often cited as the earliest representative 
of modern science, was led by observation to doubt Aristotelian
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mechanics and said so. Galileo believed that Aristotle
would certainly have changed his opinion had he shared the
former's observations, and that he would not have been
stubborn as were his followers. In The Systeme of the
World in Four Dialogues (translated in 1661) he wrote*
Do you question whether Aristotle, had he but seen 
the novelties discovered in Heaven, would not have 
changed his opinion, amended his Books, and embraced 
the more sensible Doctrine; rejecting those silly 
Gulls, which too scrupulously go about to defend 
what ever he hath said... (In Davy, 1953> P» 181).
Gilbert also accepted the Copernican system and 
took issue with the ancient philosophy in De Magnete,
Magneticisque Corporibus, et de Magno Magnete Tellure 
Physiologia Nova (1600). He dedicated the latter "To you 
alone, true philosophers, ingenuous minds, who not only in 
books but in things themselves look for knowledge, have I 
dedicated these foundations of magnetic science— a new style 
of philosophizing (Crowther, i960, p. 10)." Crowther (i960) 
proposed that Gilbert influenced Bacon, but that the former 
had not combined experiment with speculation into a completely 
balanced method of research} that is, he "...tended to be 
either entirely experimental or entirely speculative (p. 11)."
Brett (1921, II,p.2i5) placed the beginnings of what 
we call the"scientif ic methocT in the l?th century, because 
of the attempts at that time to produce counter-examples to 
discount existing knowledge. The new philosophers consciously 
tested stories provided by tradition, and attempted to come 
up with better stories. The introduction of methods of 
measurement, of experimentation, were more precise ways than
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speculation or scholastic logic to produce confirmation 
or counter-examples. In the Scholastic tradition, if a 
proposition was consistent with some assumed or given truth, 
then it was “true." This was not enough for the new 
philosophers who expected truth to correspond with a tangible 
state of affairs. The type of explanation which appeared 
to fill the needs of the time were mechanico-materialistic; 
it seemed to handle all the phenomena of the physical world. 
The mechanical explanation was the "philosophical" explan­
ation; all others were scholastic or Aristotelian (Willey, 
1953)* The new philosophical approach with its emphasis 
on measurement, and experiment, and man's ability to reason, 
seemed to offer a security that allowed men to eschew super­
stition. Rather than believe they were being controlled by 
Nature, they could reverse the role and control the forces 
of nature, and put them to use for the "relief of man's 
estate."
The interpretation of phenomena in terms of atoms or 
particles, and movements of particles of matter in space 
and time was tangible; this was an account of how things 
"really" were, and was not resorting to supematuralism or 
metaphysics. There was no longer reverence for mystery; 
men in the 17th century wanted the security that accompanied 
understanding.
The Royal Society would have nothing to do with 
astrology, alchemy, or the occult because serious pretensions 
to learning were claimed which could not be,justified by
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actual accomplishments. On astrology, Sprat had the
following to sayt
...this Astrological humor disarms mens hearts, 
it breaks their courage? it confounds their 
Councils, it makes them help to bring such 
calamities on themselvesi First they fancy, 
that such ill accidents must come to pass* And so 
they render themselves fit subjects to be wrought 
upon, and very often become the instruments, to 
bring those effects about, which they fondly 
imagine d (sic) were inevitable threatn'd them 
from Heven (1667, p. 3 ^  £•)•
One of two significant alterations of the original
papers printed in Sprat's History of the Royal Society
was the exclusion of any statements which implied that the
Society in any way associated itself with witchcraft. There
are mentions of witchcraft in the Transactions, however,
as well as inquires about "Daemons." Robert Boyle listed
inquiries about Mines and Mine-country, an important topic
in the Transactions during the early years of publication,
and appended some "promiscuous inquiries." Among them*
Whether the Diggers do ever really meet with any 
subterraneous Daemons; and if they do, in what 
shape and manner they appear; what they portend; and 
what they do, &c? (I, p. 3^3)•
In one of the lists of books added to the Transactions by
the printer in the way of advertising, was a "Tract on
Witchcraft, wherein vulgar or common witchcraft is rejected,
natural witchcraft confirmed, and magical witchcraft examined.
Useful for the reading of Theologians, Lawyers, and Doctors
(X, p. 375) •1,5
^Tractatus de Fascinatione novus & singularis, in 
quo fascinatio Vulgaris profligatur. Naturalis confirmatur, 
& Magica examinatur, Theologis Jurisperitis. & Medicis 
lectu utilis, ...Joh. Christiani Frommians. translated by 
Dr. F. J. Murphy.
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There are also numerous references to witches in 
Birch (1756-57), hut in such a way as to suggest scepticism 
as to their reality. For example, an entry for Sept. 2,
1663*
Sir Kenelme Digby related, that Dr. Dee,^ by a dili­
gent observation of the weather for seven years 
together, acquired such a prognosticating skill of 
weather, that he was, on that account, accounted a 
witch (I, p. 300)*
And from Iceland, dated November 14, 16641
'Witches (or persons so supposed) are in that country! 
a particular relation of that query I expect by 
another hand (ibid., I, p. 492).'7
Francis Bacon speculated about superstition and the
tendency of individuals once having adopted an opinion, to
draw "...all things else to support and agree with it...";
i.e., a person tends to reject, neglect, or ignore those
instances to be found contrary to the held opinion.
And such is the way of all superstition, whether in 
astrology, dreams, omens, divine judgments, or the 
like; wherein men, having a delight in such vanities, 
mark the events where they are fulfilled, but where 
they fail, though this happen much oftener, neglect 
and pass them by (Novum Organum, first book of 
aphorisms, 1620).
And, as a warning or note of caution to scientists, who
assumed undue objectivity!
...with far more subtlety does this mischief in­
sinuate itself into philosophy and the sciences; 
in which the first conclusion colours and brings 
into conformity with itself all that come after, 
though far sounder and better (ibid.).
John Dee was an eminent mathematician in the 
reign of Queen Elizabeth.
^In a letter from R. 0. Flint about Iceland.
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In general, there was persistent advance in in­
tellectual progress in the 17th century, hut demonstrative 
of the complexity of human progress was the Janus-like 
quality of many of the century's greatest thinkers. There 
appears to have been a dialogue between superstition, the 
form of which varied, and reason. Joseph Glanvill, one of 
the staunchest supporters of the new philosophy wrote*
If any thing were to be much admired in an Age of 
Wonders, it would be to me Matter of Astonishment, 
that Men, otherwise witty and ingenious, are fallen 
into the Conceit, that there is no such Thing as a 
Witch, or Apparition; but that these are the creatures 
of Melancholy and Superstition, foster'd by Ignorance 
and Design; ...the being of Witches and diabolical 
contracts is most abundantly confirm'd....the testi­
mony of all Ages, not only of the rude and barbarous, 
but of the most civilized and polished world, brings 
tidings of their strange performances (Sadducismus 
Triumphatus, 1666).
It was more difficult for some than others to completely
abandon supernatural religion and old beliefs; scepticism
was never stilled in the minds of men such as Robert Boyle
who contributed so much to the advance of the concept and
investigation of an orderly universe. It was reported
that Robert Boyle went to Ireland at one time to be "touched"
by a Mr. Greatrix. The latter is referred to in the
Transactions (XXI, p. 332) in a letter to John Evelyn from
Mr. Thoresby, a fellow of the Royal Society. The letter,
in which a number of cures by Mr. Greatrix were reported
included the following*
I have not writ of any, but such as I have still 
some Friends living who were Eye-witnesses as well 
as myself, with whom I have compared Notes Yester­
day, and give you nothing but what they think 
exactly true.
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One of the reported cures by Mr. Greatrix was brought 
about when he put "some of his spittle" into the ears of 
a deaf woman and cured her deafness.
Revelation, miracles, witches could not be explained 
through the exercise of reason in the early l?th century. 
Generally speaking, the disagreements between faith and 
science were not to stand in the way of the new philosophers; 
for those who needed to, could dismiss matters of faith as 
not subject to scientific investigation. It was not until 
late in the century that a full-scale attack against revel­
ation occurred.
Just a few years after the beginning of the Royal 
Society, alchemists were singled out as imposters. Sprat 
distinguished among three kinds of chemists. He referred 
to those who "...look after the knowledge of Nature in 
general," those who "...seek out, and prepare Medicines," 
and those who "...search after riches, by Transmutations, 
and the great Elixir." The efforts of the first two kinds 
of chemists were successful and contributed to the new 
philosophy, but the alchemists were "...downright Enthusiasts 
...And seeing we cast Enthusiasm out of Divinity it self, 
we shall hardly sure be perswaded, to admit it into Philosophy. 
It were perhaps a vain attempt, to try to cure such Men 
of their groundless hopes." The alchemists, in their en­
thusiasm, were intent to endow man with "...Immortality 
itself...their success has been as small, as their design 
was extravagant (166?, pp. 37-8)*
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The new scientists sought clarity and truth. In 
Bacon's New Atlantis (1627), the guide for visitors reflected 
this* "But wee doe hate all Impostures, and Lies* Insomuch 
as wee have severly forbidden it to all our Fellowes, under 
paine of Ignominy and Fines....(ibid., p. 43). Bacon saw 
ventriloquism as fraudulent, of "...no great use...but for 
Imposture, in Counterfeiting Ghosts and Spirits (ibid., 
p. 65)."
The ultimate problem raised by magic was that of 
blasphemy. If man attempted to reproduce or to imitate 
nature, he appeared to be threatening the creating God. 
Galileo, when he broke down the distinction between heavenly 
and earthly conditions and was in a position to present his 
case against Aristotle, could see no reason why he might 
be considered a blasphemer. What he was able to prove 
belonged to God's eternal truths, that only the ignorance 
of men could have obscured. He believed, as did Boyle and 
others later, that he was affirming God's great works.
When Pope Urban allowed Galileo to re-examine the issue of
g
the old and the new systems, it was on the condition that 
Galileo understood that any system of the universe must re­
main a pure hypothesis, since actual truth was not attainable; 
that is, God could have produced the same observable effects 
in many ways. This was the Pope's assurance that the approved 
system of teaching would not be disturbed. What later led
8Twelve years before in 1616, the Copernican system 
was condemned as contrary to philosophy and the Scripture.
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the Pope to rise against Galileo, was the former's detection 
that Galileo believed he could establish a true order 
deductively. Galileo asserted that where there is mathe­
matical deduction of reality, things could not be otherwise. 
This implies that when man's mind has deduced a necessary 
proposition, it perceives it as God himself perceives it. 
There is an identity at that point between man's mind and 
God's. The true rationalist instinct is to believe in the 
reality of what thought is constructing; this is to limit 
God's absolute will. Descartes, as we will see, later 
realized this, and dodged accordingly (Santillana, 196*0.
Systematic observation had brought cosmological 
theory to the brink of disaster. Had Aristotle the oppor­
tunity to look through Galileo's telescope, as mentioned 
before, he would certainly have formulated an explanation 
on the basis of his observations. The essential difference 
between natural philosophy and the new philosophy, was that 
with the former, there was no systematic questioning of 
nature. Explanations of known phenomena were offered, but 
there were no attempts to verify hypotheses; i.e., natural 
philosophy did not include experiment. Certainly, not all 
experiments in the 17th century were done to verify or 
falsify hypotheses. Sprat listed pages of experiments of 
various types; e.g., "to find out at what degree of heat, 
Lead, Tin, ...will melt." Most scientific advance came 
about through the marriage of observation and explanation. 
Bacon insisted that theories were to be elicited from the 
observations themselves. He appreciated the need for
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ships# and his disciples in the Royal Society planned to 
explain every new truth on demonstrable grounds. As is 
true today# there was not total agreement however, on the 
role of experimentation, as an entry in Birch for Feb. 5> 
1679/80 indicates*
The method of making experiments was also farther 
discoursed of; that they should be made in order to 
prove a theory propounded* but Sir William Petty 
was of opinion, that they would be more faithfully 
made and delivered, if they were not made to help 
out a theory, because that might prepossess and 
biass the experimenter (IV, p. 8).
In any event, the new philosophers intended to 'cut
away' the entire system of natural philosophy; they expected
that most of what was previously known of physics would be
replaced. Sprat (I667) speculated as to what the consequences
of such an outcome might be*
...What can we lose, but only some few definitions, 
and idle questions, and empty disputations? ...Per­
haps there will be no more use of Twenty, of Thirty 
obscure Terms, such as Matter, and Form, Privation, 
Entelichia, and the like....and infinite variety of 
Inventions, Motions, and Operations, will succeed 
in the place of words...insteed of Idle talking, and 
wandring, under its fruitless shadows; as the 
Peripatetics did in their first institution, and 
their Successors have done ever since (p. 327).
In the place of words, Bacon and his followers 
wanted to be certain that there would be a collective organ­
ized body of related knowledge that would continue to grow 
and develop and expand. What was aimed for was*
...a competent stock of Observations and Experiments, 
frequently and carefully made by Intelligent and 
Cautious men, which may serve for a Magazeen of Mater­
ials, of which hereafter, by duly considering the
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whole, and comparing all the parts together, may 
be raised (if possible) such a Systeme of natural 
Philosophy, as may give a rational Accompt of the 
Appearances and Effects of Nature, and enable men to 
infer from confronted Causes and Effects such conse­
quences, as may conduct to the greater benefit and 
ampler accommodations of Humane life (Anon. pp. 3-4, 
cited in Purver, 1967, P» 97)*
As to the scope of interests of the Royal Society, 
there were no limits. Theirs was an "...impartial survey 
of the whole Creation (Sprat, 1667)."
Some historians of science have given primary credit
for the Scientific Revolution of the 17th century to the
precise use of the experimental method. Sarton (1927) wrote 1
The great intellectual division of mankind is not 
along geographical or racial lines but between those 
who understand and practice the experimental method 
and those who do not understand and who do not 
practice it (I, p. 29f).
He was accounting for the accomplishments of the Western
world; compared to the latter, Eastern civilization "remained
at a standstill or even deteriorated." Although not all
historians of science place as much emphasis upon the
importance of the experimental method, all agree it was
important.
Another modern historian of science attributed the 
success of the new philosophy particularly to the corpuscular 
conception of matter. Harre (1964) proposed that what 
separated seventeenth century science from its predecessors 
was that it had a new set of conceptual boxes all bound up 
within the conceptual scheme of corpuscularism.
Still a third proposed; "It is only when a group of 
individuals arises in whom the community recognizes in some
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way the right to think legitimately in universal terms, that 
a revolution is on its way ( , Santillana, 1964, p. 202)."
One must assume that such a drastic change in 
attitudes as occurred in the 17th century involved perhaps 
all three of the above factors, and many more. A combination 
of theory and practice, hypothesis and experiment, the sub­
stitution of new rationalism and new empiricism combined into 
a methodological approach to replace Scholasticism; techno­
logical advances, the general compatibility of Protestantism 
and the new philosophy, and political, economic, and social 
factors combined to provide the intellectual climate requi­
site for the acceptance of modern science.
The new philosophy was accepted almost unanimously 
after the Restoration; and the Royal Society, having with­
stood the difficulties of its early days, attained social 
acceptance.
Once the new science and the Royal Society became 
firmly institutionalized, the attractions were those of all 
established social activities, and more. The Royal Society*s 
intentions and accomplishments were acclaimed all over the 
world. For example*
— A letter of 12 January 1664/5 to Oldenburg from a Dr. 
Lewenheim at Breslaw in Silesia, "expressing his high esteem 
of the institution and design of the society,... (Birch, 
1756-57, II, p. 42)."
— Cardinal Leopold De Medici of Italy sent a message that 
he had "...obtained the Pope's permission to correspond
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with the society, of which he now intended to make use, to 
let them see the esteem, which he had of them and their 
institution (ibid., p. 335)•"
 Huygens expressed much confidence in the stability of the
institution "beyond any other philosophical society...."
He spoke of leaving some papers to the Society in the event 
of his death (ibid., II, p. 424).
— Malpighi, a philosopher who originally followed the 
Peripatetic philosophy, but who "began to leave off the 
disputative," and apply himself to a more experimental method 
when he became a Professor at Pisa, dedicated his autobio­
graphy to the Royal Society. He argued with Swammerdam, 
Willis, Borelli, and others regarding physiological and 
anatomical issues through the Transactions, wrote dialogues 
against the Peripatetics and Galenists, and became a member 
of the Royal Society in 1669 (Transactions, XIX, p. 545f•)• 
— Of scientific societies in general and the new philosophy, 
the opinion of Johannes Sturmius, a German academician at 
Altorf appeared in the Transactionst
...that in this one Age, not yet elapsed, there hath 
been a far greater progress, made in Natural Philoso­
phy, than in many Ages before, and that by means of 
that happy Experimental Method, embraced and exercised 
by the Royal Societies of England and France, and 
the noble Colledges of Rome, Florence, Venice, &c. 
by which Method, he saith, the Disputacious way of 
wrangling about mere Scholastical and fruitless 
notions being laid aside... (X, p. 509)•
Further evidence of the high esteem in which the 
judgment of the Royal Society was held was demonstrated 
when foreign scientists, such as De Graaf, Swammerdam, and
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Charles II appointed the society the official examiner and 
approver of patents in 1662 (Weld, 18^8, I» p» 137)•
The Royal Society, "...from its very commencement 
attracted the attention of all the philosophers in Europe, 
and...was publicly encouraged by Charles II, and many of 
the English nobility (Thomson, 1812, p. 2)."
In 1679, Thomas Hobbes proposed that the universities 
were no longer the place to learn Natural philosophy, and 
that the Transactions should replace academic textbooks for 
the study of natural phenomena (1679, p. 155)•
Another philosopher, John Locke, referred to the 
members of the Royal Society as "...master-builders, whose
««ri
mighty designs, in advancing the sciences, will leave last­
ing monuments to the admiration of posterity;... (1690, I, 
p. xxxv)." He had also spoken out against Scholasticism and 
the existing system of university education.
The development and acceptance of the Royal Society 
has now been shown. Its distinguishing characteristics, in 
summary, were* flexibility in approach, corporate effort, 
the wide range of problems considered, and its freedom of 
communication.
Support for its flexibility in allowing for diverse 
points of view, although the group was composed of men pri­
marily interested in the philosophy of Bacon, is evidenced 
in the opening statement of the charter, which included 
the following*
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...we look with favor upon all forms of learning, 
but with particular grace we encourage philosophical 
studies, especially those which by actual experiment 
attempt either to shape out a new philosophy or to 
perfect the old....the whole world of letters may 
always recognize us not only as the Defender of 
the Faith, but also as the universal lover and 
patron of every kind of truth...(Thomson, 1812, 
p. 553).
Further*
The true Experimenting has this one thing inseparable 
from it, never to be a fix'd and settled Art, and 
never to be limited by constant Rules (Sprat, 1667* 
p. 89).
Thomson said of the Royal Society that it was "... 
beyond dispute the most magnificent and liberal establish­
ment of the kind which has ever been.fbrmed (1812)."
So much for the choice of the Royal Society as the 
most representative as well as the most advanced body of 
17th century scientists. A consideration of its publications 
is now in order.
During the early 17th century, the diffusion of new 
knowledge was difficult, and was chiefly accomplished by 
written correspondence. This approach was time-consuming 
and limiting. A significant purpose of scientific societies 
was to make public, information and discoveries that came 
to their attention, and to make this information available 
to as wide an audience as possible. Until the scientific 
journal was conceived, authors had to prepare a complete 
treatise before hope of publication. With the advent of 
the journals, all new information could be exposed to a 
large number of scientists for their perusal, consideration, 
and reaction. The recognition of the importance of the
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the communication of ideas led to the establishment of the 
Philosophical Transactions, the official journal of the 
Royal Society.
Henry Oldenburg, Secretary of the Royal Society and 
editor of the Transactions from I665 until 1677, noted in 
the introduction to the first number published March 6,
1665*
Whereas there is nothing more necessary for promoting 
the improvement of Philosophical Matters, than the 
communicating to such, as apply their Studies and 
Endeavours that way, such things as are discovered 
or put in practise by others; it is therefore thought 
fit to employ the Press, as the most proper way to 
gratifie those, whose engagement in such Studies, 
and delight in the advancement of Learning and pro­
fitable Discoveries, doth entitle them to the know­
ledge of what this Kingdom, or other parts of the World, 
do, from time to time, afford, as well of the progress 
of the Studies, Labours, and attempts of the Curious 
and learned in things of this kind, as of their com- 
pleat Discoveries and performances* To the end, that 
such Productions being clearly and truly communicated, 
desires after solid and usefull knowledge may be 
further entertained, ingenious Endeavours and Under­
takings cherished, and those, addicted to and con­
versant in such matters, may be invited and encouraged 
to search, try, and find out new things, impart their 
knowledge to one another, and contribute what they 
can to the Grand design of improving Natural know­
ledge, and perfecting all Philosophical Arts, and 
Sciences. All for the Glory of God, the Honour and 
Advantage of these Kingdoms, and the Universal Good 
of Mankind (I, pp. 1-2).
The intended catholicity of the interests of the 
Royal Society and its publication is also indicated by Olden­
burg in the dedication of the first volume to Charles II*
This is my Solicitude, ...To spread abroad Encour­
agements, Inquiries, Directions, and Patterns, that 
may animate, and draw on Universal Assistances.
There is ample evidence that Oldenburg and members of the
Royal Society had no intention to publish only contributions
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of English philosophers and scientists. They actively 
sought information and contributions from all over the world, 
and from all kinds of people. Sprat wrote that important 
information could he gathered "...not onely by the hands of 
Learned and profess’d Philosophers; but from the Shops of 
Mechanicks; from the Voyages of Merchants; from the Ploughs 
of Husbandmen; ... (1667, p. 72)." In the minutes of the 
meetings of the Royal Society, one finds that a committee 
was appointed "...for considering of proper questions to 
be inquired of in the remotest parts of the world... (Birch,
1756-57, I, P. 15)."
Several accounts of efforts to compose "a good 
Natural History" from inquiries are found in the Transactions; 
one by a Master Rook (I, p. I40f), the other by Robert Boyle 
who wrote;
These...were thought fit to be publisht, that the 
Inquisitive and Curious, might, by such an Assistance, 
be invited not to delay their searches of matters, 
that are so highly conducive to the improvement of 
True Philosophy, and the wellfare of Mankind (I, p. 189).
The members of the Royal Society carried out their
intentions. Only five years after the official charter was
granted by Charles II in 1662, the earliest historian of the
Society wrote;
They have Collected, and sent abroad Inquires for the 
East Indies, for China, for St. Helena, for Tenariff,... 
for Ginny, for Barbary, and Morocco, for Spain, and 
Portugal, for Turky, for France, for Italy, for 
Germany, for Hungary, for Transylvania, for Poland, 
and Sueden, for Iceland, and Greenland (Sprat, 1667, 
p. 157).
Entries in the records of the Royal Society support 
Sprat's statement. One finds reference to "...inquiries to
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be made in Egypt and Ethiopia (Birch, 1756-57* I* P* 297).“
A later entry in Birch (1756-57) informs us thati
Mr. Hooke produced the two first sheets of a dis­
course of Mr. Job Ludolfus, counsellor to the 
emperor and the duke of Saxe-Gotha, being the^ 
beginning of a history of AEthiopia and the kingdom 
of the Habessines* which sheets were read, and ordered 
to be kept in the library (IV, p. 37)•
Inquiries were sent to St. Helena (ibid., I, p. 322); 
to Newfoundland (ibid., IV, p. 19); to Hungary and Turkey 
(ibid., II, p. 40).
The East India Company was given a list of questions 
to be answered; then, some of the information was to be 
compared with that gathered in England. Boyle was interested 
in the altitude and temperature of foreign countries. He 
stressed that it should be taken by instrument, and that a 
hydroscope should be used to gather information on moisture 
and dryness.
Reports of journeys and answers to inquiries were
often presented at the meetings of the Royal Society. On
August 26, 1663*
Mr. Colwall mentioned, that Mr. Throowgood, a master 
of a ship, who had received instructions from the 
society for the East-Indies, was returned, and had 
some account to give of what he had done for the 
society in his voyage; which he was desired to bring 
in at the next meeting (Birch, 1756-57* I* P» 297)*
From America, a letter from Governor Winthrop of 
Massachusetts was read in which the latter reported unsuccess­
ful trials at sea for sounding of depths without a line.
This was on July 22, 1663 (ibid., p. 280). Later, Governor 
Winthrop sent the society some curiosities, as well as a 
book entitled the Practice of Piety translated into the
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Indian language, Baxter's Call to the Unconverted in the 
Indian language, and an Indian grammar (ibid., II, p. ^21). 
Among the curiosities were a humming bird, several rattles 
of rattlesnakes, and the pizzle of a raccoon.
At the May 10, 1665 meeting, Wilkins reported an 
account from America concerning the comet (Ibid., II, p. ^7). 
There are also accounts of the comet written from Prague and 
Leige, as well as reference to a drawing of the first comet 
by a Spanish Jesuit at Madrid. The latter sent his drawing 
to Robert Hooke so it could be compared with other observa­
tions.
There are interesting accounts published in the 
Transactions by Jesuits who had traveled to China (Vol. XIX, 
p. 585)*
Sprat (1667) described the Royal Society's concern
with what was going on in foreign lands in the following wayi
Their manner of gathering, and dispersing Queries is 
this. First, they require some of their particular 
Fellows, to examine all Treatises, and Descriptions, 
of the Natural, and Artificial productions of those 
Countries, in which they would be inform'd. At the 
same time, they employ others to discourse with 
the Seamen, Travellers, Tradesmen, and Merchants, 
who are likely to give them the best light. Out 
of this united Intelligence from Men and Books, they 
compose a Body of Questions, concerning all the 
observable things of those places (p. 156).
At the beginning of the second year of publication 
of the Transactions, Oldenburg repeated the intention of 
universality! "These Transactions being intended...to 
sollicite in all parts mutuall Ayds and Collegiate endeavours 
for the farther advancement thereof!... (I, p. I63)*"
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Oldenburg kept up regular foreign correspondence 
with important men on the Continent! with Hevelius in 
Dantzig; with Huygens, who spent time in Holland and France; 
with Malpighi in Italy; and with Leewenhoek, who became a 
regular contributor to the Transactions, and upon his death 
left his microscopes "...which I did grind myself and set 
in silver; ...to the Society (Weld, 1848, i, p. 245)."
Letters are recorded from Cassini in Rome, from 
Auzout at Paris; and, Oldenburg read a letter from the 
sheriff in the Bermudas, which contained some information 
on "the longevity of the inhabitants;... (Transactions,
III, 792)."
All o/er the world, men were willing and eager to 
further the interests of the Royal Society!
 From a Dutch Jesuit residing in Brazil, "...willing to
give satisfaction in such inquiries as the Society should 
recommend to him (Birch, 1756-57, H» P» 500)."
 A letter to the President of the Royal Society from His
Majesty’s Ambassador to the Emperor of Moroco, stating that 
he was eager to serve the interest of the Society abroad 
(ibid., II, p. 435).
 A Dr. Croune "...acquainted the Society with Dr. Collin's
offer to correspond with them from Russia; and he was de­
sired to entertain that correspondence... (ibid., I, p. 163)."
 Ferdinand Albert of Germany offered his communication to
the society from Germany and Italy. In return he asked to 
be made acquainted with the experiments of the group (ibid., 
II, p. 147).
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While the Transactions were, for the most part, 
published in English from 1665, they were translated later 
into Latin in Frankfurt in 1671; in Leipzig in 1675; in 
Amsterdam in I67I. Translations were also done in French 
at about the same time. Justel, Auzout, and Fermat were 
among the leading French thinkers who were regular readers 
of the English publication in the 17th century.
There is little doubt that the Transactions contri­
buted tremendously to the dissemination of scientific in­
formation in the 17th century, and that the opinion reflected 
therein was of an international nature.
Regarding the subject matter, the Philosophical 
Transactions were the result of the labours of the Royal 
Society; from the nature and constitution of the group, the 
objects of their attention were necessarily unlimited. The 
physical sciences, however, or those which are promoted by 
experiment, were their declared objects; and experiment was 
their preferred method (Thomson, 1812, p. 6).
Despite their preference, included in the material 
in addition to accounts of experiments presented before the 
Royal Society and other groups, are letters, excerpts of 
letters, discourses, book reviews, articles from other 
journals, and memoranda.
Perusal of the Transactions leads one to conclude 
that the editors were not rigid, and printed much that would 
not be considered physical science. The writer of a history 
of the East Indies was sensitive to the members* preferences, 
however, and reported on '*the Observables in Natural and
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Moral things," but, "Being mindful of what belongs to 
our design in these Tracts, ..." he but transiently touched 
on the latter, referring the reader to the book itself if 
interested in "...what belongs to the Morals and the odd 
Religions of those Indian Heathens,... (VI, p. 309*0."
Another comment regarding the subject matteri
Though Chronological and Historical Matters, may 
not seem so properly the Subject of these Tracts, 
yet...they thought fit to command it to be inserted 
in the Philosophical Transactions, as an instance 
of the great Use of Astronomical Computation for 
fixing and ascertaining the Times of memorial Actions, 
when omitted or not duly delivered by the Historian 
(XVI, p. 495).
The reference is to a paper which was read before the Royal 
Society and entitled, "A Discourse tending to prove at what 
Time and Place, Julius Cesar made his first Descent upon 
Britain."
Actually, there are many instances of chronological, 
historical and moral matters printed in the Transactions, 
along with the most important and leading experiments of 
the times. There were frequent controversies over theore­
tical issues, often resulting in experimental testing of 
conflicting theories; there were many calls for duplication 
of experiments; new hypotheses or speculations were pre­
sented for consideration; plans for future research were 
made known, and current scientific works were critically 
reviewed. Omstein (1963) referred to the Transactions 
as "an international battle ground of scientific opinion 
(p. 127)."
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Oldenburg was sensitive to the interests of the
scientists of the period, and because of the interest and
controversial nature of the generation of animals and man,
he printed an article in the Transactions, entitled '’Testis
Examinatus", which was
...formerly (viz, Anno 1658) at Florence, by Cadlius 
Dathirius Bonglarus, and now, by reason of the 
great scarcity of the Original here, desired to be 
inserted in this Tract» which is the rather done at 
this time, because the subject therein consider'd, 
is now under severer Examination than ever, amongst 
the Curioser Anatomists both here, in France, and 
Holland (III, p. 843).
Controversies concerning the generation of animals 
and men took place between Leewenhoeck and Martin Lister; 
and between de Graaf and Dr. Timothy Clark (Birch, 1756-57*
II. P. 332).
Brouncker, Mersenne, Huygens, Hobbes, and Wallis 
among others, spent considerable intellectual effort attempt­
ing to "square the circle"; there are numerous accounts in 
the Transactions. Brouncker*s solution was printed in full 
when he was President of the society (III, p. 645)• Huygens 
and Gregory started their exchange on the problem in the 
Journal des Scavans; later accounts appeared in the Trans­
actions (e.g., II, p. 882). Dr. Wallis reviewed the whole 
controversy between Mr. Huygens and Mr. Gregory in a letter 
to the President of the society (Birch, 1756-57* II* P» 332). 
Hobbes and Wallis argued strenuously for their respective 
intellectual constructs, and at times resorted to name- 
calling. ^
^Wallis, in a letter to Oldenburg, wrote that he was 
employed in work, "as hard almost as to make Mr. Hobbes under­
stand mathematics. It is to teach a person dumb and deaf to 
speak,..." (Birch, I, p. 83)•
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Redi, an Italian, and Charas, a Frenchman, had two 
different theories regarding the poison of rattlesnakes.
The former suggested the juice was always poisonous whether 
taken from a live viper or a dead one; the latter proposed 
that the poison of a viper is no where hut in her "inraged 
spirits." Both men finally insisted upon experiments for 
the proof of the problem (XIII, p. *4-?f).
The range of subject matter reflected in the papers 
in the Transactions is tremendous. In the first volume is 
an account of a missionary who travelled to Cochin-China to 
propagate the Christian Faith, but who apparently was so 
"...intent upon that Subject,""the reviewer of his report 
wrote, "...he seems not to have many Philosophical observa­
tions in those places." In the final analysis, the reviewer 
admitted the book was "...not quite destitute of Natural 
Observations," and after summarizing how diamonds are found 
and separated, mentioning that the most esteemed fruit was 
the Durion, and discussing factors affecting the growth of 
rice, the reviewer gave relatively more space to "the way 
of keeping ones self harmless from a wild Elephant» when 
he runs directly upon one,... (I, p. J27ff.).u It would be 
difficult to argue that this was not a "...divers useful 
and remarkable discovery."
Regarding reliability of the material, working with 
17th century literature provides the advantage of a long 
period of time between publication and examination of the 
material. This allows for greater certainty regarding 
authenticity, and presents an opportunity to draw on
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supplementary sources to assess reliability. Although the 
Transactions themselves were of primary importance in the 
analysis, external information such as the minutes of the 
meetings, diaries (e.g., Hooke,1672-1680; Pepys, 1669-1703? 
Evelyn, 1620-1706), histories (Sprat, 1667f Thomson, 1812;
Weld, 1848), and correspondence (Rigaud, 1841; Oldenburg, 1965) 
were also significant. The Philosophical Collections (Hooke, 
1679-1682),considered a supplement to the Transactions. 
were published during an interruption in the publication and 
provided additional material. Furthermore, the Transactions 
have been subjected to scholarly appraisal within several 
contexts (Merton, 1938; Thomson, 1812). Thomson*s purposes 
included "...to substitute historical details which are 
not so readily met with."
An important factor when considering the internal 
validity of documents, is the audience for which the content 
was intended. The intended reader of the Transactions. 
(scientists and those interested in science) and the pro­
ducers were much the same; i.e., there was no particular 
need to propagandize or to convince. The intention was to 
be objective.
As to the possibility that the contents represent
only editors* interests rather than any actual foci of
scientific interests, Merton (1938) wrote;
...the editors of the Transactions were prominent 
members of the Royal Society who were in constant dir­
ect contact with the immediate scientific interests of 
the leading scientists. Hence they would be inclined 
to publish articles corresponding to the interests 
of the-readers. Secondly, the articles were contributed
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by the leading investigators of the time and hence, 
in the very nature of the case, would reflect their 
interests. And finally, the reliability of the 
data is attested by the almost identical picture 
derived from independent sources, (p. 411).
There were several mechanisms that would add to 
the assurance that the contents were not merely a reflection 
of the bias of the editor. Sprat referred to the fact that 
the Royal Society had two secretaries who were "to reply 
to all addresses from abroad and at home; and to publish 
whatever shall be agreed upon by the Society (1667, p. 94)." 
What Sprat suggested was that the secretaries were to de­
rive their authority from the Society, and were to act on 
its instructions.
And even more convincing, "...that the president 
had perused the Philosophical Transactions designed for 
this month, viz. n°. 10, and given his consent for the 
publishing of them; those, who were present, gave their 
consent likewise for it, to make up the quorum of seven, 
requisite for giving licenses (Birch, 1756-57, P* 65)." 
Throughout Birch are additional references to the "licensing" 
of particular editions of the Transactions (e.g., II, p. 104; 
II, p. 51).
Enough has been said to justify the selection of 
the Philosophical Transactions as the basis for the present 
study. It would appear that the papers are an accurate 
representation of historical facts, and collectively present 
a body of scientific literature which reflects the interests, 
procedures, and explanations of the scientists of the period.
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Availability of the documents presented no problem, 
as facsimile reprints of the original volumes were readily 
procurable.
An additional consideration in the selection of 
the material was its comprehensiveness. The Transactions 
were published for twenty-nine of the thirty-five years 
from 1665-1700. There were two lapses in publication; the 
first from 1679-1682, and the second from 1688-1690. Al­
ready mentioned was the fact that Robert Hooke published 
the Philosophical Collections from 1679 until 1682, covering 
that lapse, and that supplementary external information 
added to the comprehensiveness.
Regarding the qualitative characteristics of the 
material, the diversity in form and subject matter has 
already been indicated. The lengths of the papers ranged 
from approximately one-half page to thirty-five pages. In 
this study each paper was considered equally, as one record­
ing unit, regardless of type or length.
Another consideration was whether to include all 
papers published during the period under study or to include 
only a sampling. It appeared feasible to include all the 
papers. Because all papers were included, passages and 
articles in foreign languages were translated before coding^0
■^Translations were done by Dr. Frederick J.
Murphy.
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Definition of the Categories
A crucial step in content analysis is the definition 
of the categories which serve as the basis of judgments.
The major problem is to develop categories that are relevant, 
useful, and clearly enough stated to be reliable.1'1' As North 
(1963) suggested, there are two types of reliability when 
considering category construction! intercoder reliability, 
which refers to the degree of agreement between different 
coders; and, intracoder reliability which measures the test- 
retest stability of an individual coder over time. A cate­
gory is objective when it yields unbiased data independent 
of the idiosyncracies of the data collectors (North, et al., 
1963, p. 42).
While any category is a compromise and contains some 
variation, categories were chosen that appeared most useful, 
yet objective, for the purposes of the study; i.e., on the 
basis of questions to be answered or the information sought.
To test Hypothesis One, that scientists in the 
latter half of the 17th century sought reliable knowledge 
about man, his experiences, and his behavior, a category 
system was devised to determine the extent to which there 
were papers in the literature under study that reflected 
that interest (See Appendix A), General guidelines were
^If the category is too broad, the content might 
not be reflected accurately; if too narrow, results may be 
unintelligible or meaningless.
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used as well as tentative outlines including more specific 
characteristics, under the headings of Sensation, Perception, 
Thinking, Learning, Motivation, Personality, Sociology, and 
Ahthropology. The latter two categories were included be­
cause although psychology may be defined as the study of 
man, his experiences, and his behavior, and for some, the 
study of lower animals, sociology, when viewed in this 
context, utilizes concepts derived from the study of indi­
viduals, as well as from the study of institutions and social 
groups. Anthropology, at times considered a science of man, 
includes both psychology and sociology; it then encompasses 
the comparative study of the chief divisions of man includ­
ing somatic characteristics, social habits, customs, and 
12linguistics.
The major concern in the definition of the categories 
was to abstract from the literature those elements which had 
a perceivable relationship to the subsequent development 
of psychology, and to the extent indicated, sociology and 
anthropology. The following procedure was used to test Hypo­
thesis One.
12 In the history of science, when an attempt is 
made to classify by subject (e.g., psychology, physics, 
chemistry) the first problem is that the boundaries of the 
sciences were not clear in the 17th century. For somewhat 
different reasons, this is also true today. In the final 
outline, the headings changed somewhat.
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Judgment of the Documents 
Part One
During the training period, that is, before the 
actual material was coded, the analysis outline was considered 
flexible to allow for unanticipated difficulties in interpre­
tation or the need for additional categories. Material similar 
in content to that of the Transactions was used (Philosophical 
Collections, 1679-1682; Philosophical Experiments and Obser­
vations, 1726).
Two judges, one a University of Massachusetts senior 
major in psychology, the other a first-year University of 
New Hampshire graduate student in psychology, were given 
definitions which in total were meant to encompass the total 
subject matter of psychology (See Appendix B ). A paper was 
placed in Category I if judged relevant to the subsequent 
development of psychology1 if irrelevant, it was placed in 
Category II. There was no quantitative answer as to how 
much an article had to include on the topic in order for 
an indicator to be a characteristic of the paper. The in­
clusion depended upon the coder's interpretation of each 
paper. A dichotomous decision was made on the basis of 
presence or absence of indicators. During training, coders 
stated their reasons for coding papers as they did. This 
information later helped to clarify bases of disagreement or
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agreement. Reliability checks were taken periodically.
In a study such as this, an obvious problem is the decision
regarding an acceptable level of reliability. As Schutz
(1952) suggested, it is an arbitrary choice to decide when
a category is clear enough to be scientifically useful,
giving due consideration to the effects of guessing and
chance. On the basis of the reliability figures of the 
13pilot study, scoring criteria appeared well enough estab­
lished to proceed with the actual material. Once final 
guidelines were set up for the analysis outline, on the 
basis of the preliminary study, they remained unchanged 
throughout analysis of the actual material.
Part Two
The second part of analysis was designed to test 
Hypotheses two and three? that is, to establish the problem 
of interest to the author of the paper, the variables dealt 
with, the procedure employed, and the philosophical and 
methodological assumptions underlying both the attitude 
toward the subject matter, and the treatment of it. Watson’s 
prescriptions were used as a format to arrive at the latter.
1%he pilot material involved a total of 98 papers.
On completion of 10# (n*10) of the papers, the inter-coder 
reliability was 0.90? at the end of 50# (n=^9)> 0.79? at 
the end of all the papers (n®98), 0.80. Twenty-eight of 
the papers were judged "relevant'’? seventy, "irrelevant."
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The procedure was essentially the same as in Part One. A 
dichotomous decision was made as to the presence or absence 
of indicators. Material used in Part One for training, and 
judged "relevant" was also used in Part Two for training. 
Reliability measures were taken at intervals, and the tenta­
tive outline revised on the basis of problems of definitions 
and meaning, or the need to add or delete categories.
Three outlines, two preliminaries and a final, were tried 
before the analysis form reflected the revisions and addi­
tions needed to allow for relatively reliable classification. 
(See Appendix A).
Using the final analysis outline, both coders then 
judged the first 100 papers in the Philosophical Transactions. 
The inter-reliability measure was 0.800. At this point, 
one coder was assigned the even-numbered volumes; the other 
coder, the odd-numbered volumes. Upon completion of five 
volumes, or approximately 50# of the material, both inter- 
and intra-coder reliability measures were determined. 
Inter-coder reliability was 0.919* intra-coder reliability 
for one coder was 0.956; for the other, 0.8?1. The coders 
then completed the remaining volumes.^*^
14
At the end of coding of all papers for Part Two, 
inter-coder reliability was 0.82.
15For inter-coder measures, each coder was given a 
volume originally done by the other; for intra-coder mea­
sures, each was given a volume to code which she had done 
earlier.
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Treatment of the Data
Information from final analysis outlines was trans­
ferred to a data summary sheet and to a general coding form 
(Optical Scanning form DS 2970) (See AppendixD )• Computer 
cards were punched with an identification number for each 
relevant paper, and numbers representing the variables 
characteristic of that papex*.
Computer analysis provided a joint frequency matrix 
and an association matrix for the 125 variables for the 
relevant papers. Further analysis provided a joint frequency 
matrix and an association matrix for each of seven five-year 
periods.
The statistic used was the coefficient of association. 
According to Kendall & Stuart (1961), if one is to sum up 
the strength of association between two attributes in a single 
coefficient, several requirements must be met* (1) that the 
limits of variation of the coefficient should be known, and 
that it shall take the central value or the lowest value of 
its range when there is no association; and, (2) the measure 
of association should increase as the relationship proceeds 
from dissociation to association (p. 538)* Since the means 
of the variables were unequal, the association coefficient 
was the most interpretable statistic for the purpose at 
hand. It reflects* (a) the proportion of occurrences of 
variable A in relation to the total number of possible occur­
rences; (b) the proportion of occurrences of variable B
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in relation to the total number of possible occurrences, 
and (c) the proportion of occurrences of the two variables, 
A & B together, in the same paper to the total number of 
possible joint occurrences.
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RESULTS
Three hypotheses were under examination. The first 
stated that scientists in the latter half of the 17th 
century sought reliable knowledge about man, his experiences 
and his behavior.
Of 192^ papers published between 1665 and 1700, 367 
(19%) were found to be instances of this search for infor­
mation about man. This does not conflict with the incontro­
vertible fact that the ma.ior interests of 17th century 
scientists and philosophers were related to the natural 
sciences; that is, it was initially accepted that only matters 
of natural history1^and natural philosophy1'7were proper 
subject matter for the Philosophical Transactions. Yet 
Bacon, even before the period in question, pointed out that 
areas of research often overlap; this is similarly the 
modern view.
All of Bacon's "Histories" are subjects which belong 
to what are now the natural sciences proper and contiguous 
sciences, involving the--physical sciences, the biological 
sciences, medicine, mathematics and psychology, and includ­
ing many sub-divisions such as cosmography.
Psychology evolved from many of the older disciplines- 
physics, physiology, biology, and philosophy, among others.
16
Botany, Zoology, Mineralogy, Geography, Topography.
17 Studies subject to mathematical investigation—  
not pure mathematics; e.g., astronomy, optics, acoustics, 
mechanics.
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For example, in establishing a correspondence between 
physical stimuli and sensory qualities, the discipline of 
physics and that of sensory psychology become mutually 
dependent. The stimulus-response problem, couched in many 
philosophies over the centuries, underlies much of modern 
psychology.
The relationship of psychology to other disciplines, 
and the difficulties involved in attempts at differentiation 
have been long recognized so there is little need to re­
examine the problem here. Indeed, any attempt to strictly 
classify individual sciences in the beginning of the modern 
period is an oi erous task, and probably ought not to be 
attempted at all. The members of the Royal Society saw no 
need to organize the sciences along any particularilines, 
and this attitude probably accounts for the diversity re­
vealed. As early as 1812, Thomson referred to the diffi­
culty involved in his attempt to classify papers belonging 
to individual sciences, especially if the subjects were to 
be strictly confined to the details found in the Transactions. 
He wrotei "It was perceived that there were some classes of 
them which could not, with propriety, be bridged on account 
of the nature of the subjects of which they treated (vi)." 
Similar problems were encountered in carrying out the
classification in the present study, as many papers were
18
categorized in more than one way.
Having found that the Transactions reflected 
interest in man, the basis was provided for answering a
T O
See Appendix E for Titles and coding of relevant
papers.
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second fundamental question! What kind of information was 
sought, or what interests were pursued regarding man?
The findings reported in Table l include! (a) the 
total number of papers for each period, (b) the number of 
relevant papers for each period, (c) the relative frequency 
of relevant papers for each period, and (d) the absolute 
and relative frequencies of papers reflecting various subject 
matters.
Percentages were calculated for each five-year 
interval, and results showed fairly consistent attention 
to man over the entire period, ranging from 15*5# to 21.3#•
The relatively low number of papers in the period 
from 1680 to 1684 was due to the fact that the Transactions 
were not published during 1681 and 1682. The Philosophical 
Collections, published by Robert Hooke and considered a 
supplement to the Transactions, filled the void from 1679 
to 1682, so productivity or publications of the Society did 
not drop off drastically as might appear to be the case.
The second hypothesis stated that the prevailing 
scientific attitude in the latter half of the 17th century 
provided the requisite intellectual structure upon which 
an objective study of man could have formed. This hypothesis 
was examined on the basis of philosophical and methodological 
emphases. The requisite structure, expressed prescriptively, 
included the following! methodological objectivism, 
probabilistic determinism, nomotheticism, and quantitativism.
A relatively high percentage of papers were 
characterized by the four prescriptions! methodological





n % n n %
Sensation 30 40.00 39 46.98 17 32.07
Perception 19 25.30 35 42.17 13 24.53
Thinking 5 6.60 23 27.71 12 22.64
Applied 13 17.30 7 8.43 11 20.75
Learning 7 7.31 10 12.05 12 22.64
Developmental 10 13.31 8 9.64 8 15.09
Comparative 18 24.00 15 18.07 13 25.53
Personality 7 13.10 8 9.64 7 13.21
Abnormal 19 25.30 21 25.30 5 9.43
Physiological 38 50.61 33 39.76 20 37.74
Social phenomena 23 30.62 21 25.30 20 37.74
Methodological Issues 14 18.64 17 20.48 8 15.09
Other 6 8.00 8 9.64 5 9.43
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TABLE 1 (Continued)
Content 1680 - 1684 1685 - 1689 1690 - 1694
Emphasis freauencv 
n i n % n %
Sensation 7 30.43 18 42.86 10 28.57
Perception 7 30.43 7 16.60 4 11.43
Thinking 2 8.69 8 19.05 4 11.43
Applied 5 21.74 13 30.95 3 8.57
Learning 1 4.35 4 9.52 5 14.28
Developmental 3 13.04 9 21.43 8 22.86
Comparative 7 30.43 6 14.28 12 34.28
Personality 3 13.04 5 11.90 4 11.43
Abnormal 8 34.78 14 33.30 10 28.57
Physiological 15 65.22 17 40.48 18 51.43
Social phenomena 5 21.74 15 35.71 15 42.86
Methodological Issues 4 17.39 4 9.52 9 25.71
Other 3 13.04 3 7.14 3 8.57
n relevant papers 24 42 35
n papers 148 192 173
% relevant papers 15.5 21.3 20.2
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TABLE 1 (Continued)
Content 1695 “ 1700 Total
Emphasis frequency
n t n %
Sensation 12 21.43 133 36.3
Perception 9 16.07 94 25.6
Thinking 7 12.50 61 16.6
Applied 12 21.43 64 17.4
Learning 3 5.36 42 11.4
Developmental 8 14.28 54 14.7
Comparative 14 25.00 85 23.1
Personality 4 7.14 38 10.4
Abnormal 16 28.57 93 25.3
Physiological 28 50.00 169 46.0
Social phenomena 21 37.50 120 32.6
Methodological Issues 4 7.14 60 16.4
Other 2 3.57 30 8.2
n relevant papers 56 367
n papers 311 1924
# relevant papers 18.0 19.0
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objectivism, 70.2%) quantitativism, 39*8%) nomotheticism, 
51.5#? probabilistic determinism, 58»9%» (See Table 2).
Watson proposed that psychology in its early days
lacked a paradigm and identified with the aspiration of
the physical sciences as the "right" way for a science to
proceed. Further he suggestedi
A major task in the history of psychology is to 
trace how the field individuated from the philosoh 
phical matrix. In this process, the prescriptions 
that served as major guidelines in the emergence of 
psychology as a separate discipline originally 
had a philosophical character, which took on a general 
scientific character with the emergence of the 
physical sciences in general and psychological science 
in particular (196?, p. +^36 ).
It appeared appropriate then, to look for the early 
prescriptive emphases in attention to psychological problems. 
Psychology imagined itself to be "the child of high-born 
physica". according to Watson. In the preparadigmatic stage 
of a science, in this case psychology, a scientist may take 
on implicitly or explicitly a set of prescriptions of an 
acknowledged group (physical scientists;) thus, it was expect­
ed that evidence for this might be found in the present 
study. This interest leads to a discussion of the pertinent 
prescriptions and their relative occurrence in the papers 
under discussion. The findings reported in Table 2 pertain 
to the prescriptive emphases based on absolute and relative 
frequencies.
Of 367 relevant papers, 258 or 70.2% reflected 
methodological objectivism. Methodological objectivism, as
defined by Watson, refers to "use of methods open to veri-
19fication by another competent observer." For the purposes
^■%or complete definitions see Appendix £.





Conscious mentalism 87 23.8
Unconscious mentalism 23 6.1
Determinism (strict) 26 7.1
Probabilistic determinism (Indeterminism) 216 58.9
Strict indeterminism 2 • 5
Contentual objectivism 261 71.5
Contentual subjectivism 50 13.8
Old empiricism 71 19.3
New empiricism 239 65.1
Old rationalism 43 11.7







Methodological objectivism 258 70.2

















Staticism (77) 36 9.8
Dynamicism 121 33.0
Staticism (79) 101 27.5
Developmentalism 97 26.5
Other 4 1.1
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of the present study, this was extended somewhat to include*
- a concern for reliability, different experimenters 
and same results; stress upon that which is objective 
or external to the mind, or the apprehender; the 
objective study and formulation of principles used
in the search for fact or truth. Includes systematic 
observation, and objective naturalistic observation.
Essentially, methodological objectivism and metho­
dological subjectivism may be viewed as two ends of a
continuum. Subjectivism refers to a datum which is unique,
and which can be reported by only one person; objectivism, 
on the other hand, rests on verification by other observers.
Related to objectivity is quantitativism. Watson*s 
definition of the latter is "stress upon knowledge which is 
countable or measurable." For further clarification was 
addedt
- that property of a phenomenon by virtue of which
it can be counted or measured.
- concern with comparison or results of various 
quantities with the aim of being objective.
Of the 367 relevant papers under study, 146 or 39*896 were
considered quantitative.
A nomothetic emphasis is based on the assumption 
that science cannot or does not generalize from a unique 
event. This is related to the subjectivity-objectivity 
issue, as well as the quantitative-qualitative distinction. 
Watson's definition of nomotheticism is "emphasis upon dis­
covering general laws." Added for further clarification was 
"characterizing procedures and methods designed to discover 
general laws." Coders judged 189 or 51*5$ of the papers 
as nomothetic in character.
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20Indeterminism was defined by Watson as "human 
events not completely so explicable in terms of antecedents." 
For further clarification, coders were given the following 
information regarding indeterminism or probabilitic deter­
minism*
-the doctrine that an event may not always be 
completely determined by its antecedents.
-the notion that it is possible with some degree 
of probability to predict certain sequences of 
events on the basis of past’ experience and by 
means of logical operations.
-a belief in the possibility of degrees of pre­
dictability depending on the degree of relevant 
information.
A total of 216 or 58.9$ of all the articles reflected this 
emphasis.
One might argue on the basis of relative occurrence 
that the prevailing attitude could be characterized by 
prescriptions other than, or in addition to, those included. 
This is agreed. However, the present investigator's assump­
tion was that some prescriptions may be subsumed under others, 
or are implied by other; also, that in some cases, and at 
least in the present study, some prescriptions were related 
to the hypotheses indirectly.
21
Prescriptions other than predicted with 39.8$ 
or greater relative percentage of relevant articles are 
listed in Table 3 . Brief, and admittedly conjectural inter­
pretations were considered.
20The present investigator has used the term "pro­
babilistic determinism" rather than indeterminism.
21The lowest figure for predicted emphases.
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TABLE 3
Other Than Predicted Prescriptive Emphases 
Present in over 39*8# of Relevant Papers
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The latter half of the 17th century was a period 
characterized in general by rationalism, naturalism and 
utilitarianism; functionalism is obviously closely related 
to the latter. Contentual objectivism may be subsumed under 
methodological objectivism and the inductive emphasis no 
doubt reflects Bacon's influence. He saw the initial stages 
of science as primarily inductive; and, as might be ex­
pected, much of the early work done in the beginnings of 
modem science was of a data-gathering nature.
The appearance of deductivism is also accountable 
on the basis of the new philosophy; that is, one was not 
only to gather particular cases, but was also to reason from 
generals to particulars. Bacon and Descartes are often 
presented as the l?th century promoters of the inductive and 
deductive methods respectively. Bacon certainly placed 
more emphasis on induction, and Descartes on deduction, but 
it was essential if modern science was to take hold that 
the dual nature of discovery, which is both inductive and 
deductive, be recognized.
Examination of the correlation matrix revealed 
that molarism, which refers to large-unit segments of pheno­
mena, and peripheralism, which implies attention to events 
taking place at the periphery or external to the body, 
were both positively correlated with all the variables of 
social phenomena. The latter category ranked third in 
overall importance; thus, it was assumed that the high 
interest in social phenomena, which is characteristically
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molar and peripheral accounted for the relatively high 
prevalence of those two prescriptions.
A second way to examine prevailing emphases is on 
the basis of prescriptions as opposing pairs. Watson (-19-6-70 noted 
that prescriptive emphases represent implicit attitudes or 
assumptions. The implicit character of prescriptions seems 
to come about when one prescription of an opposing pair 
becomes so dominant that there is no longer need to state 
an emphasis; or, that sometimes "no clean-cut agreed-on- 
solution was verbalized, instead they were allowed to slide 
into implicitness (p. 4-38 )." For example, the major pur­
pose of the new philosophy was to replace the more emotional, 
subjective approach to the pursuit of knowledge with a 
rational, objective one. Seventeenth century scientists 
may or may not have felt the need to overtly argue for an 
objective approach in every publication, but all implicitly 
understood that subjectivity was not acceptable in the new 
science.
Thus, one might expect that methodological objec­
tivism would be characteristic of the 17th century scientist’s 
approach to his problem most often, and that methodological 
subjectivism would occur relatively infrequently. This is 
true also for probabilistic determinism as a preferred 
emphasis rather than strict determinism or strict indeter­
minism; for the nomothetic emphasis rather than the idio- 
graphic; for quantitativism rather than qualitativism.
In addition to the absolute and relative frequencies 
of prescriptions, association coefficients were determined.
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The association coefficient, as discussed earlier, is a 
measure which reflects the relative frequency of two 
variables occurring together, taking into consideration the 
total number of possible occurrences for each variable. The 
coefficients for opposing pairs of prescriptions are pre­
sented in Table 4 . A high negative relationship was
demonstrated between methodological objectivism and metho­
dological subjectivism (-0.8323)? indeterminism and strict 
determinism (-1.000); strict determinism - strict indeter­
minism (-1.000)} nomotheticism and idiographicism (-0.8627); 
and quantitativism and qualitativism (-0.8868). Insofar 
as we may rely on this data, Watson's conception of prescrip­
tions as opposing pairs was supported.
Watson prefers to view prescriptions as contentual 
and methodological. The present author, however, sees pre­
scriptions as reflecting mainly a philosophical or methodo­
logical emphasis; "methodological" denotes concepts or 
procedures relied upon in the investigation, and "philosophi­
cal", a general attitude. Admittedly, some prescriptions 
are not easily characterized as unequivocally one or the 
other, but it seems to facilitate interpretation if some 
distinction is made. Table 5 represents prescriptions 
as primarily methodological or primarily philosophical.
It is also assumed that certain philosophical 
attitudes and particular methodological emphases combine to 
form a pattern or credo. For example, Allport characterized 
American psychology in 19^0 as "increasingly empirical,
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TABLE 4
Prescriptions* Coefficients for Pairs (Overall)
Conscious mentalism/unconscious mentalism -1.0000
♦Strict determinism/indeterminism -1.0000
♦Indeterminism/strict indeterminism -1.0000
♦Strict determinism/strict indeterminism -1.0000
Contentual objectivism/c ontentual subjectivism -0.9114
Old empiricism/new empiricism -0.9688









♦Nomothetic ism/ idiographic ism -0.8627
Peripheralism/centralism -0.8027
Purism/utilitarianism -0.9333




♦Prescriptions relevant to Hypothesis Two.
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TABLE 5
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mechanistic, quantitative, nomothetic, analytic, and opera­
tional." In a general sense, the latter set of rubrics 
represents a behavioral attitude? the antithesis was also 
presented by the same author* "rational, teleological, 
qualitative, idiographic, synoptic, and even non-operational." 
The latter two "sets" of precepts represent quite adequately 
the behaviorist-phenomenologist movements which Wann (196*0 
and others assume to be the contrasting bases for modern 
psychology.
Nomotheticism, quantitativism, probabilistic deter­
minism and methodological objectivism dominate modern 
scientific thinking. That is, the scientists goals include 
the establishment of general laws which are based to a 
great extent on measureable phenomena? also, methodological 
objectivism enables one to arrive at the reliability re­
quired for prediction within a range of probability. As 
Zilsel indicates, success in the physical sciences, from a 
methodological point of view, was obtained because the new 
philosophers experimented wherever physical processes could 
be influenced by technological devices? because they investi­
gated quantitative relations of phenomena? and because they 
considered the discovery of natural laws as the most impor­
tant goal of research (19*H» p» 73) •
On the basis of what is known of the new philosophy 
and its application to the physical sciences, the above 
emphasis would be expected. One must note however, that the 
papers from which these findings emerged were those relevant
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to psychological thought? the conclusion was, then, that 
questions pertaining to man as defined here, were considered 
within the same conceptual framework as were other subjects. 
Thus, the second hypothesis was supported.
Several questions arose at this pointi (a) Did 
scientists assume that man in his entirety was subject to 
all natural processes? and (b) Were there conscious attempts 
to test assumptions about man systematically? That is, on 
the basis of essential inter-related principlesi a metho­
dological approach, a philosophical attitude, and certain 
preferences for subject matter or problems to be considered. 
These questions were examined on the basis of the third 
hypothesis which postulated the prevalence of a behavioral 
model of man. The prescriptive emphases of the pattern 
included! methodological objectivism; probabilitic deter­
minism, nomotheticism, quantitativism, mechanism, new 
empiricism, and new rationalism.
The writer’s assumption was that important deter­
miners of one's definition of psychology (whether explicit 
or implicit) lie in the basic view held regarding the nature 
of man. That is, if one assumes that man is a creature of 
supernatural forces, then man is not entirely subject to 
natural laws? and, it is hardly likely that the principles 
of the new philosophy would be applied to the study of man. 
Rather, animistic or supernatural explanations would be 
sought.
A behavioral view of man is characterized in terms 
of general principles which may vary slightly in their
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interpret3.tion, but which are generally adhered to. The 
position will be taken that the behavioral pattern includes 
most saliently the following prescriptions* probabilistic 
determinism, mechanism, new empiricism, and new rationalism; 
the methodological emphases subsume objectivism, nomothe­
tic ism, and quantitativism.
Variables susceptible to study on the basis of 
the philosophical and methodological emphases comprise the 
subject matter. It should be pointed out that one might 
start with questions or interests which lend themselves to 
particular methods; thus, there is no specific order in 
which a view of man is defined. As indicated above, the 
method, philosophical attitude, and subject matter are inter­
related.
The findings which reflected the philosophical 
prescriptions follow.
Probabilistic determinism, as indicated above, 
suggests prediction of an event or sequence of events with 
some degree of probability, and suggests that predictability 
depends on the degree of relevant information known. Al­
though the suggestion has been made that many of the early 
philosophers were seeking "certainty," there is enough 
evidence to say that, in general, the new philosophers 
recognized theories and hypotheses as idealized schemas, 
and observations leading to confirmation of a theory by an 
experiment as only approximating reality of approaching 
"truth". The attitude of probabilistic determinism was 
reflected in 58.9# of the papers.
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Mechanism is the second philosophical emphasis under­
lying a behavioral view of man, and is the theory that all 
phenomena are totally explicable on mechanical principles; 
that is, that everything in nature is reducible to matter 
and motion. Watson's definition; "activities of living 
beings completely explicable by physico-chemical constituents."
The immediate interest in the viewing of man as a 
machine is that machines are lawful, and viewing man mechan­
ically implies regarding man as a lawful being susceptible 
of scientific study.
Descartes* L'Homme, one of the first textbooks of 
physiology, presented man's structure as that of a machine. 
Descartes applied the laws of mechanics to physiology. In 
the middle ages, man had been set apart from natural laws, 
because he had a soul and was subject only to his own will­
fulness and perhaps that of God. Not only the soul, but 
also the body of man was sacrosanct. Descartes' conception 
of the body of man as mechanical, which relegated free will 
to the immaterial soul, freed at least the body of man for 
objective examination. Since animals had no soul, they 
too, were accessible for experimentation.
As is well known, Descartes attempted to deduce all 
cosmic phenomena from the two postulates of extent and 
motion. The advantage of this type of explanation, as far 
as advance in the sciences was concerned, was the elimina­
tion of the need to assume innate qualities in matter. By 
placing man into the same conceptual framework as natural 
phenomena, Descartes shifted the attention from soul to
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body# Although the transition was not complete upon the 
expression of Descartes* views, the previously held mysterious 
"spirits" or vitalistic type of explanation was eventually 
removed from human physiology and was replaced with a 
mechanical one; the organic and inorganic worlds were 
bridged. The papers under discussion reflected a mechanistic 
emphasis (57.1$), but whether they dealt with body and mind 
will be discussed later.
The other philosophical emphases underlying a behav­
ioral model are new rationalism and new empiricism. The 
former, distinguished from "old" rationalism, refers to the 
application of reason in the interpretation of empirical 
data. Old rationalism denotes reason as the exclusive source 
of knowledge, primarily in the sense of recourse to reason as 
in scholastic logic. The new philosophers felt that the 
test of reality came not from scholastic logic with recourse 
to authoritative sources, but from rational consideration of 
empirical facts.
A similar distinction must be made between old and 
new empiricism. By "old" empiricism is meant that the "major, 
if not exclusive source of knowledge is experience." The 
experience referred to was an everyday type of experience; 
that is, there was no systematic questioning of nature in­
volved. New empiricism, on the other hand, refers to ob­
jective observation to get at what was "really" there; that 
is, an objective observation and experimentation almost 
synonymous with realism. New empiricism stressed careful 
observation and accurate recording of data. A better name
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perhaps would be "scientific" empiricism, because of the
implications of disciplined observation, experimentation
and careful definition of terms.
Bronowski (1951) wrotei
The processes of science are characteristic of humans 
in that they move by the union of empirical fact and 
rational thought in a way which cannot be disentangled. 
There is in science, as in all our lives, a continuous 
to and fro of factual discovery, then of thought 
about the implications of what we have discovered, and 
so back to the facts for testing and discovery— a 
step by step of experiment and theory, left, right, 
left, right, forever. This union of two methods is the 
very base of science (p. 32).
New empiricism and new rationalism reflected the
link between thought and fact in scientific discovery and
characterized the new philosophy. As Bacon put it, the new
science was to be "a true and lawful marriage between the
22
empirical and the rational faculty."
The behavioral view of man is characterized then, 
by a general philosophical attitude subsuming probabilistic 
determinism, mechanism, the new empiricism, and new 
rationalism; it is characterized in the methodological realm 
by objectivity, nomotheticism, and quantitativism. Table 6 
shows the relative number of articles characterized by the 
predicted emphases which reflect a behavioral view of man. 
Opposing prescriptions and their relative emphases, as well 
as association coefficients are presented for comparative 
purposes. As judged by the data, the third hypothesis was 
supported.
22
Instauration Magna, Praefatio* Works, vol. IV,
p. 19.




Prescription Relative f Association
_____________________________________________ Coefficient
Methodological Objectivism 70.2
Methodological Subjectivism 15.2 -0.8323










Old Empiricism 19.3 -0.9688
New Rationalism 66.8
Old Rationalism 11*7 -0.3937
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The acceptance of the hypothesis must be tempered 
with the realization that the study was empirical and strictly 
speaking, therefore, no generalizations are possible. The 
measurements used were purely descriptive. A relationship 
between physical data and numbers was sought; the resulting 
relationship holds and results were considered on that basis.
It is well to acknowledge certain inevitable kinds 
of bias in the data. The two coders might have had some 
knowledge of some of the authors of papers in the Transactions 
derived from previous experience;this could have colored 
their decisions. The provision of extensive definitions 
of the variables involved in the analysis was intended to 
minimize the source of this bias, but possibly did not com­
pletely eliminate it.
Although an earnest attempt was made to justify the 
use of the Transactions as representative of 17th century 
science, some might still justifiably argue that there was 
other science going on at the time which might not have been 
reflected in that journal; to the extent that was the case, 
different results might have accrued.
Regarding prescriptions, several problems of use and 
definition arose. Watson presented prescriptions in opposing 
pairs, and gave definitions accordingly. As indicated, the 
present writer preferred to use the prescriptions singly; 
thus some original definitions had to be modified.
Also, when using a term like "rationalism" in histori­
cal research, it is essential to state unambiguously, the 
meaning of the term as used during a particular period, or
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in a particular context. For example, Watson's definition 
of rationalism is that the "major, if not exclusive source 
of knowledge is reason;" and, in another sense, "emphasis 
upon data supposed to follow dictates of good sense and 
intellect." Rationalism may also be viewed as essential to 
the scholastic philosophy of the Middle Ages in the sense 
of scholastic logic. In the 17th century, reason or rational­
ism took on a new meaning— rational consideration of the 
empirical data. That is, the test of reality comes from the 
observation and objective consideration of facts, and not 
from scholastic logic with recourse to authoritative sources. 
Thus, several prescriptions were added to Watson's original 
list; new empiricism and new rationalism.
Clearly, the results of analysis indicated that 
prescriptions operated as opposites. Those results might 
have been partly a function of the dichotomous approach used 
in the coding. While recognizing the measurement difficulties 
in scaling techniques, many prescriptions may be seen as two 
extremes on a continuum. For example, the induction-deduc- 
tion, or rational-empirical distinction usually made between 
Bacon's method and that of Descartes might be reflected more 
adequately if a degree of emphases could be indicated, rather 
than presence or absence.. It would be interesting to examine 
prescriptive emphases from that point of view.
Problems of definition related to indicators other 
than prescriptions were met. The meaning of words such as 
•emotion', 'learning','anxiety', 'passion', etc., were no 
clearer in the 17th century than they are now. The coders
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were instructed and trained to think from a l?th century 
point of view as much as possible, and to rely on the 17th 
century definitions provided. The possibility of bias in 
this respect however, cannot be ruled out completely.
The relative importance of the major subject matters 
will now be considered. Table 1 and Figure 1 show indices 
of interest as reflected in subject matter for the entire 
period under study, and for each five-year period. To re­
duce the absolute figures to a comparable basis, the number 
of articles reflecting each subject matter for a given 
period was divided by the total number of papers for that 
period. For example, during Period One (I665-I669), there 
was a total of 75 relevant papers; 30 of the 75» or k0%, 
dealt with sensation. Because some papers reflected multiple 
emphases, the relative percentages do not add to 100$. The 
essential significance of these indices is their usefulness 
as a basis for establishing trends of content interest within 
and across periods of time. Fluctuations in the predicted 
prescriptive emphases of a behavioral view of man may be seen 
in Figure 2.
The most important issues appeared in six of the 
subject matter categories* Physiology, Sensation, Social 
Phenomena, Perception, Abnormal, and Comparative. The other 
subjects were relatively unimportant as such, and the issues 
tended to merge with the more important subject matters 
already mentioned. For example, there was relatively low 
interest in the subject of thinking, which may be explained, 
partly at least, because of the realism of the period. There
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was a decided lack of appreciation of imagination or 
originality apart from the empirical. The highest point of 
interest in thinking was in the period from 1670 to 1674, 
which was also the peak period for sensation and perception. 
The relationship among the three is obvious, and the issues 
related to thinking become embedded in the major areas of 
Sensation and Perception. The cluster of variables (See 
Table 7) in the "thinking" category reflected the essence of 
the few papers on that subject. The cluster included ima­
gining (variable #21), processes in humans (variable #22), 
and pre-natal development (variable #40). Most papers were 
reports or discourses about the force of the imagination of 
the pregnant woman on her unborn child.
The relatively low interest in personality, which is 
usually a concern with individual differences, was not un­
expected. The 17th century was largely dominated by ration­
alism, and the preference for the universal. The personal or 
emotional, was relegated to an unimportant position, except 
in extreme cases which demanded explanation. Thus, abnormal 
psychology was one of the major interests, and personality 
was among the lowest. No cluster of variables formed in 
the Personality category. Only the former will be considered 
in the discussion section.
Applied psychological concepts became part of 
other major categories. Indices of general interest in 
applied psychology reflected two declines, but a steady 
rise from the sixth period to the final period indicated a
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Figure 1 - Indices of Interest
1. Physiological 7. Methodological
2. Sensation 8. Applied
3. Social Phenomena 9. Developmental
4. Perception 10. Learning
5. Abnormal 11. Personality
6. Comparative 12. Thinking
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10 processes in humans (S)
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11 processes in animals (S)
kO pre-natal (D)
50 human (C)
61 peripheral nervous system
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-88 strict determinism 
-115 purism 
116 utilitarianism 
-121 staticism (in the
sense of preformism 
or no change)
# Variable
6k structure of the organ






Learning (L) Developmental (D)
# Variable # Variable
13 in relation to thinking(P) 37 physical
36 humans ^0 pre-natal
*0.70 level or above; f less than 20 omitted. Positively 
related subject matter variables and both positively and 
negatively related prescriptions included.
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103 methodolog. obj.
* If a prescription is not listed, there was no cluster 
at that variable.
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94 new empiricism 
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?0 Soc. Phen.: 
social habits 
108 monism
3 sensation: taste 
-10? dualism 









73 Soc. Phen: Somatic characteristics 
117 quantitativism 
-118 qualitativism 
94 new empiricism 
96 new rationalism 
121 staticism
-122 dynamic ism 
123 staticism (cross sectional)
-124 developmentalism
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rising interest toward the end of the century. Merton also 
found an increase in interest in the applied sciences of 
pharmacy, pharmacology and medicine from 166S to 1702, with 
several decreases, but the greatest relative interest in 
the final period.
The relatively high interest in applied psychology 
in the period from 1685 to 1689 was accompanied by a similar 
rise in the same period in sensation, and a marked decline 
in physiological. One explanation may be that studies of 
sensation were moving away from a structural emphasis to a 
more functional one. Also, attention to social phenomena 
was on the increase in the fifth period, with an accompanying 
decrease in studies of comparative psychology. Since the 
latter reflects an interest in animal studies, the move from 
attention to animals toward problems of a social nature makes 
sense. With the exception of one five-year period (1690- 
169*0, applied and social phenomena followed similar fluctu­
ations. In that same period, there was a sharp decline in 
emphasis on applied psychology, and a sharp incline in 
comparative psychology. Interest in comparative and applied 
psychology often showed opposite trends; that is, a rise in 
one was often accompanied by a decline in the other. Many 
papers classified in "abnormal psychology" incorporated 
applied psychological concepts in the discussion of treatment. 
A cluster of variables, reflecting a positive relationship 
of 0.70 or above in the applied category, includes madness 
(#59)• This demonstrated that most "applied" attention
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was in the abnormal area. The only other subject matter 
variables in the cluster were those of the applied category 
itselfi physiological-applied (#25), cognitive-applied (#26), 
and humans-applied (#28).
There was very little interest in developmental 
psychological concepts in general; the cluster at that 
category reflected physical (#37) and prenatal (#^0). This 
emphasis was related to the same paper, in many cases, 
concerned with the effects of a pregnant mother’s experiences 
on her unborn child.
The interest in learning was minor, and most papers 
reflected in the cluster of variables were related to either 
thinking or language (#13; #71)•
Merton's findings regarding education support those 
in the present study. He wrote» "Surprisingly enough, 
there does not appear to be any marked increase of interest
in the art of education, insofar as we may rely upon the
data pertaining to the number of educators (p. 381)." He 
noted the change in emphasis, however, from the classical 
to one of empiricism and utilitarianism. For a discussion
of the papers related to learning, see Appendix D.
Only 8.2$ of the relevant papers were placed in 
the "other" category, and most often they were classified 
in more than one way. "Animal behavior" was specified under 
"other" several times, as was "aesthetics." The same papers 
were categorized under "comparative" and "perception," so 
were considered within an appropriate subject matter in a 
more general sense. The question of finer or additional
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categories has already been discussed in another section; 
suffice it to say here that the relatively low number of 
papers placed in the "other" category, suggests that the 
final analysis outline served its purpose.
Although not intended, methodological issues as a 
category, handled problems related to prescriptions, and 
will be discussed in the concluding section. Typically, a 
coder included papers there which stressed the need for 
replication of experiments or questions related to priority 
of discovery. The former can be handled by the prescription 
of methodological objectivism, or in a more general way by 
the new empirical-new rationalist attitude; the latter 
however, is an important phenomenon in the 17th century, and 
probably falls into a category which might be called "the 
sociology of science," or "the psychology of the scientist." 
To do justice to such an important topic, too long ignored, 
and when attacked probably to be too much resented, is beyond 
the scope of the present paper.
Specific instances of the major interests related to 
psychological thought reflected in the Transactions during 
the early period of modern science will be discussed in the 
next section. The subject headings will parallel those in 
the analysis outline in all but one case; a natural grouping 
evolved around common issues in sensation and perception, and 
will be maintained.
The selection of specific papers discussed might be 
seen as arbitrary, but an attempt has been made to include
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representative examples. The order of discussion, from 
the writer's point of view J approximates that in which 
17th century philosopher-scientists approached problems 
related to man, his experiences and his behavior. The major 
headings will be i Physiology, Abnormal Psychology, Compara­
tive Psychology, Sensation and Perception, and Social 
Phenomena.
2^Not "order” in the strict sense of the word; the 
17th century scientist, after all, was seeking order. All 
the issues are interrelated, but for the sake of some clarity 
or order demanded by present-day science, divisions of a 
sort have been made.




That physiological papers formed the largest single 
category (50.6$) was hardly surprising. The founding of 
experimental psychology although credited to professors 
of philosophy even in the nineteenth century, has been dis­
cussed by Esper (196*1-) who suggested that this was an error. 
That is, the great men of the early days of the traditionally 
recognized beginnings of psychology were either biologists or 
physicists with an interest in physiology, or were'physiolo­
gists or medical men. Further, most of what is now called 
clinical psychology is founded in medicine, and animal 
psychology developed within biology. The enthusiasm for 
empirical methods in the fields of medicine, physiology, 
anatomy, and related areas was marked in the seventeenth 
century; many developments within those areas were relevant 
to psychological thought.
Two major developments in the 17th century related 
to man confronted the philosopher-scientists. William 
Harvey (1578-1657) helped to dispel the "spirits" of Galenic 
tradition from the arteries and veins when he discovered 
the circulation of the blood; Rene Descartes (1596-1650) 
removed all spiritual or occult forces from the body of man, 
when he postulated animal automatism.
Dissection of human bodies prior to the 16th century 
was forbidden, with few exceptions, and knowledge of anatomy 
was based primarily on dissection of animals. In the 16th
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century, dissection of human bodies was more freely per­
mitted, and some advancements in knowledge were made.
Vesalius (151^-156*0 ^ stressed direct observation of the 
human body. Although Vesalius departed from Galenic 
tradition which had combined much unevidenced dogma with 
observation, the stress was still on structure, rather than 
function.
The persistence of many traditional ideas about 
bodily processes had to be overcome before great advances 
in physiology could be realized. According to Galenic 
tradition, body function proceeded from (1) "coction" of 
food in the stomach where it was prepared for absorption by 
ducts from the intestines for transfer to the liver; (2) here 
it was made into blood containing ’'nutritive spirits" 
necessary for nourishing all parts of the body, and which 
were distributed thereto by veins; (3) some of these nutritive 
spirits, passing through pores in the septum of the heart, 
were combined in the left chamber of the heart with air 
coming from the lungs to form the "vital spirits," necessary 
for life and heat in all parts of the body, to which they 
were distributed through boiling over of the heart; and 
(4) some of these vital spirits, permeating the vibriform 
plate, were converted in the brain to "animal spirits" 
necessary for motion in every part of the body, to which 
they were distributed by nerves (Brooks & Cranefield, 1959, 
p. 157 f»)» The scheme correlated with the Greek humoral 
pathology, became traditional dogma during the Middle Ages, 
and only gradually was replaced.
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Harvey’s important work on the circulation of the 
blood, De Motu Cordis et Sanguinis, was published in 1628, 
and was discussed in the Transactions (in passim). Harvey's 
work exemplified a method based on observation as did that 
of Vesalius, but the former stressed that one could come to 
understand the processes of the human living body only 
through direct observation of those processes. Harvey's 
conclusion that it must be the same blood going around in 
a circulation was a threat to existing theory? it brought 
about a shift from static anatomy to dynamic physiology, 
and contributed tremendously in the l?th century to the idea 
of a physical explanation for bodily processes.
Harvey studied at Padua in Italy, might have heard
Galileo's lecture on the theory of pumps, and could have
2 h.
been influenced by what he heard. Harvey delivered lectures 
before the College of Physicians in London from 1616 to 
1618 in which he explained his discovery of the blood. The 
audience, however, was a limited circle of London practition­
ers. His book was not published until 1628. Sarton wrote, 
"There is no evidence that the first ephemeral publication 
(the lectures)2^had any influence; the second being permanent 
could wait; its influence was felt very slowly and gradually, 
but irresistibly (1936, p. 15)•"
2/i
Crowther (i960, p. 12) claims that Harvey was at 
Padua during the period when Galileo was lecturing to audi­
ences of 3,000, and that Harvey learned from Galilean mechan­
ics. Wightman (1969) however, reported that there is no 
evidence that Harvey ever heard of Galileo. For an interest­
ing discussion of Harvey's method, see Wightman.
25 . .
In parentheses, present author's addition*
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Crowther (I960) noted that Harvey could not have 
much immediate effect on British science because there was 
no appropriate institution through which it could be extended. 
Once the Royal Society was established and under way,there 
was much interest and research in anatomy and physiology, 
with particular attention to those organs concerned with the 
preparation and movement of the blood; the liver and the 
heart.
Abraham Cowley,,a poet and one of the early members 
of the Royal Society, wrote Ode upon Dr. Harvey in 1657 in 
which he commemorated the great work, but in the first 
volume of the Transactions we find evidence of the game of 
"Firsts'’*
...the Antiquity of the Doctrine of the Blood's Circu­
lations King Salomon, who lived neer 2700 years agoe, 
using such expressions, as may, to a considering 
Reader, very probably denote the same Doctrine, which 
the Sagacious Dr. Harvey has of late years so happily 
brought to light, and introduced into all the most 
Ingenuous Societies of Learned mens The Pitcher, 
mention'd in the quoted place, being Interpreted for 
the Veines, and the Fountain, for the Right Ventricle 
of the Heart, as the Cistern for the Left; the Wheele, 
there spoken off, manifestly importing a Circulation, 
made by the Great Artery with its Branches, the 
principal Instrument thereof (I, p. 25*0.
Whether Salomon or Harvey deserves credit for the
discovery of the circulation of the blood, in itself, is
unimportant. If Harvey had not demonstrated blood circulation
in the early part of the 17th century, someone else probably
26
would have done so. The major importance of the discovery
2^ For an account of Harvey's predecessors in the 
discovery of blood circulation sees "The development of 
knowledge about the cardiovascular system" by Chauncey D. 
Leake, in Brooks, C., and Cranefield, P.F. (Eds.) 1959*
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was the change in concept which was permitted and brought 
about during the 17th century. Aristotle's authority had 
been shaken.
Thought concerning body function became more dynamic, 
and the appearance of Harvey's work led anatomists and 
physiologists to focus on problem related to his discovery. 
Questions arose as to the precise nature of the disturbance 
transmitted along the nerve, the role of respiration in 
relation to the heart, the composition of the blood and its 
role in maintenance of life, and the importance of the brain, 
with increased attention to the functioning of the organism 
as a whole.
Increasingly after Harvey, observations and deduc­
tions were based on a rational physiological theory that 
a state of disease was never a thing in itself, but was the 
result of a quantitative change in some physiological pro­
cess; an increase or diminution of something that was there 
to begin with. Bodily function could be explained in 
mechanical terms without appeal to non-mechanical factors.
We shall see that this same attitude carried over to treat­
ment of "mental" disorders; that is, reflection upon bodily 
states revealed overaction or underaction of some physio­
logical function as that which distinguished the affected 
from the normal individual.
For his theory of the circulation of the blood,
Harvey had to infer arteries and the veins in the heart. 
Marcello Malpighi (1628-169*0 observed them. He had the 
advantage of the microscope. Standards of scientific
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exactitude, including the adoption of quantitative procedures 
in experimental science, were given tremendous impetus by 
the use of instruments in the 17th century.
Before the blood capillaries were directly observed, 
proof that circulation occurred within a closed hydraulic 
system was lacking, and knowledge of how the body is nourished 
was as much a mystery as in the time of Galen. Malpighi was 
a member of the Accademia dei Lincei of Rome which met to 
discuss timely topics such as Harvey's discovery, the nature 
of muscular contraction, the blood and its materials, and 
the heart in relation to other bodily organs, particularly 
the brain, in the maintenance of life. An account of Mal­
pighi's work on the brain was reported in the Transactions
in September of 1667*
27
1. He pretends to have discovered, that the Exterior 
and softer part of the Brain, doth not cover only 
the Corpus callosum, as hath been believed hitherto,
but is also inserted into it in many places. He hath
also observed, that the Corpus callosum is nothing 
but a Contexture of small fibres, issuing from the 
Medulla Spinalis, and terminating in the said Exterior 
part of the Brain. And these Fibres, he saith, are to 
manifest in the Ventricles of Fishes brains, that^ 
when they are looked through they represent the figure 
of an Ivory Comb.
2. The Use, which he ascribes to the Brain, is much 
different, he saith, from what hath been assigned to 
it hitherto. He pretends, that as half, or at least, 
a third of the bloud of an Animal is conveighed into
the Brain, where yet it cannot be consumed, the finest
Serum of this bloud is filtrated through the exteriour 
part, and then entering into the Fibres of the brain, 
is thence conveighed into the Nerves*« which he affirms 
to be the reason, that the Head is so often found full 
of water, when the Brain hath received a wound, or an 
alteration by some distemper (II, p. 491)*
^  Claims, sets forth— OED, VIII, p. 1326-27. 
OED-Oxford English Dictionary
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In a later volume of the Transactions appeared
an account of Malpighi's De Viscerum Structura Exercitatic
Anatomica (1666). In that work Malpighi described the
brain as the instrument of sensation and perception*
...he proceeds to the use of the Cortex, and is 
of opinion, that by these little Glanduls there are 
separated and collected those particles, which Nature 
has design'd for Instruments of sensation, and by 
which, when convey'd through the tubulous Nerves, 
the coherent parts are impregnated and swell’d, and 
the Animal made sensible of the operations of several 
Objects. Moreover he advances some consideration of 
his, upon the Learn'd Dr. Willis's Opinion about the 
Production of the Internal Sences by vertue of the 
Brains structure* and also upon his ascribing to 
those Bodies, he cals striata and radiosa, a twofold 
texture, whereof the one ascends, the other descends, 
for the perception of the impressions of Sensible 
Objects by the?former, and the performance of Motions 
by the latter. Lastly, he takes notice that the 
famous Dr. Glisson hath derived the matter of the 
Nervous Iuvce through the nerves into the Brain, 
from the Glanduls of the Mesentery; and Fortius, 
from the Mouth and Intestins; whereas, since he has 
observed the Masse of the Brain made up of a Glandular 
Cortex, and of Fibres proceeding from thence, together 
with the sanguineous vessels, and not yet found any 
cavities for receiving the Chyle, and conveying it 
into every part of the Brain* he therefore conceives, 
that all the Nerves are produced Out of the Brain 
and the Cerabellum, for this end, that they may carry 
down the juice separated in the very Glanduls? there 
wanting no sanguineous vessels, by which both sufficient 
matter may be furnisht, and the residue of the per­
colated luyce carri'd away again (III, p. 890).
The importance of this early physiological work is 
that it tended to produce a certain amount of psychological 
fact. Indeed, Young (1965* P« 1) suggested that one of two 
main links of psychology with traditional science is through
28 Willis distinguished between the seats of voluntary 
and involuntary motion* not only on the basis of structures 
in the central nervous system, but between "animal" spirits 
distilled in the brain and those produced in the cerebellum 
(frital").
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the fact that the brain is the organ of the mind.29
The "learn'd Dr. Willis" to whom Malpighi referred 
in the above article was Thomas Willis (1621-1675)* one of 
the giants of l£th century physiologists. Willis's des­
cription of the anatomy of the brain is considered masterly 
despite some innacuracies, and his keen observations on 
nervous diseases made him the expert on that subject in the 
17th century. Cerebri Anatome (1664) was a record of his 
results of investigation on the anatomy of the human brain 
and the nervous system, and was cited in the first volume 
of the Transactions. Willis made important contributions 
to neuroanatomy and neurology. He described the blood supply 
of the brain, reclassified the cranial nerves including his 
newly discovered eleventh pair; he also gave good accounts 
of cerebral palsy, brain tumours, epilepsy, and one of the 
earliest descriptions of general paresis.
Pathology of the brain was one of Willis's major 
interests; on the basis of "elastick or Explosive Power" he 
established a whole doctrine of convulsions. Willis held 
the view that animal soul was corporeal, that it was made 
up of material atoms which possessed the nature of fire or 
heat. The atoms furnished the body with its vital heat 
necessary for functioning.
29
The other link is the evolutionary continuity of 
man with lower organisms, which will be discussed subse­
quently.
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The variety of diseases Willis examined may be 
seen by the chapter headings of Parthologiae Cerebri & Nervosi 
Generis Specimen?..., an account of which was published in 
the Transactions January 6, 1667/81
The First Part consists of XII. Chapters.
1. Of Convulsive Motions in general.
2. Of the Epilepsy or Falling-sickness.
3. Of the differences of the Epilepsy, and the Causes 
of some of the Symptoms thereof? together with a 
Draught of the method of curing this Desease.
Of the other kinds of Convulsions, and particularly 
of those in Children.
5. Of the Convulsive-fits in grown and aged persons, 
proceeding chiefly from the vitiated Origin of the Nerves.
6. Of those Convulsive Motions, whose Cause lies about 
the Extremities of the Nerves, or within the Plexus 
nervei.
?. Of those that are caused by Liquors, bedewing the 
nervous Bodies, and irritating the whole processes of 
them into Convulsions? where are considered the Cramps 
that arise from Poysons.
8. Of the Universal Convulsions that are wont to be 
caused in malign, or ill-judged, and some anomalous 
Feavers? where are described the Epidemical and Malign 
Convulsive Distempers formerly reigning in some parts 
of Germany, as also that Epidemical Feaver which raged 
Ann. l66l, in England, and did principally afflict 
the Brain and Nerves.
9» Of those that proceed from the Scorbutick Disposi­
tion of the Nervous Juice.
10. Of Hesterick Passions, where he maketh the Womb 
plead Not guilty.
11. Of those Passions that are vulgarly called Hypo­
chondriacal, shewing, that they are chiefly Convulsive? 
where by the by he treateth of Chalvbeat Remedies.
12. Of Convulsive Coughs and Asthma’s, and their Cure. 
(Transactions. II, p. oOl).
The Second Part contains XI. Chapters.
1. A description of the Scurvy? its internal and next 
Cause to be principally in the Blood, and sometimes in 
the depraved Juice of the Nerves.
2. Of the remoter Causes of the Scurvy, and whence 
the Mass of the Blood, and consequently the Nervous 
Liquor, receive its depravation.
3. Of the Differences of the Scurvy, its Signs and 
Symptoms, and chiefly such as arise from the Blood 
being tainted.
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4. Of those Accidents which happen in the Scurvy» 
by reason of the Brain and the Nervous Stock being 
vitiated.
5. Of the Symptoms that arise from the conjoined 
Distempers of the Blood and the Nervous Juice.
6. Of the PrognoSticks of the Scurvy; where he takes 
notice, that a prevailing Scurvy at last ushers in a 
Dropsie or a Consumption.
7. Of the Curecof the Scurvy; where, among other 
Remedies, he mentions feveral Specificks for this 
Disease.
8. Of such Medicaments as respect the Scurvy. cauled
in a hot Constitution, and in a Sulphury-saline Distemper 
of the Blood.
9. Of the Cure of the various and urging Symptoms of 
the Scurvy; as, difficult Respiration, Scorbutical 
Cholick, Fluxes. Giddiness, Hemmorhagies, loose and 
rotten Gums and Teeth, Pains in all the Limbs; besides 
the Scorbutick Gout, Convulsions, Palsies, Atrophy, 
Feaver; as also Rheumatisms, Dropsies, and the Noise 
in the Bones, which some are troubled with in this 
Disease.
10. Of the Vital Indication, declaring by what Method 
and Medicines either the fainting Patient may be 
supported, or his decayed Forces restored; where he 
discourseth of Cardiacal Opiat Medicines, and of the 
Diet that is fit for Scorbutical persons.
11. Some rare and very considerable Relations and 
Cases of Scorbutick Men and Women. (Transactions,
II, 602).
Willis is also credited with a clearest statement 
of the theory of reflex action and the principle that the 
involuntary actions are presided over by the lower rather 
than the higher nervous centers. The conception of localiza­
tion of the higher and lower centers is a unique aspect of 
Willis' theory and serves to distinguish him from the 
majority of his contemporaries.
With Willis the general concept of reflex action 
presents indications of growth. It was more precise, 
anatomically speaking, than that of Descartes and the 
way was opened for a mode of experimental study.
The fact that Willis still clung to an hypothesis of 
animal spirits which resembled that of Descartes, should 
not obscure the importance of his attempt to account 
for integrated and coordinated muscular action - an 
attempt which led him to the theory of peripheral nerve 
connections (Fearing, 1930, p. 58).
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The "celebrated Hypothesis of Dr. Willis" in
relation to voluntary and involuntary,; acts was examined by
30
Henry Ridly in The Anatomy of the Brain. An extensive
account of Ridly's work appeared in the Transactions in
I695, the same year of the book's publication.
...after having shewn the distinct Offices of Nerves, 
with relation to the different Functions of Sense and 
Motion, some serving only for one, some for another, 
others for both, &c. also the Nature it self of those 
two Functions* He enters upon an enquiry into the 
power of the sensitive faculty, presiding over the 
Nervous Systeme, and of the manner of its executing 
the same, in doing whereof, he particularly examines 
the celebrated Hypothesis of Dr. Willis, hitherto so 
greatly countenanced within a manner, the universal 
suffrage of Modern Authors, in relation to the volun­
tary and involuntary acts of the Soul, therein indea- 
vouring to restore the Brain to its ancient jurisdiction, 
over that Family of Nerves, by the said Author, made 
subject to the cerebellum only, demonstrating the identity 
of those actions, in Brutes which are reckoned the 
effects of meer instinct, with those in reasonable 
Creatures, by the same Author, called involuntary, 
which being granted to be under the power of the 
Cerebram, for one must needs be allowed to be so, 
also in the other, and consequently deserving the name 
only of inadvertent, which actions are as proper to 
a rational Being, as those it takes never so much notice 
off, being commonly called Reflexed. Amongst those 
acts, he numbers Respiration, analogous to those of 
hunger and thirst, but all this while reserving actions 
purely natural, as under the meer Empire of the 
Cerebellum, confirming the truth thereof by an experi­
ment made upon the Brain of a living Quadrunede (XIX, 
p. 38 f.).
Ridly claimed to correct many mistakes of Willis and others, 
and wrote of different faculties in the Brain*
This is no doubt Humphrey Ridley (1653-1708). There 
was no record of Hen. Ridly in the usual sources, or in the 
DNB from which information of Humphrey Ridley was derived, as 
having authored 'The Anatomy of the Brain,' in 1695*
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The Organization of the Brain, in respect to the 
different faculties of Apprehension, Judgment, &c. 
is here treated of, and the particular Medullary 
Tracts of the Brain, respecting the various organiza­
tions of the Nerves demonstrated, with some restriction 
to the Hypothesis of Vieussenius.31 The use of the 
large Strioe the Authour first observed in the annular 
Process, is here assigned, and the Reasons why the 
Medulary part of the Spinal Marrow is outward, and the 
cineritious inward, is here given (ibid*, 39 f*)«
Willis was in error on some points, but he made a 
substantial contribution with his definition of a reflex 
action as a motion that depended upon a preceding sense- 
stimulus and which returned directly to its source without 
rising to a higher level.
Richard Lower (I63I-I69I), a contemporary of Willis, 
raised numerous questions which were reported in the Trans­
actions related to the vital processes, including the pre­
vailing question of what life is, and the condition of the 
soul of brutes.
The search for the principle that keeps man alive 
was an urgent one in the seventeenth century as it had been 
for millenia. The question of life's vital principles had 
been approached from several viewpoints! the religious, 
which provided an answer in faith or dogmaj and the philo­
sophical, which attempted to fit a developed philosophical 
system to material facts, without recourse to evidence of 
experimental tests. In the 17th century, the interest was
31 Yieussens (16^1-171?) found that animals survived 
after the removal of the brain, but that the animal perished 
after the removal of the medulla oblongata or small brain. 
For an account of his Neurograohia Universalis (1685) see 
paper number 251.
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in the material problems connected with life and its
maintenance. The mechanistic aim was to explain how the
complicated machine of a living organism worked as a
totality . Lower's questions were typical of the period,
and were printed in the Transact ions. He askedi
Whether there be a Nervous and Nutritious Juice?
Whether the office of sanguification belongs to the 
Blood it self, existing before those Viscera (at least) 
that are commonly esteemed to be the Organs of san­
guification? How Nutrition is performed, and the 
nourishing substance assimilated? Whether the Blood 
affords both the Matter for the structure of the 
Body, and such parts also, as are fit for the nourish­
ment of the same? Whether the Pulse of the Heart 
ceasing, there remains yet a certain Motion in the blood, 
arguing, that Pulse and Life do ultimately rest in the 
Blood? Whether the Umbilical Vessels convey the 
blood of the Mother to the Child, or whether the Feotus 
be for the most part formed and acted by the circu­
lating blood, before the existence of the Umbilical 
Vessels, or before the connecting of the Foetus with 
the Uterus? (I, 7? f.).
He also made some proposals on the blood, and inquired about
the life of animals.
A new Experiment to prove, that the Chyle is not 
transmuted into Blood by the Liver. A discourse 
of the Nature of the Blood. and what difference there 
is between the Venal and Arterial blood, and for what 
Uses both the one and the other are particularly de­
signed. Where it is considered, what Life is, and 
whence the Soul of Brutes, and its subsistence, and 
operations do depend. It is also inquired into, what 
the uses of the Lungs are in hot Animals? (ibid.).
Lower, a member of the Royal Society, has fcany cre­
dits in the field of physiology; the chief one was Tractatus 
de corde (1669), which was reviewed in the Transactions 
(IV, p. 909 ff.). Although the circular motion of the blood 
was known. Lower investigated "the origins and celerity of 
that Motion, and the various Changes thereof, together with 
the Causes of them." He gave an account of the differences
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between human and animal hearts, and proved that arterial 
blood changes in color from a dark purple to crimson red as 
it passed from the right heart through the lungs to the 
left, and also after brief exposure to atmospheric air 
outside the body. He proposed that the blood absorbed from 
the air a chemical substance necessary for life, and that 
this was the chief function of pulmonary circulation. We 
now call that chemical "oxygen.”
In the Transactions several years before (Sept.
1667), there was published an account of an experiment by 
Signor Fracassati of Italy "... upon Bloud grown cold."
The Italian reported a change in color in blood when exposed 
to air»
When any bloud is become cold in a dish, that part 
which is beneath the superficies appears much blacker, 
than that on the top; and 'tis vulgarly said, that 
this black part of the bloud is Melancholy bloud, and 
men are wont to make use of this example to shew that 
the Melancholy humor as 'tis called, enters with the 
3 others into the composition of the bloud. But 
Signior Fracassati maintains, that this blackish 
colour comes from hence, that the bloud, which is 
underneath, is not expos'd to the Air, and not from 
a mixture of Melancholy1 toiprove which he assures, 
that upon its being expos'd to the Air it changes 
colour, and becomes a florid red. (II, p. k92).
The Bible emphasized the importance of blood to 
life, so blood was an important consideration in the mainten­
ance of life.
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Blood Transfusion
A topic given considerable attention in the Trans­
actions between the years I665-I669 was blood transfusion.
There are isolated accounts of blood transfusion prior to
32
Harvey*s discovery of the circulation of the blood, but 
Harvey's work influenced the "scientific'* attempts at 
transfusion in the 17th century.
Judging by the articles on blood transfusion that 
appeared in the Transactions, there were two main questions 1 
concerning animals, whether transfusion would affect native 
characteristics and whether it would have any effect upon 
acquired characteristics? concerning humans, whether it was 
possible to bring about physiological and"psychological" 
changes.
Lower is credited both with the first direct blood 
transfusion from one human to another, and the suggestion 
of clinical application (Fulton, 1930, p. 118). The subject 
of transfusion was given a great deal of space in the early 
volumes of the Transactions, the first few articles concerned 
primarily with the priority of discovery. There were claims 
that others were stealing credit from Christopher Wren for 
"the way of injection of a liquor into veins." In the 
December 4, 1665 edition of the Transactions evidence was
32J See Keynes, G., "The history of blood transfusion, 
1628-191^," British Journal of Surgery, 31, 19^3, p. 38-50.
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presented in favor of Wren as the first to "...contrive a 
Way to conveigh any liquid thing immediately into the Mass 
of Blood;...". Wren's supporter wrote, ”'Tis notorious, 
that at least six years since (a good while before it was 
heard off, that any one did pretend to have so much as 
thought of it)... (p. 128 f.)." The paper included an 
account of an experiment which involved the injection of 
opium into a dog. The author came to Wren's support because 
"beyond the Seas...that Invention seems to be adscribed to 
others,...(I, p. 128)."
An overview of some of the English experiments 
follows* injection of opium and crocus metallorum into the 
veins of dogs "...whereof the success was, that the Opium, 
being soon circulated into the Brain, did within a short 
time stupify, though not kill the Dog; but a large Dose of 
the Crocus Metallorum, made another Dog vomit up Life and all." 
These experiments came to the attention of a foreign ambas­
sador, residing in London, who "tryed with some Crocus 
Metallorum. upon a Malefactor, that was an inferior Servant 
of his; with this success, that the Fellow, as soon as ever 
the Injection began to be made, did, either really or 
craftily, fall into a swoon;...." Since that time, it had 
been frequently practised both in London and Oxford, as 
well as before the Royal Society. Some observed differences 
in the effects of different liquors, depended upon whether 
they were injected without preparation and digestion, which 
made "Odde commotions in the Blood, disturb Nature, and
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cause strange Symptoms in the Body,...". But liquors 
that were prepared and passed the digestion of the stomach, 
it was speculated, might be put to medical uses} and might 
also serve for anatomical purposes. By the latter, the 
writer referred to the possibility of filling the vessels 
of an animal "as full as they can hold and by exceedingly 
distending them discover new vessels...."
A note in the November 19* 1666 issue of the Trans­
actions referred to the success of the experiment of 
transfusing the blood of one animal into another. The 
experiment
...hitherto look’d upon to be of an almost unsur- 
mountable difficulty, hath been of late very successfully 
perform’d not only at Oxford, by the directions of 
that expert Anatomist Dr. Lower, but also in London, 
by order of the R. Society, at their publick meeting 
in Gresham Colledget the Description of the particulars 
whereof, and the Method of Operation, is referred to 
the next Opportunity." (I, p. 352).
Samuel Pepys (1633-1?03)» upon first hearing of 
this experiment, recorded in his diary November 14-, 1666, 
"This did give occasion to many pretty wishes, as of the 
blood of a Quaker to be let into an Archbishop, and such 
like?..."
As promised, the lead paper in the next number of 
the Transactions, December 1?, 1666 was entitled "The Method 
observed in Transfusing the Bloud out of one Animal into 
another (I, p. 353)•*'
Robert Boyle experimented with blood transfusion.
In February of 1666, at the request of Dr, Lower, some 
queries regarding blood transfusion were published in the
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Transactions;
The following Queries and Trvals were written long
since, and read about a Moneth ago in the R. Society,
and do now come forth against the Authors intention,
at the earnest desire of some Learned Persons, and
particularly of the worthy Doctor, to whom they were
addressed; who thinks, they may excite and assist
others in a matter, which, to be well prosecuted,
will require many hands. At the reading of them,
the Author declared, that of divers of them he thought
he could fore-see the Events, but yet judged it fit,
not to omit them, because the Importance of the
Theories, they may give light to, may make the Tryals
recompence the pains, whether the success favour the
Affirmative or the Negative of the Question, by enabling
us to determine the one or the other upon surer grounds,
than we could otherwise do. And this Advertisement he
desires may be applied to those other Papers of his,
that consist of Queries or proposed Trvals. (I, p. 385 ff.)»
One of the queries; "Whether by this way of Transfusing Blood,
the disposition of Individual Animals of the same kind, may
not be much altered? (As whether a fierce Dog, by being
often quite new stocked with the blood of a cowardly Dog,
may not become more tame; &c vice versa, &c?)."
Although Wren, Boyle, and others were injecting 
"liquors" into the veins of animals, Lower appears to have 
been the first to transf'^e blood from one animal to another. 
Because of a letter from France received by the publisher of 
the Transactions, "Concerning a new way of curing sundry 
diseases by Transfusion of bloud," Oldenburg wrote, "...how 
long soever that Experiment may have been conceived in other 
parts (which is needless to contest) it is notorious, that
33
it had its birth first of all in England;...(II, p. ^90)."
33J K. Brown credits the French with the first trans 
fusion in "Jean Denis and Transfusion of Blood, Paris, 
166?-1668," Isis, XXXIX (19*1-8), 15-28.
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Just prior to a report from Paris of Denis's success­
ful transfusion from one human to another, there appeared 
in the Transactions (June 3» 1667, H» P» ^99 f») a confir­
mation from Paris that transfusing the blood of a young dog 
into an old, two hours after, the latter "...did leap and 
frisk; whereas he was almost blind with age, and could 
hardly stirr before."
Oldenburg received another letter from Denis, a 
Doctor of Physick, and Professor of Philosophy and the Mathe- 
maticks at Paris, almost twelve months later. The French 
Doctor reported the cure of a madman by the transfusion of 
blood. Denis mentioned in his letter that he and his 
colleague, a M. Emmerex, had been working on improving the 
operation of transfusion itself, "which hath been follow'd 
with good success," and that he was preparing a collection 
of their experiments which he would send later.
The patient, whose madness was periodical, had to
be bound up because of his inclination to beat his wife,
and to run naked through the streets. Denis's account in
the Transactions included the following*
He was not less outragious in this last fit, than 
in the former. He hath spent 3 or b months without 
sleep, and his greatest divertisement during that time 
was, to tear the Clothes that were given him, to run 
naked abroad, and to burn in the Houses where he was 
whatever he could meet with. He mov'd to compassion 
all good people that saw him, and especially those in 
the Marais du Temple, where he was known to most, 
and where he had been wont to be seen before this 
distemper as well cloathed and fashioned, as any one 
of his condition could be.
Monsieur De Montmor, among others, was the person 
most touched with it, and resolved to employ his 
interest to procure him a place in one of the Hospitals.
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But first he thought on the Transfusion, and believed, 
there would be no danger in trying it upon this Man, 
being so persuaded by many Experiments we had already 
made in his presence. He therefore had been taken up 
for that end, and having sent for me and M. Emmerez 
to ask our opinion of the fitness of trying the 
Transfusion upon this man, we answer'd, that we could 
indeed give good assurance for his Life, and that this 
Operation was in it self not capable to cause the 
death of any one, if discreetly managed; but as to the 
Cure of such an Extravagance, as that appeared to us, 
we had not yet experience enough to dare to promise 
him that, and that our Conjectures went no farther, 
than to think, that the blood of a Calf by its mildness 
and freshness might possibly allay the heat and ebulli­
tion of his blood, being mixed therewith. The matter 
having been sufficiently examined, we resolv'd to 
carry this Man into a private house; and there we 
appointed for his Gardian that Porter, on whom we had 
already practised the Transfusion 8 months ago, both 
that the Thing might not appear so new to him, as it 
might do to others, that never had seen the Experiment 
before, and that he might serve us the more to assure 
our Patient, and others, who should be present at the 
Operation, that there was no danger in it at all. (II,
619 ff.).
A detailed account of the operation, which was repeated twice,
was given by Denis. Of the results, he reported1
'Tis true, that comparing his calm condition, wherein 
he now was, with that, wherein every body had seen him 
before the Transfusion, no man scrupled to say, that 
he was perfectly recover'd. Yet to speak the plain 
truth, I was not so well satisfied as others seem'd to 
be, and I could not perswade my self, that he was in so 
good a temper as to stop there, but I was inclin'd to 
believe by some things I saw, that a third Transfusion 
might be requisite to accomplish what the two former 
had begun.
Yet in delaying the execution of these thoughts from 
day to day, we observed so great an amendment in his 
carriage, and his mind so clear'd up by little and 
little, that his Wife and all his Friends having 
assur'd us that he was restored to the same state he 
used to be in before his Phrenzy, we entirely quitted 
that resolution. I have seen him almost every day 
since; he hath expressed to me all manner of acknowled- 
ment, and been also with M. de Montmor, thanking him 
very civilly for his goodness in recovering him out 
of that miserable condition he was in, by a remedy 
which he should remember as long as he lived.
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He is at present of a very calm spirit, performs all 
his functions very well, and sleeps all night long 
without interruption, though he saith, he hathnow 
and then troublesom Dreams. He hath carried himself 
so discreetly in some visits he made this week, that 
divers Physicians, and other persons worthy of Credit, 
that have seen him, can render an authentick testi­
mony to all the circumstances here advanced by me, who 
shall not employ against cavils and contradictions 
any other Arguments than the experiment it self.
The last year I published my Conjectures and my Reasons. 
Of all those that have undertaken to combate them, 
there is not one that hath so much as touched the state 
of the Question; and this hath made me silent to them 
all. I have confined my self to the Experiments alone; 
this, whereof I now send you the particulars, will 
perhaps open the eyes to some that are opinionated.
I would not relate the story but very plainly, without 
embarassing it by any Ratiocinations; not but there 
was a good matter to discourse upon, both during 
the time of the Transfusion, and after it....
It is also not yet agreed on, what was the cause 
of the lassitude, that obliged this man to keep his 
bed for some whole days* Some say, it proceeded from 
the disorder consequent to the entry of new blood into 
his Veins* Others have look*d upon it as the effect of 
a kind of Rhumatism he had got, lying stark naked in 
the streets; and have thought that he became not 
sensible of those pains, but after the recovery of 
his Reason; just as those that have a hot Feaver do 
never complain of weariness, but after the abatement 
of the Fit....
I shall here suspend my judgment, resolved not to 
declare my thoughts, till I have made many Experiments 
more; for I know very well, that in 50 we have made 
upon Brutes, we have found it but twice that the 
recipient Animal pissed blood after it, and, as far 
as I can judge, I believe I have infallible ways of 
preventing all such disorders; and I have proposed 
to my self a manner of preparation and treatment, 
which the Patient may be made to observe both before 
and during the operation, to render it more beneficial. 
For 'tis not to be doubted, but measures are to be 
taken to dispose the body for Transfusion, as well 
as for all other operations to be undertaken with suc­
cess. But we need not repent for not having observed 
them in this case; it appeared much better what the 
Transfusion all alone could do, and no cause hath been 
given to prejudiced men to impute this cure to the 
Preparation, rather than to the Operation it self.
We hear of many other sick persons, who possibly 
may find relief from this Experiment. I shall not fail 
to let you know the success of it in good time. (ibid.. 
II, 623).
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The case of the madman attracted a great deal of 
attention; four months after the publication of the account 
in the Transactions, Oldenburg heard from his Parisian 
correspondents of a rumor spread about in Paris to the 
effect that the "Maghistrate of London had forbid the use 
of the Transfusion of Bloud." Oldenburg replied to Denis 
and noted in the Transactions that "he never heard, that 
any Maghistrate in England had so much as concerned them­
selves in this matter*... (Ill, p. 710)." Further, Oldenburg 
asked for "particular information of the Intrigues, used in 
those parts to perplexe the matter of fact in the practice 
of the Transfusion on a certain distracted man at Paris...." 
Denis obliged, and reported further developments of the case 
(Transactions. Ill, 710). After the second transfusion, the 
man appeared fully recovered for two months, "until the too 
frequent company with his wife, and his debauches in Wine, 
Tobacco, and Strong Waters had cast him into a very violent 
and dangerous Fever." The patient's wife pleaded with Denis 
to give him a third transfusion. Denis did not believe the 
man to be in good enough condition, but, "her art was great 
enough to make us condescend to another trial, to see whether 
we could give him any relief." Upon opening a vein in his 
foot to draw out some old blood, the patient had a seizure, 
so the third transfusion did not take place, and the man 
died the next night.
As soon as his death was bruited abroad, the Enemies 
of the Experiment began to triumph, and soon after 
they published defaming books against us. I then 
resolved to be silent, but that silence made our
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Adversaries but keener. And I was surprised, when 
two moneths after I was advertised, that there were 
three Physitians that did not budge from the Widow,, 
importuning her by promises of a great recompence, 
onely to let them use her name to accuse us before a 
Court of Justice for having contributed to the death 
of her husband by the Transfusion* and that even they 
addressed themselves to the neighbors of this woman 
to engage them to bear false witness against us.
And some time after, this woman raised by the hopes 
given her by those men, came and told us, that some 
Physitians did extremely sollicit her against us, and 
that she had always refused them, knowing her obli­
gations to us for having relieved her husband freely.
But the drawing from hence no profit, as she expected 
she should, she turned her advertisements into menaces, 
and sent us word, that in the present necessity, to 
which she was reduced, she was obliged to accept the 
offer, made her by certain Physitians, if we would 
not assist her. I sent her this answer, that those 
Physitians, and herself stood more in need of the 
Transfusion then ever her husband had done, and that, 
for my part, I cared not for her threats. But yet I 
then thought it time to break silence, not only my 
interest being concern'd but the publick, to discover 
to the world those persons that would be engaged in 
intrigues so unworthy of Learned men. I complain'd 
of it to the Lieutenant in Criminal causes....(Trans­
actions, III, p. ?12).
Oldenburg kept closely in touch with the developments 
in the case. A letter published in the Transactions (IV, 
p. 1076) and written "by an Intelligent and Worthy English 
Man from Paris," included a summary of Denis's earlier 
accounts, and the news that the pleading for the widow would 
be on the following week, "but any odds would be laid on 
the Defendants."
The trial of the widow of St. Amant took place in 
November, 1669; Denis was freed of charges. Denis's case 
was more a case for the advancement of learning, and of
3^ Denis and Emerez were the defendants.
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science; his action was justified, but from that time, 
permission to perform transfusions had to be obtained from 
the physicians of the Parisian Faculty.
Italians also experimented with blood transfusion.
An extract from the Giornale de Letterati (May 8, 1667) was
reprinted in the Transactions (III, 8^0).
There was made another Experiment the 20th of May 
last at Udine, at the House of Sjgnior Griffoni, 
by the transfusing the blood of a Lamb into the 
veins of a Spaniel, of a middle size of that kind,
13 years old, who had been altogether deaf for above 
3 years, so as what noise soever was made, he gave 
not any sign of hearing it. He walked very little, 
and was so feeble, that being unable to lift up his 
foot, all he did was to trail his body forward. After 
the Transfusion practised upon him, he remained for 
an hour upon the Table, where he was yet untied; but 
leaping down afterwards, he went to find his Masters, 
that were in other Chambers. Two dayes after he went 
abroad, and ran up and down the streets with other 
Dogs, without trailing his feet, as he did before.
His stomach also returned to him, and he began to 
eat more and more greedily than before. But that, 
which is more surprising is, that from the time he 
gave signes, that he began to hear, returning sometimes 
at the voice of his Masters. The 13th of June he 
was almost quite cured of his deafness, and he appeared 
without comparison more jocund than he was before 
the operation. At length, the 20th of the same Month 
he had wholly recovered hes hearing, yet thus, that 
when he was called, he turned back, as if he that had 
called him, had been very far off. But that hapned 
not alwayes; in the mean time he heard always when 
he was called.
The blood humour had long been recognized as the 
preservative of the body of man, but therapeutic treatment 
by blood prior to the 17th century had been confined primarily 
to blood-letting and attempts to cool or warm blood by herbs.
Blood transfusion was based upon the principles of 
humoral pathology, that almost all diseases were the result 
of diseased fluids, especially the blood. It was believed
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that if diseased blood was drawn, and the blood of a sound 
animal injected in its place, the disease would disappear.
That so many attempts at transfusion were reported 
as successful, in the light of so little knowledge about the 
blood itself, blood types, etc., is amazing.
After 1669, interest in blood transfusion waned, 
and one of the most promising forms of medical therapy more
or less disappeared. In 1670 in France an Arret forbade the
35practice of transfusion.
A mechanistic conception of the universe prevailed 
in the 17th century. William Harvey helped to include man 
in that view. He dispelled the vitalistism of this Galenic 
tradition when he discovered the circulation of the blood, 
and shifted attention from a static view of anatomy to a 
dynamic one. That is, Harvey stressed direct observation 
of bodily processes, which came to be viewed in terms of a 
totality; bodily organs and processes were studied in relation 
to each other and to the organism as a whole. Harvey dis­
credited Aristotle, and thereby weakened Scholasticism.
The search for the essential principle in life 
assumed more rational theorizing and empirical observation 
after Harvey's discovery of the circulation of the blood.
There was a shift from supernaturalism to natural explanations 
for bodily processes.
Nervous and muscular action became central in 
importance in much physiological work. Thomas Willis
^  See Geoffrey Keynes, "The History of Blood Trans­
fusion, 1628-191^," British Journal of Surgery, XXXI (19^3)> 38*
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developed a pathology of the entire nervous system, and 
showed that voluntary motor impulses came from the corpora 
striata. He clearly described reflex action as that which 
depended upon a previous sensation, which was turned back 
at once. Malpighi and others examined the brain as the in­
strument of sensation and perception.
Descartes' theory of animal automatism dispelled 
immaterial principles from the coordinated actions of man 
and animals, as vitalism was dealt a further blow.
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Descartes' Dualism
Harvey's discovery of the circulation of the blood 
involved a drastic change in the conception of the relations 
between soul and body. The earlier conception of the soul 
as both the seat of life and thought began to lose ground 
in the l?th century in favor of the idea of two distinct 
processes, the physical and the psychic.
Descartes' dualism contributed something new to 
philosophy; his concept of soul or mind was purely psycho­
logical; that is, mind or soul had the capacity to think, 
to be conscious, to reflect. Descartes concluded that one 
could understand mind only through introspection; the body, 
however, was subject to physical laws and could be under­
stood through the methods of natural science.
References to Descartes abound in the Philosophical 
Transactions, in which were revealed the major views and 
arguments related to Cartesian theory.
Descartes' greatest importance to the future devel­
opment of psychology was the acceptance by many in the 17th 
century of his concept that bodily motions might be explained 
on a material basis, with no recourse to supernatural causes. 
Descartes included man's body in his mechanistic universe.
He wrote*
...the greater part of our motions do not depend 
on the mind at all...When a man is falling thrusts 
out his hand to save his head he does that without 
his reason counselling him so to act, but merely be­
cause of the sight of the impending fall penetrating
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to his brain, drives the animal spirits into the 
nerves in the manner necessary for this motion, and for 
the producing it without the mind's desiring it, 
and as though it were the working of a machine (In 
Haldane and Ross, 1967, p. 103 f*)*
His proposal was that movements of animals, and some of men
were automatic and involuntary. The importance of this to
psychological thought is that voluntary movements were
assumed to be the result of an act of will or reason, and
involuntary movements were believed to occur automatically,
with no exercise of reason. Descartes postulated interaction
between body and mind, so that a sensation received into the
mind could create a movement. The rational soul could direct
connections between sensory input and motor response, so
that not all human actions were reflexive or automatic.
That the mind could interfere with the body's machinery
when it willed to do so, accounted for voluntary movements.
For Descartes, soul meant reason. Animal body was 
purely material, and animal actions purely mechanical.
Animals had no soul, and no thought. Descartes launched 
the death blow to the vitalism of the Aristotelian-Platonic 
tradition; the essence of vitalism was the postulated oper­
ation of an eidos, an indwelling immaterial force moving 
and governing things in a teleogic pattern of fulfillment. 
With the beginning of modern scientific thought, vitalism 
became subject to criticism. Physical or natural explana­
tions were sought after Descartes insisted that all phenomena 
could be resolved into matter and motion. He excluded, of 
course, the rational soul.
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Descartes’ main contributions to psychological 
thought are found in "Passions of the Soul" (1649) and Traite 
de L»Homme (1662). The latter was projected by the author 
in 1634 together with the treatise on On the Formation of the 
Foetus. His Discourse on Method was published in 1637# and 
like Galileo's Dialogue, was written in a language and style 
that could be read by laymen. In the Discourse, are most 
of the major ideas of the l?th century rationalists. Des­
cartes refused to accept any previous authority, thereby 
discrediting Scholasticism. He respected revealed religion, 
but directed his attention to problems that could be handled 
by human reason. His theory of animal automatism turned 
attention from a vitalistic or mysterious explanation of 
bodily movements to a natural, rational one. At the same 
time, he created the problem of metaphysical dualism, the 
philosophy that reality is made up of two substances; body 
and soul, or mind and matter. The functioning of the animal 
body had to be dealt with by Descartes and his followers.
Cartesians explained animal life as a function of 
the heat of the blood and the organization of the parts of 
the body. The essence of animal life was a composite of 
material items which assumed the nature of fire. Vital heat 
was assumed for the body to function, and the heat was kept 
in its appropriate state by the circulation of the blood.
Responses depended upon several circumstances; 
stimulation of a sense organ which releases animal spirits 
in the brain, (2) the intensity or force of the releasing 
action, (3) the arrangement of the threads which compose
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the substance of the brain—  which may be native or 
acquired, (*0 the make-up of the animal spirits, which deter­
mines their course, (5) the arrangement of exterior parts 
of the body, (6) the organization required for co-ordinated 
action. The material part of man and animal were differen­
tiated from inanimate matter only in exhibiting greater 
complexity in the disposition and function of parts and 
heterogenity among their constituent corpuscles. This was 
both anti-Aristotelian and Anti-Christian.
The Peripatetics were the most formidable opponents 
of Cartesianism. The typical Peripatetic position was that 
beasts possess a sensory knowledge, and although they were 
not endowed with reflection, they were believed to experience 
feeling, imagination, memory and corporeal impulsions in 
common with man. None of these were purely material or 
spiritual but rather something halfway between matter and 
spirit called *'substantial material form.*'
A refutation of Descartes' animal automatism and a 
defense of the traditional Peripatetic position was presented 
in Pardies' Discours de la Conoissance des Bestes, first 
published in 1672, and reviewed in the Transactions in April 
of the same year (VII, p. ^05^). By 172^, seven editions, 
including Latin and Italian translations had appeared.
Pardies (1636-1673)» a Jesuit, clung to the Peripatetic view 
of substantial form, of animals as capable of sensation, but 
not reflection. Pardies, not to be accused of jumping to 
conclusions or of lack of understanding of other points of 
view*
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spent the greatest part of his discourse in urging 
the arguments for the sole Mechanical Contrivance of 
the Structure and Operations of Beasts; and interpreted 
the discussion of the Opinion of the other extreme, 
which ascribes Reason to them; He declares at last his 
sense of this whole matter, and endeavours to prove,
That Beasts, though they have not any Intellectual, 
yet they have a Sensible knowledg; or, though they have 
not such a perception that essentially carrieth with 
it a reflection upon it self; yet they have a simple 
apprehension of Objects without that reflexion.
The neo-Scholastics objected very strongly to the 
Cartesian cleavage between body and thought for one obvious 
reason. If one showed the mechanical perfection of the 
human body, the possibility of proclaiming the same for 
psychological processes was not inconceivable.
Peripateticism flourished in France as the official 
position of the Jesuit order throughout the 17th century. 
Rosenfield (194-0* p. 81) wrote, "...a Jesuit in l6?2 would 
have found himself embarrassingly placed had he set out, 
in the face of his Order's hostility to Cartesianism, openly 
to espouse Descartes' doctrine of animals."
Although Jesuits were generally hostile to Descartes, 
Fabri was one of the Jesuits who held a certain respect 
for the natural science of the 17th century, and shared 
Descartes' enthusiasm for a mechanistic emphasis. He 
offered support for Cartesian dualism and animal automatism, 
but rejected animal spirits as "useless" to explain the 
operation of life. Recall that Descartes relied on animal 
spirits which flowed from the reservoir of the brain through 
the nerve tubes to the muscles thereby causing their recipro­
cal dilation and contraction to explain bodily movement in 
animals. Fabri was not caught up with Aristotelian tradition;
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and he did not support the concept of substantive forms. The
reviewer of Fabri’s Tractatus duo; quorum Prior est de
Plantis et de Generatione Animalium; Posterior, de Homine
(1666) wrote in the Transactions!
the Author considers, what appertains to Man. He 
discourses first, of Digestion, of the Circulation of 
the Bloud, and of the Use of the principal parts of 
the Human Body. Next, he treats of the Senses, Ex­
ternal and Internal; of all he Motions of the Body, 
both Natural and Voluntary; of the sensitive Appetite, 
and the Passions; Thence he proceeds to the Tempera­
ments, Habits, Instinct, Sleep, Sickness, &c. Lastly, 
passing to the Rational Soul, he endeavours to demon­
strate the Immortality thereof, and to explain also the 
Manner, how it worketh upon the Body, and is united with 
the Body; where he omits not to reason of all the 
Powers of the Soul, of Liberty, and of the Operations of 
the Understanding and Will.
To add that by the by, This Author is not so addicted 
to Aristotle, as to be on his side, when he thinks 
Truth is not. He hath emancipated himself considerably 
from the Scholastick way of Philosophing. He dares 
maintain, that the Vegetative and Sensitive Souls are 
not Substantial Forms; and that it is with Plants and 
Animals, as with Artificial things, the Form whereof 
results from the Union and Disposition of the parts. 
According to this Hypothesis, he explicates all the 
Operations of Plants and Animals, without having any 
recourse to the Soul. He avers also, that there are 
no Species Intentionales, and no Habitudes, and that 
the Animal Spirits, which Philosophers commonly believe 
to be necessary for all the Operations of Life, are 
useless (I, p. 325 ff•)•
Boyle examined Cartesian theory and the Scholastic 
view of substantial forms or sensitive soul for animals in 
The Origins of Forms and Qualities (1666). A lengthy account 
of the book, which was also regarded as an introduction to 
the principles of the mechanical philosophy, appeared in 
the first volume of the Transactions (p. 191 ff.), Boyle 
presented evidence that he could reintegrate saltpetre and 
other bodies which had been deprived of their substantial 
forms. He also noted that combinations of different bodies
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produced "very different Concretes." Boyle reported 
numerous observations and experiments about the nature and 
origin of qualities and forms; this knowledge was viewed 
as constituting the fundamental and useful part of natural 
philosophy. He resisted using any arguments that were
grounded on, or supposed atoms, or any innate motion be­
longing to them; or, that the essence of bodies consisted 
in extension; or, that there were such things as Globuli 
‘Caelestes or Materia Subtilis, as the Cartesians employed 
to explicate most of the phenomena of nature. He dismissed
those arguments as unfit to be relied on and left it up to
the reader to decide whether or not he had been more "com­
prehensive," and by examples more "intelligible" than the 
Cartesians or others. He opposed both Scholasticism and 
Cartesian theories, and believed that by presenting his 
experiments he was strengthening the doctrines of the new 
philosophy.
In total opposition to Boyle was Gerard de Cordemoy. 
He was one of a group who attempted to deal with the problem 
of the relationship between the mind and body on the basis 
of occasionalism; this philosophy held that the phenomena 
of the mind or soul are only the occasion for each other, 
there being no causal connection between them. God alone 
could effect that relationship, and his constant interven­
tion explained the apparent union between the two realms.
An account of Cordemoy's Le Discemement Du Corps Et De 
L'Ame was published in the first volume of the Transactions 
(p. 306 ff., September 9, 1966). In this French treatise,
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the different operations of the soul and body were explained,
as well as "the Secret of their Union." Cordemoy defined
bodies as extended substances, and matter as an aggregate of
bodies; he inferred that bodies were indivisible and matter
divisible. He attributed "almost all the Errors in Common
Physiology" to the belief that Philosophers "had no distinct
notions of bodies and matter". His reviewer wrote*
...he teaches, that though Experience seems to evince, 
that the Soul moves the Body, and that one Body moves 
an other; yet there is nothing, but God, that can pro­
duce any motion in the World, and all other Agents, 
which we believe to be the Cause of this or that 
Motion, are no more but the Occasion thereof. In 
doing this, he advances certain Axioms, and Conclusions, 
which are in short,
a. The Axioms; That no substance has that of it self, 
which it can loose, without ceasing to be, what it is; 
That every body may loose of its motion, till it. have 
no more left, without ceasing to be a Body; That we 
cannot conceive but two sorts of substances, via, a 
Spirit (or That which thinketh) and a Body, wherefore 
they must be considered as the Causes of all, that 
happens, and what cannot proceed from "the one, must 
necessarily be adscribed to the other* That to Move,
or to cause motion, is an Action* That an Action cannot 
be continued but by the Agent, who began it.
b. The Conclusions* That no Body hath Motion of it 
self* That the First Mover of Bodies is not a Body*
That it cannot be but a Spirit, that is the First 
Mover* That it cannot be but the same Spirit, who has 
begun to move Bodies, that continues to move (p. 308).
Cordemoy proceeded to explain the interaction of the
body and soul*
...and the manner, how they act one upon the other; 
and esteems it not more difficult to conceive the 
Action of Spirits upon Bodies, and of Bodies upon 
Spirits, than to conceive the Action of Bodies upon 
Bodies* the cause of the great difficulty in under­
standing the two former, arising (according to him) 
from thence, that we will conceive the one by the other, 
not considering, that every thing acting according to 
its own nature, we shall never know the action of one 
Agent, if we will examine it by the notions we have of
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another, that is of a quite differing nature. Here 
he notes, that the action of Bodies upon Bodies is 
not more known to us; than that of Spirits upon Bodies, 
or of Bodies upon Spirits; and yet most men admire 
nothing but this, believing to know the other; whereas 
he Judges, that all things being well examin'd, the 
Action of Bodies upon Bodies is no more conceivable, 
than that of Spirits upon Bodies. Mean while the 
opinion of the Authour touching this subject, is,
That the union of Soul and Body consists onely in this, 
that certain motions of the Body are followed by 
certain Cogitations of the Soul, and, on the contrary, 
that certain Thoughts of the Soul are follow'd by 
certain Motions of the Body. And, having supposed, 
that Bodies are said to act upon one another, when they 
cause some change suitable to Extension; and Spirits 
to act upon one another, when they cause some change 
suitable to a Thought; he infers, that when a Body acts 
upon a Spirit, that cannot be by causing any change of 
motion, of figure, or parts, as having none of all 
these; nor when a Spirit acts upon a Body, that cannot 
bje by producing any change of Thought, as having none* 
But, when this Body, or its motion, or figure, or 
other thing, depending upon its nature, can be per­
ceived by a Spirit, so as, upon that occasion, this 
Spirit has thoughts it had not before, it may be said, 
that the Body has acted upon this Spirit, for as much 
as it has caused all the change in it, whereof it was 
capable according to its nature (ibid., 308 ff.).
The almost identical words used by Descartes-^ to
prove the existence of reason and the existence of God, were
used by Cordemoy. Sensation was explained as a result of
the shaking of the interior parts of the nerves connecting
the brain and outer extremities.
...After he hath shew'd, that is to be understood by 
what we call Soul, and by what we call Body, he 
labours to make it out, that we are much more assured 
of the Existence of the Soul, than of that of the Body, 
which he conceives he can prove from hence, that we 
cannot doubt, that we think, because even doubting is 
thinking; that one may doubt, whether one has a body, 
for several reasons, which he alledges, and thinks so 
cogent, that he concludes, it is not evident to him
36
Discourse on the Method, Part IV, in Haldane and 
Ross, I, p. 101.
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by the light of reason, that he has a Body. But 
supposing, there be Bodies, he examines, what are the 
Operations, that belong to the Soul, and what those, 
that belong to the Body? and lastly, what those, 
that result from the Union of both* And then explains, 
how all those operations are perform*d, and particularly, 
Sensation; where he shews, that the Nerves, holding 
at one end to the Brain, whereof they are but Allon- 
gations, and being at the other end extended to the 
extremities of the Body; when an Object comes to touch 
those exterior ends of the Nerves, the interior ones 
in the Brain are presently shaken, and cause differing 
manner, in which they are shaken. And to shew, that 
*tis this shaking, that causes Sensation, he notes, 
that if any thing shakes the interior parts of the 
Nerves, though the object be absent, the Soul has 
presently the same sensations as it would have, if 
it were present. As, if one should knock on*s head 
forcibly against a wall, the shaking, which the blow 
gives to the Brain, moving the interior extremities of 
the Nerve, which causes the sensation of Light, the Soul 
has the same sensation, which it would have, if it saw 
a thousand Candles* On the contrary, if the interior 
extremities of the nerves are not shaken, though the 
object be present, it causes no sensation; whence it 
comes, that if a strong Ligature be made upon the middle 
of the Arm, and the hand be then prickt, no pain is 
felt, because the shaking of the nerves that are pricked, 
being stopped by the Ligature, cannot reach to the 
extremities of the Nerves, that are within the Brain 
(ibid., 309 f.).
Cordemoy admitted changes in matter, but attributed 
changes in quality, quantity, or in form to local motion.
The motion of artificial "engines" and natural ones 
were explained by one and the same cause; among other things, 
he showed the body of an animal was moved "after the same 
manner with a Watch." The cause of motion was Materia 
Subtilis.
Cordemoy carried Descartes* theory further than had 
the latter when he fully developed the argument of human 
speech as the distinguishing characteristic of man. He 
analyzed language as the sign of interaction between physical 
and spiritual forces.
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Cordemoy's purpose in Le Discernement Du Corps Et 
De L'ame” had been to present "...the way of knowing one's 
self, showing that is consists only in discerning in our­
selves the Operations of the Soul, and those of the Body*... 
(Transactions, III, 736)." The Discours Physique de la 
Parole was offered as the means of "knowing others, which 
is Speech." De Cordemoy explained what speech was, and 
endeavored "exactly to distinguish, what it borrows from the 
Soul, and what from the Body (ibid.)." He was his own sub­
ject, and did not start with the assumption that all bodies, 
"which he sees to be like his, be united to such Souls as 
his..." Before he could be sure or doubt no longer that this 
was the case, he had to have proof of what he called "evident 
signes of it."
He examines, what the most surprising things are, 
that Bodies do, and as long as he can impute the cause 
of it to the disposition of their Organs, he thinks 
he may assure, they have no Soul* But after having found 
in the sole frame and position of the parts of the 
Body, how to render a reason of the noise, sounds, 
difference of voices, and even of words, pronounced^ 
by Echo's and Parrets, he finds himself at last^oblig'd 
to admit Souls in all such Bodys, as resemble His, 
and to acknowledge it not possible, that they should 
thus speak to purpose as they do, without being endow'd 
with Reason. (ibid.)
Ones the author distinguished what it was that the body con­
tributed to speech, the physiology involved in the making of 
sounds, he concluded that "...Brutes need no Soul to make a 
noise, nor to be moved by a voice, nor to imitate the sound 
of our words..." Whereas he found, "...that in Men the 
motion of the Parts, which serve for the Voice, or of those 
that are agitated thereby, is always accompanied by some
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thoughts or others and that in speech there are always two 
things inseparable joyned, viz. the Formation of the voice, 
which cannot proceed but from the Body, and the signification 
or Idea joyn'd with it, which cannot come but from the soul 
(737 f.)r
What causes sounds to come from beasts is this* the 
animal brain is composed of a substance peculiarly sensitive 
to impressions; when a wolf howls, the noise sets in motion 
the animal spirits at the ear of a nearby sheep. These 
jostle the brain with their vibrations and set into motion a 
new flow of animal spirits to the muscles putting the sheep 
to flight. The same vibrations which make the beast run 
cause it to emit cries. Animals learn their calls and cries 
from their fellows...all purely involuntary and mechanical. 
When humans receive vibrations in the brain, their soul 
receives a perception not caused by physical phenomena, but 
through the intervention of G o d . F o r  Descartes, the absence 
of speech in animals was the most solid ground for the 
difference he drew between man and animal.
Two tests determined whether or not a machine might 
be a real man* (1) automata could use speech appropriately 
to reply to anything that might be said to them, and (2) 
machines did not act from knowledge, but from the "disposition 
of their organs?" they could only act in situations for 
which they were prepared. That is, it would be "Morally
■^See Rosenfield, 1968, p. 38 ff.
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impossible that there should be sufficient adversity in any 
machine to allow it to act in all events of life in the same 
way as our reason causes us to act."
Cordemoy distinguished between "Natural" signs of 
the Passions of the soul, and others "that are instituted." 
The former referred to motions of the face, and sounds which 
ordinarily accompanied different states of the body; they 
were "naturally" joined to passions, "which the soul feels 
on the occasion of changes in the Body..." Cordemoy proposed 
that such expressions were "the most Universal, wince there 
is no Nation but understands it." The instituted signs of 
the Passions of the soul were those "by which she can ex­
press whatsoever she conceiveth." According to his revieweri
He shews the agreement and difference of some of these 
signes in order to make his deduction from thence to 
be understood. Here he takes occasion to consider,
How one may invent a Language; How a man may under­
stand that of a Contry, where no man understands his; 
and then, how Children learn to speak; admiring here 
the force of Reason in them from their infancy, to make 
them discern the signification of every word; but what 
surprises him most of all is, the order they follow 
therein, forasmuch as *tis altogether like that of the 
Grammar; even the Rules of this seeming to have been 
learnt from little Children (III, p. 737)•
Cordemoy attempted to answer the Aristotelian 
accusations that the Cartesian view was atheistic. He turned 
to the Scriptures to support his views that brutes had only 
corporeal soul. There were several citations there that 
blood alone was the animal soul, therefore the brute soul 
was purely corporeal.
Automatism gradually came to be acceptable to more 
philosophers during the 1670*s, but there were still
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considerations of a theological nature which fostered an 
ambivalence on the part of many who could not completely 
divorce science and religion.
Cordemoy had turned to the scriptures in an attempt 
to reconcile Cartesian philosophy with religion. Johann 
Amerpoel, a Cartesian disciple, wrote Cartesius Mosaizans 
(1669) which was reviewed in the Transactions. Amerpoel 
demonstrated "...that the Philosophy delivered by the famous 
Des-Chartes doth well agree, at least not disagree with the 
History of the Creation, recorded by Moses (V, p. 1053 f.)." 
He referred to a statement by Descartes who claimed that 
the "Mosaick History" could be much better explained by 
Cartesian philosophy than by any other. Amerpoel drew a 
parallel between the first chapter of Genesis and the princi­
ples of Descartes.
That Moses as well as Des-Chartes did acknowledge in 
the Corporeal Sphere of things nothing but one Homo­
geneous and Uniform Matter, divided and diversify'd 
by Motion, put into that Matter by the Creator, and 
preserv'd therein by the same.
That both begin their Philosophy from the Consider­
ation of Light. as the first Effect of the Distinction 
of things from one another.
That both do attribute a Fluidity to the Heavens; 
yet so, as that Des-Chartes enlarges upon the particular 
Disposition of the Constituent parts of that Body, 
which Moses is silent of.
That the Cartesian Doctrine of the Distinction of 
the Earth from the Waters and Air, and of the proper 
Constitution of each of them, is not inconsistent with 
that of Genesis.
That the growth and variety of Vegetables, and the 
causes thereof, assign'd by Des-Chartes. do not disagree 
with the same Sacred History.
That the Cartesian Doctrine of the Constitution 
and Use of the Luminaries and Fix't Stars, and their 
difference from the Planets and domets; as also that 
of the Motion of the Earth about the Sun, and its own 
Axis, and the deflexion of its Axis from the Parallelisme
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to the Axis of the Ecliptick, and the keeping in a 
perpetual Parallelisme to itself, is very rational; 
and consequently not incongruous to that of the 
Divine Philosopher (Transactions, V, 1053
Amerpoel then showed the agreement of Moses and Descartes
on animal life and human soul.
That there is a great agreement between Moses and 
Des-Cartes in assigning the difference between the Life 
of Beasts, and the Soul of Man; forasmuch as both teach, 
that the former consists in the Bloud; Which Des-Chartes 
further declaring, teacheth, That the Bloud heated in 
the Heart and subtilized into Spirits, is diffused from 
the Heart and Arteries through the Brain into the Nerves 
and Muscles, and by a continual influx into the same, 
moves the whole and wonderfully contrived Frame of the 
Body and all the parts thereof; according to the various 
impulses and actions of Objects upon them* But that 
the Soul of Man consists in Thinking and Understanding, 
whereby principally Man resembleth his Creator, to 
whole Image he is made. Which difference is confirm'd by 
what Moses saith, that God commanded the Earth to bring 
forth Living Creatures or Beasts, as well as he com­
manded the Earth to produce Plants; whereas, after he 
had formed Man out of the Earth, he is said to have 
breath'd into him the Breath of Life, whereby Man be­
came a Living Soul, not only Living and Moving, but 
a Soul too, that is, perceiving and knowing, (ibid.).
The significance of these works is that they show 
that Descartes was attacked on theological grounds, and that 
Cartesian disciples felt the need to come to his defense.
Ralph Cudworth (1617-1688) is said to have originated 
the theory of "plastic nature" to combat doctrines of chance 
and constant divine intervention such as Cordemoy's. His 
major works were The True Intellectual System of the Universe 
(1678), and a Treatise concerning Eternal and Immutable 
Morality, which was published posthumously. In the former 
work, as reported in the Transactions, Cudworth acquainted 
the reader with his "whole Design"1
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...it being to demonstrate these three Things*
1. That there is an Omnipotent Understanding Beeing, 
presiding over All. 2. That this Beeing hath an 
Essential Goodness and Justice* the differences of 
Moral Good and Evil, not being by Will and Law only, 
but also by Nature; according to which the Deity acts 
and governs Mankind. 3* That Necessity not being 
Intrinsecal to the Nature of every thing, but Men having 
such a Power over their own Actions, as to render them 
accountable for the same; there is therefore a Distri­
butive Justice running through the World (XII, p. 936 ff.).
Cudworth went on to criticize those who argued against an
incorporeal deity, and he demonstrated a First Mover. He
proposed an "Artificial Plastick Nature," as the "Instrument
of the Deity." This was incorporeal and "Lodg'd in the
Souls of Animals." This plastic nature was a spirit which
pervaded the universe and did not work by conscious reflection.
Cudworth refuted Descartes' theory. Bayle later proposed
that one didn't need God to explain the Universe if nature's
design could take place without conscious intelligence. This,
of course, reflects the argument that if we doubt that animals
have souls, how do we know that man is not entirely a machine?
Many papers in the Transactions supported Descartes'
views. A gentleman "most addicted to the Principles of Des
Cartes," Brookhuysen, repeated in Oeconmia Animalis (1683)*
the basis of Cartesian philosophy. His reviewer wrote*
...that the first thing which is known to us, is the 
Conscience which we have of thinking, or that we Know 
that we have any thoughts* which he believeth to be 
the most exact Character of a Soul; so that the same 
rather should be described of called ipsa cogitatio, 
then res cogitans* for this cogitatio or Act of 
thinking, he saith, to be the same thing with the 
existence of the Soul; which cannot be demonstrated to 
another, though every one by himself is convinced, that 
he thinketh, or hath an existence. For this Proposition, 
ego cogito, I think, being a particular one, is more 
certain than that general notion, Omne cogitans est
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vel existiti and so it needs not any farther expli­
cation, Quid sit existere sive cogitare. Afterwards 
Artie. 13 he inquireth, How this Act of thinking 
becometh to be so continual, as that no space of 
time can interrupt the series of thoughts. The cause 
of which, he deriveth first from God, as the only 
Principle of all Being; and then from the Nature and 
Essence of the Soul, which is kept by such a divine 
vertue in continual activity; when all the variations 
which arise about the thoughts of man, are nothing but 
Modifications of one and the same Essence; so that 
a thing that once doth really exist, can never be brought 
to nothing again; the death or destruction of a thing 
being only a bare name, signifying nothing but a 
dissolution of things that formerly were mixed and 
tyed together; and by this the variety of modifications 
or thoughts do suppose and require always the conscience 
of thinking, which is properly the Essence of the Soul, 
lasting for ever. (XII, p. 194 ff.).
The Cartesian proceeded to explain the union of soul and 
body, the generation of animal spirits in the brain, and,
"For the rest, the whole book seemeth to be a meer expli­
cation of Des-Cartes his opinions (ibid., p. 196)."
The views of another Cartesian disciple, Jean de 
Raei, a professor at the University of Leyden, were published 
in the Transactions (XI, p. 790). Aristotelian philosophy 
was characterized as "vulgar," and Descartes' system of the 
world, theory of knowledge, and idea of God were supported.
Descartes' strongest supporter was Jacques Rohault 
(1620-1675). In his Treatise on Physics (l6?l) he advocated 
a science inspired by Cartesianism, which he intended to 
replace Aristotelian physics. Rohault gave reasons why 
natural philosophy had been sterile for such a long time 
before Descartes. Among them, as reported in the Transactions, 
was the "addiction to Authority," the "resting in Metaphysical, 
abstract and general speculations;" and "the severing of 
Reason and Experience; and the Neglect of the Mathematiques;..."
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(VI, p. 2138 ff.). Rohault did a very thorough job of 
criticizing Aristotelian philosophy for introducing so many 
incorrect notions. Among those notions were* the abhorrency 
of a vacuum, the tendency to give "final cause" answers 
which really do not explain anything, and the lack of explan­
ation "wherein the Sensible qualities do consist." Rohault 
wanted to put science, including animal physiology, on a 
purely mechanistic basis? he was one of the few Cartesians 
who experimented.
Within the Cartesians themselves there were differences 
of opinion as to what constituted the distinguishing charac­
teristics between man and beast. Cordemoy, as we have seen, 
believed it was speech. Francois Bay.le believed it was rea­
son, although the brief outline of his book Le Systeme 
General De la Philosophie (1669) in the Transactions didn't 
make his views explicit.
This smal Tract, consisting only of 4. Sheets, may 
serve to initiate those, that desire to be acquainted 
with the sum and import of the Cartesian Philosophy.
It delivers, in 11. Chapters, these 11. Heads* The 
Metaphysicks of that famous Philosopher? his Logick? 
Principles of Natural Philosophy in general? his Doctrine 
concerning the Productions made in the Bowels of the 
Earth? concerning Meteors? Sensible Qualities? Plants? 
Animals? Man? Humaine Passions? and Ethicks. (IV, p.
109*0.
Thomas Cornelius, "a Friend to the Cartesian 
Philosophy," promoted the rationalism and mechanism of 
Descartes but also insisted on the study of Nature itself 
(i.e., Empiricism). Further, he objected to Descartes' 
reliance on the heat of the blood to maintain life. His 
book, Progvmnasmata Phvsica was published in I667. He was
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represented in the Transactions as saying*
De Vita* This he affirms to consist in the continued 
motion of the Blood, depending from that of the Heart; 
yet so, that this latter proceeds not from the heat 
of the Blood (as Des Cartes would have it) but the 
moist steams and expirations of the Heart (II, p. 578 f.).
Cornelius approved Cartesian mechanism, but with
some qualification*
...he mentions the several Hypotheses and Principles 
of Philosophers, and approves of the Cartesian, 
esteeming, that none ever looked so like truth, as 
those; though he thinks them defective in this, that 
how well soever they shew the production of things 
out of Matter variously modified, yet they seem not 
to have sufficiently accounted for the efficient power 
thereof. (ibid., p. 576).
The seventeenth century emphasis was on the use of 
material observations to explain life and the source of know­
ledge, and as far as possible in a mechanistic way. Descartes' 
idea of the living organism as an engine constructed by God 
fitted into the mechanistic framework of the Universe as 
one large smoothly operating machine, but as we have seen, 
often with some reservations.
Samuel Parker (16^0-1688), who wrote Tentamina
Phvsico Theologica de Deo Sine Theologica Scolastica was
another 17th century philosopher who rejected traditionalism,
as did Descartes, but as many empiricists, Parker reacted
against the relatively complete rationalism of the French
philosopher. Parker's book was reviewed in the Transactions.
where he was said to have argued that the
...beautiful Frame of the World evinceth the Archi- 
tectorial Author and Governor...the admirable Contri­
vance in the Structure of Mankind, and of Animals, 
does more conspecuously shew the Diety...the arguments 
devised against Atheists by Descartes, and drawn from
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the Idea*s of our Mind, examin'd and found imperfect 
and invalid .. (I, p. 324).
Although Parker was against the primarily rational approach
of Descartes, he had no objection to the theory of animal
automatism.
In England, Antoine Le Grand (d. 1699) spread the
ideas of Descartes and defended him in Institutio Philosophiae
(I672) against Samuel Parker. In the account of that book
printed in the Transactions (VI, p. 309^ f.) he was said to
have demonstrated* the "Art of using Reason...," that "there
can be no vacuum in Nature;..*" and "...the Creation of the
World by Natural Reason."
After this he undertaketh the Explication of Man*
And therein, First of the Body of Man, its parts and 
composition; where he maintains that all the parts 
of the foetus are at first formed altogether in 
utero; and explains, How Nutrition is made; and how 
the Motion of the Heart, Arteries and Muscles, and 
the Circulation of the Bloud is performed. Then he 
goes on to the doctrine of Sensation, and, among 
many other particulars, endeavours to shew that 
the Human Soul receives nothing, but forasmuch as 
she has her Seat in the Brain, Which done, he discourseth 
of Vision, and Colours, and of the rest of the Senses. 
Secondly, of the Soul of Man, whose Immateriality 
and Immortality he is asserting; whereas the Soul of 
Brutes, in his opinion, is meerly Mechanical, and 
depends from nothing else but the disposition of the 
Organs and the Influx of Spirits. To this part he 
Joins the doctrine of the Passions peculiar to Man, 
and ascribable to him no otherwise than as he is a 
compound of Soul and Body.
He concludeth with his Bthicks, and shews, wherein 
consists Man's supream Happiness, the nature of 
Vertue, and Free Will. (ibid., p. 3095)*
Earlier, in the same volume of the Transactions, De Grand's
Philosophia Veterum (16?0) was reviewed. In that digest he
exploded the idea of Materia nrima or Substantial Forms,
and explained "...the Fabrick of Man; and giveth an account,
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how he comes to move and have perception. (VI, p. 2138)."
In 1671 Le Grand published Dissertatio de Carentia 
Sensius & Cognitionis in Brutis. In that work, as reviewed 
in the Transactions, he examined the opinions of Gassendi 
and Honorato Fabri, and refuted Hobbes "that undertakes to 
maintain, Cogitation to be a corporeal motion;..." He 
also showed
...that God can make Engins that shall imitate the 
actions of Brutes; where he compares a living Dogg 
with an Automaturn, made by Art; and withal discovers 
the error of those, who from the external form of 
the parts in Brutes judge them to have knowledge like 
Men; shewing at the same time the difference between 
Man and Brutes; which he places chiefly in two parti­
culars* One is, that Brutes are not endow'd with the 
faculty of speaking, so as by signs to manifest their 
thoughts, and to answer appositly to such things as 
are asked of them. The other is, that, though the 
motions of such Engins be regulated, and exceed, in 
certainty, the motions even of the wisest men; yet they 
come short of Man, in many of those things in which 
they should imitate him most. (X, p. 283T.
Le Grand discussed perception in animals, and the
mechanical nature of their actions*
Then he proceeds to teach, How Sense may be ascribed 
to Brutes; but yet adds, that Sense consists not in 
the motion of Corporeal organs, but in Perception; 
and that corporeal motion may be had without Sense; 
and that those do greatly mistake, who from outward 
actions conclude that Brutes do sentira as we do.
Where he discusses Dr. Willis's opinion concerning 
the Soul and Knowledge of Brutes.
Having thus discoursed, that Brutes are destitute 
of Sense and Perception, and that no knowledge at 
all is to be found in their operations, and consequently 
that the well-contrived structure of the parts, and 
the exact direction of the Animal spirits through 
certain and determinat passages, may and must perform 
all their actions; He descends to particulars, and 
labors to make it manifest, that all the Actions of 
Animals may be explain'd mechanically. Where he 
shews, how Bees make their cells so elegantly; whence 
comes the diversity of actions in Brutes; their kindness 
and aversion; their generation; their care of themselves;
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their seeming doubtfulness, craft (especially that 
in Foxes,) docilness in Doggs, Elephants, &c. their 
understanding of human speech, and seeming faculty 
of speaking to one another, &c. Where many things 
occurr that seem to deserve our consideration (ibid., 
p. 284).
In a fourth book abstracted in the Transactions. Hjstoria 
Naturae, Le Grand "undertaketh to explain the true Nature of 
the Qualities of Bodies by Experiments." He compared animals 
and men on sensation, perception, and thinking, and gave a 
mechanical explanation for some qualities in bodies formerly 
"called Occult'.' Experiments about touch, taste, smell, 
hearing, and seeing were reported, and he treated "...imagin­
ation and Memory, and explicating also the Cause of Dreams, 
and of the Passions, Propensions and Aversions in Man (VIII, 
p. 604?)."
The theory of animal automatism was tied in with 
questions of theology and with problems in physiological 
psychology; e.g., voluntary and involuntary motions, sensation, 
and perception.
Viewpoints of significant representative figures have 
indicated the primary issues involved in Descartes' philo­
sophy. The main trends included* the traditional view, 
which favored an animal soul in some respect inferior to 
man's— the traditional group included the neo-scholastics, 
or Peripatetics, and the neo-Platonists» and the empiricists.
A representative of the traditional viewpoint was 
Pardies, whose Discours de la connaissance des bestes re­
flected the Peripatetic position.
Cudworth's "plastic nature" theory was representative 
of the neo-Platonist position. He postulated a spirit which
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pervaded nature, and which was responsible for animal 
conduct.
The second major point of view regarding animal 
automatism was that of the empiricists. The empiricists 
were primarily sensationalists, and looked to animal behavior 
as a means to understand the problem of animal soul. Most 
empiricists conceded some degree of mental power to animals. 
Gassendi's view of intelligence as a graded phenomenon was 
typical 17th century Epicurian, and was a forerunner of 
the empirical movement.
Enthusiasm for Descartes' theory of animal auto­
matism gained impetus with the empiricist movement. Ration­
alism, in the form adopted by the Cartesians, was being 
attacked by the empiricists. The "new" empiricists did 
not reject the use of reason, but promoted an empiricism 
combined with theorizing and the application of reason to 
the facts of observation.
An eclectic, Jean Baptiste Du Hamel, wrote two works 
which seem to include just about every subject matter related 
to man. His Dfi Corpore Animato Libri quatuor, ssa BEQIflflta 
per Exnerimenta Philosonhia Specimen Alterum (1673) was 
discussed at length in the Transactions (VIII, p. 6151 ff,)» 
An account of a second work appeared in 1676 (Transactions, 
XI, p. 570 ff.). In the latter, Dg Consensu Vet. Et Novae 
Philosophiae (1676) he promoted the new philosophy, and pre­
sented the principles of all other philosophies such as the 
Platonic, and the Cartesian. He discoursed about the three-
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dimensionality of physical bodies and concluded that "the
Idea of the three dimensions...is the Idea only of a
Mathematical, not a Physical Body." The reviewer concluded*
there being represented in this new Edition, as in 
an Epitome, most of the subjects and enquiries of 
Natural Philosophy, and they treated with much plain­
ness and elegancy, it may be of great use to young 
Students in Philosophy to instruct theselves (sic! in 
all those matters with brevity and delight (Trans­
actions. XI, p. 572).
Arguments over the nature of the animal soul reveal 
some of the major struggles of the 17th century scientists and 
philosophers. The possibility of demonstrating the mechancal 
perfection of the human and animal body was a challenge to 
physiologists. The two major views of the nature of the 
bodily processes which prevailed in the l?th century, were 
reflected in the Transactions. Representative accounts of 
the major issues will now be presented.
The Iatro-chemists and the Iatro-physicists
Two views of the bodily processes which prevailed 
in the l?th century, differed primarily in their interpre­
tation of the processes involved in the nerve and muscle.
The iatro-physical school, in the tradition of Harvey, took 
a purely physical or mechanical view and conceived the 
body as governed by the laws of mechanics and physics 
based on Galilean thinking.
The iatro-chemists interpreted the bodily functions 
in terms of fermentative processes. Circulation, neuro­
muscular action, and respiration were all explained chemically,
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or in terms of processes similar to fermentation and 
effervescence. This was in the tradition of Paracelsus.
Some of the iatro-chemists objected to animal automatism 
since they believed that the sensitive soul pervaded and 
directly governed every part of the organism. Both the 
iatro-physicists and iatro-chemists focused primarily on 
internal or neuro-muscular behavior, while Descartes tried 
to account for total acts of the organism on a neuro­
muscular basis. Among those who tended to follow in the 
older tradition of explaining bodily processes chemically 
and who published in the Transactions were W. Croone,
G. Needham, T, Cornelius, John Mayow, F. Glisson and 
Travagino of Italy.
The Iatro-chemists
Needham, in Disquisitio Anatomica Deformato Foetu
(I667), discontinued the necessity of a vital flame to ex­
plain bodily processes and proposed a fermenting process for 
the transference of "alimental juice" to a foetus from 
the mother’s blood. Interest was primarily in how the 
"Nourishing Juyce" was conveyed into the womb.
Needham defended the Harveyan doctrine of the colli- 
quation of the nourishing juyce by the arteries and its 
conveyance to the foetus by the veins. According to the 
reviewer of his work in the Transactions, the author 
experimented, and tested a number of different doctrines 
by dissection in an attempt to disprove them.
...he concludes, that the alimentary Juyce passes
through the Umbilical Vessels by a proper Artery
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depositing it in those Membranes we speakv of, 
and reserving it there for the use of the Foetus..•
He concludes this Chanter by observing, that there is 
also Air in the said Membranes; which besides other 
Arguments, he proves from the crying of Infants in 
the Womb (of which he alledges a memorable and well 
attested example in a Child of an English Lady in 
Cheshire, the Child being yet alive and in good health;) 
and from Chickens, often heard to peep in the Egg, 
both before the breaking of the shells, and after, 
the Membranes being yet entire; adscribing the produc­
tion of this Air to the spirituous liquor in the 
Membrane, apt to ferment, and thereby causing store 
of exhalations (II, p. 509 £•)•
The Sixth makes a digression, to discourse of the 
Biolvchnium. and the Ingress of the Air into the 
Bloud, for the Generation of Spirits, and the pretended 
kindling of a vital Flame. But our Author can see 
nothing that may prove either the existence, or the 
necessity of such a Flame* On the contrary, he finds 
the Bloud unfit for taking Fire, and judgeth it very 
difficult to assign either the place or the manner of 
this accension; which is not made in the Lungs, nor 
in the Heart, which he holds to be destitute of all 
ferment. To which he adds, first, that the Heat of 
the Bloud is not sufficient to cause such an inflammation, 
seeing how much even good Spirit of Wine must be heated, 
before it will flame, which it doth not without the 
actual application of fire. Next, That Examples are 
very rare of Liquors kindled by ventilation. Further, 
that Fishes and Frogs, which yet have life, motion, 
and sense, are not thought to have this flame, as being 
actually cold. Besides. That the Animal Spirits are 
not found in the form of flame; which he endeavours to 
prove from the Willisian doctrine of the manner, in 
which they are in the Brain severed from the Bloud.
Lastly. That it is doubted by some, whether any Air at 
all is received into the mass of bloud, which yet is 
not questioned by our Author, who only doubteth, 
whether through the Lungs there be a highway for the 
Air to the Bloud.
After this, our Author gives his thoughts both of the 
true Use of the Lungs. and of Sanguification (ibid.,
p. 511 f.T.
After Harvey's discovery of circulation, respiratory 
movements were given a great deal of attention. There were 
various speculations concerning the exchange of substances 
between blood and air. Vesalius (15^3) had carried out
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artificial respiration on animals, observing that the heart 
beat became weak and arteries pulseless after he ceased to 
work the bellows, reviving again when the ventilation was 
renewed. (Fulton, 1966, p. 113).
The primary interest in respiration was its role in
the vital functioning of the body.
John Mayow (1640—1679) one of the major 17th century
investigators, was elected a member of the Royal Society in
1678. He attempted to explain bodily action in physical terms
after Harvey. Mayow approached the problem in terms of the
neuro-muscular system and focused on those agencies by which
an animal was able to move. He also attempted to explain
animal spirits in terms of chemical processes and preferred
the term "nitro-aerial particles" to "animal spirits". Nitro-
aerial particles, he postulated, were brought into the blood
from the air in the lungs and were processed and reached
the muscle where they united with one of the salt particles
in the blood and excited an effervescence which resulted in
contraction. His 1668 publication Tractatus Duo prior lie
Resoiratione... reviewed in the Transactions (III, p. 833 ff«)
clearly presented his views. It was his first publication,
and primarily was a summary of much that was written before
by Lower, Hooke and Boyle. From the Transactions*
And inquiring, what that may be in the Air, so necessary 
to life, he conjectures, that 'tis the more subtile 
and nitrous particles, the Air abounds with, that 
are through the Lungs communicated to the Bloud* And 
this Aereal Niter he makes so necessary to all life, 
that even the Plants themselves do not grow in that 
Earth, that is deprived thereof, which yet, being
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exposed to the Air, and afresh impregnated by that 
fertilizing salt, becomes fit again to nourish those 
Plants (III, p. 833)»
Mayow proved conclusively that a portion of the 
air, the "spiritus nitro-aereus," as he called it, sufficed 
for life. We now know his "spiritus nitro-aereus" to be 
oxygen.
Robert Boyle dealt with respiration in the Spring 
and Weight of the Air (I660) eight years before Mayow*s 
speculations. Boyle performed the fundamental experiment 
of proving that a partial vacuum extinguished life at the 
same time that it abolished the burning of a candle.
Francis Travagino of Venice was another member of
the iatro-chemical school. According to the Transactions ,
in Synopsis Novae Philosoohiae and Medicinae he*
compos'd a System of Natural Philosophy by Observa­
tions and Experiments, accommodated to the benefit 
of Humane Life, and subservient to Phvsick and other 
subalternate Arts; which Philosophy he pretends to 
have raised on Principles that are certain Bodies 
drawn out of Mixts; which, though in themselves in­
visible and incoagulable, yet become, according to 
him, visible by their Contrariety and mutual Opera­
tion upon one another, and so do constitute the 
Temperaments of Concretes, and cause not only their 
Dissolution, but also their Redintigration.
These Principles he undertakes to prove to be Two 
Salts. ...which...from their various Complication 
(in which he placed the whole business and moment of 
Philosophy) he holds, that that great multiplicity of 
Concretes, which is in the Universe, does result.
In particular, he deduceth from the said Principles 
the cause of Ferments and their variety, the nature 
of Generations. Concretions. Putrefactions. Precipi­
tations. &c. and sheweth how those Principles run 
through all Minerals. Vegetables, and Animals, 
by their manifold Combinations, and various ways of 
acting on one another.
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Travagino explained colours on the same principles,
and then discussed "the art of Physick."
And applying to Animal Bodies, he thence draws the 
diversity of Humours and Tempers, the beginning 
and duration of Vital Heat, the motion of the Limbs, 
the faculties of Entrails, the origin, vitality, and 
properties of the Blood, and the various Fermentations 
therein; shewing the Distempers of the Ferments and 
Juices in Animals, the nature of Coagulations, Dis­
solutions, Feavers, and other Symptoms; as also the 
original of Poysons in Animal Bodies; concluding 
with an Indication of the proper Remedies (as he 
conceives) of many Diseases (II, p. 556).
Another iatro-chemist, Daniel Duncan (16^9-1735)» 
offered a better way to dissect the brain than had Sylvius, 
Bartholini, or Willis. His suggestion, printed in the 
Transactions (XII, p. 1013 f.)» was applied to a living 
animal and was a way to distinguish the arteries from the 
veins. He felt it important to do accurate dissection, 
"Because the Knowledg (sic) concerning the Functions of 
the Soul, and Animal Motions, dependeth much upon that of 
the Construction of the Brain*... (ibid.. p. 1013)."
The Iatro-nhvsicists
The iatro-physicists took a critical stance against 
Descartes' doctrine of animal spirits and made up a group 
which reflected the second major view of the bodily processes 
in the 17th century. They posed a purely mechanical explana­
tion with no recourse to an incorporeal substance or air.
The conception that bodily action was to be explained 
in physical terms, promoted by Harvey and Descartes, was 
carried to the neuro-muscular system by Willis, Swammerdam, 
Steno, Borelli, and Glisson. These men studied animal
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muscular responses to specific stimuli* and the processes of 
muscular contraction. Interest was focused on how animals 
moved. Until the l?th century, Galen's explanation of 
muscular contraction held. His view was that in muscular 
contraction, breath or pneuma-^entered the muscle through 
the nerve, filled its cavities, and caused it to swell. The 
muscle filled with pneuma, increased in breadth while its 
length diminished, which resulted in contraction. Descartes 
held to the traditional view in Traite de 1'Homme (166^).
It will be seen that the iatro-physicists offered
a purely physical explanation for muscle contraction.
39
Nicholas Steno (1638-1686) first appeared in the
Transactions when his paper, "A specimen of observations
on the muscles and the glands* with two letters of Anatomy,"
was reviewed. In that paper, Steno stated specifically that
...he will not have the Heart made up of a substance 
peculiar to itself, not considered as the principle 
of Innate heat, or of Sanguification, or of vital 
spirits (I, p. 176).
Steno observed that the heart performed like a muscle and
therefore had no cause for action different from that of the
contraction of the other muscles. He postponed further
discussion for a treatise he planned to publish later.
In the June 3» 1667 issue of the Transactions (II, 
p. ^80 f.) is reference to a letter from Italy, written by
90
The Latin equivalent of pneuma was spiritus, and 
was believed to come from the brain, therefore spiritus 
animi or animal spirit.
39 Also, Nils Stensen
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Steno*
...which has also somewhat perplext the followers of 
Descartes. A Tortoise had its head cut off, and 
yet was found to move its foot three days after.
Here was no Communication with the Conariumr’Q As 
this seems to have given a sore blow to the Cartesian 
Doctrine, so the Disciples thereof are here endeavoring 
to heal the Wound (p. &80).
The point is that animal spirits enter the nervous system
via the brain, according to Descartes; and, if the head
is cut off the supply of activating spirits is cut off,
and the animal should not continue to move. The method of
experimental removal of different parts of the central
nervous system in order to observe the behavioral effects
had not been used to any significant extent before the
last half of the 17th century; but there are many references
to such a method in the literature of the Royal Societyt
indicating the interest in voluntary motion in connection
with the central nervous system.
Steno's earlier statement regarding the heart as
a muscle was repeated in the Transactions.
He subjoins a Letter to Monsieur Thevenot, in which, 
among other things, he alledges several Experiments, 
to shew, that the motion of the Heart is like the 
motion of Muscles: and answers those who pretend, 
that the true Fabrick of the Heart hath already been 
observed heretofore; and those likewise who think, 
that these new Observations of the Muscles are un­
certain, concluding this Subject with an enumeration 
of the Particulars, yet remaining to be search'd into 
the History of the Muscles (II, p. 627).
In a report from Paris in the Transactions, the 
power of the imagination of a woman who gave birth to a
Pineal Gland
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monster was questioned. The incident was attributed to an
experience in her fifth month of pregnancy when she saw an
Ape on a stage. The primary concern in the reporting was
whether the monster was "endow*d with a human soul...if
not, what became of the Soul of the Embryo that was five
months old." And, more interesting perhaps*
A little after, another Monster was produced, which 
was an Infant come to maturity, having instead of a 
Head and Brains, a Mass of flesh like any Liver; and 
was found to move. And this Foetus occasioned a 
Question for the Cartisians. how the motion could 
be performed, and yet the Glandula ninealis. or_
Conarium be wanting; nor any Nerves visible, which 
come from the Brain? (II, p. ^79 f»)«
Descartes would probably attribute a soul to the
monster, as he proposed that the soul was united to all
the portions of the body conjointly*
...the soul is really joined to the whole body, and... 
we cannot, properly speaking, say that it exists in 
any one of its parts to the exclusion of the others, 
because it is one and in some manner indivisible, 
owing to the disposition of its organs, which are 
so related to one another that when any one of them 
is removed, that renders the whole body defective;... it 
(the soul) does not become smaller owing to the cutting 
off of some portion of the body, but separates itself 
from it entirely.when the union of its assembled 
organs is dissolved.^1
How the motion would be performed no doubt presented problems
for Cartesians, because Descartes postulated that all in-
l\2
coming sensory impulses impinged on the pineal body, and 
from there were reflected back into appropriate motor nerves.
2+1 ^ Passions of the Soul," Part I, Art. XXX, in 
Haldane & Ross, 196?, p. 3^5»
jji o
According to Sherrington (1963* p. 152), Fernel 
suggested the pineal gland to act as valve controlling the 
passage of animal spirits between the forward and hindward 
chambers of the brain, ninety years before Descartes.
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Changes in the motor nerves caused muscles to contract.
In Articles XXXI through L in "The Passions of the
Soul," Descartes examined the role of the pineal gland as
the main seat of the soul*
...the machine of the body is so formed that from the 
simple fact that this gland is diversely moved by the 
soul, or by such other cause, whatever it is, it 
thrusts the spirits which surround it towards the 
pores of the brain, which conduct them by the nerves 
into the muscles, by which means it causes them to 
move the limbs.43
With no pineal gland, then, how could muscles contract?
The iatro-physicists often accused Descartes of 
innacurate descriptions of anatomy, and attributed hxs mis­
takes to poor observation and sloppy dissection.
The book promised earlier by Steno was reviewed in 
the second volume of the Transactions. His physicalistic 
or mechanistic view of the study of the human body is 
clearly reflected throughout the work, Musculi Descriotio 
Geometrica*
The Author of this Book declareth, that his design in 
composing it was to shew, that in a Muscle neither 
the Parts of it can be distinctly named, nor its 
Motion duly considered, unless the Doctrine thereof 
become a part of the Mathematicks. And he is of 
opinion, that there is no other cause of the many 
Errors, which spoil the History concerning the 
Humane Body, than that Anatomy hath hitherto dis­
dain'd the Laws of the Mathematicks* And therefore 
inviteth those that are studious in that part of 
Philosophy, to consider, that our Body is an Engine 
made up of a thousand subordinate Engines, whose true 
knowledge whoever thinks that it can be investigated 
without Mathematical assistance, must also think, 
that there is matter without Extension, and Body 
without Figure.
^First Part, Art. XXXIV, In Haldane and Ross, I, 
1967, p. 347.
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Hereupon he shews, that the very Fabrick of the 
Muscles imposeth a kind of necessity upon considering 
Writers to explicate them Mathematically* In con­
formity whereunto, he pretends to have found, that 
in every Muscle there is one Parallelpiped of Flesh, 
and two Tetragonal Prisms of Tendons, defining a 
Muscle to be a Body composed of divers Series*s, 
or ranks of Fibres, equal, like, and parallel among 
themselves, and so immediately placed upon one another, 
that whole Ranks are congruous to whole Ranks. Here 
he explains the Dimensions of a Muscle, its Contraction 
and Strength; and adds, that the use of this new 
discovery of the structure of the Muscles, is to 
demonstrate, That they may swell in their Contraction 
without the Accession of new Matter (II, p. 627).
Steno offered a purely physical explanation for 
muscle contraction. Recall that, for Descartes, animal 
spirits were a very powerful but subtle fluid, distilled 
from the blood and stored in the brain, subject to physical 
law. The fluid linked the soul with the body, and also 
infested the muscles.
Swammerdam, a student at the University of Leyden, 
also showed that muscles did not swell in contraction as 
did Steno. According to Fulton (1966, p. 202), Swammerdam 
carried out experiments on the contraction of frog muscles 
in the period I66l-l665» but results were not published 
until the general publication of his papers as the Biblia nat­
urae in 1737-1738. There is a review of a work of Swammer­
dam's, however, in the Second volume of the Transactions 
published in October of 1667. The work was entitled, 
Resoiratione Usa Pulmonum (p. 53^ f.). Among other things, 
the reviewer included*
He endeavours to assert, that the Lungs do not 
fall down, but are by the Breast contracted.
He affirms, to have clearly shew'd, what is 
the proper function and work of the Dianhragme.
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and other Muscles serving for Respiration (II,
p. 53*0.
Swammerdam and Steno were close friends and spent
considerable time together in Paris in 1665. In 1666 Steno
published Elementorum mvologiae specimen, from which the
following is taken
My friend Swammerdam has often demonstrated to 
us that a Frog may swim a long time with its 
heart excised (p. 58).
Descartes' two major errors in his analysis of 
neuro-muscular function were his "animal spirits" hypothesis, 
and his conception that the muscle increased in bulk during 
contraction.
Steno presented a major threat to Cartesian dualism 
with his exposure of Descartes' error concerning the pineal 
gland in the Discourse on the Anatomy of the Brain, given 
during the early part of 1666. The publication was reviewed 
in the Transactions (IV, p. 103^ f«).
Pierre Huet, a respected anti-Cartesian, received a
letter from a friend who spoke of Steno*
During the last few months you have missed a lot in 
the field which interests you so much through your 
absence from Paris, because M. Stensen, the Dane, has 
performed the most marvellous experiments ever in 
this field. He has even forced the obstinate and 
dogmatic Cartesians to admit the error of their 
leader with regard to the gland of the brain and its 
function and this in the presence of the most highly 
respected people in this city whom he bombarded with 
the deductions of a calm, reasonable intelligence.^
Essentially what Steno proposed in his Discours was 
that the Ancients made errors in anatomy*
IlL
See Scherz, 1965, p. 97*
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.♦.that beautiful arched cavity of the third ventricle, 
in which they located the seat of judgment which 
they have addressed as the throne of the soul, does 
not exist, you see well how the remainder of their 
system should be judged (1669, p. 1^3) •
Yet one could learn a great deal from their mistakes accord­
ing to Steno. He approved of Descartes* mechanism, but re­
jected his anatomical descriptions, and proposed that general 
practitioners should not "...attempt to repair a machine 
whose parts they do not know (ibid.. p. 1^0)." He added 
that good research requires ample time, and that dissection 
must be done in many ways with careful recording of the 
observations, and that
the chief cause of so many anatomists remaining in 
error, and being hindered in progressing further 
than the Ancients in their dissections has been their 
belief that everything has been fully observed al­
ready and that there remains nothing further for 
research by the Moderns (ibid.. p. 128 ff.).
Giovanni A. Borelli (1608-1679) advanced Steno's 
work on muscular motion, and in De motu animalium (1680- 
1681) he presented an analysis of the mechanics of contrac­
tion, including some interesting observations upon reciprocal 
innervation. His work was summarized in the Transactions 
(XIII p. 62 ff.). He dealt with muscular action from the 
vantage point of a mathematician and mechanist. Borelli 
rejected an incorporeal substance and an aereal substance 
as activators of a muscle and appears to have offered a 
chemical action in the muscle*
In the second part he compleats the Doctrine so well 
begun in the first, and layes down the Mechanical Mode 
and immediate cause by which the contraction of the 
muscles is performed,
In the First place he shews why a Muscle cannot be 
moved any of the different ways of motion in other
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things. That it is not contracted by the simple 
traction of its Fibres, as weights are drawn up by 
Ropes, because the length of the muscle would no more 
be shortened than the length of the rope is, the 
contrary of which is evident to sense.. Neither are 
the Fibres bent like a bow, nor do they act by the 
removeing any impediment by comand of the Animal 
faculty, because such force being internal, there would 
be required almost as much pains to Rept. as there is 
to Motion.
They are not likewise hard ned by the bare Rest 
of their parts, nor contracted by drying, as we see 
Hair, Skins, Leather, &c are by the Air. Neither are 
they wrinkled into folds as Reptiles are in their 
progression; the corrugation of which He demonstrates 
to be not the cause, but the Effect of the contraction 
of their internal muscles.
After all he concludes that the muscles are con­
tracted from the inflation of their Fibres by adven­
titious bodyes, as it were by wedges. And having re­
fused an Incorporeal natural faculty for the immediate 
mover, as also any real Substance, and rejected the 
bloud filling the pores of the muscles, together with 
the manner by which moistened Ropes are contracted,
He concludes That the Ebullition, caused in the 
Muscles by the concurrence of the bloud and Succus 
Nerveus. is the immediate cause of their Intumescence 
and contradiction, which he confirms and illustrates 
by arguments and Experiments (XIII, p. 66).
Borelli*s succus nerveus appears to be wholly mechanical,
subject to the laws of physics and mechanics.
Borelli has been cited by Boring (1950, p. 212) and 
others as introducing the concept of succus nerveus in a 
more material way than "animal spirits.” However, William 
Cole (1635-1716), a relatively obscure physician, published 
De Secretione Animali Cpgitata in 167^, which was reviewed 
in the Transactions (IX, p. 134 ff.). In that work, Cole 
claimed to establish the existence of the nervous juyce and 
the use of it in a way "not hitherto been taught by any, 
though some have assigned to it a Fermentative power, ..." 
His work, which focused on secretion, was very mechanical.
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Caspar Bartholini was a pupil of Steno's and re­
flected his teacher's methodology in a study of the bodily 
processes. Bartholini*s work was abstracted in the Trans­
actions (II, p. ?68 ff.). He was resolved "...only to 
consult Nature her self, and acquiesce in nothing but 
Experiment, which he thinks too many of the great professors 
of Anatomy have neglected to do*..." He accused both 
ancients and moderns of not attending to the bodily processes 
as a whole and the parts in relation to all others.
Descartes had conceived muscular contraction as an
inflation by animal spirits, a "subtle wind"; Cole and
Borelli used the term succus nerveus. a more materialist
term; Swammerdam and Glisson demonstrated that muscles did
not swell up in contraction. Glisson also proposed a theory
of irritability which seems to have gone unnoticed for about
a century. It was presented in the Transactions in the
review of his major work, De ventriculo et intestinis. cui
praemittitur alius, de Partibus Continentibus in genere.
& in. sp.ec.je, Partibus Abdominis.
And having first of all divided the Lowermost Venter 
into its Regions, and designed the parts contained 
in each of them; he goes on to the division of the 
Cutaneous parts, and considers the nature, structure, 
origin, vitality, and uses of the Cuticule and Cutis 
vera. Where we cannot but take notice, that the Author, 
as well here, as throughout this whole piece, builds 
much upon the grounds, he had laid in the Book, he 
published four years ago, Vita Naturae, wherein 
he ascribes much to Natural Perception, which he 
holds to be an Operation anterior to, and more 
general and more simple than that of, Sense; and in 
which Perception, accompanied with Appetition and Motion, 
he makes Original Life to consist, which, to him, 
is nothing else but the Energetical or Operative nature 
of any Being subsisting by it self, not producible
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by any external power, motion, texture, figure, 
organization or proportion of parts, but by the sole 
First Cause of all things. Without the help of which 
Natural Perception he sees not, how (e.g.)the command 
of the Imagination can be made known to the Muscles, 
that do execute them at the beck thereof.he proceeds 
to the other Part of this Treatise, and therein de­
livers the History of the Gullet. Stomach, and Guts*
In the doing of which, he discusseth many considerable 
Questions; E.g. which Animals have gullets, and 
which not? What is the manner of Rumination, and 
why some Animals have more stomachs than one? Whether 
in the stomach there by Lynroheducts distinct from the 
Lacteals? What is the matter, structure, tenacity, 
tensibility, flexibleness, vitality, and various use 
of Fibres? Whether there be a natural Perception in 
them? How the Irritability in Animals is governed 
and directed by the Imagination and the inward Sensi­
tive Appetite; together with the manner, how the Ima­
gination and Appetite move the Muscles? What kind of 
Motion it is, wherewith the Brain excites the Nerves; 
and how the same comes to move some Muscles, and 
not others? (XI, p. 707).
Glisson had spoken earlier of “irritability," which 
he saw as a general property of all living matter, in 1672 
in De Natura Substantiae Energetica. He proposed that the 
muscles had a power of responding to stimulation. His use 
of the term "Natural Perception" might have clouded the 
importance of his theory, for it was not until a century 
later that Albrecht Haller, to whom La Mettrie dedicated his 
book L«Homme Machine, expanded on, or clarified Glisson*s 
theory.
The importance of irritability was that it implied 
that all parts of the body were endowed with a material life 
of their own; the problem of soul could be abandoned.
The doctrine of animal automatism was significant 
to several lines of thought* the possibility of demonstrating 
the mechanical perfection of the animal and human body was 
a challenge to physiologists; philosophical ideas about the
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nature of the relationship between the body and soul, 
particularly Cartesian dualism, threatened the traditional 
religious beliefs; and, most important, it placed natural 
science on a plane with mathematical science, and extended 
the rationalism of the age.
The importance of Descartes' mechanism to the study 
of animal behavior was that behavior was triggered by some­
thing in the environment. A sense organ contracted when 
stimulated, pulled a thread in the nerve pipe which ran 
all the way to the brain, which there pulled out a little 
valve which allowed the animal fluids to run down and billow 
out the muscle. For variations in intensity of muscle 
movements he spoke of sensation to the brain as a sort of 
wave of pressure which was then reflected to appropriate 
muscles. This was the beginning of the concept of the reflex 
which is the essential image behind modern psychology.
The concept of animal spirits was dispelled when
Swammerdam, and later Glissor^ demonstrated that the muscle
did not swell in contraction, therefore nothing was added to
the muscle. The stimulus-response paradigm— that animal
motion was to be understood by correlating it with stimuli
that brought that motion about— was the most important
side of Descartes' influence. Swammerdam, Glisson, and to
some extent Thomas Willis, stressed the stimulus-response
pattern. The latter's importance was in recognizing the
brain as the seat of the reflex, and his emphasis on the
hierarchy in the nervous system, distinguishing voluntary
and involuntary motions. Neither Swammerdam nor Descartes 
did so.
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Borelli went even further in the mechanics of action.
He showed that the length of the limb, the distance to the
muscle, or differences in the center of articulation of all
influence the force necessary to make the movement. The
reviewer in the Transactions wrote*
After all he concludes that the muscles are contracted 
from the inflation of their Fibres by adventitious 
bodyes, as it were by wedges. And having refused 
an Incorporeal natural faculty for the immediate 
mover, as also any aereal Substance,...He concludes 
That the Ebullition, caused in the Muscles by the 
concurrence of the bloud and Succus Nerveus, is 
the immediate cause of their Intumescence and contraction, 
which he confirms and illustrates by arguments and 
Experiments (XIII, p, 66).
The materialistic idea of considering animal motion 
as a response to stimuli distinguished it from the motion 
of inanimate objects. This led to the concept of reflex, 
and thence to the stimulus-response psychology of more recent 
times. Explaining animal motions in the nervous system 
just as a machine in its parts led eventually to the study 
of localization of function. The contributions of Willis in 
separating functions of parts of the brain led to further 
developments in neurology in the next centuries.
Jaynes^^proposed that the most important lesson
learned from the 17th century studies of animal motion was
the distinction between two kinds of motion*
Physics in the 17th century is anthropomorphic about 
matter, applying animate terms like attraction, force 
(originally referring to an idle and unemployable 
person), and acceleration (to hasten one's steps) to 
get started. The reverse occurs with Descartes when 
he applies the inanimate statue analogy to animal 
motion (p. 35)*
^Jaynes, J. "The Problem of Animal Motion in the 
17th Century." Unpublished manuscript.
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After publication of Newton's Principle in 1687,
it became all the more clear that physical behavior was
a quite distinct thing from animate behavior:
No physicist would ever again think of the world as 
living because it moved, as Kepler and Campanella 
had done, and even as Newton was tempted to at one 
time. Animate behavior is different. Its explan­
ation resides no longer in the explanation of motion, 
but only in the correlation of that motion with a 
nervous system and the stimuli around it. This is a 
huge and important step (ibid., p.36).
The concept of the reflex, the quasi-mechanical 
triggering of isolated movements by narrowly specified 
stimuli, was one of the most important physiological con­
cepts in the development of psychology. As physiologists 
identified more and more reflexes underlying behavior, some 
anticipated the time when all of man's behavior could be 
explained by these simple, scientifically attractive units.
Although physiological research does not demonstrate 
psychological interest as directly or conclusively as 
several of the other major categories of interest, it was 
imperative to consider the problems related to man which 
were of concern to the new philosophers, and which had vary­
ing degrees of influence on psychologial thought. In 17th 
century physiology, several men stood out as important. Their 
contributions will now be summarized from the predicted 
prescriptive point of view.
The mechanism-vitalism issue was one of the most 
important controversies in the 17th century. Prior to 
this time, the nature of the relationship between the bodily 
processes and one's acts and emotions were assumed to exist
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or to be localized somewhere within the body, and coordin­
ation was believed to be the result of an immaterial principle; 
no physical explanation was sought• With the developments 
in anatomy and physiology in the l?th century, the doctrine 
of an immaterial substance or some unknown vital factor which 
admits the impossibility of understanding the essence of life 
no longer sufficed. Mechanism, a theory that all phenomena 
are totally explicable on mechanical principles, was a pre­
valent concept. It eliminated from nature any semblance of 
vital spontaneity, and respected the possibility of under­
standing nature's phenomena. The new philosophers saw it as 
their duty to follow along the line of observation and 
experimentation unprejudiced by vitalistic hypotheses.
Harvey's discovery of the circulation of the blood 
went far towards dispelling vitalism, when he proposed a 
physical explanation for man's bodily processes, and weakened 
Aristotle's authority. Increasingly, after Harvey's work 
became known, bodily functions came to be explained in 
mechanical terms, and problems connected with all aspects 
of life and its maintenance were examined with a mechanistic 
framework.
Most physiologists after Harvey also realized the 
importance of direct observation and measurement of the 
relevant phenomena. He calculated the amount of blood 
driven from the heart in a given period of time. Not only 
was the body to be observed directly, but the emphasis 
shifted to an interest in the bodily processes in relation 
to each other and to the functioning of the organism as a
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whole. Quantitative changes were assumed to underlie 
physiological disruptions, and whenever possible, instru­
ments were used in observation and measurement to increase 
objectivity.
The mechanistic conception demanded naturalistic 
explanations for bodily processes, with no recourse to 
supernatural or immaterial factdrs. The physical world 
consisted of matter and motion, the laws of which could be 
discovered; Harvey,and Descartes included man's body in the 
mechanistic universe.
Descartes furthered the great revolution in natural 
philosophy when he claimed that plants, animals, and the 
material parts of man differed from inanimate matter only 
in exhibiting greater complexity. Man's body was subject to 
physical laws and could be understood through natural science 
as part of the mechanistic universe. In physiology, he 
advanced views on the nature of muscular contraction, and 
the function of sensory and motor nerves; most important, 
he drove vitalism out of the animal body.
Descartes's theory of animal automatism provided 
the basis for the mechanical model of man so characteristic 
later of behaviorial psychology.
Methodologically, the new science incorporated 
Descartes' and Francis Bacon's views. Both of these men 
recognizedi that past authority could not be appealed to 
if further knowledge or understanding was to be achieved; 
that clear language was essential in argument and discussion; 
that quantitativeness and measurement, or mathematics and
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geometry should be applied to areas other than astronomy
and physics; and, that the way to more definite answers
about nature were to be found in new methods of inquiry.
While Bacon and Descartes shared the view that method was
the crucial way to knowledge, they disagreed somewhat as to
what that method was. On close examination, there is not
as much difference as is often supposed. Although the
relative emphasis on experiment was greater with Bacon,
and on the philosophical mode of reasoning with Descartes,
46both married the empirical with the rational.
The l?th century scientists, full of boundless 
confidence in their own ability, and the new methods of 
inquiry, are typically characterized as seeking certainty. 
That is, that Bacon, Descartes, and other great thinkers 
of the period expected their methods to yield results which 
were final and certain (Blake, et al., i960, p. 19 ff.).
However, Blake examined the Latin and French versions
of the writings of Descartes on the question, and concluded
that Descartes wrestled with the problem, and was not always,
in every particular case, able to exclude the possibility of
mechanical hypotheses alternative to his own.
Hence a further restriction-'at least the more 
general points concerning the fabric of the heaven 
and the earth and in the way in which I have stated 
them; for I have been careful to propose as doubtful 
all those that I thought were so.' This is the 
final word in the matter. Descartes' purely a 
priori physics fails, even on his own showing, quite 
to come off (Blake, et al., i960, p. 99)•
Blake also examined Newton's works and concluded, 
"Science, whether in its first principles or in its
^See Blake et al., i960, p. 19; pp. 75-103*
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derivative theorems, can thus never, in Newton*s view, pre­
tend to any absolute finality. It retains to the very end, 
in some degree, a provisional character (i960, p. 139)•" 
Neither Bacon nor Hobbes expected that they could demonstrate 
science's conclusions with perfect certainty.
New empiricism and new rationalism were the philo­
sophical attitudes discussed earlier as underlying the new 
philosophy. The period was permeated by an emphasis on the 
descriptive or true based on careful observation and experi­
mentation; and by direct and fresh inquiries in all realms 
to lead to new knowledge. Further, there was to be a 
combining of abstract reasoning with experiment and obser­
vation, and methods were to be objective and quantitative. 
Essentially, the new philosophy incorporated the idea that 
the test for acceptance or rejection of theories was to be 
empirical, and no longer accepted on the basis of authority. 
The physiological studies reported in the Transactions 
certainly reflect that point of view.
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Abnormal Behavior
Literature and the arts in the late 16th and early 
17th centuries were replete with portrayals of distraught 
and insane characters. The Anatomy of Melancholy, the 
classic work of Robert Burton, who Merton (1965) identified 
as "that squirrel-like collector of innumerable good things 
to learn," was "the delight of the learned, the solace of 
the indolent, and the refuge of the uninformed." At the 
time of its original publication (1628), "it obtained great 
celebrity, which continued more than half a century."
Abnormal behavior in the 16th and part of the 17th 
century was most often explained on a theological basis. 
Association with the devil or possession by evil spirits or 
demons were often believed to underlie such diseases as 
hysteria, which became the token of bewitchment.
One way of detecting witches was by pricking the 
skin in various locations with a pin to determine if the 
person possessed feeling. There were "common prickers," 
whose testimony that a suspected witch was unable to feel
in some areas of her body, determined whether or not the
I4.7
accused would be executed. Individuals accused of witchery 
were often those who behaved in some deviant or unexpected 
way.
^Veith (1965* p» 65) noted as many had done before 
her, that this was of particular interest since loss of 
cutaneous sensation is one of the well-recognized criteria 
of hysterical malfunction.
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Representative of many descriptive accounts of
behavior which might be called "psychosomatic" today is the
following which appeared in the Transactions*
Mrs. Ravmund of Stow-market. when ever she hears 
Thunder, even afar off, begins to have a bodily dis­
temper seize on her. She grows faint, sick in her 
stomach, and ready to vomit. At the very coming 
over of it, she falls into a right-down Cholera, 
and continues under a Vomiting and Loosness as long 
as the Tempest holds, and that in a more violent 
way than is commonly procured by such Medicaments as 
are usually exhibited for those very purposes. And 
thus it hath been with this Gentlewoman from a 
Girl (II, p. 550).
Strange behavior in animals was also published.
A reporter wrote of a pregnant dog who had a strong hunger 
for five days before she was to give birth; she found 
another bitch with pups and devoured them. Cases had been 
reported of sows who had devoured whole litters of pigs.
From that sort of information a physician concluded*
48
I am inclin’d to doubt whether that Distemper, 
begins at the Depravation of the Acid liquor in the 
Stomach, and not rather at the uterus,^which next 
infects the brain, such kind of things gratifying 
the Fancy some ways misled, more than the Appetite 
natural any ways depraved (ibid., p. 551)•
One of the more interesting accounts of abnormal 
behavior and its treatment was reported by Dr. Thomas Allen, 
in a letter published in the Transactions (II, p. 624).
The account was not translated from the Latin; it was "for
Refers to the case of Mrs. Raymund above.
^Since Greek times, many female behavioral disorders 
were attributed to sexual problems. The word "hysteria" 
comes from the Greek hvstera. which means uterus. Various 
theories involved the uterus, and in the 17th century the 
theory was still accepted by some that emanations from a 
disordered uterus might ascend and produce symptoms in 
other parts of the body. See Veith (1965)*
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the view of the learned;...." It was not uncommon for an
author to leave certain papers and passages in Latin,
particularly if the reference was to sex. Dr. Allen's
report of "an Hermaphrodite now in London" was a detailed
account of the gradual appearance of characteristics of,
and attraction to both sexes, in one person named Anna Wilde.
The case was referred to as "Among the various and unusual,
shall I say jests? or errors or nature..." Details were
given about one particular night of dancing and drinking,
when the hermophrodite fell in love with a young man and
experienced the next day a "genuine hysterical collapse«"
That it was truly such was proved with sufficient 
clearness not only by the elevation of his abdomen, 
his singing, laughter and weeping (the most noted 
symptoms of that madness), but also by the remedies 
used* when a plaster of galbanum was applied to 
the region of his navel, and through the use of 
other accepted remedies for hysteria, he recovered 
on the spot (II, p. 62*1-; also Birch, II, 240). ->u
"Errors of nature" or curiosities were reported 
regularly in the Transactions. Boneti, an Italian, wrote 
about monstrous births, of infants "born without heads, one 
of which had its Eyes placed under its armes." Some inter­
esting questions were discussed in the review of the account 
in the Transactions (XV, p. 66), as to whether such a 
monster should be baptized because it was difficult to know 
"whether they have a rational soul or no." On the other 
extreme, some monsters were bom with many heads, "where 
another question arises viz., such are many Animals, or
Translated from the Latin by Dr. F. J. Murphy.
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only one, or whether the soul be multiplied when the brain 
is, that being the reputed seat of it."
Also, from Italy came a report of a medical cure of 
an "unusual case of Melancholy, in which the Patient 
abhorred most kinds of meat, drink, vessels, and almost all 
people, fancying them to have been toucht by Epileptical 
persons (IV, p. 1018)." The method of cure was not mentioned.
Imagination was believed to have great force, and 
frequent accounts of the power of the imagination upon the 
organs of the body appeared in the Transactions (Vol.ix, 
p. 15 f; Vol. XI, p. 673 ff.j Vol. XIV, p. 599; Vol.xv # 
p. 10^5 ff.). Many were cases of false pregnancies in 
women; others were of the effects of the mother's imagin­
ation on unborn children. Two typical examples follow;
One Elizabeth Dooly...Her Mother being with Child 
of her was frightened by a Cow as she milked it, 
thrown down and hit on her Temple, within an eighth 
of an Inch of her Eye, by the Cow's Teat. This 
Child has exactly in that place, a piece of Flesh 
resembling a Cow's Teat, about 3 inches and a half 
in length;... (XVI, p. 33^ f.).
...an odd effect of a Childbearing womans Imagina­
tion; whereby she, being surprised and frightened 
with the sign of an Ape carrying a red hat on 
his heat, brought forth a Childe exactly resembling 
the head of an Ape so dressed, and for the rest 
like a human body (XI, p. 673).
G. Baglivi (1668-1706) surveyed reports which 
involved the effect of the imagination over the body and 
concluded that those of good breeding and delicate emotional 
sensitivity were conducive to that sort of thing. He 
shared the opinion of most however, that "strange" afflic­
tions of a more serious nature would be explained by
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gastrointestinal changes based on the diet. Another explan­
ation given by fiaglivi for disordered behavior with no 
immediate cause apparent was that if a patient was seized 
with an illness during a "Passion of his Mind," sometimes 
the illness would shift to a disease of another form "rather 
than leave the person altogether." He did not attempt to 
explain the mechanics of how this might take place.
"The fancy of being Kings...or slaves" was one of 
many results when bitten by a Tarantula spider. Additional 
"very surprising effects"...including singing and laughing, 
weeping and crying, continual watching, and madness "just 
as Drunkeness renders some morose, silent and fearful; 
others bold and clamorous." The contributor to the Trans­
actions affirmed that a common characteristic of all per­
sons bitten by the Tarantula was a delight in music, and 
that many enjoyed certain sorts of bright colors. He also 
noted.
the most wonderful effect, that this poison so fixeth 
those imaginations, which a man chanceth to have 
when he is bitten, that he, shall then think himself 
a King, will persist in that fancy ever after, till 
he be cured (III, p. 660).
The behavior problems according to some, were 
created by the poison invading the arteries, nerves, and 
spirits of the nerves, as well as the brain and fibres; 
all in all, the humours were disturbed, which then disturbed 
the imagination "according to the diversity both of Men's 
tempers, and of the Tarantula's."
Persons bitten by the Tarantula were cured by 
"different Songs and Instruments, according to the different
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quality of the poyson, and the various Constitution of 
the Patient (Transactions. Ill, p. 661)."
The explanation given for music’s cure in inciting
the person to dance was quite mechanical*
That Sound having a great influence upon the Actions 
of Man, and being a motion of the Air, the Air mov'd, 
causeth a like motion in the next Air, and so on, till 
the like be produced in the Spirits of the Body, to 
which the Air is impelled. Wherefore since the 
commotion of the Passions depends on the Spirits, 
and the viscous humour of the Tarantula, is a 
capable subject of sound, hence 'tis ...that the Air 
being mov'd by a Musical Air, suitable to the Patient, 
the poison of this Spider and the Spirits of the Man 
are by the same agaitation put into a commotion; when 
follows a propension to dance*... (ibid., p. 662).
The cure occurred as the dancing motion heated the blood,
opened the pores, and "rarified and dispersed" the poison.
A protracted controversy in the Transactions between 
Redi, an Italian, and Charas, a frenchman, on the poison 
of the viper led to some considerations of possible internal 
causes for behavior which resulted from a bite, as well as 
the effects of viper venom on sensation. Also considered 
were the possible differences between the poison of French 
vipers and Italian vipers because of differences in experi­
mental results of Charas in France and Redi in Italy (e.g.,
V, p. 2036; VII, p. 4066; VII, p. 5024).
Inquiries were often made in foreign countries 
about the effects of drugs on behavior. The primary interest 
was of a medical nature, but all disordered behavior was 
treated by physicians, and many of the treatments of effects 
of drugs are relevant here.
One writer inquired about the use of opium in the 
Barbados and was told by the doctors and chirugions there
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that they condemned its use for it was "most stupifying 
and mortal." The same doctors preferred to use London- 
Laudanum (a form of opium) which was observed to be narcotic, 
and to make those who took it senseless for two days. Still 
another narcotic, Laudanum-simplex, eased all pain, but 
did not "stupefy," so was used more freely, even for "sucking 
children." Injections of the juice of tobacco and brandy 
were also used in treatment to render patients insensitive 
to pain. The reporter noted that "...'tis usual to give 
Clysters (injections) of a pint of Brandy there, which will 
make them as drunk and mad as if they had taken it at their 
mouth (Transactions. Ill, p. 721)."
In Turkey, opium was very commonly used "for strength 
and courage (Transactions. I, p. 360)." And from a letter 
reproduced in the minutes of the Royal Society regarding the 
Turks*
...I have observed, that those men, who use it, become 
strangely fottish; for when the opium is digested, and 
hath done working, they seem to be void of all life, 
or soul, having a strange deadness, or suffociation 
on their animal spirits* And when again they renew 
their dose (as they are forced to do often) they fly 
out either into a kind of phrensy, or into the wild 
actions of drunken persons (Birch, 1756-57* p» 266 f.).
The letter-writer reported that Turks commonly drank wine
in their youth, but switched to opium as they grew older
so as "...not to lose altogether their kiese, as they call
it, which is the pleasure of intoxication,...(ibid.. II,
p. 266)."
Bath-springs were said to be "very usefull in 
diseases of the head," and if one had had too much hard liquor,
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the bath was "a great refreshment to the body.” Joseph 
Glanvill reported such to Henry Oldenburg in answer to the 
latter's queries concerning bath springs. Actually, there 
were few ailments or diseases that the baths did not help, 
according to Glanvill (Transactions, IV, p. 977 f.).
In Tractatus de Salis Cathartici amari in aauis 
Ebeshamensibus & hu.iusmodi aliis contenti Natura & usu, 
Nehemiah Grew gave an account of the purging waters near 
Epsom for treating, among other things, "Diseases of the 
Head; as Madness, Head-ach, ..."• Grew demonstrated the 
effects of the salts in experiments before the Royal Society 
"to their great Satisfaction (Transactions, XIX, p. 78)."
The use of acupunctura or "the needle" was reported 
in the Transactions as prevalent in Japan chiefly for dis­
eases of the head (XIII, p. 232). The practice is widely used 
in China today.
For impotency, one contributor to the Transactions
suggested a ragout of snails necks. Reference was made to
the Romans who
knew something extraordinary of these kinds of Animals, 
that made them so choice of them, as to reckon them 
among their most delicate food, and to use all care and 
diligence to breed and fat them for their Tables at 
large described to us by Varro. Their tast and relish 
is non, methinks, of the most agreeable (IV, p. 1013).
Curious as to the worth of snails, the writer turned to
several "Love-intrigues" and found information
what satisfied me not a little in this very subject of 
Snailes; viz. That these very Animals, as well as 
other odd things in Nature, as Truffs, Mushroms, and 
no doubt too the Cossi or great Worms in the Oak 
(another Roman dainty) were made use of by the Antients
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to incite Venery.^'L You’l find there, that the dis­
tressed and feeble Lover prepares himself with a 
ragout of Snailes necks... (ibicLX
Snails were also assumed to have medicinal value 
"as a restorative to Hectic persons (Transactions, IX, 
p. 98)."
Blood letting was a common cure for all sorts of 
disorders; sometimes it was combined with the administration 
of medicine. For hallucinations, one patient was given 
"a Vomit of the Glass of Antimony in Sack," and was blooded 
at the arm in the morning, and the forehead in the after­
noon (Transactions, III, p. 699 ff.). The "imaginations" 
vanished. The cause of the hallucinations was attributed 
to an "ill diet, by eating too much Salt-meat in Voyages; 
the salin steams from the stomack affecting the Brain in a 
peculiar manner (ibid., p. 709)•"
Blood transfusion was used as a possible cure to 
madness (Birch, II, 201-2; p. 225; P» 227; Transactions,
II, p. 619). Other published accounts offered different 
treatments for a variety of behavioral problems.
In a letter written to Robert Boyle from Dantzick
52
was reported a case of an Apoplectical. The physician 
infused "Altering Medicines" into the veins of the patient, 
who "hath not had one Paroxysme since...and have been able 




A malady very sudden in its attack, which arrests 
more or less completely the powers of sense and motion (OED, 
I* p. 390).
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In the minutes of the Royal Society was a reference 
to a letter written from Fabricius, to Dr. Timothy Clarke, 
dated October 20, 1668, which related several successful 
experiments made by injecting liquors into veins and curing 
diverse diseases "as the gout...madness, etc., (Birch, 
1756-57, II, p. 339).”
Evidence was presented in favor of such cures as 
"touch" and "friction," buttressed by reference to Bacon’s 
"History of Life and Death." Bacon wrote "that Motion and 
Warmth (of which two, Friction consists) draws forth, into 
the parts, New Juyce and Vigour."
Boyle's Usefullness of Experimental Philosophy (1663 ) 
was also cited for support. Boyle considered the body of 
man as an engine, with communication between its parts, so 
that a slight impression or touch on one part might work 
on a distant part, or even on the whole engine. Boyle 
considered how mechanical motions affect the body; e.g., as 
in motion sickness. He referred to the Brazilian Empiricks 
"...whose wild Frictions as unskillfully as they order them, 
do strange things, both in preserving health, and curing 
diseases; curing Gold and Chronical ones by Friction, as 
they do Acute ones, by Unction (Chp. 15).
Further evidence was presented in the Transactions 
from John Beale who claimed cures for warts and wens by 
application of a dead man's hand. He proposed*
If medical cures of this type were successful by 
friction or touch, ...why not to repell or dissipate 
spirits, that may have a dangerous influence upon 
the Brain, or other parts; as well as to call forth 
the retired ones into the habit of the Body, for 
Invigoration? (I, p. 206 ff.).
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Edward Jorden (1578-1632), an Englishman, wrote an 
important volume, A Briefe Discourse of a Disease Called 
the Suffocation; of the Mother (1603), too early to have 
been reviewed in the Transactions* It was important, 'how­
ever, as in that volume, Jorden transferred the seat of 
all hysterical manifestations from the uterus to the brain. 
Jorden still turned to many physical approaches of cure, 
but he was also concerned with the "perturbations" of the 
mind which he believed were actually responsible for hysteria. 
When Jorden suggested that not only the patient and the 
doctor were involved in treatment, but also the patient's 
friends and attendants, that was the first treatment resem­
bling psychotherapy, according to Veith (1965).
A French physician, Charles Lepois (1563-1633)* also 
theorized that hysterical symptoms came from the head rather 
than from the uterus, stomach or other internal organs (1618, 
p. 98). He based his theoretical conclusions on clinical 
observations.
Vestiges of the uterine theory lasted for centuries 
to come. Harvey treated hysteria as a dislocation of the 
uterus, even though he noticed mental aberrations, deliriums, 
melancholy, and paroxysms of frenzy in patients who often 
behaved as if they were under the dominion of "spells."
It was Thomas Willis, brain anatomist and physician, 
who finally formulated the theory of the cerebral origin 
and seat of hysteria. According to Willis, hysterical fits, 
as all other convulsive movements, were caused by the 
spirits inhabiting the brain. In the review of Partholoeiae
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Cerebri & Nervosi Generis Specimen* In quo agitur de Morbis 
Convulsivis & Scorbuto (1667), in the Transactions (II, 
p. 600 ff.), was reported* "Of Hysterick Passions,...he 
maketh the Womb plead Not guilty." Willis saw many patients, 
including men, and concluded that the same kind of symptoms 
attributed to hysteria appeared in men, and thus could not 
be a disease of the uterus.
Willis’s explanation of hysterick and hypochondriack 
passions on the basis of a primarily "Convulsive symptom, 
depending on the Brain, and the Nerves thereof*..." was dis­
puted by another reputable anatomist of the day, Dr. Nathaniel 
Highmore. The essence of the latter's argument appeared in 
the Transactions (IV, p. 1089 ff»)*
Wherein it is considered among divers other things.
1. That the Hysterick Passion is not always accom­
panied with Convulsions; where also the existence of 
the Succus nitritius (on which Dr. Willis his Doctrine 
seems to depend) is called in question, and several 
Arguments alledged to the contrary. 2. That, if the 
Succus nutritius in the Nerves, be by a violent explo­
sion dilated, and that by the means of Fixed Salts 
mixed in the Nerves with Acid ones (according to 
Dr. Willis;) the same may happen upon the Concurrence 
and Conflict of the like Salts in the Blood.
Concerning the Hypochondriack Passion, the Question 
between these two Physitians, is, Whether the first 
and chief cause of that distemper, be the Weakness 
and Laxeness of the tone of the Stomach and its Fibres, 
whereby a vicious Chyle and Blood is generated, that 
causes such a Fermentation, upon which do ensue 
Trembling and Palpitations of the Heart, Swoundings,
Fear, Sadness? &c. This is affirmed, and here further 
asserted by our Author, but denied by Dr. Willis;....
Willis wrote a response to Highmore's arguments, which
was also summarized in the Transactions*
The Learned Author of this Book makes it his chief 
business therein, to vindicate his Doctrine, which 
maketh the two Affections, expressed in the Title, 
to belong to the Brain and the Nerves, from the Arguments
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alledged by the other Learned Physician Dr. Highmore, 
who makes the one to be a distemper of the Bloud and 
Lungs, and the other of the stomach. In the doing 
of which, our Author first undertakes to shew, by 
several considerable Arguments, that the affections, 
called Hysterical, cannot proceed from the Lungs 
stufted up to a great degree of stiffness with 
staulent Bloud; seconding them by some Histories and 
Observations, which seem very pertinent to his pur­
pose* Which done, he proceeds to remove the difficulties 
and Objections, alledged by Dr. Highmore in his Epistle, 
formerly printed, and taken notice of in No. 5^ of these 
Transactions.
Secondly, he endeavors to evince, that the Hypochondriack 
passion is wrongfully ascribed to the Stomach. Where 
he taketh occasion, both to deny to the spleen the 
office of Warming the Stomach, and to assert the Fermen­
tative function of the same* Teaching withal, that the 
Acidity is not produced in the stomach alone, nor 
thence only communicated to the Bloud and other humors; 
and that it proceeds from the sour of the Salt,;and 
that that Salt is one of the Elements of Natural things; 
which latter he attempts to make out by Experiments 
against the Objections of his Adversary.
Willis combined clinical observation with cogent anatomical
arguments based on autopsies, and convinced his adversary
of his views.
By the later part of the seventeenth century, most 
educated individuals searched for a natural explanation 
for diseases previously thought to be of demonic origin. A 
paper published in the Transactions in 1686 (XVI, p. 20? ff.) 
included an explanation of Fairv Walkes based on percussions 
made by lightning, rather than on the previously held basis 
of demons and witches. In the same paper, was mention of 
a boy who "counterfeited being bewitched."
Most seventeenth century therapeutic measures may appear 
bizarre if considered within the framework of our times, 
but they were entirely rational within the framework of the 
then existing concepts of bodily processes. Abnormal
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behavior was regarded as an organically induced infliction, 
and was rarely treated in any but a natural way. An over­
heated brain was a common explanation for abnormal behavior, 
and on the basis of the conception of the bodily processes 
at the time, it was not a magic or demoniac explanation, 
but a natural one.
Attempts were made as well to explain dreams in 
natural terms. "The Incubus, or Night-mare, as it is called 
in English, is not a meer Dream of Fancy, but a real indis­
position," according to a Professor and Doctor, P. Chiraus. 
The account of his book published in 169^ appeared in the 
Transactions. It was noted*
Tho some Dreams are the effects of hazard or chance, 
yet those which often receive and have a determinate 
object, arise from some impressions which the Spirits 
receive from the Body. Thus when the Vessels are 
full of hot semen, it is natural to dream of Venery,
... (XXII, p. 573).
Typically, natural causes for all illnesses were 
offered by the new scientists. What would now be called 
"mental" disorders were subsumed under physical disorders 
in general, and all disease forms were based on natural 
changes. Representative reports taken from the Transactions 
follow.
Dr. Fairfax reported "Peculiarities of Nature, both 
in Men and Brutes" and included an account of what today is 
called a "phobia." An 18 year old who was "melancholy" 
would not go outdoors on a windy day because she was afraid 
that the wind was going to choke her. Further, she was 
extremely thirsty at bedtime and sometimes in the night,
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"...else, she said she should be choakt with drought."
She died at 2k. An autopsy led to a physical explanation 
for her condition. One lobe of the lungs was missing, and 
the other was "wasted" (II, p. 5^7) •
A second case, that of a man of 27 who died "hydro-
pical,"^\as reported in the same letter. The patient had 
been listless, dull and malancholy, "never cheerful or 
smiling" for about 10 years before his death. He spoke 
little, and when he did, it was labored. As in the previous
case, an autopsy revealed that the left lobe of the lungs was
"quite wasted." In both cases a natural explanation for 
"abnormal" behavior was offered.
From another correspondent was the case of Madam 
Mary Brook*
Madam Marv Brook of loxford hath such an Aversion to 
Wasps, that whilst their season of swarming about 
in Houses lasteth, she is forc'd to confine her 
self to a little close-Chamber, and dares not then 
come out to Table, lest their coming there should 
put her into such Distempers, as Cheese doth those, 
who have an utter Antipathy against it. (Transactions,
II, p. 550).
No further details were reported.
The author of "An Essay of the great effects of even
Languid and Unheeded Motions" (1685) in the llEansactions 
tXV, p. 982 ff.), critically reviewed the belief in occult 
qualities, and presented natural explanations for many pheno­
mena, "the chief causes upon whose account men are wont to 
over-look or under value,..."
^Having an insatiable thirst ^OED, v» p» ^90).
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The typical attitude of most intellectuals toward
witches and occult practices in the latter part of the 17th
century was best represented in the Transactions in an
account of a book by Moncaeias, Disquisitio de Magia divina-
Irice & oneratrice &c.;
in the General handling of Magick...as all sorts of 
Apparitions, and the imaginary .journeys of witches... 
the Divining wand,...he asks this question, viz., 
what excuse the pretenders to these superstitions can 
make; And ends, with reflections on a discourse of 
Marcus Marci in his philosophia restituta, wherein 
is endeavored to be proved, that all effects how 
surprizing soever, are merely natural (XIV, p. 706 ff.;.
Weld, an historian of the Koyal Society, noted that 
it would be hard to overestimate the benefit to society that 
accrued when beliefs in witchcraft dissipated, and that the 
Koyal Society had "patiently and dispassionately investi­
gated and experimented and dispelled such fatal errors (18^8,
1» P. 93;."^
in the seventeenth century, Descartes* mechanism 
and dualism provoked a great deal of controversy concerning 
the distinction between man and brute, and the nature of 
the various "souls." it was pretty widely agreed, however, 
that the real world was the quantitative world of primary 
qualities: space, time, motion, and mass; the human brain 
could be understood in terms of those qualities only and 
to that extent were part of natural science. That is, 
Descartes* world of res extensa, or the physical world was
-^There were only two witches executed in Dngland 
after the beginning of the publication of the Transactions
in 1665.
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included in science. Generally, the human mind of feelings, 
emotions, wishes, or res cogitans, were not part of the 
universe to be understood in terms of mechanism.
Willis appears to have solved the problem in Da
Anima Brutorum (16?2;. According to his reviewer in the
Transactions, willis asserted;
...That some people are more, yea sooner and rather 
sick in their Soul, than in their Bodyj (whereas 
Physitians do commonly in Schools refer the principal 
Seats of all Diseases to the solid parts, and the 
humors, and vital spirits?; in this he speaketh con­
sonantly to this Hypothesis; Por, since that that 
Soul hath a material Being co-extended to the Body, 
and peculiar parts, powers and affections, he rationally 
concludeth, that it is subject also to preternatural 
affections, and frequently needs the Physitians aid.
Besides, he esteems to have made it out in his 
Pathology, That the Corporeal Soul extends her Dis­
eases not only to the Body, but also to the kind 
or the Rational Soul, and often involves the same 
in her defects and perturbations (VII, p. 4072).
Moreover, Willis believed that he proved from "reason and
authority,";
That there are in kan two distinct Souls, subordinately; 
and esteems this opinion to be so far from being 
Heretical or pernicious, that on the contrary he hopes, 
it will prove altogether Orthodox, and conducive to 
a good life, and a powerful confutation of Atheism 
(ibid.j.
The crucial point was brought out by the reviewer 
as follows;
...he assigneth to that Soul, whereby both Brutes 
and ken have life, sense, and local motion, not only 
extension, and as 'twere organical parts, but also 
peculiar Diseases, and appropriate Cures; and be­
cause also he distinguishes this meerly vital and 
Sensitive Soul from the Rational, to which he makes 
it subordinate, and so maketh man a Double-soul*d 
Animal;...
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Willis did not deny the material nature of the "Brutal
Soul," hut merely divided that soul into two parts: "the
flammeous Life of the Bloud, and the lucid or ^etherial
substance of the Animal Spirits." The reviewer continued:
For, if it be granted him, that the Vital portion of 
this Soul, lodging in the Bloud, be a kind of Fire, 
and the Sensitive part be nothing but an Aggregate 
of Animal Spirits, diffused all over in the Brain 
and Nerves; he draws this consequence, That the Soul 
of a Brute, co-extended to the whole Body, hath not 
only many and distinct, but also somewhat dissimilar, 
parts. And if it be objected, that the Soul of a 
Brute is immaterial, because it perceiveth, or is aware 
that it feels, Matter seeming incapable of Perception; 
he answers, That that would be very probable, if that 
Perception did exceed the bounds of things material, 
and were of a higher pitch, then what is generally 
ascribed to Natural Instinct, or Idiosyncrasis: Adding, 
that none is like to undertake to prove, that the 
Omnipotent Maker, and First Mover, and Constant 
Governour of all things should not be able to impress 
such powers upon Matter, as might be proper and 
sufficient to perform the functions of the Sensitive 
life. (ibid.)
Before this offering, "mental disease" would imply 
that the soul or rational soul of man was diseased. The 
rational soul, by its very nature, was the immortal perfec­
tion of man, and could not be imperfect. Therefore, there 
could be no mental diseases as such.
Concerning the Pathology of this Author, he confesseth, 
that in delivering the Theories of Diseases he hath 
relinquish'd the Old way, and produced mostly new 
Hypotheses; which being founded and established upon 
true Anatomical Observations, give a better account 
of the Phenomena of the sick, indicate more aptly 
the causes of symptoms, and suggest properer waies of 
curing them. But as to Remedies and his Therapeutical 
Method, though therein he doth not with others scrupu­
lously insist in the footsteps of the Ancients; yet 
he rejects nothing that hath been setled by sober 
Authority, and by long Experience; adding thereunto 
many things invented by late Experience; and by Analogy. 
All which he hopes will prove useful both for improving 
Medical knowledge, and the happier curing the Diseases
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of the head; which he enumerates, and discourses upon, 
both as a Naturalist and a Physitian. (Ibid., p. ^073)*
hardies (paper #122) came to the same conclusion* 
that animals had a sensitive kind of cognition, but not an 
intellectual one.
To Willis, the higher rational soul, possessed only 
by man was immaterial and immortal; the lower soul was mortal 
and material and was the principle of sensitive and basic 
life in man and animals. The lower soul had two parts* the 
sensitive part had the faculty of reasoning but to a limited 
degree, and the second part was a vital part.
What Willis accomplished with this distinction was a 
material mind that could reason. This was in conflict with 
religious views, but seems to have caused no reaction from 
the church.
Be Anima Brutorum included an elaborate psychology 
of the irrational, and a textbook of descriptive psychiatry. 
Willis assigned unconscious actions to some of the actions 
of the sensitive soul, as well as inborn drives of self- 
preservation, and propagation of the species. He spoke 
of the origin of dreams as the escape of animal spirits from 
the chemical bondage of sleep, the spirits wandered about 
aimlessly. Too much wine or tobacco, or too much strain or 
agitation before sleep was a reason given for the occurrence 
of dreams.
Willis explained individual differences in the power 
of mind to unequal brain constitution. The body-soul 
acted as a link between the material world and the rational
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soul. National souls did not differ in power, but rational 
souls received outside information of different quality and 
quant ity•
Universal superstitions were not easily denounced 
by even the most liberal thinkers in the 17th century.
Opinions regarding much abnormal behavior were often simul­
taneously medical, philosophical, and theological; this was 
because of some ambivalence in relation to the supernatural. 
The writings of the 17th century scientist-philosophers often 
reflect difficulties in their attempts to reconcile pre­
vailing superstitions with scientific rationalism and 
empiricism, and the transition to explanations of all disease 
forms on a natural basis was gradual. By the end of the 
century, however, physical and "mental" disorders generally 
fell into the realm of natural science rather than the 
supernatural.
Samuel Parker reflected that attitude when he re­
ferred to "'The Philosophy of Phanatick being as intelligible 
by the laws of mechanism as the motion of the heart, and 
circulation of the bloud (OED, VI, p. 3^2),"
Although notions of demonology still persisted in 
the 17th century, at times reflected in papers in the 
Transactions, there were references as well to the efforts 
of many physicians to get at the underlying, possibly 
natural causes of abnormal behavior, and diverse attempts at 
cures.
Most of Thomas Willis's explanations for psychic 
and somatic disorders were interpreted as results of defective
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motion or crestitution of the animal spirits within the 
nervous system? he relied mostly upon chemical concepts*
Willis did not, however, confine himself to iatrochemical 
explanations, and at times used methods of conceptual des­
cription not very different from those of twentieth century 
psychiatry and psychoanalysis, in De Anima Brutorum, Willis 
attempted to overcome the inevitable theological complications 
involving soul-body as a vitalistic concept, nis division 
of the sensitive soul was a manifestation of a new trend 
towards replacing the chemical explanations for irrationality 
by psychical ones. The gap created between mind and matter 
by Cartesian Dualism appeared to be bridged by Willis.
Thus, the late writings of Willis, particularly iia 
Anima Brutorum, reflect a change in thinking about abnormal 
behavior. His early works were based on mechanistic or 
materialistic thought; the "new Hypotheses" he formed in his 
late writings were more "psychological" than before, and 
seemed to show a move away from a purely mechanical to a 
more vitalistic form of thinking about abnormal behavior.
The Cartesian influence seems to have kept the 
vitalists in abeyance for most of the latter part of the 
17th century, but Willis appears to have given the movement 
some impetus. Although Willis's work was widely known in 
the 17th century, he attained relatively little historical 
importance, particularly in psychiatry or psychology. Isler 
(I968) claims that Sydenham, Who took Willis for a model, 
upstaged his elder. Sydenham had the ability to write
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simply; and, it was easy to learn from his work. Willis 
tended to use a variety of methods, and his writings were 
difficult to understand.
The move from a mechanistic trend, in the clearest 
sense, is usually attributed to Georg Ernst Stahl (1666- 
173^)» a German physiologist, who made his influence widely 
felt and became the guiding spirit of the Faculty of Medicine 
at Montpellier. Stahl’s views originate from Willis, and 
his theory of fermentation was developed out of the Willisian 
one (Isler, 1968, p. 17^). Stahl started as an iatrochemist 
and turned to an animistic and vitalistic view of the soul- 
body. In the 18th century, stahl debated the mechanist- 
vitalist issue with La Mettrie (1709-1751;, who extended 
Cartesian mechanism in L ’rlomme Machine to the point of making 
the bodily machine the sole determinant of human behavior.
Before the close of the 17th century, the empirical 
attitude toward animals prevailed for the most part, as 
increasing scepticism stressed the pertinence of the issue 
to natural science rather than to theology. The 17th century 
witnessed a new era in animal study, which is the subject of 
the next section.
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Comparative Psychology
Some historians of psychology have suggested that 
the study of the individual in relation to his environment, 
or the biological outlook which focuses on the functions of 
organisms could not have been made before Darwinian evolu­
tionism. Similarly, comparative psychology is traditionally 
dated from Darwin, who provided hypotheses directing atten­
tion to animal behavior in a naturalistic way.
In his theory of natural selection, several facts 
were to prove to be important: (l) wide variations in
structures and behavior of a given species; (2) those 
with variations which adapt them best to their environment 
survive— those who cannot adapt, perish; and (3) desirable 
characteristics for survival passed on through heredity to 
offspring. Furthermore, the evolutionary process led to 
distinctly different organisms of different levels.
It is generally accepted, that although thoughts of 
evolution in the Darwinian sense existed at times over 
thousands of years, it was not until the 19th century that 
the hypothesis of evolution as a definite theory, based on 
careful observations and sound reasoning led some scientists 
in the 17th century to promote the idea of evolution in the 
scientific literature.
The major concerns in comparative psychology stem 
from the idea of man as an end product of biological develop­
ment initiated in lower organisms, so that evolution of
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mind and behavior through a series of species is essen­
tially comparative.
The systematic observation of animals and their 
behavior appeared more than previously in the 17th century. 
The reaction to Descartes’s theory of animal automatism 
was extensive, with much of the influence reflected in 
experimental studies of animals by the early scientist- 
philosophers. The comparison of man and animal has already 
been discussed to some extent, within the context of physio­
logy, sensation, perception, and thinking, where interest 
was shown to be not in the specific problem of animal soul, 
as such, but rather in the implications concerning the 
nature of the human soul. The solution of the question was 
furthered, to some extent, by the traditional theological 
view that God had created distinct species, and also by the 
Cartesian hypothesis that man had a rational soul created 
by God, which animals did not possess, thereby making them 
distinctly different from man on an intellectual level.
In the l?th century, two possibilities were posed 
regarding the origin of species* "creation" was the fashion­
ing of species out of dead matter; "evolution" was the descent 
of species with modification from pre-existing forms. The 
older-world view of creation held to the permanency of 
biological species. If one believed in independent creation 
or fixed organic types, obviously the mental constitution 
of each species was also fixed. The opposing view of the 
similarity and nearness of the animal to human intelligence 
was promoted by men such as La Chambre and Gassendi who
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attributed differences to the fact that animal senses and 
organs were less perfect than man's; differences were a 
question of degree, not kind.
In recent times, the evidences of evolution were 
derived from a variety of observations! (a) classification,
(b) comparative anatomy, (c) comparative embryology, (d) blood 
tests, (e) paleontology (the fossil record), (f) geographic 
distribution (past and present), and (g) genetics (the study 
of evolutionary processes and mechanisms operating today) 
(Newman, 1937)* The following discussion of representative 
papers in the Transactions is based on those categories which 
characterized 17th century concerns.
Classification and Comparative Anatomy
In 1812, Thomson wrote*
Soon after the establishment of the Royal Society, 
a new and more brilliant aera (sic) in the science 
of zoology commenced. This was owing chiefly, if not 
entirely, to the exertions of two illustrious Fellows 
of the Society, Willughby and Ray; and to the generous 
liberality of the Society,...Ray contributed more 
materially to the improvement of zoology, than any 
other person of the age in which he lived. His 
classification was greatly superior to that of any 
preceding writer (p. 72 f.).
The voluminous studies and writings of Francis 
Willughby (1635-1672) and John Ray (1628-1705), who travelled 
together throughout Europe collecting specimens was probably 
provoked by Descartes' mechanical theory of nature. They 
no doubt wanted to demonstrate God's Wisdom in his works of 
creation, reflected in various species. Ray and Willughby 
agreed to attempt a systematic description of the whole
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organic world. Willughby completed the classification of
plants, but died prematurely in 1672. Twenty years after
Willughby’s death, Ray completed their classification of
insects begun many years before. Ray was a great naturalist
and censured Cartesian theory, as indicated by the reviewer
of The Wisdom of God manifested in the Works of the Creation;
in Two Parts (1692), in the Transactions*
proceeds to censure the Aristotelian, Epicurean, and 
Cartesian Hypotheses, as uncapable of explaining the 
Phoenomena of Nature; and for the formation of the 
Bodies of Animals, he has recourse to the Sensitive 
Soul, if it be immaterial; but if material, to a 
Plastick Nature. And here he treats in short of the 
Souls, of Brutes. At the 48 th Page he seems to encline 
to the Atomical Hypothesis, as to the ranging inanimate 
Bodies, and explaining some of their Operations (XVII,
p. 611).
Ray and Willughby*s classification of animals was based 
primarily on anatomical structure. They were both careful 
observers; they dissected and carefully recorded all anatomi­
cal details.
A review of Willughby’s Ornithologiae (I676) was
presented in the Transactions as demonstrating differences
in structure and function of parts of birds*
...among many other things, the considerable difference 
there is between the Brain of Birds and that of Man 
and Quadrupeds; adapted in Birds more for the exercise 
of the Locomotive faculty, than for Imagination and 
Memory (X, p. 482).
Earlier, John Ray published an account in the Trans­
actions of his dissection of a porpoise. He noted the 
similarity of that animal’s brain with that of man, and 
decided that the porpoise was *'of more than ordinary wit, 
and capacity,...." Ray could not at first observe nostrils,
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ears, or channels for hearing in the porpoise, and initially- 
agreed with Aristotle that they had none. Ray then recalled 
that Rondeletius found channels of hearing near the eyes, 
and concluded that "no creature can hear without a passage 
for that purpose to convey sounds to the brain*..." He 
wrote*
When, impelled by this reason, I had scrutinized 
most carefully the cranium of the Dolphin, I found 
right behind the eye what is manifestly the channel 
for hearing, which extends all the way to the brain.
It is so tiny that it almost escapes sharp eyesight 
(VI, p. 22?8).55
William Briggs (1642-1?0^) drew comparisons among the chamel­
eon, fishes, and man in the position of the fibres of the 
optic nerves. In an article in the Transactions, he wrote*
In the position of the Fibres of the Optic Nerves 
I shew that they keep their disstinct order, and 
consequently that they are not mixt or blended together 
at the place of their connexion (as was frivolously 
suppos’d by Authors before to solve the Union of 
Vision). And this I observ'd not only from what is 
noted in Man by Vesalius, Riolan, and others in their 
particular remarks in this Case, but also by what 
Nature it self shews in the Chamoeleon and several of 
the feebler sort of Fishes, where they are scarce 
join'd* and this she might intend in these small or 
helpless creatures (who turn thereby their Eyes to 
several objects and different coasts at once,) to avoid 
those on all sides that insest them, or to catch the 
the more readily their fleeting food; whereas others 
that have 'em closer .join'd view particular objects 
the better by looking more steadily or intently toward 
one part, and are otherwise provided for in their food 
or their safety (XIII, p. 173).
Extensive accounts of observations made by French 
scientists were printed in the Transactions. The Frenchmen
Translated from the Latin by Dr. F. J. Murphy.
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were chiefly concerned.'.with internal parts, and concluded
that the particular environment of the animals they compared
might have something to do with structure.
The sixth is the Civet Cat, which they were glad they 
had the opportunity to compare with a Gastor. foras­
much as those two Animals agree in those organs that 
are very peculiar to them, which are the receptacles 
wherein that liquor is collected that is so remarkable 
for its scent, but is very sweet in the one, and very 
unpleasing in the other. Which made them search, 
whether there was not some particular reason of this 
diversity of smell; but to them it appear'd not that 
there was any other cause than the diversity of the 
Temperament .of these Animals, the Civet-Cat being 
hot and dry, drinking little, and living in hot and 
dry Countries; but the Castor, living now in the 
Water, then upon the earth, and being a very moist 
Creature, hath not heat enough to concect and perfect 
its humidity (XI, p. 595).
Most of the reports of animal studies in the Trans­
actions include comments on the function of bodily parts 
as well as differences in structure; environment and different 
dangers to survival were not overlooked. The following 
examples were presented before the Royal Society, and were 
published in the journal.
In Singing Birds the Structure of these passages is 
like that of the Parrot and Paroouett. only that 
the Pillars and Laminulae are less than they should 
seem to be in proportion to the Heads. From whence it 
is probable, that these Birds are by this Structure 
enabled to distinguish Sounds and Notes, and also 
imitate them better, having a more musical Ear.
In the Heads of Pullets. Geese and Ducks I found 
only the first describ'd passage distinctly, but in 
Pluvers. Bustards, and some other, I found another 
that went over the Sinus Lateralis of the Brain from 
Ear to Ear. This seems to be disgin'd to make them 
more watchful than Domestick Fowl, or yet those that 
live much on the Water, because they are liable to a 
great many Dangers that the others are exempt from.
Nore, that there are for the most part great varieties 
in the Structures of all Fowls Heads....whence it is 
probable that these Nerves were designed for some 
great use, both on the account of their number and their
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largeness? and that the use to be assign'd to them 
must be to enable them to distinguish (whether by 
tasting or feeling I will not now distinguish) their 
Food, there being a necessity of a more exquisite 
Sense in these Fowl, than in any other (XVII, p. 71^ f.).
The experimenters could not help but notice the 
similarities of lower animals to themselves, in their struc­
ture, their functions, and even their dispositions. An 
account of observations reported from France of a fish, a 
lion, and a calf informed the reader of the Transactions, 
that the fish was found to have "very little brains" as 
might have been expected, but that the lion also had a rela­
tively small brain to the size of his body, which led the 
observer to conclude*
For the Brain was but two inches big, of any dimension? 
the rest of the head being very fleshy, and consisting 
of very firm Bones. By comparing the little quantity 
of the Lyons Brain with the plenty of that of a Calf. 
it was Judged, that the having but little Brain is 
rather a mark and a cause of a fierce and cruel temper, 
than want of wit. Which conjecture was strengthened 
by the observation formerly made in the Sea Fox, in 
whom almost no Brains was found, though it thought, 
that his craft and address hath occasioned men to give 
him that Name (II, 537)•
Observations made by Leewenhoeck in Holland were sent 
to the Transactions for publication. Leewenhoeck said of the 
bee*
...I observe, on the Head of a Bee before, two artus 
or limbs with teeth, which I call Scrapers. conceiving 
them to be the organs wherewith the Bee scrapes the 
Waxy substance from the Plant...(VIII, p. 6038).
Other parts of the bee and their functions were described by
Leewenhoeck, who reported*
As to the Eve of the Bee, which I have taken out of 
the Head, exposing its innermost part to the Micro­
scope? I find, that the Bee receives her light Just
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with the same shadow as we see the Hony-combs*
Whence I am prone to collect, that the Bee works not 
by art5® or knowledge, but only after the pattern 
of the light received in the Eye (p. 6038).
In Menycologia, reviewed in the Transactions, animals
were divided into ruminators and non-ruminators. The former
class was further divided into those who ruminate in a "more
genuin sense," and those who "imitate that Action." All the
bodily organs involved with the digestive process were
examined. The author "proved" rumination was a natural
motion by going back to Galen who had taken a Kid from the
uterus of the Dam by dissection, bred it by its self, and
observed the Kid to ruminate like other goats. The action in
men was explained by the reviewer as follows*
Rumination in Men proceeds, as he thinks, either from 
the imagination of the Mother being intent on this 
action, or from some ill habit of vomiting, and 
swallowing the meat again; the cure of it in men,
(where it is preternatural) consists in a small quan­
tity of meat easily digested, chewing it well, and 
walking gently after eating* liquid meats are preferd 
before solids, especially at the beginning, to break 
the habit (XV, p. 12*1-8).
The function of ruminating was to contribute to the strength
and health of both animals and men*
He treats of the Food of Ruminating Creatures, and 
their manner of Feeding; of the advantage they are 
to Mankind, and this action is to them, and conse­
quently to us, as being that which conduces much to 
the strength and health of both them and us (ibid.)
A review in the Transactions of a book by the Italian, 
Thomas Bartholini, Acta Medica & Philosophies (1673) included 
the following*
^  art = a body or system of rules serving to facilitate 
the carrying out of certain principles (OED, I, p. ^68).
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An Anatomical description of a Parrot, dissected 
chiefly for this end, that those organs might be 
discover'd, whereby that Bird before other Birds 
emulates human Speech (X, p. 320).
Reprinted from the Journal des Scavans and trans­
lated for the Transactions was an article of du Vernay's, 
who reported his observations of the structure of the nose. 
Essentially, he suggested that the placement, and structure 
of the nose was related to its function. He
...examined and compar'd in several Animals, shews 
also much of the reason of the delicacy of Smelling 
in some, above what it is in others. For look how 
much a finer Nose it is that Animals have, they have 
likewise so much a greater number of these Lamellae. 
wherewith the said Tunick is roll'd up in so many 
more folds. So the Nose of a Hound is better furnished 
with them, than that of any other Animals. The Hare,
Fox, Cat, Wild Boar, have a considerable number of 
them. Those Animals that chew the Cud, have fewer.
And Man is less provided for, than any of the rest.
Thus far the Learned Observer.
And Note, That not only the number, but also the 
length of the Lamellae, is of great use for the 
strength of Smelling. For which purpose most Quadrupeds, 
which either hunt, as the Carnivorous; or at least 
want reason otherwise to distinguish their food, than 
by the smell, as the Graminivorous; have their Nose 
not placed in the middle of the face, as in Man; but 
prolonged to the very end (XII, p. 977)*
The attention in most cases seems not to have been the com­
parison of animal anatomy with man's for primary interest in 
animals; rather, the ultimate focus of interest was man.
After an examination of the role of air in the lives 
of various animals, Pechlinus, author of de Aeris & Alimenti 
Defectu. & Vita Sub Aauis Meditatio (1676) was represented 
in the Transactions as having considered the possibility of 
man living without air, and living under water. He referred 
to divers who used no mechanical device, and who were able
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to stay under water for relatively long periods of time. The 
divers, he decided,
...are of that temper and constitution that their 
blood being colder than that of others, and there 
arising but a slender effervescence of the blood in 
the heart, there is no quick circulation, nor a 
necessity of expiring any great plenty of sharp and 
offensive fumes; which kind of blood the Author compares 
to that of fishes, or rather to that of Amphibious 
animals, as Frogs, Otters, Tortoises...(XI, p. 676 f.).
Inferences were made from experiments with animals 
to humans at a meeting of the Royal Society in May of 166*M
...a man may breathe under water at the depth of 
200 fathoms, if he can breathe and live with as 
thick air as a mouse can do (Birch, I, 1756, p. ^28).
Some interesting conjectures by Thomas Cornelius
reflected rather revolutionary ideas on adaptation, albeit
of a contrived nature. His work, Consentini Progvmnasmata
Physics (I667) was reviewed in the Transactions;
Adding withall, that since Animals, whilst they_ 
are in the Womb, respire not, there being peculiar 
ductus*s. by which the blood passeth into the Aorta, 
without passing through the Lungs, as it always doth 
in Animals destitute of Lungs; he doubts not, but that 
with art and care those Channels may be preserved 
unabolisht, and made to grow and to be perfected with 
the other parts of the Animal, so that grown men may 
be brought to live the life of Amphibious Creatures.
Nor doth he think this very difficult, in regard, 
that if their mouths and noses were from their very 
infancy often stopt every day, and their breath so 
long intercepted, whilst the blood passeth through 
those Ductus's into the left Ventricle of the Heart 
and the great Artery, the said passages would never be 
dried up* To confirm the possibility whereof, he alledges 
Examples of divers, who from their Childhood being 
given to swimming and diving and so to the holding of 
their breath, did thereby so preserve those Channels 
from being dried up, that upon occasion they could 
stay a great while under water, as Amphibiums use to 
do (II, p. 578 f.).
That "Indefatigable Benefactour to Philosophy,"
Robert Boyle, contributed several lengthy accounts to the
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Transactions of experiments in which he explored respiration 
in animals. Of present importance is the recognition of 
and attention to the relationship between the structure of 
bodily organs, and their function in the maintenance of life. 
He wrote*
Nature having, as Zoologists teach us, furnished Ducks 
and other water-Fowl with a peculiar structure of some 
vessels about the heart, to enable them, when they 
have occasion to Dive, to forbear for a pretty while 
respiring under water without prejudicej I thought it 
worth the tryal, whether such Birds would much better 
than other Animals endure the absence of the Air in 
our exhausted Receiver (V, p. 2011).
The accounts are excellent examples of a series of experi­
ments using different animals, carefully controlling condi­
tions, testing hypotheses, and doing additional experiments 
on the basis of results. Further, the comprehensiveness 
of the reporting is to be noted. Boyle's sincere attempt 
to be objective is reflected in the following*
I have purposely, both under this Title and some 
others, subjoyned some Tryals, whose events are not 
altogether such, as others, recited under the same 
head, would invite one to expect} but I purposely do 
it, not only to be true to the Impartiality, I 
proposed to my self in writing these Narratives, but 
to awaken the curious to consider the observe what 
variety of Phoenomena. in such tryals, may be attri­
buted to -the season of the year, wherein they are made} 
and to the strength, bulk, age, peculiar constitutions, 
&c. that relate to the respective Animal, on which the 
Experiments are made} besides, what things may on 
other accounts be fit to be also considered (ibid., 
p. 2017).
In conjunction with these experiments, Boyle reported that
he might make "the more rational conjectures" if he could
know what quantity of "Aerial substance" was found in water.
And therefore, though it be very difficult, (if at all 
possible) to determine the proportion of the Air, that
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lurks in water, with any thing of certainty, many 
circumstances making it subject to vary very much, yet 
to make the best estimate, I easily could, where none at 
all that I know of hath been hitherto made by any 
man, I considered, that it might afford us some light, 
if we discovered at least what proportion, as to bulk, 
the Air latitant in a quantity of water would have to 
the liquor it came from, when the Aerial particles 
should be gathered together into one place (ibid., 
p. 2019).
Thus, the beginnings of the "weighing of air" experiments,
which led satirists such as Butler to scoff the activities
of the new philosophers*
These were their learned speculations 
And all their constant occupations*
To measure wind and weigh the air 
And turn a Circle to a Square...
Probably the first "crackpot" scientist was Thomas Shadwell's
Sir Nicholas Gimcrack, the main character in "The Virtuoso,"
a play written to ridicule the Royal Society and its
interests such as the weighing of air.
Boyle's subjects in his respiration studies included
ducks, a viper, a "lusty Frog." a "kitling", various kinds of
birds and fishes among other species. He examined cold and
warm-blooded animals and further, he
...thought it very well worth while, and yet extreamly 
difficult to try, whether there might not be some wayes 
yet unpractised, either to make such Animals as 
Nature endows with Lungs, live without Respiration, 
or at least to bring such Insects, and other Animals, 
as can already live without Air, to move also without 
it in our Vacuum.
Therefore considering with my self what happens to 
Infants and other young Animals in the Womb, and 
even after they come from thence,.... (V, p. 20^1).
The characteristic eagerness and enthusiasm of the 
new philosophers in their search for knowledge was felt as 
the reader followed Boyle from one hypothesis to another,
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shared his digressions, and noted the directness and 
indubitable honesty of his account. A postscript to some 
of the experiments in the Transactions was added by Boyle*
POSTSCRIPT
Though the success of the recited Experiments is 
very promising; yet a subsequent Tryal or two, whose 
particularities are slipt out of my memory, oblige 
me, in point of Candour to declare, that, for further 
satisfaction, the Tryals of the power of Accustomance 
in reference to Air unfit for Respiration, ought to 
be both reiterated, and to be made in differing 
sorts of Animals (V, p. 20^6).
One of the characters in Shadwell's play mentioned 
earlier, described Dr. Gimcrack as having "broken his brains 
about the nature of maggots...studied these twenty years 
to find out the several sorts of spiders, and never cares 
for understanding mankind." It was no doubt to that sort of 
accusation that William Cockburn (1669-1739) in the begin­
ning of a discourse in the Transactions retorted*
In Pursuance of an Order of this Society, I shall 
Endeavor to Entertain you with a reasonable Account,
How the Raising of a Blister may Cure a Fever, and 
its most terrible Symptom the Delirium, and that in 
Six. Eight, or Ten Hours.
This I chuse to do towards the Improvement of my 
own Profession; and to mind some malicious People, 
that we are not wholly imployed within these Doors, 
in the Describing the Features and Dresses of Flies; 
but in discovering too, how they may Benefit, and Hurt 
Mankind; which is the ultimate end of all our Study 
XXI, p. 161).
In the minutes of the meetings of the Royal Society, 
was reference to a need for dogs to be provided from time 
to time for the use of members of the Society, so that 
experiments could be done (Birch, 1756-57* P* 177)•
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In the 17th century, as today, there was concern about 
the effects of tobacco on bodily processes. There were 
frequent references to the plant as being potentially 
dangerous. In Birch (1756—57» II» p» 50) "the results of 
an experiment were reported in which eight or nine drops 
of tobacco oil were injected into the veins of a dog. The 
dog grew sick and vomited. Experiments were also done 
with male and female cats to determine if tobacco produced 
different effects in the sexes (ibid.. p. 48). Also,the 
shaved skins of animals was anointed with tobacco oil to 
see what effects resulted (ibid.. p. 45) t
Willughby noted that some species of birds led a
"Conjugal" life, and that those who did seemed to have more
males than females. Also*
That the Females of the Ravenous Birds are bigger, 
stronger, and of greater courage than the Males;
Nature seeming to have been so provident as to furnish 
those Females with such advantages, upon the account 
that they must procure food not only for themselves 
but also for their young ones (Transactions. X, p.
483).
The interest in animals did not end with structure 
and function from an anatomical and environmental point of 
view, but extended to animal behavior from a learning view­
point.
A Dutchman, P. Baldaeus, reported that elephants
reacted to commands to fight, or to stop fighting and to
behave as friends*
Elephants, made to fight with one another before 
the G. Mpgpl. manage the combat with a far greater 
agility and courage than one would imagine, and that 
they presently fall on, and desist according to the
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word given, embracing one another most lovingly 
with their truncks, as soon as they are commanded to 
end the combat (Transactions. VI, p. 3088 f.).
Communication from the German Academy, Naturae 
Curiosorum, related that snakes were kept tame in a house, 
and went into their boxes every night (Transactions, V,
p. 2078).
Willughby noted*
That Canons may be made to keep, feed, call together, 
and cover under their wings young Chickens, just as 
Hens will do; adding the method for accustoming them 
to it* That the Custom of making use of Pigeons for 
carrying Letters is as ancient as the Seige of 
Mutina or Modena, in the time of Hirtius and Brutus 
(Transactions. X, p. 484).
J. B. Gent's The Epitome of the whole Art of 
Husbandry, with Additions of New Exneriments thereto be­
longing (1675) was reviewed in the Transactions. It included 
an account of his experiences, "and the best way of taking, 
ordering, feeding, breeding, choosing, teaching, and curing 
of Singing birds; for Cages, Rooms, or Aviaryes;..." (X, 
p. 323)57 It was reported that the music of birds was 
sweetest, "when they are free, and at full liberty, ...and
t
where they can choose their Conforts (sic), and postures 
of approach or distance..." Gent also noted that birds could 
be tamed and taught to adapt to any grove, "there to build 
their Nests, and to breed up their young, only being fur­
nished with fit materials at hand*..." and further*
Neither is there scarce any Animal so fierce, but 
may be tamed by Music, or by some other way of 
Cicuration; most of them for Human use (ibid., 
p. 325)7
^  Translated by Dr. F. J. Murphy.
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The proof that all animals could he tamed was included in
several chapters of Gent's book* Music. The Art of taming
wild Beasts. Human Industry, and Of Human Wit. The reviewer
hoped that that kind of knowledge would be continually
augmented and perfected, "as Arts grow on." Further,
Our American Colonies are concern'd...for the 
taming of Man and Beasts; both the Savages, and 
the Wildernesses....But to tame the wild and savage 
Man, is the hardest task,.... (ibid.. p. 326).
Xenophon and Seneca were quoted as holding a similar point
of view. From the Greek, "...it is an easier thing to rule
every creature than it is man." And Seneca* "There is no
animal more captious than man or one that has to be handled
with greater skill.
As evidence accumulated, and speculation increased, 
the reports of a comparative nature approached closer and 
closer to the concept of man as an end product of biological 
development initiated from lower organisms.
John Ray's Synopsis Methodica Animalium Quadrupedum
et Serpent ini generis vulgarum (1693) was abstracted in the
Transactions. In that work, Ray presented a comparison of
an ape and man*
wherein the Differences between the internal and 
external Parts of the Ape and Man are observed and 
noted.
It is especially remarked, that though the Muslces 
of the Os hvoides. or Tongue-bone, the Tongue, the 
Larvnx. and Pharvnx. which especially serve for the 
Articulation of the Voice, be in Apes altogether like 
to those of a Man. at least much more than the 
Muscles of the Hands, which the Ape uses almost as
^  Translated by Dr. F. J. Murphy.
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perfectly as Man himself to all purposes; yet is the 
Ape deprived of Speech. Whence it is clear, that 
Speech is an Action peculiar to Mankind, by which he 
is more distinguished from Brutes, than by the use of 
the Hand» neither doth it necessarily follow, that natural 
Agents do perform such and such Actions, because they 
are furnished with Organs proper for the Performance 
of them. (XVII, p. 852).
Edward Tyson compared the Orang-Outang with a
monkey, an ape, and a man in Orang-Outang, sive Homo Sylves-
tius (1699) which was reviewed in the Transactions (XXI,
p. 338 ff.). The reviewer wrotei
...he proves there were such Creatures as the Ancients 
called Pygmies, Cvnocephali. &c. And that these were 
all either Apes or Monkies, and not Men.... (p. 339),
Although Tyson observed many similarities in the orang-outang 
to man, "yet he by no means allows it to be Humane, but a 
Brute-animal, sui generis." Tyson compared the entire ana­
tomy of the animal with man. When he came to the brain, he 
observed that it resembled man's in every respect. But, he 
concluded* "From the Agreement of which Parts he argues that 
the nobler Faculties in the Mind of Man must have a higher 
Principle, and that Matter Organized could never produce them 
(p. 341)•" Tyson summarized his discourse with a list of 
"48 particulars wherein the orang-outang more resembled a 
man than apes and monkies do; and 34 wherein it differed 
from man, and more resembled the ape and monkey kind."
Neither Ray nor Tyson went far enough.
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C omparat ive Embryology-Generat ion
The question of the origin of life was not new in 
the l?th century, but within the framework of the new science, 
was bound to be seen in a new light. One of the outstanding 
facts about life was that it went on for generation after 
generation; today we assume that all living things originate 
as the products of reproduction of previous living things, 
but for the generation reading the Transactions, this con­
clusion was not obvious. Many 16th and 17th century philo­
sophers and scientists believed that certain forms of life 
arose spontaneously out of various kinds of nonliving 
material.
Embryology is an extension of anatomy, with a con­
cern for a time pattern of form changes and is related to 
reproduction, through which offspring appear to repeat the 
forms and functions of their parents. Seventeenth century 
scientists noticed that some kinds of animals and plants 
produced offspring in certain ways similar to vegetative 
propagation, and attempted to relate the reproductive 
processes among species.
One of the notable works of the 17th century was 
William Harvey’s "Anatomical exercises on the generation of 
animals" (1651). It presented a challenge to Aristotle's 
theory of conception. As a result of observations on deer, 
Harvey criticized the ancient doctrine that the male semen 
imparted form to matter contained within the uterus.
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Further disagreement with Aristotle came from Robert 
Hooke. Aristotle had affirmed that snails were of spontan­
eous birth, and had no more to contribute to the production 
of one another than trees, and therefore, had no distinction 
of sex. Hooke wrote in the Transactions*
I have no reason to subscribe to his authority, since 
I have seen so many of them pair'd, and in the very 
act of Venery. That they engender then, is most 
certain; but whether those, that are thus found 
coupled, be one of them male, and the other female, 
or rather, as you observ'd, and published to the 
World in the Catalogue of Plants growing Wild about 
Cambridge, that they are both male and female and do 
in the act of generation both recieve (sic) into 
themselves, and immit a like penis (as it seems 
probable to any man that shall part them) I leave to 
further and more minute discovery to determine. (IV, 
p. 1013).
John Ray's discourse on animals, and particularly 
on generation abstracted in the Transactions,,summarized the 
l?th century issues regarding generation*
...concerning Animals in general.
As First. Whether they are meer Machines, or have 
any Sence and Perception, that is, whether they re­
flect upon, and are conscious of what they do or suffer. 
The Affirmative whereof seems most probable to the 
Author.
Secondly. Concerning the Generation of Animals 
there are Three Questions discussed. 1. Whether there 
be any Spontaneous or Equivocal Generation? The Author’s 
Opinion is, That there is no such thing, but that all 
Animals, even the vilest Insects, are generated by 
Animal Parents of their own kind. 2. Whether all 
Individuals of every Species of Animals, that ever were 
or shall be, were at first created by God, or whether 
there are every day new ones produced by Generation?
The Author is inclinable to their Opinion that hold 
all were at first created, but not confident of it.
Seeing neither Man nor any other Creature is capable 
of forming such an Engine as an Animal Body; and since 
all Females have in them from their first Formation 
the Seeds of all the Individuals they shall during 
their whole Life bring forth, it is clear they have no 
power of producing new ones; and a strong Presumption 
that all that have been or shall be were at first 
created. 3. Whether the Seeds of Anima^, or rather
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the primordial Animalcules are lodged in the Egg 
of the Female, or in the Sperm of the Male. The 
Author is of the former Opinion, for many Reasons which 
may he seen in the Book (XVII, p. 853)•
On the origin of man, the "Inquisitive Kerkringius", 
advanced a hypothesis presented in the Transactions (VII, 
p. *1-019), "That Man hath his origin from an Egg,..." The 
reaction was that "some appearing surprised at it, others 
rallying with it and many being induced thereby to make 
further inquiry into it." This was not the first occasion 
that suggestion had been made, but was offered as support 
for the view based on observation. The foetus of a month 
referred to as "this litle Engin" was said to have the 
whole human shape.
M. Denys also mentioned in the Transactions»
...that all other animate creatures (not to speak now 
of Plants) are produced by the meanes of Eggs; as 
Birds, Insects of all sorts, Fishes (of which last 
sort though Whales, Sea Calves and Dolphins bring 
forth live creatures of their kind, yet they first 
breed them within their Bodies in EggsO And why not 
Quadrupeds also and the Femals of Mankind? (VII, 
p. 4025).
An account of Matthew Hale’s (1609-1676) book, The 
Primitive Origination of Mankind, considered and examined 
according to the Light si Nature (1677) appeared in the 
Transactions (XII, p. 917 f.). He was quoted as saying that 
there had been no such spontaneous origination of man, but 
that all animals including and especially man, came from 
seed.
Redi destroyed the belief that maggots arose spon­
taneously in decaying flesh in 1680 when he used an experi­
ment to test the theory. He covered a vessel containing
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meat with gauze, and observed that flies, attracted by the 
odor crawled about on the gauze, laying their eggs. The 
eggs hatched out maggots. Thus the belief in spontaneous 
generation of larger organisms was generally dispelled, 
and attention was turned to other questions regarding repro­
duction and generation.
An account of a joint work of many of the members 
of the French Academy who had compared the internal parts 
of thirteen species of animals was published in the Trans­
actions. The reproductive organs necessary for generation 
were studied chiefly, and speculations concerning pure- 
breeding in relation to the breeding of two species led to 
the following conclusions*
...if it be true, that most of the Animals, which are 
born of the mixture of two kinds, are not withstanding 
fruitful, they are inclined to believe, that the 
conformation of this Chat-Pard was peculiar and 
accidental, and that the defect of the parts which 
it wanted, and which made it uncapable of engendring, 
proceeded not from that mixture of specie's, whichiby 
changing the Conformation of the parts cannot so spoil 
the same as to render it unfit for the functions, and 
is yet less capable to make a Mutilation; but may more 
easily cause some vice in the Temperament, which is a 
very natural sequel of mixture; and lastly, that 'tis 
probable, that if the Mule be the only Animal, which 
the confusion of Species renders sterile, there is 
something particular in those Animals that have engendred 
it, which is not found in others; and that is perhaps, 
as Aristotle thinks, the hardness of the matrix in 
Mares and Asses, which like an Earth is rendred sterile 
by driness; whereas that reason hath no place in 
Leopards, Foxes and others, which are Animals second 
enough to transmit to their off-spring the strong 
dispositions they have for generation, notwithstanding 
the resistance which the mixture of different species's 
may bring (XI, p. 593 f.).
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Selective breeding and the improvement of stock,
may have well suggested the transmutation of one animal
into another of a different kind. Yet, in spite of observed
tendencies to variation among animals and plants, men like  . « . . ...
John Ray in the 17th century were more or less convinced of 
the existence of distinct kinds in both the vegetable and 
animal world. Ray and others noted that plants of definite 
kinds yielded particular fruits, and that different kinds 
of animals did not breed promiscuously with one another. 
Further, all gave rise to like offspring, and thus suggested 
the idea of distinct ’species' of plants and animals.
George Garden (16^9-1733) proposed in the Transactions
that animals proceeded from a.seed of the same kind, "and
has all its little Members folded up according to their
several Joynts and Plicatures, which are afterwards enlarged
and distended, as we see in Plants." He knew that this
explanation left something to be desired, but added*
And indeed all the Laws of Motion which are as yet 
discovered, can give but a very lame account of the 
forming of a Plant or Animal. We see how wretchedly 
Des Cartes came off when he began to apply them to 
this Subject; they are form’d by Laws yet unknown to 
Mankind, and it seems most probable that the Stamina 
of all the Plants and Animals that have been, or ever 
shall be in the World, have been formed Origine 
Mundi 59 by the Almighty Creator within the first of 
each respective kind. (XVI, p. 476 f.).
Willughby's conclusions in Ornithology regarding
birds were similar*
...he judgeth it highly probable, that their Females 
have in them, from the time of their being first 
bom, all the Eggs or the Primordials of Eggs, 
that they shall lay as long as they live* which he 
thinks to be true of Human and all other Females;.... 
(Transactions. X, p, ^82).
59from the origin of the world. .
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Francis Bayle, a defender of Descartes's animal
automatism, noticed similarities in menstrual cycles and
the discharge in women and monkeys, while mares, cows, and
dogs differed.^ His explanation of conception appeared
in the Transactions as follows*
...Then, just as in the earth the seeds of plants are 
wont to do, so it puts forth a fleshy tail, i.e., the 
uterine Placenta, from which breaks forth the ovum, 
just like a fruit; and from its bud, as it swims in 
a liquid mixture, there is born in addition another 
plant soon to turn into an animal, finally into a 
man, if it shall have been excited by a human seed
(V, p. 2075).
The relative role of the male and female in the
reproductive process was considered by Thomas Cornelius
whose conclusions appeared in Transactions*
De Generatione Hominis* Where, distinguishing be­
tween Genitura and Semen, and making the former to 
be that substance, which either Sex furnishes to the 
Foetus, and the latter, the Concrete of both Parents,
He is of opinion, that that which he calls Genitura. 
consists of two things. Vid. a Crasse liquor, mani­
fest to sense; and of a very subtil and refined sub­
stance, containing all the virtue of Generation, and 
lodged in the formes as its receptacle* Which having 
establish'd, he affirms, that grosser part of the 
Geniture not to be Blood elaborated (II, p. 577)•
A letter was published in the Transactions from A. Leeuwen­
hoek concerning the seeds of plants. He assigned prime 
importance to the male seed*
I think it now past all doubt, that the Generation 
of Animals is from an Animalcule in the Male Sperm*
And tho I have often fancied that I have discovered 
the Parts and Membranes of the Foetus in this 
Animalcule, so as to say there is the Head, there is 
the Shoulders, and there the Thighs, yet I will
6° Translation by Dr. F. J. Murphy.
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affirm nothing herein, till I shall he so lucky as 
to find an Animalcule large enough to discover this 
Truth, which I am not quite in despair of, since I 
have been so fortunate as to meet with the small 
Seeds of the Ash, Leaves and Rudiments of the future 
Plant far larger than in the Seed of any Plant I have 
yet examined... (XVII, p. 700 ff.).
The role of the mother was also considered in the
transmission of characteristics*
...yet I acknowledge for a certain Truth, that a 
great Variety is caused in Animals by the Nourish­
ment received from the Mother. So by a Horse and 
She-Asse a Mule is generated, which is like neither, 
but participates of both, differing from the Horse, 
especially in the Ears and Tail; since the Ass abound­
ing in that nourishment whic produces the Ears, and 
wanting that which gives a long Tail, it must nec­
essarily be like the Mother in those two particulars.
So from a White Man and Negro Woman a Mestico is 
born; And from a large Pigeon or Cropper and a small 
wild Hen Pigeon, the Young are like neither; the 
Egg of the Female is not sufficient to nourish the 
Animalcule of the Male, so as to give it the Size of 
its Father. And thus Plants receive a great alter­
ation from the different Soils in which the Seeds are 
planted. So Apples brought from France are with us 
in great esteem; and what care soever we take in 
the Trees themselves, yet they soon degenerate in our 
Soil; which change proceeds from the different Salts 
they meet with in the ground. And I believe if we 
could take the Embrio Plant out of one Seed and put 
it into another, so as it would grow, we should have 
a new Plant from thence like to neither* As if we 
should take the Embrio out of the Wallnut (which I 
will liken to the Animalcule of the Horse) and so 
join it to the Seed of the Chestnut (which I compare 
to the Matrix of the Asse) that it would grow, the 
Plant produced by this Union would be a new and unknown 
Tree. (XVII, p. 70^ -).
Leeuwenhoek sowed seeds of trees, observed that they sprang
up in a few days, and speculated rather pessimistically
that the first beginnings of things might never be known*
If these distinctions of parts are so soon visible in 
these small Seeds, why should we doubt the production 
or an Animal from the so often named Animalcules.
Indeed we-rmust own our selves at a stand, when we would 
find out how these Animalcules receive Life, and that 
not before the Male has attained a certain Age; and
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the rather, since we hold that the matter whence 
these Animalcules proceed, was likewise in that 
Animal mi la it self when it was first committed 
to the Matrix. And indeed that very extraordinary 
minuteness, by which one Creature is transmitted to 
another, is incomprehensible. ...So that we see the 
beginning of the Propagation of the Tree is to us 
incomprehensible, although we see it done before 
our Eyesj and we may suppose it after the same way as 
it is in Man. To conclude, the Tree after 8 or 10 
years begins to bear Seed, which depends not only on 
the Tree, but on the former Seed* So it is in the 
Male Soerme. which has its Original not only from 
the Male, but from the Animalcule from whence the 
Male its self was produced. So that the first 
essential beginnings of things which are incompre­
hensibly small, will be always hidden from us 
(XVII, p. 707 f.).
Later, in a letter printed in the Transactions in
1699» Leewenhoeck reasserted his opinion*
...therefore I still remain of this my opinion, that 
out to the Animals of Masculine Seeds, come forth 
Animals of the same kind as they were Created in the 
beginning, and that as hitherto no truer Positio is 
left. For if Animals could be born of themselves, 
which I should reckon to be a Miracle, then must 
not only every Minute, but every Second, Millions 
of Miracles be done, which is an opinion not to be 
received, for if this was so, there must daily new 
Creatures be brought forth, which hitherto we have 
not observed. (XXI, p. 272).
Wide variations in structure and behavior of given 
species as well as variations which appear to adapt animals 
best to their environment were recognized. It was fossils, 
however, which gave those men who favored the idea that 
living things had a history of progressive change the first 
real cues of evolution.
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The Fossil Record
The doctrine of man*s supernatural origin was 
threatened in the 17th century when fossils or "formed 
stones" became one of the fascinations of the new philosophers. 
The topic was prevalent in the Transactions where numerous 
amusing and ingenious efforts to explain their existence 
are found.
The church taught that land and sea had been separ­
ated on the third day of creation, two days before the 
appearance of animal life; on that basis, rocks could not 
be crowded with remains of animals. Several explanations 
were offered* (l) fossils were freaks of nature and had no 
connection with living creatures, (2) they were created by 
some inorganic imitative process within the earth, and (3) 
fossils found in non-volcanic rock were attributed to 
volcanic origin.
De la Pryme (l672-l?0^ ) referred fossils "(which 
some Learned Men have ridiculously thought to be Species 
totally lost)" to the Antidiluvian World. According to 
De la Pryme, God punished inhabitants by breaking the 
foundations of caverns, and causing the area to be swallowed 
up and covered by the "Seas that we now have, and that this 
Earth of our rise then out of the bottom of the Antidiluvian 
Sea....(Transactions. XXII, p. 683 ff.)."
John Beaumont (d. 1731) in a letter published in 
the Transactions explained fossils as "figured stones" which
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had been created by some inorganic imitative, process within
the earth. He wrote*
As to that opinion which generally solves those var­
ious Phaenomena of the several figur*d Stones, which 
we find in Mines and elsewhere, by saying that they 
are parts of Plants and Animals, or whole ones, 
petrified; it seems not to be grounded on practical 
knowledge*...these being only different gradations 
of Nature, which can as well produce shells in Mines 
as in the Sea,... (XI, p. 738).
In the very first volume of the Transactions 
published in 1665* Guarini was represented as saying that 
he did not accept the common axiom that the generation of 
one body is the corruption of another, and that he maintained 
there were generations to which no corruption ever preceeded.
He added "...that it may happen, that one Animal without 
dying may be changed into another Animal (p. 365)•"
The most widely held opinion must have been that
the fossils were petrified animals, for Beaumont wrote*
...perhaps it might seem rash to deny a petrification 
of Animals and Vegetables, so many instances being 
alledg’d on all hands by judicious persons attesting 
it;... (Transactions, XI, p. 738).
In 1684, a letter from T. Molyneaux appeared in
the Transactions. He described an Os Frontis. "compleat
every way, and differing in no respects from that of a Mans,..."
Molyneaux deduced that the head belonged to a man or creature
of proportionable size, which would "certainly have been
in one sence, the greatest Monster the World ever saw." In
1694, in the Transactionsi, Molyneaux wrote*
This affinity between Plants and Fossils, will not 
seem altogether imaginary to any one that Judiciously 
considers, how the various Classes of Beings in the 
Creation, even from the perfectest to the most
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imperfect are link’d together, and as it were related 
by slow descents and Gradations from one to t'other; 
so that some of every Rank still partake of certain 
immediate Properties, common to the Tribe above them, 
and below them, as well as their own* Thus, the Monkv 
has something of the Man, and Quadrupede; the Batt 
of the Bird and Beast; the Amphibious, of the Beast 
and Fish; the Hirundo Mirina. or Flying Fish, of the 
Bird and Fish; the Mollusci. and Zppphvta. of the 
Fish and Plant; and so of the rest (XVIII, p. 180).
The concept of man as an end product of biological 
development initiated in lower organisms, important to the 
Darwinian theory of evolution, was offered in the 17th 
century. However, the origins of man, generation, and 
fossils were involved with religion and theology, which 
made it impossible for some and difficult for others to come 
to definite or correct conclusions concerning the evolu­
tionary process. Molyneaux, as we.have seen, presented a 
firm statement of the idea that living things had a history 
of progressive change. Nicholas Steno and Robert Hooke were 
others who shared that view.
Steno, the same Dane who took Descartes to task
for anatomical errors, offered a correct solution to the
question of fossils. He studied "Glossopetrae", a fossil
found in Tuscan Rocks, and demonstrated that they corres-
pnded in every way with shark's teeth. An account of his
work in the Transactions showed*
...that those and divers other substances found in 
the Earth, are parts of the Bodies of Animals, and 
endeavours to prove, that such sorts of Earth may 
be the sediments of Water, and such Bodies, the 
parts of Animals carried down together with those 
Sediments, and in progress of time reduced to a 
stony hardness. (II, p. 628).
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Steno published a work in 1669» De solida intra 
solidum. in which he described the earth*s crust as consis­
ting of parallel layers containing remnants of organic matter.
Steno received support from Boccone, another Italian.
His reviewer wrote in the Transactions»
...the Glossopetrae of Malta and other formed Stones, 
concerning the Original and Formation of which he 
embraces the Opinion of Columna. Steno and Scilia, 
that they were really the Parts or Covers of those 
Animals which they represent. He answers the principal 
Objection against this Opinion, viz. those Clusters 
and Lumps of Lenticular Stones of a Saffron Colour 
amassed together, which are frequently found in Malta, 
and of which we have some very elegant ones; which 
seem to be the Minera or Ovarium of those Bodies 
they call Serpents Eyes; these he supposes may be the 
Eggs of some Fish, which produces or breeds them in 
a little Cistula or Bag; by which means they come to 
be united together in such Lumps; which is the best 
Answer to this Objection I have yet met with; if at 
least there be any Fish which produces her Eggs in 
such a Manner. (XXI, p. 6l).
The issue of priority of discovery prevailed through­
out the l?th century and was revealed in an editorial note 
added to the account of Steno*s work in the Transactions*
This Subject Mr. Hook hath also discoursed of at Large 
in several of his publick Lectures, founded by Sir 
John Cutler; which Lectures he read about two years 
since in Gresham College, in the presence of many 
Learned and Curious persons; which also had been long 
since made publick, had not other indispensable Affairs 
hindred him from taking care of the Press* where he 
hath not only shewn the Origin of these Glossopetrae, 
but of all other curiously figur’d Stones and Minerals; 
together with that of Mountains, Lakes, Islands, &c. 
tho from a somewhat differing Hypothesis, of which 
the Curious may shortly receive a further account 
(ibid.)
Indeed, Hooke had said in one of his lectures*
...there have been many other species of creatures in 
former ages, of which we can find none at present; 
and 'tis not unlikely also but that there may be divers 
new kinds now, which have not been from the beginning
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(In Waller, 1705, p. 291).
Hooke also argued that there had been
...divers species wholly destroyed and annihilated, 
and divers others changed and varied...alternation 
of the climate, soil, and nourishment may cause a 
very great change in the shape and other accidents 
of an animated body (ibid..p. 327).
In his last comments on the topic, dated 1699, he wrote that
the earth*
is in a state of progression from one degree of 
perfection to that of another degree, which may be 
termed of perfection for as much as it is the progress 
and operation of nature; and at the same time it may 
be conceived in a progress to corruption and dissolu­
tion in as much as it is continually changed from its 
preceding state (ibid.. p. 449).
Descartes's mechanistic approach laid the foundation 
for fruitful studies of animal behavior, inaugurating a new 
era in the philosophy of nature. The concept of animals 
as machines allowed their inclusion in the realm of natural 
science; but, how the God-given rational soul of man could 
operate within a purely physical universe was not adequately 
handled by Descartes. This was the disastrous consequence 
of approaching philosophical problems from the combined 
direction of scientific empiricism and traditional theology. 
Descartes could not take the step which would relinquish 
man's place of importance in the universe. There were 17th 
century philosopher-scientists however, who attempted to 
formulate a purely materialistic conception of nature, by 
minimizing the alleged differences between animals and man.
Gassendi, Hobbes, and Borelli furthered the natural­
istic ideas in Descartes's thinking.^ Gassendi's main
^Lange (18?7, p. 254) presents Gassendi as a fore­
runner of Descartes, and cites evidence to the effect that 
Descartes considered Gassendi an authority in scientific 
matters.
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importance was in his revival of Epicurean atomism, which 
postulated matter as the sole reality, comprised of solid 
and intrinsically mobile atoms which differed in size and 
form. Gassendi recognized empty space, and defined motion 
as the translocation of atoms in space. His shift to psychol­
ogy from his theory of the external world contributed but a 
minimum amount of original speculation; he was able, however, 
to overcome the problem of the rational soul by admitting 
its importance, and then more or less dismissing it. For 
example, diseases of the mind were diseases of the brain; 
they did not affect the immortal reason of the rational soul, 
only this cannot find expression because its instrument was 
destroyed. But whether individual consciousness was seated 
in this instrument, which itself was disturbed by the disease, 
was not examined by Gassendi.
Hobbes was a friend of Gassendi and a supporter of 
Descartes’s corpuscular theory. As most Empiricists, he 
believed the difference between man and animals was only 
one of degree; freedom was not attributed to will, but to 
action, and the outward activity of the organism was the 
precise and inevitable outcome of previous motions. Memory 
was defined by Hobbes as the continuation of a previous 
sense impression; the association of ideas was explained 
in a purely mechanical manner. Hobbes’s materialistic 
philosophy of man was not unlike the behavioristic positions 
of most of the current psychology text-books. Hobbes used 
some psychic terms and processes, thus, the only thing left
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for the requirements of an extreme behaviorism was a system 
with no reference to psychic factors. Borelli (I608-I679) 
made an important step in that direction.
In De Motu Animalium (1680-81) Borelli elaborated a 
theory of neuro-muscular activity along purely mechanical 
lines. His work was based on Steno's discoveries and was 
reviewed in the Transactions (XIII, p. 62 ff.). The book, 
published posthumously, contained an analysis of the 
mechanics of contractions how muscles act at joints, what
tension they must develop in order to overcome a given
mechanical disadvantage, etc. It also contained observations 
upon reciprocal innervation. He was a firm mechanist.
During the period under study, there was a shift 
overall from an emphasis on a static view of nature to a
dynamic one; that is, reality was studied in terms of activity.
There was the idea of continuity of nature from the inorganic 
realms to man. Further, nature appeared autonomous, not 
regulated by some immaterial agent acting from without.
Within the mechanical framework, the organism was 
assumed to be made up of components and processes. The 17th 
century philosopher-scientists came to realize an additional 
consideration of importance— the parts of a living system 
could not be understood apart from that living system. Living 
things came to be examined in terms of their organization, 
in terms of the relationship of organic structures and 
functions. This was an important step, but the problems of 
organization were generally dealt with from the point of
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view of a mechanist with little attempt to utilize the 
facts for a theory of nature as a whole.
It is evident that most of the ideas of interest 
in relation to organic teleology or a theory of Darwinian 
evolution were presented in the scientific literature in the 
l?th century. However, the mechanistic concepts of physics 
and chemistry become inapplicable when one attempts to apply 
them to an open system. Problems of wholeness, in a teleo- 
logical sense of all parts of the universe inter-related 
causally, could not be dealt with within the mechanistic 
system. In general, the 17th century new philosophers threw 
out any reliance on a teleological explanation for nature’s 
phenomena, and lacked the conceptual tools required for a 
theory of Darwinian evolution. What was needed was a funda­
mental principle running throughout the natural universe.
Also, conceptions of popular religion had to be abandoned, 
in order for the similarities of man and animals to find a 
place in a system of organic teleology. Although fossils 
threatened the supernatural view of man, the wisdom of the 
Creator as presented in Genesis was not a belief to be altered 
easily for most men. Although various individual scientists 
contributed to evolutionary thought in the 17th century, 
perhaps the general inadmissibility of a teleological idea 
required for the Darwinian view prevented its fruition.
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Sensation and Perception
It was inevitable that the problems of sensation 
and perception would be of interest to the new philosophers. 
The principal sciences of the Middle Ages were astronomy 
and optics; also, the new science focused on standards of 
exact observation. The major dissatisfaction with the 
traditional Scholastic approach to the acquisition of know­
ledge was that material reality was ignored. The mechanistic 
point of view facilitated inquiries into sensation and 
perception.
Crombie (196^) attributed success in solving problems 
regarding sensation in the l?th century to the reformulation 
of traditional problems in such a way that clear distinctions 
could be made among three different kinds of questions in­
volved in inquiries into sensation and perception*
By the end of the century clear distinctions had been 
made between three such kinds of questions. One was 
physical and physiological* By what mechanisms are 
external physical motions transformed into internal 
physical motions of the sense organs, the nerves and 
the brain? Another question concerned the link be­
tween physiology and psychology* How do the physical 
motions of the sense organs, the nerves and the brain 
effect sensations in what Galileo called the "animate 
and sensitive body"? Finally there was the psycho­
logical problem of perception* What information does 
a person receive in visual, auditory and other per- 
captions; what sensory cues are necessary for him 
to have these perceptions? (p. 108).
62 The mechanistic philosophy led to a focus on direct 
observation; this in turn, to distinctions among other 
questions involved in sensation and perception.
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Prior to the 17th century, these distinctions were 
not made; thus, the different modes of investigation required 
for their solution were not recognized.
In the preface to the third year of publication of
the Transactions. Oldenburg, in his capacity as Editor,
stopped to reflect a little upon what the new experimenters
had accomplished. He noted that
...well advised Histories of Natural Productions, 
and of Artificial Contrivances, are necessary to 
beget sound knowledge, and to excite profitable 
Inventions,... by Anatomy we have sometimes enter'd 
into the Chambers and Cabinets of Animal Functions, 
to find many Meanders and changeable Varieties, and 
the immediate Organs and Conduits of Life and 
Sensation (II, 4-10 f.).
Five years later in the Transactions (VII, Preface),
Oldenburg prepared the reader to expect a great deal in
relation to sensation and perception*
Here are some elaborate researches made into the 
Prerogative of Man's Mind; the pretences to knowledge 
in Beasts: the Souls of Brutes; the manner of Sensa­
tion. and Animation; into all the curious Motions 
in nature, perceptive, appetitive, vital.
Most of the issues were already discussed in the physiological 
section, but a few representative papers bearing on sensa­
tion, and particularly perception will be treated here within 
the framework of (a) the physiological and the physical,
(b) the physiological and the psychological, and (c) psycho­
logical problems of perception.
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The Physical and Physiological
Much of the early attention to sensation was on the 
physics of the stimulus and the structure of the eye.
Malpighi’s examination of optic nerve in different
animals, "it being one of the most admirable productions
in the Brain," was reported in the Transactions*
Having therefore among other Fishes dissected the 
head of a Xjphjas or Sword fish, who hath a very big 
eye, he hath not observed any considerable cavity in 
the Optique Nerve, nor any Nervous Fibres* but 
found, that the middle of this Nerve is nothing 
else, but a large Membrane folded according to its 
length in many doubles almost like a Fan, and 
invested by the Dura Mater. Eustachio a famous 
Anatomist, had written something of this before, 
but obscurely, and without mentioning the Animal, 
wherein he had made this observation (II, p. ^9l).
He concluded that only fishes have such a fanlike structure
because examination of terrestrial animals failed to reveal
the same? the latter had rather, many small fibres of the
same substance with the brain. The question now was whether
the optic nerve was hollow or not. Malpighi concluded that
the optic nerve must have many cavities? "forasmuch as the
small filaments, of which it is composed, cannot be so
closely joyned, that there should not be some void space
betwixt them."
Mariotte noted*
Fishes have also a double Chrystallirm. for otherwise 
then sight would be more confused than that of other 
Animals who live in the Air, for their Chrystalline 
being spherical, the rayes cut the Axis more unequally 
than if it were lenticular and its convexities were 
of a greater sphere? and it ought necessarily to be
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spherical, because the refraction of the Rayes, which 
pass from the water into the Chrystalline, is very 
small, and would make its focus too far distant if 
the Chrystalline were lenticular (Transactions* V,
p. 1028).
Briggs offered a similar explanation for the quite different
structure of the crystallin humor in the eye of a fish in
relation to terrestrial animals and man*
Whereas in Fishes the figure of this humor is more 
globous, to the end that it might the more refract 
the rays, which passing through water, as a medium of 
the like density with it, would otherwise not acquire 
their due refraction (Transactions* XI, p. 7^ 7).
Leeuwenhoek, in a letter printed in the Transactions
(XX, p, 172), reported observations made of the eye of a
live fly "before the Magnifying Glass"*
By these accurate Observations, and near Considerations, 
which I often repeated one after the other, I did 
assure my self, that this great Number of small Parts, 
which I saw there, was each of them a Nerve of an Eye, 
and that the thick and round End of it had been 
placed in the Hollowness of the Cornea* In short, as 
many Sights as are in the Cornea* so many there is 
of Nerves.
The Reason why One End of the Nerves of the Eyes 
that goeth inwards towards the Head, is thinner, as 
I have said before, must necessarily be, because the 
Cornea has a roundish Bulkiness, and therefore the 
Sinews must be the thinner, the farther they go inj 
for the room grows less than it is, by the Hollowness 
of the Cornea, and who doth know whether, that Part 
where the Optick Nerves do end, be not the Brain? 
which must be inquired after.
Briggs had suggested fifteen years before in the 
Transactions (XIII, p. 172) that such was the case, and 
further;
I observ’d that the Optic Nerves arose separately 
from those two Moleculae of the brain, and besides 
have a peculiar advantage in rising from these 
hillocks in this manner; whereas the other Nerves 
arise from the basis of the brain in a flatter
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manner. and closer together, so that the extream 
difference of their rise is very remarkable, and 
intended surely by Nature for some extraordinary 
end. Thus that of the Optic Nerves in order to 
their consent requir'd a corresponding tension 
in their Fibres, or else Vision had been always 
double, since those Nerves arise separately from 
two distinct eminences of the brain* but the 
other Nerves arising closer together (wherebv there 
may be a communication between their Fibres,) or 
belonging to senses that require not so minute 
discrimination of objects as Vision does, there 
needed not that exactness in the placing or ten­
sion of the Fibres.
Briggs seemed to be saying that functional relations which
make correct perception possible lie, in part at least, in
the properties of the nerves, although whether "in a flatter
manner and closer together" implies a difference in the nerves
themselves, is not clear. In any event, Briggs could be
proposing, albeit tenuously, that nerve specificity might
lie in the terminations of the nerves in the brain. More
will be said of Briggs later.
Leeuwenhoek observed changes in the optic nerves of
a fly, generalized his results to man, and reported in the
Transactions that he could not have observed the changes
had the fly been dead.
I have formerly shewed, how every thin part of Flesh, 
or Fish, when it doth lie in Rest, is full of Wrinkles, 
or else full of Rings like Joints, but when they are 
brought out of Rest, and are employed, the Wrinkles and 
Rings are gone, and the Parts grow longer.
These Ring-like Wrinkles I have also observed or 
discovered in the Optick Nerves of the said Fly, from 
whence we may well conclude, that each of these small 
Optick Nerves, are as well provided with Extension/ 
as the Nerves of our Eyes; for we cannot move our 
Eyes from one side to the other, but the Nerves of 
our Eyes must be more extended than if we see out 
Straight... Yet if the Fly had been Dead for some 
while, when I had taken out the Nerve of the Sight, I 
could have observed none of this Wrinkling....(XX, p. 173)•
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The importance of using live animals in experimen­
tation when dissecting the eye was stressed by Cherubin 
D*Orleans in La Diootrique Oculaire (1671). Prom the 
Transactions*
Examining, what the Dissection of an Eye may conduce 
to the knowledge of the Refractions of its Humors, he 
noteth, That the Extinction of the vital spirits in 
a dead Animal doth extreamly alter the consistence 
of the Humors of his Eye, which contributed much to 
the perfect vision in the living animal* And that all 
the Experiments, that can be made by dissecting of 
Eyes, to come to the knowledge of the Refractions of 
the Humors, and of the other parts that conduced to 
Vision, cannot give the true knowledge thereof?
Experience proving, that the Christallin and Vitreous 
humors do reciproqually change their consistence 
(VI, p. 3046).
Isaac Newton (164-2-1727) probably epitomizes the 
physical-physiological emphasis. Newton's discoveries about 
light were published first in the Transactions (VI, p. 3075) 
in I672. He did the experiments on which that paper was 
based in 1666. His contributions have been discussed often 
enough that it need only be said that the law of refraction 
held to that time was proved inadequate? Newton showed that 
light moved from luminous bodies in straight lines. He 
also proposed a physical explanation for color. Colors 
were not qualifications of light derived from refractions or 
reflections of natural bodies, but original properties which 
in different rays were different. To the same degree of 
refrangibility always belongs the same color, and to the 
same color always the same refrangibility. The color of 
each ray could not be changed, unless different rays combined. 
It could no longer be disputed whether the colors were the 
qualities of the objects seen.
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In Newton's own words*
I shall now proceed to acquaint you with another more 
notable difformity in its Rays, wherein the Origin 
Colours is unfolded* Concerning which I shall lay down 
the Doctrine first, and then, for its examination, 
give you an instance or two of the Experiments* as 
a specimen of the rest.
The Doctrine you will find comprehended and illus­
trated in the following propositions.
1. As the Rays of light differ in degrees of 
Refrangibility, so they also differ in their dispo­
sition to exhibit this or that particular colour.
Colours are not Qualifications .&£ Eight, derived 
from Refractions, or Reflections of natural Bodies 
(as 'tis generally believed,) but Original and connate 
properties, which in divers Rays are divers. Some 
Rays are disposed to exhibit a red colour and no 
other; some a yellow and no other, some a green and no 
other, and so of the rest. (Transactions. VI, p. 3081).
Later in the Transactions. Newton presented his conception
of the color circle, which is still used in many perception
courses in psychology today.
But if there be yet any doubting, 'tis better to put 
the Event on further Circumstances of the Experiment, 
than to acquiesce in the possibility of any Hypothetical 
Explication. As, for instance, by trying, What will 
be the apparition of these colours in a very quick 
Consecution of one another. And this may be easily 
perform'd by the rapid gyration of a Wheel with many 
Spoaks or coggs in its perimeter, whose Interstices 
and thicknesses may be equal and of such a largeness, 
that, if the Wheel be interposed between the Prisme and 
the white concourse of the colours, one half of the 
Colours may be intercepted by a spoake or cogg, and the 
other half pass through an interstice. The Wheel 
being in this posture, you may first turn it slowly 
about, to see all the colours fall successively on 
the same place of the paper, held at their aforesaid 
concourse; and if you then accelerate its gyration, 
until the Consecution of those colours be so quick, 
that you cannot distinguish them severally, the result­
ing colour will be a Whiteness perfectly like that, 
which an un-refracted beam of Light exhibits,- when in 
like manner successively interrupted by the spoaks 
or coggs of that circulating Wheel. And that this 
Whiteness is produced by a successive Intermixture of 
the Colours, without their being assimilated, or 
reduc'd to any Uniformity, is certainly beyond all 
doubli unless things that exist not at the same time 
may not withstanding act on one another (VII, p. 596 ff.).
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Newton's “Answer to some Considerations upon his
Doctrine of Light and Colors..." included the following
passage, in which he made it clear to an objector that he
chose to speak of colors
...according to the information of our Senses, as if 
they were Qualities of Light without us...Whereas by 
that Hypothesis I must have considered them rather 
as Modes of Sensation, ejcited in the mind by various 
motions, figures, or sizes of the corpuscles of 
Light, making various Mechanical impressions on the 
Organ of Sense; as I expressed it in that place, where 
I spoke of the Corporeity of Light (Transactions.
VII, p. 5087).
Newton believed that nature could be reduced to a system of 
mathematical equations only by assuming that everything 
outside the human mind was in fact reducible. He chose to 
focus on physical matter as absolute reality without con­
founding the issue by concern with qualitative factors. As 
he wrote, he wanted
...to speak of Light in general terms, considering 
it abstractly, as something or othes propagated every 
way in streight lines from luminous bodies, without 
determining, what that Thing is; whether a confused 
Muxture of difform qualities, or Modes of bodies, or 
if Bodies themselves, or of any Virtues, Powers, or 
Beings whatsoever. (Transactions. VII, p. 5087).
By keeping metaphysics out of the picture, Newton made great
advances.
Newton's discoveries came under considerable attack 
in the Transactions. (VII, p. 4-056 ff. * p. 4-087 ff.i p. 4-091; 
p. 5012 ff.; V I I I ,  p . 6086 ff.; XX, p. 217 f.; X, p. 4-99).
Pardies, a Jesuit, exchanged several letters with 
Newton. The former raised objections which Newton answered 
until Pardies was finally satisfied of the truth of Newton's
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theories of color and light, as Newton "removed the last
scruple." He paid Newton great compliments finally for his
6 3
"ability, his theory, and his acumen (VII, p, 5018)."
A letter from Anthony Lucas of Liege was printed 
in the 'Transactions (XI, p. 692) in which Lucas told of 
detailed experiments which led him to disagree with Newton 
about colors. He concluded that colors did not arise from 
any intrinsic property of refrangbility as claimed by 
Newton, but from contingent and intrinsic circumstances of 
neighboring objects (p. 697). Lucas also concluded that 
yellow was not a primary color, "but a compound of Red, &c...."
Hooke proposed yellow and blue as the two primary 
colors from which all others were ’dilutions.' He really 
had no evidence; it was pure speculation.
Newton concluded the primary colors were red, orange, 
yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet.
Seven years before Newton's theory of light and 
colors appeared in the 'Transactions and thirty-nine years 
before the Optics was published in book form, a Jesuit in 
Italy performed experiments and theorized very much as
Newton did. Grimaldi’s Phvsico Mathesis dfi Lumina, CqIo.r.ibuS
6^
k Iride. aliisque annexis* Ljbri 11 was published in 1665, 
but a review of the work did not appear in the Transactions 
until January 1671/2 (VI, p. 3068 ff.). The reviewer admitted 
that an account of it had "been deferr’d (too long) it being 
but lately fallen into the Publisher’s hands." The work
63
^  Translated from the Latin by Or. P. J. Murphy
Physical Investigation into Light. Colors, the Iris. 
etc.» Bologna* I065. The book was published posthumously, as 
Grimaldi died in 1663 at the age of forty-four.
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still became known before Newton’s, "New Theory about 
Light and Colors," Newton’s letter which included his 
theory did not appear until the following number of the 
Transactions was published on February 19 > 1971/2.
Grimaldi did not want to appear presumptuous, but 
rather felt it would be commendable to clear up obscurities 
concerning light, "...especially if that be done by Experi­
ments (which he judgeth an exceedingly conducive way for 
the Improvement of all Natural Knowledge:)...(Transactions.
vi, p. 3068).
He explained how many ways light was propagated or 
diffused; not only by refraction and reflexion, but also 
by diffraction. By "diffraction" he meant that "the parts 
of Light, separated by a manifold dissection, do in the 
same medium proceed in different ways."
Grimaldi proposed that the diffusion of light was 
not instantaneous; at the same time, he concluded that the 
duration of it was "imperceptible."
So much like Newton after him, Grimaldi theorized
that color was produced by the intension and density of
light, "by the sole intrinsick modification of it self,
passeth sometimes into a colour that is commonly called
Apparent *..." He also wrote that
...to the Vision of things permanently colour'd, there 
are not required any intentional species, transmitted 
from them, and contradistinct to light; but that the 
Light, which is diffused, or at least reflected from 
things colour'd, is sufficient; yet with such a 
Modification, as is to be found in Light apparently 
coloured* On which occasion many particulars are 
delivered concerning Reflex Vision, together with an
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Explication of that Quere. How the Place of the thing 
seen is perceived? &c. To all which is added, that the 
Modification of Light, by which it is both permanently, 
and (as they speak) apparently coloured, or made sensi­
ble under the representation of Colour, may not im­
probably be said to be a determinate and most finely 
furrow'd Undulation of the same, and a kind of remulous 
diffusion, with a certain very subtle floating, whereby 
it doth, in a peculiar way of application, affect the 
Organ of Vision* Which is illustrated and confirmed 
by what is by Philosophers taught of Sound and Hearing. 
Upon which 'tis inferr'd, that Colours are not anything 
permanent in visible things, not of themselves lucid, 
when they are not illuminated; but that they are the 
Light it self, under some peculiar Modification made 
sensible by the Sight (VI, p. 3069-70).
Controversies over Newton's theories spanned about four years,
with most opponents finally expressing great respect for
Newton. An exception was Robert Hooke, who felt he was not
given due credit for some of Newton’s theory. Hooke believed
Newton owed him debt for the 9th observation in Micrographia
which dealt with the iridescent colors seen in thin plates
such as mother of pearl. Newton waited until Hooke died
to publish Optics (1704).
Before Kepler, authors on the subject invariably 
made their treatment of the physiology of the eye and of 
the means by which vision is effected serve as an explanation 
of how we see. The most widely accepted theory (Alhazen's) 
supposed that a "visual cone" of rays extended from the 
object to the eye and that the lens was the sensitive organ. 
The image of the object was propagated by physical rays sent 
from each point on the object to a corresponding point on 
the sensitive forward surface of the lens, which thus brought 
about a perception of the whole object through the separate 
perceptions of each of its points (Crombie, 1964, p. 110).
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Kepler first solved the problem of how the eye 
operates by explaining it mechanically. He analyzed the 
formation of the image in the eye geometrically in terms 
of a multitude of cones coming from vertexes at every point 
on the object to a common base on the lens. Vision was 
brought about by a picture of the thing seen being formed 
on the white concave surface of the retina. Kepler did not 
preserve the erect image as others had done before him. All 
lines intersected at the center of the eye and continued 
straight on. Beyond the center, their position was reversed. 
Kepler did not attempt to answer the question concerning 
the link between physiology and psychology. That is to say, 
he left unexplained why we see right side up although the 
image is inverted on the retina.
The Link between the Physiological and Psychological
Descartes expanded on Kepler's optical analysis by 
using the newly discovered sine law of refraction; he 
treated the lens in its actual flattened shape rather than 
as the sphere Kepler had described; he also attributed
visual accommodation to changes in the shape and not in the
position of the lens.
Isaac Barrow (1630-167?) resigned his Lucasian 
methematics professorship at Cambridge in favor of his pupil, 
Isaac Newton in 1669 (Lee, 1903* p» 66). An account of some
of his optic lectures was presented in the Transactions
In this connection he gave the first naturalistic 
explanation of the rainbow.
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(VI, p, 2258 f.) in which he reported tests of Descartes*
theory of refraction which he expanded on. He believed
no one had done so before himt
...he propounds some Theorems, from which the chief 
Symptoms of refracted rays do result; their Inter­
jections and Limits are easily discernable; the appear­
ing places or images of such points are designed, 
both in regard to an eye situation in the Axis of the 
radiation, and in regard to one placed elsewhere.
Then he prosecutes in like manner the same things in 
respect to Points, radiating from a distance sensibly 
finite or near.,..
Having dispatched these matters, he toucheth generally 
concerning the inaking a judgment about the Appearances 
of Magnitudes (as to their scituation and figure,) 
which follow those sorts of reflection and refraction* 
Afterward more specially and copiously, he shews what 
kind of Images plain objects do yeild (sic) from such 
reflections, and how they may be delineated.
Among these things there are interspersed some 
considerations about divers incident matters, as 
about the nature of Light, and the causes of different 
Colours about the Rainbow, or colours, appearing in 
' pellucid globes,(ibid., p. 2259)*
Cartesian dualism pervaded the field of sensation. 
Descartes explained vision thus* there occured first in the 
optic nerves, then in the brain, movement constituting an 
automatic image of the visible object, which is then, but 
in man alone, the occasion for its mental counterpart in 
the soul, or consciousness. Perceptions were of two kinds* 
one caused by the soul, the other by the body.^
Kepler had concluded that the retina was the princi­
pal organ of vision, or the place where the converging rays 
met the spirits from the brain. With the discovery of the 
blind spot in the 17th century, Kepler*s theory appeared
^  "Passions of the Soul," Art. XIX, AT, XI,
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refuted because the blind spot seemed at once the point of 
entry for the optical nerve into the retina, and itself 
devoid of sensibility to light. Mariotte, the discoverer of 
the blind spot, concluded that the choroid, and not the 
retina, was the part of the eye which directly subserved 
vision. The topic attracted considerable attention in the 
Transactions.
Individual differences in the structure of the eye
were recognized by Mariotte, and reported in the Transactions
(III, p. 669). He had many friends try an experiment. The
results were achieved,
...though not always just at the same distances; 
which diversity I adscribed to the different situation 
of the Optick Nerve...there being some, who, at the 
distances mention'd lost the sight of a Paper, 8 inch, 
large, and others, who ceased not to see it, but when 
it was somewhat less; which appears not how it can be 
caused out by the differing magnitudes of the Optick 
Nerve in different Eyes (p. 669).
Mariotte's conclusions were based on anatomical
dissections of men and animals, as well as on experiments.
He observed that*
the Optick Nerve does never answer just to the Middle 
of the bottom of the Eye, i.e. to the place, where is 
made the picture of the Objects, we directly look 
on; and that in man it is somewhat higher, and on the 
side towards the Nose; to make therefore the Hayes of 
an Object to fall upon the Optick Nerve of my Eye, 
and to find the consequence thereof, I made this 
Experiment;
I fastened on an obscure Wall about the hight of my 
Eye, a small round paper, to serve me for a fixt 
point of Vision; and I fastened such another on the 
side thereof towards my right hand, at the distance 
of about 2. foot; but somewhat lower than the first, 
to the end that it might strike the Optick Nerve of 
my Right Eye, whilst I kept my Left shut. Then I 
placed myself over against the First paper, and drew 
back by little and little, keeping my Right Eye fixt
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and very steddy upon the same; and being about 10. 
foot distant, the second paper totally disappear*d.
That this cannot be imputed to the Oblique position 
of the second paper, is hence evident, That I can see
other Objects further extant on the side of it so
that one would believe, the second paper were by a 
flight taken away, if one did not soon finde it 
again by the least stirring of one's Eye (jJaid.,
p. 668).
Mariotte repeated the experiment, varied the distances, and 
removed or approached the papers "...to one another propor­
tionally." He also tried it with his left eye. He con­
cluded," ... from the Site of the parts of the Eye, it cannot 
be doubted, but that this deficiency of Vision is upon the 
optick Nerve (ibid.. p. 668-69)."
The results of his experiments led him to question
whether the retina was the main organ of visions
This Experiment hath given me cause to doubt, Whether 
Vision was indeed perform'd in the Retina (as is the 
Common opinion) or rather in that other Membrane, which 
at the bottom of the Eye is seen through the Retina,
and is called the Choroides. For if Vision were made in
the Rptina. it seems that then it should be made
whereever the Retina is; and since the same covers the
whole Nerve, as well as the rest of the bottom of the 
Eye, there appears no reason to me, why there should_ 
be no Vision in the place of the Optick Nerve where it is*
on the contrary, if it be in the Choroides that Vision
is made, it seems evident, that the reason, why there 
is none on the Optick Nerve, is, because that the 
Membrane (the Choroides) parts from the Edges of the 
said Nerve, and covers not the middle thereof, as it 
does the rest of the bottom of the Eye.
Upon this, I desire, you would give me your thoughts 
with freedom, since I am none of those that love to 
obtrude Conjectures for Demonstrations (ibid.)
Pecquet commended Mariotte's discovery of the blind
spot, but did not agree that the choroides were the principal
location of vision*
Every one wonders, that no person before you hath been 
aware of this Privation of Sight, which every one now 
finds, after you have given notice of it. But as to
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the Sequele. you draw from this Discovery, I see it 
not cogent, to abandon the Plea of the Retina for 
being the principal Organ of Vision, For (not to 
insist here on other considerations) it will be suffi­
cient, now to take notice, that at the place of the 
Optick Nerve there is something, that may very well 
cause this loss of the Object. There are the Vessels 
of the Retina, the trunks whereof are big enough to 
give a hindrance to Vision. These Vessels, which are 
no other but the ramifications of the Veins and Arteries, 
are derived from the Heart, and having no communication 
with the brain, they cannot carry thither the Species of 
the Objects. If therefore the Visual rays, issuing 
from an Object, fall on these Vessels at the place of 
their Trunk or main Body, 'tis certain that the Impres­
sion, made thereby, will produce no Vision, and that 
the picture of that Object will be deficient; as when 
on a white paper in an obscure Chamber, there is some 
black spot, or in it some hole considerably bigg* for 
the more sensible this blackness or hole is, the more 
of the image of the object it intercepts from our 
Eyes. It is not so in respect of the small ramifica­
tions, that issue from those trunks, and shoot into 
the Retina. For if they be met with at the place of 
the bottom of the Eye, where Vision is made distinct, 
they will not render the image of the Object deficient, 
because they are so small, as not to be sensible.
Thus it is, that in Looking-glasses, when they want 
lead or tin in any place big enough to be perceived, 
the image, we there see, appears to have a hole; which 
happens not, when there is but so small a one, as 
might be made by the point of a needle (Transactions.
Ill, 669 f.).
Pecquet agreed, however, that the object of which the sight
is lost must vary in distance from the observer because of
the diversity of the structure of the eyes. He added*
And because tis hard to determine precisely the place, 
where the object is lost in all sorts of Eyes, we have 
ground to believe, that this loss is not always made 
on the extent of the Nerve, where the Retina is, but 
sometime besides it, where the Choroides is found.
For the trunks of the Vessels of the Retina are big 
and long enough to extend on this or that side of the 
Nerve. and so to hide some part of the Choroides. 
according to their Magnitude. And in this case it will 
be true, that Vision is not made in all the parts where 
the Choroides is found, though they be exposed to the 
light. Which may very well give a check to your 
opinion, forasmuch as those trunks would hinder the 
objects, falling on them, from coming to the Choroides:
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which would render the image deficient in that place, 
in regard that those species would not he able to make 
an impression on the Organ of Vision through those 
vessels (ibid.. p. 670 f.).
The 17th century emphasis on testing hypotheses 
empirically is demonstrated in the Transactions in the ex­
change between the two men, who often referred to confirming 
experiments proposed by investigators other than themselves. 
Pecquet wrote*
In the mean time, so pretty a discovery as this is, 
could not belong without being confirmed. For as the 
secret of your Experiment consists in contriving, 
that the picture of an Object may fall just on the 
Optick Nerve, or thereabout, M, Picard hath devised a 
way, by which an object is lost keeping both Eyes open, 
by letting the image of the object fall on both the 
Optick Nerves at one and the same time, after this 
manner;
Fasten against a wall a round white paper, of the 
bigness of an inch or two, and on the side of this 
paper put two marks one on the right, the other on the 
left side, each about two foot distance; then place 
your self directly before the Paper, at the distance 
of about nine foot, and put the End of your finger over 
against your both Eyes, so that it may hide from the 
right Eye the left mark, and from the left Eye, the 
right mark. If you remain firm in that posture, and 
look steddily with both Eyes on the end of your finger, 
the paper, which is not at all cover’d thereby, will 
altogether disappear; which must be the more surprising, 
because that without this particular encounter of the 
Optick Nerves, where no Vision is made, the paper would 
appear double, as you will finde as often as the finger 
shall not be placed as it ought to be, or when the 
sight is carried any thing sideways; whereof the reason 
is sufficiently known.
The application of this way is easily made to that 
of yours. For when one looks steddily with both Eyes 
on the End of one’s finger, held before the marks, ’tis 
the same thing, as if you directed each eye by it 
self to the place, which is to be looked on to loose 
the paper; So that one may with both Eyes do the same 
thing, that you do with one, keeping the other closed, 
&c. (Transactions. Ill, p. 671).
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Other experiments by Mariotte appeared in the 
Transactions (V, p, 1023 ff.) which supported his contention 
that the choroides were the main organ of sight, despite 
Pecquet's objections. In all cases, the men involved 
maintained a gentlemanly attitude toward other opinions.
They systematically replied to objections, and invited 
further discourse.
Leewenhoeck published "Microscopical Observations 
concerning the Optic Nerve" (l6?5) in 'the Transactions (X, 
p. 378 ff.)» In that article he presented his interpre­
tation of vision, together with the approach he followed to 
arrive at it*
Having then dried such a Nerve, and made a transverse 
segment thereof, I not only saw in it a hole, but very 
many, which made it resemble a Leathern Sive, wherein 
are big and small holes, only with this difference, 
that the holes in the Nerve were not round (no more 
than they are not all of the same bigness) nor so 
regularly posited by one another, as the holes in a Sive 
are* But this piece of the Optic Nerve, together with 
the holes therein, is more like a piece of Parchment 
in which are made holes close unto one another, and 
the same moistned, and so stretcht out, whereby the 
holes in the Parchment keep not that roundness, which 
they had before moistening. These holes or cavities 
being in the dried Nerve, I am of the same opinion 
still (as I was before) that the nerve or fibres are 
made up of soft fluid globuls, and that these globuls 
by drying the Nerve are most of them exhaled.
I here thought with my self, whether every one of 
these hollownesses might not have been a filament in 
the Nerve; and besides, that 'twas needless, there 
should be a cavity in the Optic Nerve, through which 
the Animal Spirits, representing the species or images 
in the Eye, might pass into the brain. But I imagined 
it might be performed, for example, after this manner; 
viz. I represent to my self a tall Beer-glass full of 
Water* This Glass I imagine to be one of the filaments 
of the Optic Nerve, and the Water in the Glass to be 
the globuls of which the filaments of that Nerve are 
made up, and then, the Water in the Glass being toucht 
on its surface with the finger, that to this contact 
did resemble the action of a visible object upon the
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Eye, whereby the outermost globuls of the fibres in 
the Optic Nerve next to the Eye are toucht. This 
contact of the Water made by the finger cannot be said 
to touch and more only the surface of the Water, but 
we must also grant, that all the water in the Glass 
is moved thereby, and that even the bottom of the Glass 
comes to suffer, and to be more pressed by it, than 
it was before the finger touched the Water, and that 
also all the parts of Water are moved thereby. This 
motion then of the Water, said to be made by the con­
tact of the finger, I imagine to be like the motion of 
a visible object made upon the soft globuls, that 
lie at the end of the Optic Nerve next the Eye, which 
outermost globuls do communicate the like motion to 
the other globuls so as to convey it to the ^rain 
p. 379).
Related to the subject of perception is the need 
for reliability of observations, and the role of instru­
mentation in 17th century science.
Auzout, a Frenchman, reported in the transactions 
on a comet and wished
...that he could have made all the Observations 
himself, seeing that it is easie to fail, when one 
must trust to the Observations of others, whereof 
we know not the exactness*...(i, p. 4-0).
Such a concern for accuracy led him to conclude,
...that although his Method should be very exact, 
if there be not at hand Instruments big enough, 
and Globes good enough to trust to, nothing can be 
done perfectly in these kind of Predictions (ibid.1.
He recognized that only on the basis of observations by
many observers, and only if they agree, could some important
"truth" be deduced.
Human limitations of perception were also noted by
D*Orleans*
The finding an Eclipse to begin and end sooner when 
observed with the naked Eye, than when seen with a 
'■Telescope; as also, that it appears always less by a 
.digit. being observed by the bare Eye, than it is 
indeed (Transactions* VI» p. 30^5).
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Robert Boyle, in N.ea Thermometrioal Experiments and 
thoughts, proposed "That not only our Senses, but common 
Weather glasses, may mis-inform us about cold." Despite the 
excitement and optimism in the 17th century about the possi­
bilities of discovery with the aid of instruments, Boyle 
knew that not even instruments were perfect (Transactions, I 
p. 9» also II, p. 2 ff.).
Auzout was also concerned with the performance of 
instruments. He was involved in a debate with Campani about 
the observations of a comet. A third observer's opinion 
(Cassini) was also considered. The conclusion was that 
there appeared no reason to doubt the accuracy of the instru­
ments, but that perhaps differences in perception should have 
been attributed to "the Air or the Eye."
Hooke, one of the most versatile of the 17th century 
experimenters, recognized the need for instrumental aid for 
the senses if men were to take command over things in nature. 
The inner structure and motion of matter had become clearer 
with the advent of the microscope and telescope.
An account of Mjcrographia, in which Robert Hooke
revealed "a new visible world" uncovered by the microscope,
appeared in the first volume of the Transactions*
...and the Earth shews quite a new thing to us, so 
that in every little particle of its matter, we may 
now behold almost as great a variety of creatures, 
as we were able before to reckon up in the whole 
Universe it self. Here our Author maketh it not 
improbable, but that, by these helps the subtilty 
of the composition of Bodies, the structure of their 
parts, the various texture of their matter, the instru­
ments and manner of their inward motions, and all 
the other appearances of things, may be more fully
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discovered; whence may emerge many admirable advantages 
towards the enlargement of the Active and Mechanick 
part of knowledge, because we may perhaps be enabled 
to discern the secret workings of Mature, almost in 
the same manner, as we do those that are the produc­
tions of Art, and are managed by Wheels, and Engines, 
and Springs, that were devised by Humane wit Cp. 27 f.).
Hooke surveyed all kinds of bodies* the "Point of 
a Needle", "Fantastical Colours", the feet, wings and head 
of a fly, and the teeth of a snail. He not only described 
objects, but also made such conjectures "...as are likely to 
excite and quicken the Philosophical heads to very noble 
contemplations (ibid., p. 28)."
Hooke had also reported experiments on color in
Mjcrographia. From the transactions account*
...Descartes his Hypothesis of colours is examined; the 
cause of Colours, most likely to the Author, is 
explained* Reasons are produced, that Reflection is 
not necessary to produce colours, nor a double refraction* 
some considerable Hypothesis are offered, for the 
explication of light by Motion; for the producing of 
all colors by Refraction; for reducing all sorts of 
colors to two only, Yellow and Blew;...lastly, this 
Author despairs not that there may be found many 
Mechanical Inventions, to improve our Senses of 
Hearing, Smelling, lasting, touching, as well as we 
have improved that of Seeing by Optick Glasses (I, 
p. 29 ff.).
Sprat (1667) referred to Hooke's work and wrote*
It is not to be doubted, but still there may be an 
infinite number of Creatures Oyer Cur Heads, round­
about us, and under our Feet, in the large space of 
the Air in the Cabins of the Farth, in the Bowels of 
Mountains and the Bottom of Seas, and in the Shades 
of the Forests which have hitherto escap'd all mortal 
Senses. In this, the microscope alone is enough to 
silence all opposers. Before that was invented, the 
chief help that was given to the eyes by glasses was 
only to strengthen the dim sight of old age, but now 
by the means of that excellent instrument, we have a 
far greater number of different kinds of things revealed 
to us, than were contain'd in visible universe before; 
and even this is not yet brought to perfection*...
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in the eyes, therefore, there may still be given 
a vast addition of objects* and proportionably to all 
other senses. This Mr. Hooke has undertaken to make 
out that tasting, touching, smelling and hearing are 
as improveable as the sight; and from his excellent 
performances in the one, we may well rely on his 
promist on all the rest.
We have seen that by asking some questions which 
were answerable because they involved physical and mathe­
matical analysis rather than metaphysics, men like Hepler 
and Newton left room for others to focus on primarily 
physiological problems such as the Mariotte-Fecquet exchange 
on the blind spot. Descartes, by separating animals from 
men raised another question* related to animal automatism*
What physical motions follow each preceding physical 
motion? They asserted that when the motion of light 
or sound impresses a physical image on the eye or 
ear, this is transmitted through a physical "animal 
spirit" to the brain, and that eventually through the 
physical structure of the neuromuscular system a 
physical response takes place— coordinated with other 
built-in responses.
In this approach the study of animal behavior was 
therefore the study of the coordination of physical 
states without sensation (Crombie, 196^, p. 115).
In other words, science was to deal with purely physiological
questions about sensation with no concern for the mental
or the psychological. Men of course differed from animals,
and sensations of men were to be explained differently.
Descartes knew that in vision the image was not a strict
representation of the object; he raised the question of how
images supply the mind with the information needed for
sensing diverse qualities of objects, and discussed the
psychological cues to the visual perception of distance, size,
and shape.
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Psychology of Perception
"Deceits of the senses" intrigued and challenged
the new philosophers. The word "paradox" was used to des­
cribe anything that ran counter to most men's opinions and
to the evidence of the senses, and turned up often in titles 
of works by the new philosophers, Ihe problem of a vacuum 
was a paradox, illusions were paradoxes, in natural philo­
sophy, perceptual illusions raised questions about the nature 
of perceived reality.
New understanding of the operations of the eye led 
some to produce optical deceptions. i‘he new philosophers, 
seeking a redefinition of Nature, which was to be truthful, 
had to find natural explanations for deceits of the senses, 
and usually did. Further, they demonstrated how illusions 
were achieved. Optical experiments were an important part 
of handbooks which included paradoxes of natural science.
The mechanical philosophy and animal automatism were reflected 
in mechanical birds who "sang," and in the machines of per­
petual motion, attempted by so many in the 17th century. 1'he 
new philosophers made every attempt to demonstrate or explain 
the "fallacy" of illusions.
In the Transactions (III, p. 68?) was a report from 
Scotland of diverse propositions in Geometriae Pars Univer­
salis, Quantitatum Curvarum transmutationi & mensurae 
inserviers. They concerned*
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...the Imperfection of the Eye, and the Confusion 
of the Sight} the apparent Magnitude of the Sun, low 
and high; the Tails of Comets; what Proportion the 
Earths illumination by the Sun at the Pull of the Moon 
bears to the illumination of the Earth by the Moon; 
and the like comparison between the Sun and Sjrjus;
That vision by aid of a Telescope or Microscope, is 
not deceitful* And an Observation of the likeness 
between the Earth and the Moon.
Milliet included a consideration of illusions in
Cursus sive Mundus Mathematicus, universam Mathesin tribus
Tomis complectens (16?^ ) which was summarized in the
Transactions (IX, p. 23l). He enumerated*
...the various deceptions of the Sight; shews the 
cause of being long and short-sighted; treats of strait 
Images, which, being look'd on from different Places, 
do vary; and of deform Pictures, which, being beheld 
from a determinate Place, are reform'd* Adding hereunto 
the doctrine of the Propagation of Eight.
Honore Fabri, mentioned earlier, reported on "sur­
prising effects of the perspective which so pleasingly de­
ceive the eyes". He demonstrated the cause of some visual 
deceptions. In the same book, Fabri "refuted the Spiral 
Hypothesis devised to support the Ptolemaick System of the 
World, and advanced a new one." Fabri reviewed the existing 
state of affairs in optics, presented a treatise, including 
novel contributions "not mentioned in other Authors."
He begins with that part which is the most simple, 
and considers the streight Hay, called by the general 
name of Qpticks; where he shews, what is the cause of 
those surprizing effects of the Perspective, which 
so pleasingly deceive the eye; examining there many 
curious Experiments.
In the second part (the Catoptricks. that have, for 
their Object Hays, reflected) he gives an account of 
all the Apparences in Eooking-Glasses, Convex, Con­
cave, Cylindrical, &c.
In the third (the dioptrioks. that consider Hays 
refracted) he treats largely of Telescopes of all 
sorts, Spherical, Elliptical, Hyperbolical; as also 
of Microscopes, and the effects of all of them* Where
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among many other particulars, he delivers and commends, 
as an invention of Eustachio Divini, "the way of 
furnishing a Telescope, with two Eye-Glasses, outwardly 
flat, and inwardly convex, so as that they touch one 
another in the center of their convex Superficies.
In this part he explicates the Doctrine of Refractions 
and Parallaxes; annexing several particulars.concerning 
Comets, the Ring of Saturn. &c.,and concluding all 
with an Appendix, wherein having refuted the Spiral 
Hypothesis, devised to support the Ptolemaick System 
of the World, he advanceth a new one, judged by him 
very suitable to render an account of the Motion of 
the Celestial Bodies in the same System that supposeth 
the Earths immobility, which he seems unwilling to 
desert (Transactions, P* 626).
The Jesuit was not ready to give up the doctrine of 
an immobile earth. According to Bell (l9^ 7> p» 3E), *abri 
made several interesting attempts to develop mechanics, but 
the trouble was that he possessed the outlook of an Aristotelian, 
"...for he wished to deduce the mathematical laws of dynamics 
from principles of natural philosophy."
The "moon illusion," discussed by Ptolemy and in
introductory psychology texts this very day, was explained
by Auzout in the Transactions. He related his way of finding
the parallax of the moon by means of her diameter*
...it is strange, that until now no Astronomer has 
forseen, that that should happen, nor given any precepts 
for the Change of the Moons Diameter in the Eclipses 
.of the Sunf according to the places, where they should 
happen, and according to the Hour and Height, the 
Moon should have. For, what hapned (sic) in that 
Eclipse of Augmentation, would have fain (.sic) out 
contrarily, if it had been in the Evening; for, the 
Moon, which in that Eclipse, that began in the 
Morning, was higher about the end than at the begin­
ning, was nearer us, and consequently was to appear 
bigger* But if the Eclipse should happen in the 
Evening, she would be lower at the end, and therefore 
more distant from us, and consequently appear lesser 
(I. P. 373).
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A discourse entitled "Concerning the Apparent 
Magnitude of the SUn and Moon, or the Apparent Distance of 
two stars, when nigh the Horizon, and when Higher elevated," 
by Moiyneux, who was a teacher at the University of Dublin 
when Berkeley went there, appeared in the Transactions (XVI, 
p. 31^ ff.). Molyneaux did not like previous solutions to 
the problem, and hoped to stir up the minds of philosophers 
on this "surprising Phaenomenon." He mentioned that Des­
cartes attributed the appearance to
...a deceived Judgment, than to any natural Affection 
of the Organ or Medium of Sense; for the Moon (says he) 
being nigh the Horizon, we have a better Opportunity 
and Advantage of making an Estimate of her, by comparing 
her with the various Objects that incur the Sight, in 
its way towards her; so that tho' we imagine she looks 
bigger, yet ’tis a meer Deceit1 For we only think so, 
because she seems nigher the Tops of ‘Trees, or Chimneys, 
or Houses, or a space of Ground, to which we can 
compare her, and Estimate her thereby; but when we 
bring her to the Test of an Instrument that cannot be 
deluded or imposed upon by these Appearances, then we 
find our Estimate wrong, and our Senses deceived. These 
Thoughts, my-thinks, are much below the accustomed 
Accuracy of the Noble Descartes: for certainly if it 
be so, I may at any time increase the apparent bigness 
of the M0on, tho' in the Meridian; for it would be 
only by getting behind a Cluster of Chimnies, a ridge 
of a Hfll, or the top of Houses, and comparing her to 
them in that posture, as well as in the Hori zon1 besides 
if the M0on be look*d at just as she is rising from 
an Horizon determined by a smooth sea, and which has 
no more Variety of Objects to compare her to, than the 
pure Air. yet she will seem big, as if look'd at over 
the rugged T0p of an uneven Town, or rocky Country. 
Moreover, all Variety of adjoyning Objects may be 
taken off, by looking through an empty Tube, and yet the 
deluded Imagination is not at all helped thereby (XVI, 
p. 316).
Moiyneux reviewed Hobbes's geometrical explanation
of the phenomenon, but dismissed it thus1
At this I quarrel not; but it makes no more in our 
present Difficulty than if nothing had been said1 
For the Philosopher has here made a Figure of his
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own, and from thence he argues as confidently, as if 
Nature would accommodate herself to his Scheme, and he 
not obliged to accommodate his Scheme to Nature 
(ibid., p. 319).
Gassendi’s solution was also presented*
'ihe Famous Gassendus has written N large Epistles on 
this Subject, the Substance of all which is, that 
the Moon being nigh the Horizon and look’d at thro* 
a more foggy Mr, casts a weaker Light, and consequently 
forces not the % e  so much as when brighter; and there­
fore the Pupil does more inlarge itself, thereby trans­
mitting a larger Projection on the Natina. (ibid., p.
319).
Molyneaux then took issue with Gassendi, asserting that "a 
wider or narrower Aperture increases not, neither diminishes 
the Projection on the Net ina. " Moiyneux continued to refute 
other explanations, those of Fabri, Mccioli, and Grimaldi, 
and submitted "...the Whole to the decision of the illus­
trious Royal Society." Moiyneux followed what might be seen 
as a law of parsimony when he suggested*
...my-thinks the Horiznnt.al Moon should be fancy’d 
nigher to us, than farther from us; for if we are 
for trying Natural thoughts, let us take Children 
to determine the Matter, who are apt to think, that 
they could they go to the £dge of that Space that 
bounds their Sight, they should be able tas they call 
it) to touch the sky; and consequently the Moon 
seems then rather nigher to us than farther from us.
i'he explanation given by Ptolemy (ca. 150 A.D,),
that a filled distance looks longer than an empty distance,
was Wallis’s explanation published in the transactions»
So that, there being nothing left to assist the 
Fancy in estimating so great a Distance, but only the 
intermediate Objects* Where these Intermediates appear 
to the %e, (as, when the sun or Moon are near the 
Horizon) the distance is fansied greater, than where 
they appear not, (as when farther from it*) And conse­
quently (though both under the same or equal Angies) 
that near the Horizon, is fansied the greater. And 
this I judge to be the true Reason of that Appearance.
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You will excuse (I hope) what Excursion I have made; 
because though some of them might have been spared, 
as to the present Case; ye  ^^ ey are no^ impertinent 
to the Business of Vision; and the Estimate 
thence made, of Magnitudes and Ejstanoas, by the 
Imagination. (XVI, p. 328 f.).
Ptolemy and Wallis, as well as many others, presented the
solution that is accepted today.
The use of judgment based upon experience in the 
estimation of depth perception and distance, was not an 
uncommon proposal in the 17th century scientific journal.
The Frenchman, Enamel's .On the Human Mind (1672) was re­
viewed in the fransantions (VII, p. 508I ff.). He was said 
to treat "...the Nature, Powers, Punctions, and Imortality 
of the soul," replete with various and instructive experi­
ments demonstrating his point of view, ^e inquired of
simple Perceptinn in particular; observing the chief 
defects of perceptions, together with their remedies, 
Attention, and Consideration, much helped by the study 
of the Mathematicks; and by Recess, &c.
in the second part he considered*
...of the Judgment of the Mind, the height and per­
fection of humane knowledge. Where he discourses 
largely of the Criterium and Mark of Truth, 
consisting principally in the clearness and dis­
tinctness of Perception, as that, whereby the mind knows 
the congruity of its knowledge with the thing known... 
he endeavours to shew not only, whence the Eight and 
Evidence of Principles flows, namely from Eternal 
and Immutable Reasons and ideals, forming and directing 
our knowledge, and begetting a certain and firm judg­
ment in us; but also, how we shall come to see those 
Eternal reasons or that Intrinsick Light of Truth,.. 
Concluding this part with a considerable Enumeration 
both of the principal Clauses of Errors, (which may 
be resolv'd into that main one, the Confuaion £ar- 
oapt,ions, breeding either a hasty and un-advised, or 
a false judgment,) and of the Remedies of the same 
(-ibid.).
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The mechanistic conception of the universe was 
dominant in Pescartes, Gassendi, and Thomas Hobbes who 
wanted to understand reality through mathematics. Their 
interest was in matter and motion. This was a revival of 
Democritus’s view that sound, color, smell, are not in ob­
jects themselves, but were modes of motion.
Zilsel (19^1) wrote*
The beginnings of the new subject-object metaphysics 
appeared in empiricism with Hobbes (1588-1679)*
Hobbes was a radical mechanist. Since in his opinion 
all processes consist in movement, he was faced with 
the task of explaining the origin of all other quali­
ties that are perceived by us. Re tried to master the 
difficulty by his terministic theory of sensation
(p. 65).
Hobbes distinguished sensations from objective
qualities. Sensations were not at all copies of the physical
world, but only corresponded to physical qualities as symbols
or words to their object. The "Greed of % .  Hobbes" (1670)
was reviewed in the ‘1‘ransactinns (V, p, 2080)*
...the Ingenious Confutation, made by this Author, of 
what M. Hobbes hath delivered concerning the Rat.i nnal 
Sonlf and Perception in Matter; Where Tin my opinion) 
it is strongly evinced, That the *=>q u 1 man is 
something else, than the Organized Body in due motion; 
and that ’tis altogether unconceivable and therefore 
most un-philosophical, that Matter should be capable 
Of Perception. Cogitat.i on. and PjsQOUESfi. in the 
doing of which, our Author descends to particulars, 
making it out, that Sensat ion is not made by Motion 
or Reaction in meer Matter; nor that imagination,
Memory, much less Reason, are meerly Mechanical; 
refuting also that Pogme, which maketh Reason nothing 
but an apt joyning of Names.67 A n  which seems to be 
performed with so much force, that it appeares not, 
what in reason can be rejoyned thereto; which yet is 
not said without a ready submission to better judgments.
Suggests association.
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A distinction between primary and secondary qualities 
was proposed by Thomas Cornelius, referred to in the Trans­
act inns as "a Friend of the Cartesian Philosophy." In one 
section of his book, Dc Sole, he affirmed, "Light (as other 
.sensible Qualities) to be not in the Object, but the Sftnt.iftnt; 
as Fain is not in the Swnrd. but in the Animal wounded by 
the Sword (II, p. 576)."
Robert Boyle's,in effect, lack of distinction between
primary and secondary qualities was based on the corpuscular
hypothesis of Experiments. Notes. &c. about the iviechanical
Origin of divers particular Qualities...(1675) the reviewer
in the Transactions wrote1
there being scarce any one sort of Qualities, of 
which there is not an Instance given in this small 
Volume; Since therein Experiments and Considerations 
are delivered about Heat and Cold, which are the' 
chief of the four First Qualities; about ‘lasts and 
Odors,...usually called Sensible Qualities...(XI, 
p. 669).
Boyle believed that all the variety that existed in nature
could be explained by the size of the clusters of corpuscles,
or the position of the particles, or by the purely mechanical
movements and arrangements of corpuscles.
Now, as to the Experiments and instances here imployed 
in treating of the Origin of Qualities, they are of 
threp. distinct sorts. Some are brought to shew, that 
the proposed Quality may be Mechanically introduced 
into a portion of matter where it was not before;
Others, that by the same means the Quality may be 
notably Varied as to Degrees, or other not Essential 
attributes* Others lastly, that the Quality is 
Mechanically Expelled from, or abolish'd in a portion 
of matter that was endow'd with it before; and a new 
one produced by the same operation (ibid.f p. 670).
The reviewer added*
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...he hath not taken upon him to demonstrate, that the 
Qualities of Bodies Cannot proceed from any other 
Causes hut Maohanioal. hut pretends only to prove, 
that they may he explicated hy them, since what he_ 
needs to evince, is, not that the B/Leohanioal Principles 
are the necessary and only things whereby flualities 
may be explained, but that probably they will be found 
sufficient for their explication; -^ he making out of 
which, as it shews the insufficiency of the ijg.ripate.tic 
and Chyminal Theories of Qualities, so it recommends 
the Cnrpnanulari an Doctrine of them (ibid., p. 670).
John Locke distinguished secondary qualities as 
nothing in the objects themselves, but powers to produce 
various sensations in us by their primary qualities; in 
other words, by the bulk, figure, texture, and motion of 
their insensible parts, as colours, sounds, and tastes. 
Primary qualities were those inherent in bodies and singly 
perceived by the senses; secondary qualities, those which 
produced ideas but did not exist within the object in the 
form in which they were perceived.
Locke attacked Descartes' reliance on innate ideas, 
and took a decisive step forward with his introspective 
theory of knowledge. He asked how ideas were attained, and 
accounted for all knowledge as either sensation or reflection.
In Locke's distinction between primary and secondary 
qualities, "substance" was the unknown support of qualities. 
Zilsel points out that Locke did not hesitate to distinguish 
material and spiritual substances and to raise the problems 
of their interdependence, even if substance was always to 
be unknown.
Locke, the empiricist, accepted the metaphysical 
dualism of Descartes without question and discussed 
an interdependence, never testable by experience, 
between constructs that could not be tested either.
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The outstanding scientific and historical importance 
of Locke*s analysis is generally known; but the meta­
physical pseudo-problems, which are connected with 
them, must not be overlooked (1941, p» 67).
There were additional papers in the Transactions 
on the subjects of sensation and perception such as* on 
hearing (See Appendix E , papers #115» 217, 333h  the 
physical and psychological characteristics of music (#137> 144, 
196, 301, 327, 339); taste (#26, 187, 244); and touch (#164, 
178).
In the 17th century, there was not only interest in 
the nature and action of light and color, but also in the 
question of the perception of space. Descartes employed 
the cooperation of God in his explanation of how we know 
space. William Briggs (before Berkeley, and on a different 
hasis)(Tranaantinnsf p. 171 ff.), postulated binocular 
convergence, accommodation, and the notion that the judgment 
of magnitude involves association. Robert Hooke suggested 
that seeing upright was a question of learning (1677-83»
p. 6 0),
That which becomes clear about -the seventeenth century, 
is the transition in interest from objects to the subject; 
from a concern with the physical and physiological to the 
sentient being.
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Social Phenomena
"Inquiries" were the first measures taken by the 
Royal Society to procure reliable information about foreign 
countries, and their own neighboring European countries.
At the time of its founding, the Royal Society was primarily 
interested in matters of "Physick, Anatomy, Geometry, 
Astronomy, Navigation, Statisticks, Mechanicks, and Natural 
Experiments." These did not include social concerns in 
any real sense.
Sprat (1667) reiterated the Society's initial in­
tention. Political, theological, and social issues, it had 
already been decided, were not matters of public argument by 
members of the Royal Society; further
To have been eternally musing on Civil business, and 
the distresses of their Country, was too melancholy 
a reflexion* It was Nature alone, which could 
pleasantly entertain them, in that estate. The con­
templation of that, draws our minds off from the 
past, or present misfortunes, and makes them con- 
querers over things, in the greatest publick unhappiness* 
while the consideration of Men, and humane affairs, 
may affect us, with a thousand disquiets; that never 
separates us into mortal Factions* that gives us 
room to differ, without animosity; and permits us, 
to raise contrary imaginations upon it, without 
any danger of a Civil War (p. 56),
Every now and then in the Transactions either the
reviewer or author supported that point of view. For example,
in the eighth volume*
In our Account of it we shall pass by the Observations 
made of the Polity, Oeconomy, Manners and Customs of 
the respective Inhabitants of those Countries, as not 
properly belonging to our task; and observe only what
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is Physiological, and may contribute to the enlarge­
ment of the History of Nature, (p. 6049).
But, in the Preface to the third year of publication of 
the Transactions, the Editor took notice of the "late 
Enlargements of our Philosophical Correspondents in both 
remote and neerer parts of the World;...(II, p. 415)•" And, 
in the Preface to the Transactions in 1676 (XI), Henry 
Oldenburg took "notice of what seems to be most deficient, 
or most of all to retard the general growth of Physiological 
knowledge (p. 552)." The Editor proposed that "a Natural 
History of Countries is most wanting;,.." He believed that 
information would add to understanding in many realms in­
cluding astronomy, and weather. He mentioned other parti­
culars, such as plagues, that were annoyances to mankind 
and hoped that some causes would be found, as well as means 
of prevention. Finally he wrote*
The last Consideration,...aspired to a very high 
flight of human Reason as merely human, and searches 
into the greatest depths of Nature, making the fullest 
discovery of Mankind, as Man is the Microcosme, and 
Divinae particula aurae; namely to collect and digest 
in one series, and to bring as into Methodical Volumes, 
or under one view, the shapes, features, statures, 
and all outward appearances, and also the intrinsick 
mentals or intellectuals of Mankind (p. 553-54).
Oldenburg credited several who had written of national
differences; e.g., Barclay, Icon Animorum. and Mores, Leges.
Ritus omnium Gentium by Joh. Boemus Aubanus. Oldenburg
hoped that more information would be forthcoming from the
many parts of America, and other remote countries. Although
the primary interests were retained, accounts of a sociolo-
logical nature appeared more and more frequently in subsequent
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editions of the Transactions. In fact, despite.their 
policy, 32*6fo of the papers relevant to this study were 
classified as social phenomena.
There were relatively few concentrated efforts re­
ported in the Transactions, of separate and deliberate study 
of social phenomena such as language and customs hut such 
interests were almost always part of their "histories," 
and "inquiries." The inquiries focused not only upon the 
physical characteristics of foreign countries, although much 
more space is devoted to that sort of thing in the Transactions, 
hut also to inhabitants and their customs, religion, manners, 
etc.; i.e., their social institutions, the role of the male 
and female, the government, education, and economics.
Inquiries to be made were carefully prepared by
Robert Boyle in order to compose a "good Natural History"
upon which "...to superstruct, in time, a Solid and Useful
Philosophy upon; ..." The following proposals were taken
from one of Boyle's essays of the unpublished part of The
Usefulness of Natural and Experimental Philosophy and appeared
in the first volume of the Transactions, so that "...the
Inquisitive and Curious, might, by such an Assistance, be
invited not to delay their searches of matters, that are
so highly conducive to the improvement of True Philosophy.
and the wellfare of Mankind (p. 189)." In addition;
...above the ignobler Productions of the Earth, there 
must be a careful account given of the Inhabitants 
themselves, both Natives and Strangers, that have 
been long settled there; And in particular, their 
Stature, Shape, Colour, Features, Strength, Agility,
Beauty (or the want of it) Complexions, Hair, Dyet,
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Inclinations, and Customs that seem not due to 
Education. As to their Women (besides the other 
things) may be observed their Fruitfulness or 
Barrenness; their hard or easy Labour, &c. And both 
in Women and Men must be taken notice of what diseases 
they are subject to, and in these whether there be any 
symptome, or any other Circumstance, that is unusual 
and remarkable (p. 188).
Boyie added*
Inquiries about Traditions concerning all particular 
things, relating to that Country, as either peculiar 
to it, or at least, uncommon elsewhere. Inquiries, 
that require Learning or Skill in the Answerer* to 
which should be subjoyned Proposals of ways, to enable 
men to give Answers to these more difficult inquiries 
(ibid.. p. 189),
Some of the specific and typical inquiries that 
appear in the Transactions included*
For Virginia and the Bermudas* "Whether...the 
Natives be still of such Gjgantick Stature, as has been 
reported? And, whether there be another people, not far 
from these, Eastworthy, of a Dwarfish Stature? (II, p. 421)."
For Guiny* "Whether some People on the River Gambra. 
be only Tawny, as others very Black?" And, "Whether the 
Negroes have such sharp sights, that they discover a Ship 
at Sea much farther off, than the Europeans can?"
Despite the awareness of different pigmentation, in 
the early days of the Transactions the differences were 
believed to be cultural and not racial. Since all men were 
created by God and were of similar origin, differences in 
pigmentation were ascribed to differences in exposure to 
the sun. Later, however, in a letter published in the 
Transactions from Mr. Lister, the difference in color of 
negroes was attributed to something inherent*
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The Blood of Negro's is almost as black as their 
skin. I have seen drawn forth the Blood of at 
least twenty, both sick and in health, and the 
superficies of it all is as dark, as the bottom of 
any European Blood, after standing a awhile in a 
dish. So that the Blackness of Negro's is likely 
to be inherent in them, and not caused by the 
scorching of the Sun, especially seeing that other 
Creatures here, that live in the same Clime and heat 
with them, have as florid Blood as those that are in 
a cold Latitutde, viz. England* Though much farther 
to the North there are People, that cannot brag of much 
clearer skins than the Europeans; so that Complexions 
are no less Cold-burnt (if I may so phrase it) than 
Sun burnt (X, p. *K)0).
With the discovery of America, the American Indians
aroused the intellectual curiosity of some in the l?th
century, as they tried to relate these strange people to the
existing theme of the universe and man.
This reported, that in Virginia and upon the Coast 
of Florida the Indians live to a very great age; 
and that some of the People are of a Gigantick Stature, 
and stronger by farr than others (III, p. 795)•
Another account*
He describes very exactly the Countries of America, 
he pass'd through; noting the Scituation of the places, 
the Animals, and Plants to be found there, the Temper­
ature of the Air, the Manners of the Inhabitants, their 
number, their wealth, and the commodities they trade 
in (VII, pp. 5129-30)*
Interest in other colonies which were on the trade
routes, and the particular appeal of some was reported in
the Transactions!
There is an Island among the Bahama's. which some 
of our People are setled upon, and more are going 
thither. 'Tis called New-Providence; where many rare 
things might be discover'd, if the People were but 
encouraged* And I am of opinion, there is not a more 
healthful place in the World. 'Tis stored with 
variety of Fish and Fowl, and with divers sorts of 
Trees and other Plants, whose qualities are not 
yet known.
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As to the Age of our Inhabitants here, some do 
live to an hundred years and something upwards; many 
live till they are nigh a hundred, but few above* And 
when they dye, 'tis age and weakness, that is the 
cause, and not any disease that attends them. The 
general distemper that is yearly amongst us, is a 
Cold; and that is most gotten in the hottest weather.
The Air here is very sweet and pleasant. Our Diet 
is but ordinary, and the People generally poor; and 
I observe, that poor People are most healthful (III, 
p. 79*0.
An account of Virginia, "its Scituation, Temperature, 
Productions, Inhabitants, and their manner of planting and 
ordering Tobacco, &c." was communicated by Mr. Thomas 
Glover, "an ingenious Chirurgion that hath lived some years 
in that Country (Transactions. XI, p. 623 ff.)»"
Although many reporters were aware that customs,
religion, and the like were not of primary concern for
natural philosophers, they managed to include a great deal
of that information in their accounts. The author of the
following abstracted account in the Transactions lived
eight years in Africa, and sent his observations*
These Blacks are here commended for their excellent 
memories, which they cultivate by the frequent repeti­
tions of ancient actions and passages hapn'd in their 
Country* To which is here added an Observation of their 
singular ability in casting, even large, accounts 
meerly in their heads, without using any writing or 
counters. Their whole year consists only of Eight 
months; and to avoid mis-reckoning, they tye eight 
knots in a string, one every time that a new Moon 
appears. And by these knots they also reckon their Age.
Concerning the Dispositions of these Blacks, they 
are humane and kind when not provoked, and liberal 
enough (according to our Author,) and very compassionate 
to one another, having also a great sense of gratitude* 
Mean time they are idolaters, revengeful and choleric 
when provoked; luxurious, thievish, false, and masters 
in palliating or maintaining falsities; wherein our 
Author notes them to be so stubborn, that they will 
rather suffer themselves to be tortur'd to death, 
than confess the truth. On which occasion, 'tis here
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related, that a Youth endured a very sharp whipping 
with thorny rodds, together with a rubbing of his 
wounds with Salt and Limon-guice, and a burning of 
the middle of his fingers and toes with a lighted 
Match, rather than that he would confess the thing 
he was accused of.
Touching their Worship, and Civil Government, the 
particulars thereof are very largely described here, 
but are besides our purpose. It seems, (to touch so 
much in short,) that they, upon occasion, by their 
Priests consult their Idol, call'd Obossum. Summan. 
or Fitiso. and receive Answers from him, that they 
sacrifice to him, keep Holy days in honor of him, 
and eat and drink certain things in his name. They 
have a King over them, who yet may decree nothing but 
by the approbation and consent of the chief persons 
of the Nation. He proceeds in the administration of 
Justice not according to any written Laws, but received 
Custom, punishing Murther and Theft with death, as 
also such Adultery as is comitted by a Concubin; a 
true wife being, in that case, repudiated. In their 
Warrs they use Musquets, Bows, and Arrows, Zables, 
Javelins; and for their Trumpets they employ great 
Elefants-teeth. They poison their darts with a 
preparation of Crocodils-gall.
As to their Oeconomy, our Author relates their manner 
of Building, Housholdstuff, Washings, Cloathing,
Painting, Meat, and Drink, Marriage, Weddings, Educa­
tion of Children.
They have a very barbarous custome amongst them, 
to kill those of their children, that are born with 
the least monstrosity or defect in any of their limbs; 
as also one of such twins, as are born of different 
sexes, viz. that which they like worst; though, when 
twins are of one and the same sexe, they preserve 
them both alive (IX, pp. 183-85).
John J. Wagner, author of the Natural History of 
Switzerland, professed that he undertook to write the book 
according to the reviewer in the Transactions "...upon the 
invitation of my Lord Bacon, and-with an Intention thereby 
to promote a true Experimental Philosophy (XIII, p. 268)."
Scotland Illustrated, or A Preliminary Account of its 
Natural History (168*0, was written by a physician named 
Robert Sibbald. He explained the hardiness of the people with 
reference to the ruggedness of their land, and reported
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that the people there allowed no marriages for those who 
were not completely healthy (Transactions. XIV, p. 795 ff.).
Commonly, "natural dispositions" were assigned men 
of various cultures, and the recurring claim that human 
beings were creatures of their different environments must 
have made a profound impression on many 17th century thinkers. 
Johannis Scheffer wrote a very detailed ethnographical re­
port on the people of Lapland, including a discussion of a 
national personality. He claimed to be the first discoverer 
of Lapland and included his observations on stature, reli­
gion, government, trade, manners, customs, the manner of 
hunting, products, diseases, as well as an account of the 
origins of the Laplanders. All this appeared in the Trans­
actions (IX, p. 31 ff.) in 1673.
In the early reflections of differences among people,
the cultures most widely separated attracted attention.
Several works of John Baptista Tavernier, Baron of Aubonne,
were reviewed in the Transactions*
...these Voyages treats of East-India, and the neigh­
bouring Islands, in three Books* The first is of 
the Roads from Ispahan to Agra, and from Agra to 
Dehli, and Gehanabat. where the Court of the Great 
Mogol is at present; as also to the Court of the King 
of Golconda. and to that of the King of Visapour. 
and to divers other places of India. The second is 
an Historical and Political description of the Empire 
of the Great Mogol. The third, a narrative of the 
Religion of the Mahumetans in those parts, and of 
that of the Indian Idolaters; together with an Account 
of the Authors voyage from Sea from Suratte to Batavia 
in Java major. and from thence into Holland; intersper­
sing many particulars of divers kingdoms of the East
(XI, p. 751 ff.).
A later account of the same gentleman's voyages 
"through Turky into Persia and the East-Indies" was also
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published in the Transactions. A brief excerpt*
He notes the extent and divisions of the Empire 
of Persia. Describes the Countries, Cities, and 
People of Georgia* where the best Souldiers, and the 
Women are fairest in all Asia (XII, p. 9^2 ff.).
The great naturalist, John Ray, travelled for several 
years all over the world to collect specimens, and he ob­
viously did not confine his observations to animals and 
plants. His reviewer wrote in the Transactions*
Here is described the Climat, Government, Revenues,
Laws, Customs, Manners, Tempers, Abilities, Studies,
Arts, Trades, and Natural Productions of the Countries 
spoken of* and besides, divers Fabulous relations and 
ungrounded fancies refuted and rectified....
Of the Inhabitants of the several Countries he was 
in* Where he describes their Abilities, Inclinations, 
Manners, Studies, Exercises, Arts, Trades* giving a 
very particular description of the Italians and 
Spaniards. and observing also some Peculiarities in 
People of several Countries, as, that some breed 
excellent Painters, Sculpters and Architects* some 
abound in Idiots and Delirous persons above others* 
some are stored with Men and Women afflicted with 
swelled throats, &c. Taking also notice of the 
Academies and Colleges, and the Men eminent in them 
for Learning and Knowledge, as Loven, Leiden. Heidel­
berg. Basel. Nurenberg. Altors, Padna, Bononia. Valence.
&c ... (VII, p. 5170 ff.T^
Japanese natural history and information about the 
Japanese stature, their medicinal treatments, their houses, 
their language and their divertisements was reported in the 
Transactions bv Oldenburg, who had sent inquiries to "an 
Ingenious person, that hath many years resided in that 
Country*..." The correspondent referred to the Japanese 
theatre Comedies as "more brave than those of Europe..." 
and wrote that the Japanese loved "Hunting, and Gaming, as Dice, 
Cards, Chess &c. At all times of the day, and in all their 
visits they take Thea and Tobacco (IV, 983 ff.)."
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M. Thevenot, a wealthy Frenchman who hosted and 
introduced to scientific circles such men as Huygens and 
Steno, was an accomplished linguist and had a great passion 
for collecting and translating travel reports about African; 
and Asian countries. His Relations of Divers Curious Voyages 
was reviewed in the first volume of the Transactions. The 
book included an account of what "...the Directors of the 
Dutch East-India Company made to the States General, touching 
the state of affairs in the East-Indies,... (p. 2^ 8)."
It was reported that China had a population "accord­
ing to the best computation which is there made with singular 
care, above 58 million men." Curiously enough, magistrates, 
soliders, priests, eunuchs, women and children were not 
counted. An estimate of 200 million "of all sorts" of 
people was given. The account included descriptions of a 
geographical nature, of the medical procedures (which did not 
include blood-letting), that "their Nobility is raised from 
Learning and Knowledge without regard to Bloud or Parentage, 
excepting the Royall Family." The Chinese method of making 
procelain and other industries was described as well as 
"Many other curious information...concerning the Customs, 
Studies, Exercises of the Chinese (IV, p. 2^8 ff.)."
The l?th century was one of the most stimulating 
periods for Europeans in their relations with the East. 
Chinese, Japanese, and Persian wares were copied, and many 
oriental works were translated into native languages.
Chinese society in particular, held a fascination for 
Europeans; Robert Boyle wrote about "the most civilized
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nations of the world (such as anciently the Greeks and
, 68
Romans and now the Chineses and East Indians)." His
"great Skill in Mathematick Learning" obtained access to
China for the missionary Verbeist, when no other means could
procure entrance into that great empire. He captivated the
Emperor with his knowledge, and found it
...the most effectual means to insinuate into the 
Minds also, of the most rude and ignorant (of all 
other things and parts of the World, but what their 
own Country affords) in order to propagate the 
Christian Religion (Transactions. XVI, p. 36).
Earlier information on China was reported in the
Transactions»
That they pretend to persuade the Reader, that 
Christianity was spread over all Asia by St. Thomas 
the Apostle, and his Successors; ...That the Rise of 
the Idolatry, in those remote parts, and their 
different Ceremonies in Worship, is confronted with 
those Ancient ones of Egypt. (II, p. 484 ff.).
As information accumulated, and the differences 
in manners and customs were recognized, cultural differences 
attracted the attention of the intellectuals. Just as 
with other deviations from the expected, they felt compelled 
to find explanations for the differences not accounted for 
in the Bible. In the seventeenth century, diversity was 
disconcerting; and on the basis of new and pressing evidence, 
the traditional explanation of monogenetic origin seemed no 
longer adequate. The most noted differences were in language 
and religion.
The Chinese were reported to believe their Gods in 
monkeys, dragons, and elephants (Transactions. XIX, p. 591)•
68Works, iii (1744), p. 409.
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From Cairo, Egypt, a missionary sent an account 
of the temples "with very ancient Pallaces filled with 
Statues and Idols," and of "Sphinxes...an Idol...once a 
famous Deity among the Egyptians (Transactions. VI, p. 2151 ff.)."
From Africa came news of strange burial practices 
(Transactions. XIX, p. 687 ff.).
Many looked for similarities among peoples and then 
used them as historical evidence for temporal relationships 
to some prior group of culture, trying to draw links back­
ward to the Hebrews. Diversity in religion was explained 
on the basis of cultural change in the direction of corrup­
tion or decline. That is, it was proposed that only remnants 
of some earlier or higher religion, perhaps that of the 
Hebrews, remained in varying degrees among different peoples.
The search for similarities in religions and lan­
guages challenged the interest of many 17th century scholars.
The new philosophers, in their attempt to rid the air of 
ambiguities, to discover the reality of nature, and to 
communicate knowledge clearly, found fault with existing 
language. Just as Francis Bacon, so too, Hobbes, Boyle,
Webster, Petty, Hooke, and others were concerned that verbal 
communication might well serve to delay the advancement of 
science. This led to numerous attempts to reduce language 
to its simplest terms, and to create as clear an image 
of the concrete world as was possible through the use of a 
"Universal Language." A universal language might allow all 
nations to communicate with each other, and to communicate
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the discoveries of one country to another with no misunder­
standing. Essentially, this reflects a materialist attitude; 
the new philosophers wanted an objective, rather than a 
subjective or psychological basis for language.
John Wilkins, a prominent member of the Royal Society,
was distressed on his deathbed that he never completed his
work on the artificial language which was to facilitate the
communication of ideas. He wrote "An Essay Towards a real
Character and a Philosophical Language," which was summarized
in the Transactions in 1668. In that paper he enumerated
and described all those
...Things and Notions, to which Markes or Names 
ought to be assigned according to their respective na­
tures. ...treats of such helps and Instruments, as are 
requisite for the framing of these more simple Notions 
into continued Speech or Discourse;...shews, How these 
more general Rules may be applied to particular kinds 
of Characters, and Languages,...
Wilkins listed certain defective languages and letters which
were to be avoided, and showed how such a Philosophical and
Universal Language would be better than any language then
known, particularly Latin. He dedicated the book to the
Royal Society and asked that they appoint a committee to
examine it and to recommend any changes they saw fit.
The only reasonable approach to account for similari­
ties in words and grammatical structure, was to look at the 
original, or first language from which others had arisen.
But then, which was the original? There were prolonged 
deliberations supporting various points of view. The most 
widely accepted was pre-Babel Hebrew; with the Old Testament 
as the supreme guide.
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A Mr. Gale, author of the Original of Human Litera­
ture. both Philology and Philosophy (1671) traced all 
languages and philosophy to the Hebrews. His reviewer in 
the Transactions wrote*
The Business of this Book is, to derive Human Arts 
and Sciences from the Jewish Church; for the doing of 
which the Author professeth he hath been encouraged 
by considerable hunts and assistances of the Scaligers, 
and of Grotius. Vossius, Boebartus. Selden. Usher,
Preston, and others, besides the concurrent testi­
monies of many of the Ancients.
In the First part he endeavours to prove, that all 
Languages have their origin and rise from the Hebrew; 
instancing particularly in the Oriental Tongues, as 
the Phenlcian. Cppthic, Chaldaic, Syriac, Arabic.
Persian. Samaritan and Ethiopic; and then in the European, 
especially the Greek. Latin, the old Gallic and Britannic. 
To which he adds a deduction, importing, that the 
Pagan Theology, Physick, Politicks, Poesie, History, 
Rhetoric, are traduced from Sacred Names, Persons, *
Rites and Records; and shewing withal, How the Jewish 
Traditions came to be corrupted and mistaken by Pagans.
In the Second part he maketh it his business to 
evince, that Philosophy also hath its Original from 
the Jewish Church; beginning to shew this of the 
Barbaric Philosophy, under which he comprehends the 
Egyptian. Phenician, Chaldean. Persian. Indian.
Ethiopic, Scvthian. and Britannic; and thence pro­
ceeding to the Grecian, and chiefly to the Ionic, 
and Italic or Pythagorean; where he shews great 
reading and learning, whilst he deduceth this doctrine 
of Judaic Origin from the Testimonies of Heathen,
Jewish, and Christian, both Ancient and Modern,
Authors; passing through all the particular Sects 
of Philosophers with great solicitude and industry; 
and promising at the end of this Work that he is 
willing to undertake another Treatise, to shew both 
the Mischief of Vain, and the Usefulness of Sound 
Philosophy to Christian Religion, if this Historical 
Accompt, deliver'd in these two Parts, (and mainly- 
designed in Order thereunto) find any such reception, 
as may give encouragement to such Labours (VI, pp.
2231-32).
Charmoy sent an account of his book, L'Origin des 
Nations. (1699) to the Transactions in which he related his 
method of comparing languages to trace movements of ancient 
tribes (XXI, p. 275 ff.). Speaking more generally, cultural
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diversification could be explained in the 17th century in 
two ways* monogenetically, that is, mankind as a whole in 
the beginning was the result of a single act of creation, 
as proposed in Genesis; an "heretical" hypothesis was that 
many different kinds of men were created— mankind was the 
result of man^ creative acts, at many times, in many differ­
ent places.
Matthew Hale's The Primitive Origination of Mankind,
considered and examined according to the Light of Nature
(I677) was abstracted in the Transactions showing that Hale
supported the Mosaical system*
I. That according to the Light of Nature and right^
Reason the World was not Eternal, but had a beginning.
Where, having occasionally treated of the Excellency 
of Human Nature, he briefly considers the several Hypotheses 
concerning the Eternity of the World, refuting those 
Objections made by some against the Truths deliver'd 
by him.
II. That, if there could be any imaginable doubt of 
the Worlds having a Beginning, yet by the necessary 
evidence of Natural Light it doth appear, that Mankind 
had a beginning, and that the Successive Generations 
of Men were in their Original ex non-genitis. Where 
he delivers Eight Evidences to evince the Beginning of 
Mankind, and those so many Proofs of Fact; whereof the 
First is taken from the Antiquity of History and the 
Chronological Account of Times* The second, from the 
apparent Evidences of the first Foundation of the 
greatest and ancientest Kingdoms and Empires* The third, 
from the Invention of Arts* The fourth. from the begin­
nings of the Religions and Deities of the Heathens; 
where the Author conceals not the deficiency of this 
proof* The fifth, from the Decays of Human Nature* The 
Sixth, from the History of the Patres familiarum, and 
the Original Plantations of the Continents and Islands 
of the World* The seventh. from the Gradual Increase of 
Mankind* The eight, from the Consent of Mankind.
III. That those great Philosophers, who asserted 
this Origination of Mankind non-genitis, both 
ancient and modern, and rendred it by Hypotheses dif­
ferent from that of Moses, were mistaken. Here the 
several hypotheses of Plato. Aristotle, Empedocles,
Epicurus. Ayicon. Cardan, Caefalpinus, Beregardus,
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and others, are examined, and their erroneousness 
detected.
IV. That the Mosaical System, as well of the 
Creation of Man as of the World in general, abstractively 
considered, without relation to the Divine Inspiration 
of the Writer, is highly consonant to Reason, and upon 
a bare Rational account highly preferable before the 
Sentiments of those Philosophers, that either thought 
Mankind Eternal, or substituted Hypotheses of his 
first production different from the Mosaical.
To all which he subjoyns certain Corollaries and 
Deductions made from the Premisses, as well touching 
the Being, the Wisdom, the Power and Providence of 
God, as the Duty and Happiness of Mankind (XII, p. 917- 
18).
As geographical knowledge spread, the Book of
Genesis became less satisfying as a source of explanation
than it had been for man's beginning. Many doubted the
accounts, and raised questions such as the availability of
food and water for the animals on Noah's Ark. Dr. Burnet,
author of Archeologiae Philosophicae sive Doctrine Antigua
de Rerum Qriginibus (1692), questioned that Moses was the
first and only historian of the Jews, and decided that first
knowledge must have been passed on to mankind by the sons of
Noah. The following is the last paragraph of a thirteen page
review which appeared in the Transactions!
To end this Disquisition, in the Fourteenth Chapter 
he enquires concerning the Beginning of the Barbarick 
Philosophy; that is, whence the Egyptians. Ethiopians. 
Chaldeans. Phoenicians. Arabians. Indians, and other 
Orientals obtained their first Knowledge. There are 
two Opinions concerning it; One, that they were in­
vented by themselves; and the other, that they were 
taught by Moses or Abraham. The Author approves 
neither of these. Not the first, because he meets 
with no Mention of Experiments, or Observations, or 
Reasoning and Demonstrations, or Method, or particular 
Explications; but what was known was Traditional and 
Positive. Not the Latter, because this Learning was 
eminent long before those times; for that Moses was 
bred up in the Schools of Egypt, and for that the 
Ethiopians were much proceeding to the Egyptians.
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Besides the Instance of Job, who is thought by the 
Author to have much preceded Moses; for that he 
takes no notice of the Jewish Laws, Ceremonies or 
Sabbath, yet was he one that worshiped the true God; 
and for that the Age of his Life was above 200 years, 
and he offered his own Sacrifices without a Priest.
Upon the whole therefore the Author thinks it was 
conveyed to Mankind by the Sons of Noah, and by him 
from the Patriarchs of the Antidiluvian World. These 
are the principal Matters treated of in the First 
Book (XVII, p. 808).
Serious questions were raised about the Bible; and 
other than the traditional answers were offered.
"An Historical Essay Endeavoring a Probability, That
the Language of China is the Primitive Language" was written
by John Webb and published in England in 1669. In it,
according to the Transactions account, the author concluded
on the basis of unquestionable authorities that the Chinese
have been a people, ever since the Flood of Noah and 
before the Confusion of Tongues...That their Language 
hath continually in all times, from their first 
beginning of being a Nation, been preserv'd in written 
Books;...that by the same Characters their Language 
is generally understood through the whole Chinese 
world;...that the Mother or Natural-Languaee of China 
remains in its Antient purity without any alteration.
Webb also proposed;
That the Chinese have had the Use of Letters longer 
by farr, than any other people;...that China was the 
first planted country after the Flood;...that the 
Chinese have subsisted kOQO years without any com­
mixture with other Nations; that Commerce and Conquest 
have had no influence to change the Laws, Customs, or 
Language of that people;... (ibid.. IV, 973 ff.).
The heights which Chinese civilization achieved in 
literature and art, and in philosophy and inventions were 
noted by Francis Bacorv who credited the Chinese with having 
changed the face and state of things throughout the world 
with their inventions of printing, gunpowder, and the compass.
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The problem of man's place in nature now became 
paramount with the disturbance created by the expansion 
of boundaries and the new demand for explanation.
William Petty in Scale of creatures (1676-77) 
provided an anti-Scriptural solution to the place of the 
savage in the universe. It came to be believed that there 
were multiple kinds of men, rather than one mankind as a 
whole. Petty proposed that some men had a natural place in 
the order of things, and that their place was inferior to 
that of European man. The transition was not sudden, and 
not all ascribed to it, but Petty's solution along with 
Sir William Tyson's in Orang-outang, sive home silvestris; 
of the anatomy of a pygmie (1699), and Carl Linnaeus' System 
of nature. all recognized that mankind should not be con­
sidered as a whole.
Tyson (1650-1708) proved that the ape was more closely 
related to man than to any other animal, and that the pigmy 
(Homo svlvestris) was probably an apelike creature. He was 
preparing a hierarchical relationship among the pygmie, ape, 
and man proper.
Sir William Petty (1623-1687)»now held as a founder 
of statistics, proposed to offer a gradational account of man 
and animals, and groups of mankind. He had read Matthew 
Hale's Primitive origination of mankind (1677). The subject 
became one of serious debate. In 1735 Linnaeus included man 
and several kinds of man in his classification of minerals, 
along with plants and animals.
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It might have been the recognition that cultural 
differences were difficult to explain, that led to the in­
creased interest in history toward the end of the 17th 
century; that is, the question of how cultural differences 
came to be, might have led some to turn to past history. In­
consistencies in the Scriptures led many conscientious men 
to attempt a solution to the question of the true chronolo­
gical appearance of nations; they tried to find a way to 
get things in correct temporal order, and to reconstruct the 
past with the aid of dates or places.
One example of interest in the beginnings or origin
of England was The Antiauities of Ancient Britain, derived
from the Phoenicians. &c... by Aylett Sammes reviewed in
the Transactions*
The Learned and Curious Undertaker of this great 
Work hath endeavour’d, in this his First Volume, to 
attribute, with the Worthy Bochart. the first discovery . 
of Britain to the Phoenicians, and to make a German 
Nation,, and not the Gauls. the first Planters of the 
same, and to impute that great agreement which was 
between the Ancient Britains and Gauls, in point of 
Language and Customes, not to their being originally 
the same People, but to the joynt entertainment of 
Commerce with the Phoenicians, the ancient and 
great Navigators throughout the World.
From this Commerce with the Phoenicians he doth 
with much probability deduce the Original Trade of 
this Island, the Names of Places, Offices, and Dignities, 
as also the Language, Manners. Idolatry, and other 
Customes of the Primitive Inhabitants, Illustrating 
many Old Monuments out of approved Greek and Latin 
Authors; and delivering withal a Chronological History 
of this Kingdom, from the first Traditional Beginning,^ 
until the Year of our Lord 800, when the Name of Britain 
was changed into that of England*...(XI, p. 596-97)•
Robert Plot was another who focused on his native 
country in the Natural History of Oxfordshire, being an Essay
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toward the Natural History of Oxfordshire (1677)# (Trans­
actions. XII, p. 875 ff*)#
'Latter seventeenth century philosopher-scientists 
realized that the social institutions of religion, language, 
customs, etc. contributed to the understanding of foreign 
ways of life. It was bound to move closer to home.
Roger Cook, a contributor to the Transactions, in­
quired about the current state of England compared with 
other countries in England*s Improvements (1675)* According 
to the account in the Transactions (X, p. 512), Cook expected 
to learn of ways to further the public welfare of his native 
country. His interest was primarily of an economic nature, 
with some concern for international relations. He expected 
such a study would also improve local conditions of employ­
ment and wealth.
A study of population, housing and income in London 
and Paris was done by Sir William Petty, whose essay was 
abstracted in the Transactions (XVI, p.152) in 1686. He 
thought it was time to apply mathematical reasoning in all 
the concerns of human life. On the basis of his study, he 
concluded that many more people in Paris were very poor 
compared to London. He based his conclusion on the number 
of people who "chuse rather to die in Hospitals.” He was 
apparently referring to charitable hospitals. He decided 
that, "by a reasonable expence, 3000 persons might be there 
saved per Annum, who die for want of good aocommodation (sic) 
(ibid.)."
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Petty suggested that the methods of the physical 
sciences should be applied to human affairs, to moral problems.
J. B. Gent, author of a work on the art of husbandry 
••with experiments added”, which was reviewed in the Trans­
actions in 1675» noted that just as
...those Singing-birds (in the opinion of some) are 
tamed to best purpose, which are free, and at call, 
in the Groves; so also are those Savages tamed best, 
who taste the truest freedom in Civil Government, and 
Civil Manners, in good Discipline, and in a life of 
agreeable delights, and reasonable satisfaction (X,
p. 326).
Gent's account ended '* Omne tulit nunc turn, qui miscuit utile 
dulci." That is, the man who blends the useful and the sweet, 
wins every point.
Thomas Hobbes wrote several treatises on human nature, 
with particular attention to man's relations to the state.
The naturalism of the period is predominant in Hobbes' 
philosophy. His system was mechanical, self-moving, and 
needed no supernatural, religious, or outside standard of 
right. Hobbes swept aside all theology, and clearly implied 
that the Bible was not the veritable word of God. Further, 
clerical obscurantism clouded the possibility of clear and 
exact analysis of reality. He denied a separate immaterial 
soul; man was now set among the brutes.
Hobbes held a determinist view of human nature; man 
as embodied in a social group, which was determined by local 
choice. The principle of self-interest explained all human 
action.
Hobbes's account of sensation as being a form of 
motion in matter, made both mind and matter subject to
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strict causation, and leads to the conclusion that man is 
an automaton. At the same time, Hobbes assigned man the 
power to change the course of events, when Hobbes* super- 
rational man decided it would be in his own self-interest 
to form a social covenant.
Hobbes's system did away with the church and religion 
in the traditional sense, did away with Divine Right, and 
furnished a new political concept. One might say that Hobbes 
discovered society in his concept of the state, with man 
as both the "matter" and the "artificer" of this entity.
Hobbes's importance lies in his conception of man 
as a totality, in mutual relation to other men. He is tradi­
tionally given credit for his empiricist views, but he 
really spent much more thought on man's motives. In this 
respect, his views were contrary to the traditional; passions 
were traditionally believed to interfere with reason, and 
were therefore negative. Hobbes's psychology regarded 
pleasure as something positive, and all human action based on 
self-interest.
The 17th century writers who cultivated philosophical 
history helped to prepare the way for the social sciences. 
Their historiography contributed to the gradual disappearance 
of theological ideas and the advance of empirical thinking 
in the study of social institutions. As they examined the 
development of civilization, they discussed general processes 
and the interdependence of those processes. Zilsel (19^1» 
p. 83) wrote 1
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The ideas of such writers were mixed with unexamined 
assumptions concerning human progress and contained a 
good deal of wishful thinking; but, in the last 
analysis, their philosophy was based on empirical 
observation and comparison! the "philosophical" 
components of their expositions were but vague- and 
often incorrect- formulations of sociological causes 
and laws.
Other sources of the social sciences, in addition to the 
philosophical history,, were in the practical needs of economy 
and from writings which dealt with public law and political 
philosophy, such as Hobbes. In Leviathan, Hobbes deduced 
man's social behavior from his basic psychological principle 
of self-preservation. His postulates about self-preservation 
were presumed to be deducible from physical postulates about 
matter in motion. The psychological approach to social 
phenomena at the end of the 19th century was similar, as 
Wundt in Folk Psychology (18?6) used a psychological starting 
point to interpret and elucidate ethnological and historical 
material, and Le Bon used psychological analysis to elucidate 
historical facts in The Psychology of the Crowd (Peters,
1953, p. 709 f.).
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
For two thousand years prior to the 17th century,the 
qualitative scheme of the universe devised by the Greeks 
provided the framewcrk for the; pattern of men's thoughts 
about themselves and their universe. The scientific revolu­
tion which culminated in the 17th century, made possible new 
explanations. Prescriptively, the new science reflected 
quantitati'vism, nomotheticism, methodological objectivism, 
and probabilistic determinism. The same prescriptive em­
phases underlie modern science.
The major purpose of the present study was to examine 
the scientific literature of the Royal Society of London in 
the early years of modern science for evidence of interest 
in psychological questions, and to determine if a behavioral 
view of man, which characterizes psychology as a natural 
science, prevailed.
The major significance of the study was the use of 
a previously untapped source of scientific literature as a 
basis for a systematic historical analysis based on Watson's 
.(1967) prescriptive approach. Measurement was used to describe 
variations in the factors of interest. The measurements were 
used as a basis to test the hypotheses and to draw conclusions 
Content analysis was employed on the assumption that it was 
more desirable to work with relatively unambiguous definitions 
than to operate with uncertain or subjective ones. This is 
obviously the major advantage of such a formal procedure
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as content analysis in the study of history. There is the 
further implication that standardized categories, if care­
fully and clearly defined, could be used by different re­
searchers in separate studies. Results might be more com­
parable .
While some might argue against the value of a quanti­
tative approach in the study of history, a reminder is of­
fered that the use of quantification does not replace the 
historian’s hard intellectual labor. The present investiga­
tor shares Aydelotte’s point of view:
In essence the method is a very simple thing:the 
arrangement in a convenient order of similar facts 
which are so numerous that, without such arrange­
ment, their general'purport could not be readily 
grasped. In other words, it serves to substitute 
an exact statement for a general impression. Gen­
eral impressions, though historians sometimes 
cling to them affectionately, are notoriously mis­
leading. Even when they are based on considerable 
knowledge they may contain biases and preconcep­
tions of which the writer is unaware. It is a com­
mon experience that facts which fit a previously 
formed theory or opinion strike the imagination 
more forcibly and are more easily remembered. A 
quantitative method helps the historian to escape 
from the catch-phrases and legends that have been 
built up about the past, to avoid imposing upon 
it contemporary patterns of thought, and to emanci­
pate himself from his own preconceptions (195^»P» 1^ 3)•
It was established that the writings in the Philo­
sophical Transactions reflected interest in psychological 
matters, and that the votaries of the new philosophy viewed 
the study of man,for the most part, within the existing natu­
ral science framework.
The one thing that unifies men in any given age is 
not their individual philosophies, but the dominant problem
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that these philosophies are designed to solve. The problem 
that unified the philosopher-scientists in the 17th century 
was that of ridding the physical sciences of vitalistic, 
teleological, or supernatural explanations for the phenomena 
of nature. The mechanical philosophy, with an emphasis on 
the search for natural causes was the prevailing attitude.
It was an age of interest in methodology; no one method, per 
se, was relied upon, and it would be difficult, if not im­
possible, to identify a pure rationalist or a pure empiricist. 
Sometimes the method used was observation, but always objective; 
other times, experimentation was carried out. Quantitative 
relations of phenomena were investigated. The application of 
mathematics to empirical findings and the construction of 
deductive theories were scarcely less important. The major 
requirement was that causal explanations were the chief aim 
of the new science, which was based on a mechanical conception 
of nature. The idea that all events were subject to natural 
laws dominated philosophy and science. Although men like 
Newton and Boyle differed in their opinion as to the specific 
approach to the acquisition of knowledge, they, as most 17th 
century scientists shared the general conceptual system un­
derlying modern science.
The hypotheses examined in the present study were* (1) 
that scientists in the latter half of the 17th century sought 
reliable knowledge about man, his experiences, and his be­
havior; (2) that the prevailing scientific attitude, stated 
in prescriptive .terms, reflected methodological objectivism, 
probabilistic determinism, quantitativism,and nomotheticism;
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and (3) that a behavioral'.view of man as a subject of study- 
predominated in the scientific literature. That pattern in- 
cludesj methodological objectivism, probabilistic determinism, 
nomotheticism, quantitativism, mechanism, new empiricism, and 
new rationalism.
The results of the study supported all three hypotheses, 
and the conclusion is that man as a subject of study was in­
cluded as part of the mechanistic universe examined by the 
l?th century scientists.
Psychological interests were embedded within the philo­
sophical matrix and will be reviewed on the bases of the pre­
dicted prescriptions.
Although much of the material in the section on physiolo­
gy might appear irrelevant to psychology by today*s standards, 
it was nevertheless, of primary importance in the 17th century, 
and was found to express basic attitudes and modes of concep­
tualization which underlie many matters related to present-day 
psychology. Harvey's quantitative approach led to a mechanical 
explanation of the circulation of the blood which had far- 
reaching effects in the study of other structures and functions 
of the body. He helped to dispel vitalism, as did Descartes's 
formulation of the theory of animal automatism. This was the 
beginning of the physical science model for physiology, and 
subsequently for psychology.
The natural, mechanical explanations given for the bodily 
processes were extended to abnormal behavior. An overheated 
brain was a common explanation for abnormal behavior, and on 
the basis of the conception of man and the bodily processes
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at the time, it was a likely explanation. So-called "mental" 
disorders then, were subsumed under physical disorders in 
general, and were treated accordingly.
In comparative psychology, the mechanical concept of 
animal motion led to the notion of the reflex, and the explan­
ation of bodily motion as situated in the nervous system.
This, in turn, led to the localization of function; Willis’s 
contribution of the idea of independent and separate functions 
of parts of the brain led to important neurological develop­
ments in the next century. Steno explained muscular action 
in terms of descriptive mechanics, and Borelli applied mathe­
matical formulae to muscle functioning. The method of experi­
mental removal of different parts of the central nervous 
system in animals in order to observe behavioral effects, 
was widely used in the late part of the 17th century with the 
increased interest i.n voluntary motion in connection with the 
central nervous system. Although most, if not all,the concepts 
required for a Darwinian theory of evolution appeared in the 
scientific literature, the inadmissibility of a teleological 
principle within the mechanistic system, combined perhaps 
with problems related to theology, were offered as possible 
reasons for its failure to take hold.
In the areas of sensation and perception, the mechanical 
philosophy provided the framework which allowed for the dis­
tinction among different, but related questions, and,paved the 
way for their solutions. The three questions were*By what 
mechanisms are external physical motions transformed into
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internal physical motions of the sense organs the nerves and 
the brain? Another was concerned with the link between 
physiology and psychology: How do the physical motions of 
the sense organs, the nerves and the brain effect sensations 
in what Galileo called the "animal and sensitive body"?
Finally, there was the psychological problem of perception:
What information does a person receive in visual, auditory 
and other perceptions; what sensory cues are necessary for 
him to have these perceptions? The mechanistic hypothesis, 
as an instrument of thought, was the key to the success of 
the 17th century investigators in the area of perception, 
and little has been added to fundamental knowledge in that 
realm-since the close of the 17th century. The expansion 
of boundaries in the 17th century created a disturbance 
about man's place in nature which demanded explanation.
The "Inquiries" of the Royal Society, sent all over the world, 
were intended to provide basic information upon which a 
"solid and useful" philosophy could be built. As information 
accumulated, and differences in manners and customs were 
recognized, cultural differences attracted the attention of 
the intellectuals. Just as with other deviations from the 
expected, they felt compelled to find explanations for 
differences not accounted for in the Bible. In the seventeenth 
century, diversity in any realm was disconcerting; and on 
the basis of new and pressing evidence, the traditional 
explanation of monogenetic origin seemed no longer adequate.
As in every realm, the search for order was objec­
tive. Since the most noted differences were in language and
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religion, much interest and effort of l?th century scholars 
was directed toward solving the question of how cultural 
differences came to be, by turning to history, in an attempt 
to reconstruct the past with the aid of dates or places.
When findings failed to confirm Biblical truths, attempts
were made to reconcile contradictory evidence in every possible
way.
Most philosopher-scientists attempted and succeeded 
to find a place in their intellectual scheme for science 
and religion. Such was not the case with Thomas Hobbes, 
however, who attacked the belief in an incorporeal soul, 
and included all phenomena within his mechanistic philosophy. 
Although his political philosophy, based on his psychology, 
is seldom treated within the history of psychology, it was 
in that realm that he made his greatest contribution to the 
social sciences. He promoted the idea that to understand 
government and politics, one must first understand man in 
a social setting.
Problems of interest in the study of man in the 17th
century were approached within the existing mechanistic
framework of science. The same general philosophical and
methodological emphases are assumed today by those who
subscribe to a behavioral approach to the study of man. It
has generally been assumed that there was no scientific
study of man in the l?th century, as all elusive mental
phenomena were assigned to the "soul" and forgotten.
...mind was to them a convenient receptacle for the 
refuse, the chips and whittlings of science, rather 
than a possible object of scientific knowledge 
(Burtt, 195^*'P* 320).
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But then, within the context of the time, "mental" phenomena 
were not the subject of study. It would have been just 
as unreasonable (for different reasons) to the 17th century 
scientists to study "consciousness" or "mental" phenomena, 
as it was much later for J. B. Watson.
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CATEGORIESi PART ONE
I. Relevan t >.  l >'
... . *
Include all papers involving behavior, individual 
differences, social phenomena; interest which might encompass 
psychological matters. The following concepts are meant to 
encompass the total subject matter of psychology in a broad 
sense. Classify a paper in Category I if a positive answer 
is given to any of the following questions. Does the paper 
reflect to any extent
— behavior or acts, either man's or lower animal? E.g., 
a response or responses collectively, a movement (muscular 
or glandular)?
— mental processes or the mind?
— behavioral or mental data (events, processes) or constructs 
(inferred dispositions or structures); e.g., sensation, 
thinking, perception, feeling and emotion, response processes, 
learning, education, attitudes, habits, sentiments, tempera­
ment, abilities, needs, drives?
— phenomena of social behavior; e.g., how individuals or 
classes of individuals differ, the behavior of individuals and 
groups as such?
— the comparison of the chief divisions of man including 
somatic characteristics, social habits, language or linguis­
tics, value systems, intellectual systems, material culture,
interpersonal behavior, small group behavior, sub-cultural 
behavior, intercultural behavior?
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Refer to the "Tentative Outlinei specific characteristics" 
and the "Definitions". If the paper in your judgment is 
relevant to the subsequent development of psychology to any 
extent place it in this category. This allows the inclusion 
of relevant methodological items. If a word’s meaning is 
not clear, look it up in one of the definition sources 
before making a decision, and cite the source.
At the end of each section in the Transactions, 
see "Advertisements" to determine if corrections affect the 
judgment of the paper.
II. Not Relevant 
Papers not meeting the above criteria are classified
here.
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belief or value systems___
other (specify)_______   _




article from other journal__
case history___
experiment before a group___
discourse___
other (specify)_________ _
1Derham, tf. (Ed.), Philosophical Experiments and 
Observations.
























empiricism, old or new__
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in relation to thinking__

































































(e.g., food, house, etc.)
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ANALYSIS OUTLINEi PART TWO #3
General information
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H. experience as immediate
I. Other
1. the nature of the organ
2. the nature of the sensation









G. experience as immediate
H. other
1. the nature of the organ




B. speech or language
C. practice




1. the nature of the organ
























A. the behavior of individuals or groups in 
social environment
B. institutions and social groups as such
C. other
VII Anthropological
A. comparison of somatic characteristics
B. comparison of social habits
C. comparison of language or linguistics
D. comparison of belief or value systems
E. other
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ANALYSIS OUTLINEi PART TWO, FINAL FORM
General information
Title of paperi
Author/s (if book review, author of book)«
Date of publication! (of article)!




article from other journal__


























Natural history includes botany, zoology, mineralogy, 
geography, topography.
2
Natural phil. includes study subject to mathematical 
investigation, not pure mathematics; i.e., motion visible 
to senses and capable of being measured, e.g., astronomy, 
opticksacoustics, mechanics, magnetism.











other (specify)____________ _ _____
Sensation* an operation on any of the senses; a physical 
affection or state of consciousness consequent 
on and related to a particular condition of 









9. nature of the organ__
10. processes in humans___
11. processes in animals___
12. other (specify)________
Perception; the taking cognizance or being aware of objects 
in general.
13. in relation to thinking.
lb. mechanical aids to perception.
15. individual differences___
16. processes in humans___
17. processes in animals___
18. other (specify)______________





22. processes in humans___
23. processes in animals___
2b, other (specify)________
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Applied psychology* concern with the direct application






Learning* knowledge acquired by systematic study or the 




31. role of experience___





Developmental* how individuals or classes of individual
organisms develop. Deals with the charac 
teristic behaviors found at various ages 
or stages or with the general principles 











Comparative* comparison of mental processes, mind or
behavior of different animal species, or of 
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Personalityi the quality, character, or fact of feeing a
person as distinct from a thing; that quality 
or principle which makes a feeing personal.
53. temperament___
5k, individual differences___
55. unification of personality___
56. conflict in personality___
57. other (specify)________________
Abnormal behaviori a concern with disordered behaviors
or mental processes, deficiencies in 




60. other (specify)______________ __
Physiological
61. peripheral nervous system___
62. central nervous system___
63. the internal environment___
6k, sleep and arousal___
65. structure of organ__




Social phenomena! must include concern for inhabitants or
people; e.g., if only a discussion of 
coins, this is not '’social" for our 
purposes.
70. social habits____




75. material culture (e.g., food, houses, includes
also physical culture)___
76. interpersonal behavior__
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Methodological issues









89. indeterminism (probability)  **




94. new empiricism **
95* old rationalism___

















*For meanings see pages following.
Added for present study.











121. staticism (in the sense of preformism or no
change)__
122. dynamicism (change over time)  »*•*
123. staticism (cross-sectional)___
124. developmentalism (longitudinal)___
125. Other (specify) ______________ _____
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DEFINITIONS
The following definitions were taken from the 
Oxford-English Dictionary (1) English & English, (2) John­
son's Dictionary of the English Language, and (3) WebsterIs 
New Collegiate Dictionary (4).
Sensation) an operation on any of the senses, a physical 
affection or state of consciousness consequent 
on and related to a particular condition of 
some portion of the bodily organism.
"...or else as the Light itself, which so 
modif'd strikes upon the organ of sight, 
and so causes that Sensation, which we call 
Colour." Boyle, Exp. Colours, ii, io, 1663.
(1, Vol. 9, p. 456).
Perception* the taking cognizance or being aware of ob­
jects in general* sometimes particular. 
"Perception of spirituals, universals and 
other abstracts from sense, as Mathematical 
lines, ...self-reflection, Freedom...are not 
at all compatible to body or matter." Glan- 
vill, The Vanity of Dogmatizing. 1661, p. 20. 
(1, Vol. 7. p. 672J.
Thinking* thought, cogitation, mediation, mental action
or activity. "Thinking...signifies that sort 
or operation of the Mind about its Ideas, 
wherein the Mind is active." Locke, Human 
Understanding, II, ix, 1, 1690.
(1, Vol. 11, p. 313).
Learning* The action of receiving instruction or acquir­
ing knowledge. "The end then of learning is 
to repair the ruins of our first parents." 
Milton, Educ. Wks. (1847) 98/2, 1644. Also, 
what is learnt or taught. "He did send his 
divine truth into the world, waited on with 
other learnings." Bacon, Adv. Learning. IV, 
vi, 13 (1873)* 49. "I once did hold it...a 
basenesse to write faire, and laboured much 
How to forget that learning." Shakespeare,
Ham. v, ii, 35. 1602.
TIT Vol. 6, p. 157).
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Motivation* An inward prompting or impulse* a desire
(motion) or inclination (to or towards)* also, a
stirring of the soul, an emotion* "He 
that standeth at a stay when others rise, can 
hardlye avoyd motions of envye." Bacon,
Ess. Nobilitv (Arb) 190, 1607-12. Also,
Whether he killed his Sons by a motion of 
Heroick Vertue." Dryden, St. Euremont's 
Ess. 9» 1692.
TT7 Vol. 6, p. 696).
Personality* The fact of being personal or done by a
person himself. "The king comes in with the 
reputation...of having long sought it (peace) 
by a Personal Treaty...the truth is neither 
the Treaty, nor the Personality of it have 
advanced the business one jot." Fairfax, etc. 
2nd Remonstr., 36, 1648.
The quality, character, or fact of being a 
person as distinct from a thing; that quality 
or principle which makes a being personal.
"We must be wary lest we ascribe any Personality 
to this Nature as Chance." Bentley, Boyle,
Lect., v, 152, 1692.
TTTvoi. 7, p. 727).
Sociological* the behavioral or social science dealing with 
(Sociology) group life and social organization, chiefly in 
literate societies.
(2, p. 511).
Anthropological* 1. The science of man. 2. The comparative 
study of the chief divisions of man, including 
somatic characteristics, social habits and 
customs, linguistics, and prehistory. In the 
broad sense of (1), it includes both sociology 
and psychology. In the narrower sense of (2), 
anthropology is distinct from, but utilizes 
the concepts of human anatomy, psychology, 
and sociology.
(2, p. 34).
Touch* The action or an act of touching...exercise of
the faculty of feeling upon a material object. 
"He toucheth the face and brest with cold 
touches." Purchas, Pilgrimage, ix, vii (ed 2) 
864, 1614. "He healed the Blind and the Lame 
with Spittle and touch." H. More, Exp. Dan, 
iv, Notes 120, 1681.
(1, Vol. 11, p. 180).








the sense of which the nose is the organ; the 
faculty of smelling. "He who hath a quicke 
smell, is troubled with more stinkes, than he 
is refreshed with sweet odours." Moryson,
Itin., III, 35, 161?.
TlTVol. 9, p. 269).
the action of the verb Hear; perception by the 
ear or auditory sense; the faculty of sense 
by which sound is perceived; audition. "Capti­
vating...at the first hearing." Priestley,
Inst. Relig. (1782), II, 15^, 1772.
TXT Vol. 5. P. 157).
the act of seeing with the bodily eye; the 
exercise of the ordinary faculty of sight; an 
instance of seeing; a look. "For it (my eye) 
no forme delivers to the heart. Nor his owne 
vision houlds what it doth catch." Shakespeare, 
c 1600, Sonnets, cxiii.
(1, Vol. 12, p. 2^9).
that quality or property of a body or substance 
which is perceived when it is brought into 
contact with certain organs of the mouth."
Divers kinds of saltes...have divers tastes." 
Timme, Quersit.. 1605» I» v., 19.
(1, Vol. 11, p. 106).
the character or nature of a substance as 
supposed to be determined by the proportions 
of the four qualities (hot, cold, dry, or moist). 
"If the ground be of a middle temperature, 
there ought to bee a space of five foot distance 
betweene every vine." Pliny, 1601, Holland,
I, xvii, xxii, 529*
(1, Vol. 11, p. I63).
the sense that yields knowledge of the movements 
of the body or of its several members. Its 
chief divisions are (a) muscle sense, having 
sensors embedded in the muscles and stimulated 
by their contraction; (b) tendon sense, having 
sensors in the tendons; (c) joint sense, having 
sensors on the surfaces of the joints and stimu­
lated by their flexing; (d) static sense, having 
sensors in the labyrinth of the inner ear.
(2, p. 28*0.




Proprioception! perceiving mediated by proprioceptors.
proprioceptors! any receptor sensitive to the 
position and movement of the body and its 
members, including (a) receptors (in the 
vestibule of the inner ear and in the semi­
circular canals) sensitive to the orientation 
of the body in space, and to bodily rotation, 
and (b) receptors (in the muscles, tendons, 
and joints) sensitive to the position and move­
ment of bodily members, and giving rise to 
kinesthetic sensations.
(2, p. 414).
Memory! the faculty by which things are remembered*
the capacity for retaining, perpetuating or 
reviving the thought of things past "By the 
memory it (an idea) can be made an actual 
perception again.” Locke, Hum. Understanding,
1. iv, 35* (1695) 1690.
(1, Vol. 6, p. 331).
that intellectual power or faculty...which is 
ordinarily employed in adapting thought or 
action to some end* the guiding principle of 
the human mind in the process of thinking, 
"reason still is whispering in your Ear, where 
you are sure to fail, the attempt forbear.” 
Dryden, Persius, v. (1697), p. 478. 1693* Also, 
of a fact, event, or thing not dependent on 
human agency. "We know not their make* and 
can give no Reason of the difference Qualities 
we find in them." Locke, Hum. Und. Ill, vi,
9, 1690.
(1, Vol. 8, p. 212).
"I understand by Reason, the deduction of some 
thing from another." H. More, Poems Interps. 
Gen., 433* 1647.
(1, Vol. 8, p. 213).
the action of the verb imagine (q.v.) in 
various senses; imagination. "Present Fears 
Are lesse than horrible Imaginings."
Shakespeare, Macb. I, iii, 138, 1605.
(1, Vol. 5. p. 55).
Imagine! to respond to the properties of an object or 
event not present to the senses; esp., to 
respond to its sensory properties, though 










the occurrence of a specifiable response or 
group of responses in the presence of a 
specifiable stimulus situation. The greater 
the number of occurrences, the greater the 
practice. Performance of an act one or more 
times, with a view to its fixation or improve­
ment. Any performance or act that leads to 
learning.
(2, p. 400).
the way in which a person is mentally or 
morally constituted; the sum of the mental and 
moral qualities; mental constitution, dispo­
sition, character. "The principle Habits are 
two in number, Vertue and Vice." Burton.
Anat. Melan., 1 (1651), 30, 162,8)
(1» Vol. 5> P* 4).
Also, a settled disposition or tendency to act 
in a certain way, esp. one acquired by frequent 
repetition of the same act until it becomes 
almost or quite involuntary; a settled practice, 
custom, usage; a customary manner or way of 
acting. "Habits are said to be an Adventitious 
and Acquired Nature and Nature was before de­
fined by the Stoicks to (greek phrase), or 
a Habit* so two, than this, that whereas the 
One is Acquired by Teaching, Industry and 
Exercise; the other...is...inspired by the 
Divine Art and Wisdom." Gudworth, Intell. Svst. 
158, 1678.
(1, Vol. 5, p. 5).
"Which power or ability in Man of doing any thing, 
when it has been acquired by frequent doing the 
same thing, is that Idea, we name Habit."
Locke, Hum. Und. II, xxiii (1695)» 156, 1690.
(1, Vol. 5# P. 5).
the fact of being consciously the subject of a 
state of condition or of being consciously 
affected by an event. "A complete man... 
knowes what experience can teach, but is not 
taucht by experience." Stevens, J.
(1, Vol. 5. P. 429).
Also, actual living through an event or events.
The experienced may refer to the specific ob­
ject to which one is responding or of which one 
is aware.
(2, p. 194).
the property of organic things, in virtue of 
which offspring inherit the nature and charac­
teristics of parents and ancestors.
(1, Vol. 5# P. 238).
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Education* the process of "bringing up" (young persons)* 
the manner in which a person has been brought 
upj with reference to social station, kind of 
manners and habits acquired, calling or 
employment prepared for* systematic instruction. 
"It much concerneth a parent to see their 
children to have the best education and instruc­
tion." Brinsley, Lud. Lit., 1616.
(1, Vol. 3, p. 44).
"A complete and generous education...fits a 
man to perform...all the offices...of peace 
and war." Milton, Educ. 1644. Wks. (1847) 
99/2.
(1, Vol. 3, p. 44).
Developmental* how individuals or classes of individual
organisms develop. Deals with characteristic 
behaviors found at various ages or stages or 








the period during which a human being or other 
mammal is almost wholly dependent upon parental 
care. In developmental psychology, the first 
year of life.
(2, p. 260).
the period from birth to puberty. Or, the 
period between infancy and adolescence.
(2, p. 85)•
Adolescence* the period from the beginning of puberty to 
the attainment of maturity. The period is 
defined in terms of development in many 
different functions which may be reached at 
different times. Conventional limits may be 
stated? these are usually given as ages 12-21 




the period during which the generative organs 
become capable of functioning and the person 
develops secondary sex characteristics. The 
end is conventionally given as age 14 in males, 
age 13 in females, but variation is wide.
(2, p. 430).
fully grown or matured in all respects or in 
any specified respect. Human adulthood is 
generally attained in the early twenties.
(2, p. 14).
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Instinct* implanted naturally* innate. "It moves accord­
ing unto the instinct and inbred disposition 
of nature." Spencer, Logick, 34, 1628.
(1, Vol. 5, p. 352).
an enduring tendency or disposition to act in 
an organized and biologically adaptive way 
that is characteristic of a given species.
The characteristic is usually (or always) un­
learned, but this criterion is difficult to 
apply.
(2, p. 265).
Evolution* (a) fixed characteristics— the concept of in­
organic evolution, concerned with the develop­
ment of the physical universe from unorganized 
matter...belief in the special creation of each 
individual species as an immutable form... 
spontaneous generation or "emboitement" (belief 
that the embryo contains in miniature the 
complete form of the adult).
(b) changing characteristics— the concept of 
organic evolution (also known as descent with 
modification). Embodies the belief that exis­
ting animals and plants developed by a process 
of gradual, continuous change from previously 
existing forms...the principle of natural 
selection or the survival of the fittest.
Temperament* the combination of the four cardinal humours
of the body, the relative proportions of which 
the physical and mental constitution were held 
to be determined...the bodily habit attributed 
to this as a sanguine, choleric, phlegmatic, 
or melancholic temperament. "Though the soule 
be not caused by the body, yet in the generall 
it followes the temperament of it." Feltham, 
Resolves £ \ J * xxx, 95» 1628.
(1, Vol. 11, p. 161).
Conduct disorders* disordered behavior; e.g., homosexuality, 
behavior considered to be unusual; witchcraft, 
and the like.
Madness* behavior characterized by wild excitement or 
extravagent illusions.
(1, Vol. 6, p. 18).
Operationism* the doctrine that terms, proposition, concepts, 
constructs, theories are given all their mean­
ing - in the last analysis - by the methods of 
observation or investigation used to arrive 
at them, that they have no other meaning than 
is yielded by the procedures or operations by 
which the things or processes to which they 
refer are known.
(2, p. 358).
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PRESCRIPTIONS
The following definitions were taken from the Oxford-
English Dictionary (1), English and English (2), Johnson's
Dictionary of the English Language (3). and Webster's
Collegiate Dictionary (*0.
Conscious mentalism* conscious* endowed with the power of
knowing one's own thoughts and actions. 
"What I am conscious of when I see 
the colour blue, is a feeling of blue 
colour, which is one thing, the picture 
on my retina, or the phenomenon of 
hitherto mysterious nature which takes 
place in my optic nerve or in my brain, 
is another thing of which I am not at 
all conscious, and which scientific 
investigation alone could have apprais­
ed me of. These are states of my body? 
but the sensation of blue, which is 
the consequence of these states of the 
body is not a state of the bodyi that 
which perceives and is conscious is 
called mind.... J. S. Mill, Systems of 
Logic. .
T 3 7 I ,  p. 532).
conscious* having the witness of one's 
own judgement or feelings, having the 
witness within oneself; inwardly sensi­
ble or aware. If "they say, that a Man 
is always conscious to himself of think­
ing." Locke. Hum. Und. II, i, 1690.
(1, Vol. 2, p.“557).
mental* connected with, relating to, 
constituted by, existing in, the mind. 
(3 ,  I I .  p. 202).
mentalism* the doctrine that there is 
a distinct group of conscious or mental 
phenomena not reducible without remain­
der to physical phenomena.
(2, p. 318).
*1 ss OEDj 2 » English & English; 3 s Johnson; 
5 = Webster's.




Unconscious mentalism* unconscious* having no mental
perception#
(3, II, p. 1289).
unconscious* characterizing any 
activity or mental structure of which 
a person is not aware.
(2, p. 5^9)•
philosophical
Strict determinism* The philosophical doctrine that human
action is not free but necessarily 
determined by motives, which are re­
garded as external forces acting upon 
the will. (Suggests that the will is 
never free. RIW3)
(1, Vol. 3, p. 271).
Strict indeterminism* The doctrine that the will is free,
that one’s deliberate choices or acts 
are not completely determined by, or 
predictable from antecedent causes.^"
Indeterminism or Probabilistic determinism* the doctrine
that an event may not always be com­
pletely determined by its antecedents. 
The doctrine of free will is the chief 
form of indeterminism* few doubt that 
physical events are determined by their 
antecedent causes.
(2, p. 258).
probabilism* (also, the notion that it 
is possible with some degree of proba­
bility to predict certain sequences of 
events on the basis of past experience 
and by means of logical operations.)
A belief in the possibility of degrees 
of predictability depending on the de­
gree of relevant information.
(2, p. ^08).
o
Prescriptions are characterized as reflecting mainly 
a philosophical or methodological emphasis. "Philosophical" 
used in the broad sense of reflecting a general attitude.
^Robert I. Watson
h,
If no reference cited, author's definition.
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philosophical
Contentual objectivism* objective psychology* a point of
view which restricts itself to that 
which is open to observation by any 
competent observer; i.e., to data sub­
ject to measurement. Also, stressing 
objective reality, especially as 
distinguished from the purely subjective 
existence, or of the phenomenal world. 
The subject matter or that being dealt 
with as objective content. E.g., 
peripheral behavior. Externally ob­
servable activity or phenomena.
methodological
Contentual subjectivism* Data or phenomena being dealt with
not directly observable; e.g., mental 
states.
methodological
Old empiricism* Major, if not exclusive source of
knowledge is experience. Sort of sub­
jective everyday experience. No 
systematic questioning of nature.
philosophical
New empiricism* objective observation and experimenta­
tion to get at what was really there... 
not only what seemed to be there on 
the basis of everyday experience. Ob­
jective observation and experimentation 
almost synonymous with realism. Care­
ful observation and accurate recording 
of data. (Perhaps, better termed 
"scientific" empiricism* observation, 
experiment, defining of terms...fore­
runner of logical positivism). In the 
17th century, the attitude that one 
should not fall back on the old (author­
ity), but should direct fresh inquiry 
to lead to new knowledge.
philosophical
Old rationalism* Major, if not exclusive source of
knowledge is reason. Also, rationalism 
as a resource to reason as essential 
to the Scholastic philosophy of the 
Middle Ages* i.e., in the sense of 
scholastic logic.
philosophical







Major, if not exclusive source of know­
ledge is reason. Also, rationalism as a 
resource to reason as essential to the 
Scholastic philosophy of the Middle Ages* 
i.e., in the sense of scholastic logic.
philosophical
In the 17th century, reason or rationalism 
took on a new meaning or a different mean­
ing. Rational consideration of the empirical 
data. The test of reality comes, not from 
scholastic logic with recourse to authori­
tative sources, but from the observation 
of facts. The emphasis upon data was 
supposed to follow dictates of good sense 
and intellect with lack of subjectivity.
philosophical
Any doctrine or practice that lays stress 
upon function, use, and adaptation. Also, 
pertaining to the functions of an organ.
methodological
Of or pertaining to structure. The concep­
tion of mind in terms of its structure 
whether this structure be interpreted*
(a) atomistically or (b) configurationally.
methodological
Of the nature of, based upon, or character­
istic of the use of induction, or reasoning 
from particular facts to general principles. 
Ordinarily, induction is used to mean the 
sort of inference which attempts to reach 
a conclusion concerning all the members of 
a class from observation of only some of 
them. Conclusions inductive in this sense 
are only probably, in greater or lesser 
degree according to the precautions taken 
in selecting the evidence for them. "Al­
though the arguing from experiments and 
observations by induction be no demonstra­
tion of general conclusions, yet it is the 
best way of arguing which the nature of 
things admits of, and may be looked upon 
as so much the stronger by how much the 
induction is more general; and if no excep­
tion occur from phenomena the conclusion 
may be general." _Sir I. Newton.
On Qpticks, (3, I2, p. 21^9).
methodological





The mode of reasoning that starts with pre­
mises or propositions and attempts to derive 
valid conclusions therefrom. Deductive 
reasoning largely coincides with reasoning 
from cause to effect, which is reasoning 
a priori. "All knowledge of causes is deduc­
tive." Glanvill, Scepsis Sci., xxiii, 1.
(1 ,  Vol.  3, p. 11677
"Social science...is a deductive science? not, 
indeed after the model of geometry, but after 
that of the more complex physical sciences.
It infers the law of each effect from the 
laws of causation on which that effect depends... 
by considering all the causes which conjunc­
tively influence the effect, and compounding 
their laws with one another. Its method, in 
short, is the concrete deductive method; that 
of which astronomy furnishes the most perfect, 
natural philosophy a somewhat less perfect 
example..." J. S. Mill, System of Logic, b. 
vi. ch. IX, 1.
(3» I 2# p. 645).
methodological
a systematic combination of parts working to­
gether and performing specific functions; a 
structure in which changes in one part produce 
predictable changes in another part.
(2, p. 312).
A natural process conceived as being machinelike 
or mechanically necessitated. The doctrine 
that natural processes are mechanically deter­
mined and capable of explanation by the laws 
of physics and chemistry.
(4, p. 522).
Theory that all phenomena are totally expli­
cable on mechanical principles. "The Philosophy 
of a Phanatick being as intelligible by the 
Laws of Mechanism as the Motion of the Heart, 
and Circulation of the Blood. S. Parker, Def. 
Ecel. Pol., 342, 1677.
T T T V o l .  6, p. 286).
philosophical
The doctrine that phenomena of life possess a 
character sui generis by virtue of which they 
differ radically from physico-chemical phen­
omena. The vitalist ascribes the activities 
of living organisms to the operation of a 
"vital force." Also, the doctrine that the 
origin and phenomena of life are due to or 
produced by a vital principle, as distinct






from a purely chemical or physical force. 
(1, Vol. 12, p. 260).
Also, the doctrine that living substance 
has a "plus" in addition to, or over and 
above, its physiochemical constituents.
(2 ,  p. 585 )•
philosophical
Objectivism* Stress upon that which is ob­
jective or external to the mind, or the 
apprehender. The objective study and 
formulation of principles used in the 
search for fact or truth. Includes 
systematic observation, and objective 
naturalistic observation.
methodological
Subjectivism* subjectivism* doctrine con­
tending that every object apprehended is 
created, or constructed by the apprehender. 
Also, the theory that all our knowledge is 
merely subjective and relative, and which 
denies the possibility of objective know­
ledge.
(1, Vol. 10, p. 26).
Applied to methodology, best viewed as a 
doctrine not concerned with verifiability 
by other observers.
methodological
a preference for the study of molar behav­
ior as the best (or only) subject matter 
for psychology.
(2 ,  p. 327).
A large unit segment of the total behavior 
stream that possesses essential-unity.
A behavior unit considered as an emergent 
phenomenon, having qualities not statable 
as a sum of the parts.
(2 ,  p. 327).
Of or pertaining to a mass of matter, 
as distinguished from the properties or 
motions of molecules or atoms.
(^ ,  p. 5^1)•
methodological
psychological data most aptly described 
in terms of relatively small units.





the view that ultimate reality is of only one 
kind or quality. The view that the phenomena 
of psychology are of the same kind as, or are 
completely reducible to those of the physical 
sciences} practically = mechanism.
(2, p. 328).
A general name for those theories which deny 
the duality (i.e., the existence of two ulti­
mate kinds of substance) of matter and mind. 
Thus materialism and idealism or spiritualism 
are both species of monism; the name is often 
applied specifically to a blind variety, viz., 
the doctrine that physical and psychical phen­
omena are alike manifestations of a reality 
which cannot be identified with either matter 
or mind.
(1, V. 6, p. 609). 
philosophical
a theory or system of thought which recognizes 
two independent principles, (a) Philos. The 
doctrine that mind and matter exist as distinct 
entities; opposed to idealism and materialism. 
(1, Vol. 3» p. 696).
A view of man as constituted of two original 
and independent elements, as matter and spirit. 
U, p. 25^).
philosophical
a philosophy which holds that the universe re­
quires no supernatural cause and government, 
but is self-existent, self-explanatory, self- 
operating, and self-directing; that the world 
process is not teleological and anthropocentric, 
but purposeless, deterministic, and only inci­
dentally productive of man. Also, that human 
life— physical, mental, moral and spiritual 
is an ordinary natural event attributable in 
all respects to the ordinary operations of 
nature.
the philosophical point of view that considers 
mental phenomena, and particularly moral values, 
as natural phenomena, to be interpreted in the 
same way as the phenomena of natural science.
(2, p. 337).
the doctrine denying that anything in reality 
has a supernatural significance* specif., the 
doctrine that scientific laws account for all 
phenomena, and that teleological conceptions 
of nature are invalid.
(4, p. 560).
philosophical







being above the powers of nature. "No 
man can give a rational account how it is 
possible that such a general flood should 
come, by any natural means. And if it 
be supernatural that grants the thing I 
am proving, namely, such a Supreme Being 
as can alter the course of nature." 
Bishop-Wilkins.
(3, II2, p. 1113).
any doctrine that asserts the control and 
guidance of nature and men by an invisible 
power or powers. (4, p. 852).
beyond or transcending nature and natural 
laws, or ordinary human experience.
(2, p. 536).
philosophical
characterizing procedures and methods 
designed to discover general laws.
(2, p. 3W .
methodological
pertaining to, or characterizing, an account 
of particular individual cases or events.
(2, p. 250).
methodological
a point of view that emphasizes, for 
psychological explanation, the events 
that take place at the periphery of 
boundaries of the body rather than events 
in the central nervous system. The 
difference is primarily in emphasis.
(2, p. 380).
Also, in the sense of attending to pheno­
mena or events in the environment rather 
than within the person.
methodological
centralist psychology* a point of view 
that gives major importance in explanation 
of behavior to events that take place in the 
brain.
(2, p. 80).
Also, in the sense of attending to pheno­
mena or events within the person rather 
than in the environment or the periphery 
of the body.
methodological







the seeking of knowledge for its own 
sake.
philosophical
the philosophical doctrine that makes 
practical usefulness the criterion of 
value.
(2, p. 57*0.
the doctrine that the useful is the good, 
and that the determining consideration 
of right conduct is the usefulness of its 
consequences.
(^ » P» 938).
the doctrine or principle of utility is 
that which makes utility, in its most 
general sense, or, according to another 
formula, the greatest happiness for the 
greatest number, the test of the merix of 
human actions.
(3, II2, p. 13^2).
Primarily, the seeking of knowledge for 
its usefulness in other activities.
(RIW)
philosophical
that property of a phenomenon by virtue 
of which it can be counted or measured; 
concern with the measurement of phenomena. 
(2, p. W O .
A concern with measureability or comparison 
of results of various quantities or count­
ing with the aim of being objective.
methodological
connected or concerned with quality or 
qualities.
usually in implied or expressed opposition 
to quantitative.
quality* an aspect of experience differing 
in kind from all other aspects, hence, 




emphasis upon data supposed to follow 
dictates of good sense and intellect.
(RIW)







Applies to whether the investigator is 
treating the data in a rational (as 
opposed to an irrational) way. 
i.e., no reliance on emotions in investi­
gating nature.
methodological
intrusion or domination of emotive and 
conative factors upon intellectual pro­
cesses. Implies experimenter bias.
(RIW)
methodological
a philosophical attitude toward the sub­
ject matter reflecting an emphasis upon 
enduring aspects in the sense of preformism 
or no change.
emphasis on that which is constant.
(RIW)
philosophical
a philosophical attitude toward the subject 
matter reflecting an emphasis upon change 
and factors making for change.
(RIW)
philosophical
a methodological emphasis upon static 
states, events, or conditions. A cross- 
sectional view.
methodological
a methodological emphasis of continuous 
change in a system extending over a 
period of time. A longitudinal approach.
methodological
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THE PRESCRIPTIONS OF PSYCHOLOGY 
ARRANGED IN CONTRASTING PAIRS*
Conscious mentalism - Unconscious mentalism
(emphasis on awareness of mental structure of 
activity - unawareness)
Contentual objectivism - Contentual subjectivism
(psychological data viewed as behavior of individual 
as mental structure or activity of individual)
Determinism - Indeterminism
(human events completely explicable in terms of 
antecedents - not completely so explicable)
Empiricism - Rationalism
(major, if not exclusive source of knowledge is 
experience - is reason)
Functionalism - Structuralism
(psychological categories are activities - are 
contents)
Inductivism - Deductivism
(investigations begun with facts of observation - 
with assumed established truths)
Mechanism - Vitalism
(activities of living beings completely explicable 
by physicochemical constituents - not so explicable)
Methodological objectivism - Methodological subjectivism 
(use of methods open to verification by another 
competent observer - not so open)
Molecularism - Molarism
(psychological data most aptly described in terms 
of relatively small.units - relatively large units)
Monism - Dualism
(fundamental principle or entity in universe is of 
one kind - is of two kinds, mind and matter)
Naturalism - Supernaturalism
(nature requires for its operation and explanation 
only principles found within it - requires trans­
cendent guidance as well)
*As presented by Watson (1967)
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Nomotheticism - Idiographicism
(emphasis upon discovering general laws - upon 
explaining particular events or individuals;
Peripheralism - Centralism
(stress upon psychological events taking place at 
periphery of body - within the body)
Purism - Utilitarianism
(seeking of knowledge for its sake - for its use­
fulness in other activities)
Quantitativism - Qualitativism
(stress upon knowledge which is countable or 
measurable - upon that which is different in kind 
or essence)
Rationalism - Irrationalism
(emphasis upon data supposed to follow dictates 
of good sense and intellect - intrusion or domina­
tion of emotive and conative factors upon intell­
ectual processes)
Staticism - Developmentalism
(emphasis upon cross-sectional view - upon changes 
with time)
Staticism - Dynamicism
(emphasis upon enduring aspects - upon change and 
factors making for change)
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emphasis on awareness of mental structure or activity
Unconscious mentalism
emphasis on unawareness of mental structure or
activity
Determinism
human events completely explicable m  terms of 
antecedents (strict determinism)*
Indeterminism
human events not completely so explicable m  terms 
of antecedents (statistical determinism)
Contentual objectivism
psychological data viewed as behavior of individual 
(externally observable activity)
Contentual subjectivism
psychological data viewed as mental structure or 
mental activity of individual
Empiricism
the major, if not exclusive source of knowledge is 
experience
Rationalism
the major, if not exclusive source of knowledge is 
reason
Functionalism
psychological categories are activities (an emphasis 
on change)
Structuralism
psychological categories are contents (an emphasis 
on enduring qualities, physical structures)
Inductivism
investigations begun with facts or observations 
(Bacon)
Deductivism
investigations begun with assumed established truths-
*As presented in Committee proposal} in parentheses, 
author*s additions approved by RIW.
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Mechanism
activities of living beings completely explicable 
by physico-chemical constituents (or all behavior 
explained according to laws of physics)
Vitalism
activities of living beings not so explicable by 
physico-chemical constituents (more emphasis on a 
life force or substance)
Methodological objectivism
use of methods open to verification by another 
competent observer (a concern for reliability, 
different experimenters and same results)
Methodological subjectivism
use of methods not so open to verification by 
another competent observer (experimenter bias or 
overdoing objectivity, thus missing the essence 
of the subject matter)
Molecularism
psychological data most aptly described in terms 
of relatively small units (holds that complex 
phenomena best or wholly understood when reduced 
to its elements or parts, atomistic)
Molarism
psychological data most aptly described in terms 
of relatively large units (parts only form aspects 
of the total situation, the whole is more than 
the sum of the parts)
Monism
fundamental principle or entity in universe is of 
one kind (materialistic or mechanistic, a single 
underlying.physical reality, or ideal monism of 
Berkeley)
Dualism
fundamental principle or entity in universe is of 
two kinds, mind and matter (some major varietiest 
Cartesian interactionism, two separate and inter­
acting processes, a mind and a matter; parallelism, 
two separate but independent correlated series of 
events; occasional intraventionism, God intervenes 
occasionally)
Naturalism
nature requires for its operation and explanation 
only principles found within it
Supematuralism
nature requires for its operation and explanation 
principles found within it as well as transcendent 
guidance
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission
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Nomotheticism
emphasis upon discovering general laws.
Idiographicism
emphasis upon explaining particular events or 
individuals
Peripheralism
stress upon psychological events taking place at 
periphery of body (S-R emphasis)
Centralism
stress upon psychological events taking place 
within the body (S-O-R emphasis, including mediating 
factors)
Purism
seeking of knowledge for its own sake
Utilitarianism
seeking of knowledge for its usefulness in other 
activities
Quant itat iv ism
stress upon knowledge which is countable or measurable
Qualitativism
stress upon that which is different in kind or 
essence
Rationalism
emphasis upon data supposed to follow dictates of 
good sense and intellect (different from #8; here 
refers to a lack of bias, no reliance on emotions)
Irrationalism
intrusion or domination of emotive and conative 
factors upon intellectual processes
Staticism
emphasis upon cross-sectional view (emphasis on 
that which is constant; e.g., Eysenck, Cattell)
Developmentalism
emphasis upon changes with time (e.g., Freud, Piaget)
Staticism
emphasis upon enduring aspects
Dynamicism
emphasis upon change and factors making for change
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An Experimental History 
of Cold
An Extract of a Letter, 
containing some Obser­
vations, made in the 
ordering of Silk-worms.
An Account of Micro- 
graphia, or the Physio­
logical Descriptions 
of Minute Bodies, made 
by Magnifying Glasses.-
The Motion of the 
Second Comet, predict­
ed by the same Gentle­
man, who predicted 
that of the former.
5. Boyle, 
Robert
A further Account of 
Mr. Boyle*s Experi­
mental History of Cold
*
Publication Volume
Topic & Coding Date &
Page
Sensation* temperature 3/1664— 65 I» 8-9
6,10,17,92,9^,96,99,
101,103,109,115,117
Sensation* smell, hearing 4-/3/1665 I, 26-27
processes in animals; effects 
of tobacco smell on animal 
behavior; effects of thunder 
on animal behavior
4-, 5,11,12,91,94-, 99,103,109, 
111,113,116
Sensation* concern for 
mechanical aids to improve 





Perception* reliability of 






Sensation and perception* 
























Paper Number Publication Volume
& Title Topic & Coding Date &
Author Page
6* Auzout A Further Account, touching Perception: reliability 6/5/1665 
Signor Campani's Book and of observations made by 
Performances about Optick- different observers 
glasses • 15,16,84,89 ,91,94,96,99,










An Account of Mr. Richard Physiological: bodily 6/5/1665 
Lower’s newly published processes, nervous juyce, 
Vindication of Doctor Wil- blood, heart, 
lis’s Diatriba de Febribus.62,63,66,67,68,89,94,96,
97,101,109,114,115,116,
117
An Account of the Rise and Physiological, abnormal 12/4/1665 
Attempts, of a Way to con- and comparative the ef­





veigh Liquors immediately 
into the Nass of Blood.
I, 77-78
I, 128-130
de Musculis 8c Gh. ndulus 
Observationum specimen; 
cum duabus Epistolis An- 
atomicis.
Physiological: also com-3/12/1665-66 I, 176-178 
parative, on the movements 


































Title Topic & Coding Date &
Page
General Heads for a Natur- Social Phenomena: the I4./2/I666 I, 186-189
al History of a Countrey, composing of a good 




An account of a Book, 
entituled,The Origine 
of Forms and Qualities, 
illustrated by Consid­
erations and Experiments
Some Observations of the 
Effects of Touch & Fric­
tion •
Relations of Divers Cur­
ious Voyages.
Sensation and perception: 14-/2/1666 
questions Descartes1 theo­
ry and proposes support 
fcr the new philosophy 
81+,89,914.,96,99,100,103,
111,116
Other: mechanism-body of 5/7/1666
man and animals conceived
as a machine
































Paper Number Publication Volume
& Title Topic & Coding Date &
Author Page
II4.• de Cordemoy, Le Discernement du Corps Physiological: body-soul 







Honorati Tractatus duo; quorum 
est Prior, et de Plant- 
is de Generatione Anima- 
lium; Posterior, de Ho- 
mine.
16. Bellini.



















































Title Topic & Coding Date &
Page
of a letter written Dec. 
28, 1666 by M. Auzout 
concerning a way of his, 
for taking the Diameters 
of the Planets, and for 
knowing the Parallax of 
the Moon; as also the 
Reason, why in the Solar 
Eclipse above calculated, 
the Diameter of the Moon 
did increase about the 
end.
Trials proposed by Mr.
3 ,9 ,1 0 ,1 1 ,6 5 ,6 7 ,6 8 ,8 9 ,  
9 1 ,9 ^ ,9 6 ,9 7 ,9 8 ,9 9 ,1 0 0  
1 0 1 ,1 0 3 ,1 0 5 ,1 0 9 ,1 1 1 ,1 12 ,
115.117 .119
Perception: processes in 
humans-moon illusion 
1 6 ,89,91 ,91*.,96 ,99 ,100 , 101, 
1 0 3 ,1 0 5 ,1 0 9 ,1 1 1 ,1 1 3 ,1 1 5
117.119
12/28/1666 I ,  373-375
Physiology: blood-trans- 2/11/1666 1 ,385 -388
Boyle to Dr. Lower, to 
be made by him, for the 
improvement of Trans­
fusing Blood out of one 
live Animal into another. Abnormal:
fusion 
Applied Psychology:
clinical a p ­
plication 
conduct disor­





Comparative: humans and ani-
Learning: h a b W  and the 
learning pro­





















19. Oldenburg, A Preface To the Third 
Henry Year cf these Tracts.
20. N.I. Inquiries for Suratte,
and other parts of the 
Sast-Indies.
Publication Volume 









Methodological Issues: 3/11/166 7 II, i4.O9-i4.i5
empiricism
Sensation: processes in 






Methodological Issues: 3/11/1667 II, I4.i5-I4.i9
objectivity- a need for
confirmation regarding
reports from other lands,
before they can be relied
upon
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An Account of some dis­
coveries concerning the 
Brain, and the Tongue.
26. Fracassati, An Experiment of Signior 













marily optic nerve 










The History of the Royal Methodological issues: 9/1667
Society of London, for the the experimantal way
Advancement of Experimental was useful for the cure
Philosophy of men's minds by keep­
ing them from idleness 
and helped to manage 
passions by being 
actively involved in 
experimenting.Re flects 
Puritan attitude. Also 
social phenomena, ab­
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31. Travagini, Synopsis Novae Phil- 
Francis osophiae & Medicinae.
32. Denys,M. A Relation of some
Trials of the same 
Operation, lately 
made in France.
33. Cornelius, Consentini Progym- 
Thomas nasmata Physica
Publication Volume 
Topic & Coding Date &
Page






Methodological Issues: con- 12/9/1667 II 
cerned with blood trans­
fusion issue, only exper­




Methodological issues: a 12/9/1667 II
promotion of the mechanical
philosophy, and the use of
mathematics for students of
natural philosophy. Also,
the study of nature itself.
Sensation and perception: 
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An exact Narrative of 





de Tarantula. In quo, 
praeter ejus descriD- 
tionemj effectus ven- 
eni Tarantulae, qui 






Topic & Coding Date &
Page
Abnormal: a detailed 2/1667-






Perception: also, sensation; 1668
difference in one's senses 





Physiological: muscles and 2/1667- 
the nature of movement. Re- 1668





Physiological: comparative, 4/13/1668 
thinking, sensation, person­
ality and applied. Involun­
tary dancing, heightened im­
agination, and hallucinations 
caused by bite of Tarantula.
Prior to 17th century, the effects
of the poision were attributed to 
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tion! & mensurae inser- 
viens.
An Essay towards a 
Real Character and a 
Philosophical Lang­
uage.
An Enlargement of the 
Observations formerly 
publisht...
Of a Printed Letter 
touching the differ­
ences risen about the 
Transfusion of Bloud.
The Remainder of the 
Observations made in 
the formerly mentioned 
Voyage to Jamaica, 
publisht numb. 36.
Perception: concerning the 







Abnormal: applied and 
physiological. Hallucin­
ations attributed to too 
much salt in the diet; 
treated accordingly. 
Comparative: dissection and 








Applied: abnormal behavior 
treated with opium. Effects 
of different types of drugs; 
also, liquor in the form of 
chocolate is a good treatment 








































Title Topic 85 Coding Date &
Page
An Extract of another Comparative: reference to a
Letter from the same child having acquired squint-
hand, confirming the ing from her mother "heredit-
contents of the former; arily." Also, aid to vision,









Primarily, speech as dis­
tinguishing characteristic of 






A Note, Relating to 
the formerly publisht 
Narrative about empty 
tubes, serving for a 
decay'd sight; impart­
ed by the same Author 
in a Letter of August 
10,1668.
An extract of a letter, 
Written from Dantzick 
to the Honourable R. 
Boyle, containing the 
success of some Ex­
periments of Infusing 
Medicines into humane 
veines.




Physiological and applied: 
treating fits through in­



































Title Topic & Coding Date &
Page
An extract of a Letter Developmental: physiology 10/19/1668 111,792-
written to the Publish- and the aged.Social Phenomena: 795
er from the Bermudas by somatic characteristics,
Mr. Richard Stafford, 
concerning the Tydes 
there, as also Whales, 
Sperma Ceti, strange 
Spiders-Webbs, some 
rare Vegetables, and 




Tractatus Duo, prior 
de Respirationej 
alter de Rachitude.
An Extract Out of the 
Italian Giornale de 
Letterati abouttwo 
considerable Experi­
ments of the Trans­
fusion of Blood.




Other: the union of the 




Physiological: relationship II/16/1668 111,833-
among bodily processes; some- 835
thing in air necessary to life; 
natural and mechanical explan­




Physiological: blood trans- 12/14/1668 111,840
fusion used as treatment for 84l
deafness in animal; also, com­

































Title Topic & Coding Date &
Page






Trectatus de Corde; 
item de motu &
Colere Sanguinis, & c,
A Relation of the Con­
ferences held at Paris 
in the Academy Royal 
for the improvement of 
the Arts of Painting 
and Sculpture, as 'tis 





Physiological: brain as 





Physiological: causes and 
explanation for motion of 
muscles. Also, relationship 







tions in painting - their 







































Elements of Speech; An 
Essay of Inquiry into 
the Natural Production 
of Letters; together 
with an Appendix to in­
struct Persons Deaf and 
Dumb.
Historia Geral De Ethio. 
pia A Alta.
An Historical Essay 
Endeavouring a Probab­
ility, That the Lang­
uage of China is the 
Primitive Language.
An Examen of the way 
of Teaching the Latin. 
Tongue by Use alone.
Observations concern­
ing the Bath-Springs, 
communicated by Mr. 
Joseph Glanvill, in a 
Letter dated June 16,
1669.
Language as the means of 






.Social phenomena: values, 
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Discours de M. 
Stenon sur L'Ana- 
tomie du Cerveau.
72. N. I. A Letter ... concern­
ing some Transactions 
there, relating to 






An Extract of a Let­
ter... giving an ac­
count, why the late 
Big-Breasted Woman 





Topic & Coding Date &
Page










101, 102,103,106, 107, 109, HI,
114.116.117.119.122.124


































Le Systeme General 
Dela Philosophie.
Instances, Hints, and 
Applications, relaying 
to a main point, soli­
cited in the Preface 
to this 4th Vol.; con­
cerning the use may be 
be made of Vaults...
The Answer of Monsieur 
Mariotte to Monsieur 
Pecquet, about the op­
inion, that the Choro- 
eides is the Principal 
Organ of Sight; com­
municated to the Pub­
lisher from Paris,...
Cartesius Mosaizans












Perception and sensation; 
taste and smell, processes 
in humans. Also, individual 






Sensation and perception: 
also, physiological. The 
Mariotte-Pecquet exchange on 









Thinking and physiological: 5/23/1670 V,1053-
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83. Oldenburg, A Preface to the Sixth 
H. Year of these Tracts.
84. Beale, The Ingenious Reflex-
J. Dr. ions Relating to
Medical Springs No. 
52, Considered...
85. Willis, Affectionum quae di-
Thomas cuntur Hysterica and
Hypochondricae Path- 
ologia Spasmodlca Vin- 
dicata, contra Respon- 
s ion...
86. Boyle, New Pneumatical Exper-






Learning: applied; the way 
to teach Latin; perception, 





much adaption thought 












Instincts in animals, also 
some physiology. A good ex­
ample of a series of expert-
3/25/1670 V,1147- 
1150








ments using different animals 
under controlled conditions, 
testing hypotheses; also, doing 








87. Boyle, The Continuation of




Lettera di Francesco 
Redi sopra alcune 
Oppositioni fatte alle 
sine Observation! in- 
tomo alle Vipere.












Comparative: an extension 9/12/1670 
■of #86-sensation and con­
vulsive behavior in animals.





Thinking: more on poision of 12/12/1670 
vipers. Another example of 




Learning: applied - best 




Sensation: perception and 
thinking in relation to 

















































Medico Physica Aca- 
demiae Naturae Cur- 
iosorum.




A Preface to this 
Seventh years (sic) 
of these Transactions,
94. le Grand, 
Antonio
Philosophia Veterum, 









Comparative: a snake tamed 2/20/1670 V,2077-
to go into his box every night. 1671 2082
Abnormal: sweet smells raise
hysterique passions - foetid




Sensation, perception, and 2/20/1670 V,2080




Comparative: the natures of 3/25/1671 VI,2087-










Sensation and Perception: 4/17/1671 VI,2138-
also, physiological, Cartesian 2l4l
theory. Also, Rohault1s ex- as




























A Narrative of some 
Observations lately 
made by certain Miss­
ionaries in the 
Upper Egypt...
























Sensation and perception: 





Sensation and perception: 
that perceived may not cor­
respond exactly to what is 
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103. Gale, A Discourse touching
Theoph. the Original of Human
Literature, both Phil­
ology and Philosophy; 
in two parts




105. Tillingio, De Laudano Opiato 
Matthew
106. Lister, A Considerable Accompt
Martin touching Vegetable
Excrescencies...
107. Barrow, Lectiones 18, Canta-
Isaac brigiae in Scholis pub-
licis habitae, in qui- 
bus Opticorum Phaenom- 
enae Genuinae rationes 






Social Phenomena: the Jewish 8/l4/l671 VI.
church as the source of 
European literature and 




Abnormal: applied. Saffron 8/l4/l671 VI:




Abnormal: applied-opium as 8/l4/l671 VI.









Sensation and perception: 9/18/1671 VI
also, methodological issues.
Role of reason and experience.
Combination of rationalism and new 
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To the Right Honour­
able Arthur, Earl of 
Anglesey
Sensation, perception, 







An Account of what hath Comparative: generation in 3/25/1672 VII,40l8-
been of late observed man and animals. Personality: 4026
by Dr. Kerkrxngius con- effect of temperament on
cerning Eggs to be 
found in all sorts of 
Females.
Discour3 de la Con- 
oissance des Bestes.
An Extract of a Let­
ter, written March 5, 
1672 by Dr. Comelio, 
a Neopolitan Philos­
opher and Physician, 
...concerning some ob­
servations made of per­
sons pretending to be 
stung by Tarantula's.
physical process. Physiology: 
central nervous system. 





Perception and thinking: 





Abnormal: more on the Taran­
tula bite] against an evil 
spirits explanation, offers 














































Suite des nouvelles 
Experiences sur la 
Vipere, avec une Dis­






Comparative: also physiolo- 5/20/1672 
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Abnormal: mostly a listing 7/15/1672 VII,5024- 
of instances of strange force 5026
of the imagination, melancholy, 
and some brain interest. 
21,23,25,28,53,60,62,68,91,93,97,
98,105,109,112,113,116,117,118,123
An Extract of a letter Abnormal: the viper issue 
Written to the Publish- between Redi and Charas; 
er, ... concerning some now Thomas getting into the 
some Experiments, there argument, 
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147. Schefferi, Lapponia, &c... 
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149. von der 
Beck, 
David
Experimenta & Medi- 
tationes circa Natur- 
alium Rerum Principia 
&c.
Publication Volume
Topic & Coding Date &
Page
Social Phenomena: a very 4/27/1674 IX,31-
detailed ethnographical re- 40
port on the people of Lap­
land, including a discussion 






Sensation, perception, 5/25/1674 IX,53-
physio logical, personality, 59
social phenomena, method­
ological issues. The mech­
anical philosophy, dualism, 
relationship between structure 





Comparative: generation: '5/25/1674 IX,60-
also, thinking and develop- 64
mental, the remaining of
ideas and characters in the
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A Discourse denying 
the Prae-existence Al- 
calizate of Fixed Sale 
in any Subject, before 
it were exposed to the 
action of the Fire: To 
which is added a con­
firmation of an Asser­
tion, delivered in 
No. 101...
de Naturae Mlrabll- 
ibus Questiones 
Academicae.
Die Afrlcanl3che Land- 
schaft Fetu beschrichen 






Physiological: also compar- 9/21/1674 IX,134- 
ative, sensation. Mechanical 137




Abnormal: applied; also, 




Social Phenomena: the re- 
tionshlp between customs and 
nature; also, ^ucation to 

















































Title Topic & Coding Date
A Discourse made before Sensation and Methodological 12/l4/l674 
■theR. Society concerning Issues: importance of math- 
the use of Duplicatpro- ematics; seems to anticipate 
porticn In sundry Important psychophysics.
Particulars; together 3*4,5,81,84,85*89,94,96,98, 
with a New Hypothesis 99,101,103,105,108,111,113, 
of Elastique or Springy 116,117*119*92 
Bodies.
Cursus seu Mundus Math- Sensation and learning: best 1/25/1674-
ematicus, universam 
Mathesin trlbus Tomis 
complectens.
way to teach math; vision, 
deceptions of sight, long 




Essay to facilitate Learning: languages as key 
the Education of Youth, to knowledge; simplifica- 
by bringing down the tion of education.
Rudiments of Grammar to 33*34,36,95*97,100,102,104, 
the sense of Seeing; 111,114,116,118,120,122,124 






about the Possibility 
of the Ressurection.
Other: soul-body - a mech- 2/22/1674- 
anical explanation of the 1675
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170. Willis, Pharmaceutice Ration-
Thomas alls, sive Diatriba de
Medicaraentorum Opera- 






ale, sive Curiosum, in 
quo primaria hujus 
















Physiological, applied; 1/24/1675- X*505-





Social Phenomena: universal l/24/l675-X,509- 
language. Vision: optics of 1676 512





Social Phenomena: ways of l/24/l675-X,512 
improving public welfare 1676
through freedom of trade; 
international relations. 
28,72,79,80,91,99,113,116,123,109
Social Phenomena: warning 3/25/1676 XI,551- 
against ethnocentrlsm and a 556
pitch for cultural relativity; 
a particular need for natural 
histories stressed; more con­
cern for mankind and all the 
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Two instances of 
something remark­
able in Shining 
Flesh, from Dr. J. 
Beal of Yeavel in 
Somersetshire, in a 









Two Treatises; the one, Abnormal: applied - use of 
Medical, of the Goufe; a drug to cure madness; 
by Herman Busschuf Sen- criticism of too much tre- 
ior, of Utrecht, resid- panation used with few cures.
ing at the Batavia in 
the East-Indies; the 
other, partly chirur- 
gical, partly Medical, 
containing some ob­
servations and Prac­
tices relating to some 
Extraordinary Cases of 
Diseases in both Sexes; 
by Henry von Roonhuyse, 
Physician in ordinary 
at Amsterdam, Eng­
lish'd out of Dutch. 
London, in 8, 1676
An Account of Virginia, 
its scituation, Temp­
erature, Productions, 
Inhabitants, and their 






tants, economics, material 
culture.
70,71,72,73,74,75,79,80,91, 
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An Extract of some 
Observations, to be 
met with in the Jour­
nal des Scavans; con­
cerning the Lake of 
Mexico: and a strange 
sort of Rey, growing 
sometimes in certain 
parts of France.
Diaphragmatis structura 
nova, una cum Methodo 




ica Cartesian, Editio 
secunda, aucta Opus- 
culis Philosophicis, 
varii argumenti; qui- 
bus Errores Scholar- 
ium passim detequntur, 
ac Veritas Philoso- 
phiae,quam Cartesianam 
vocant, confirmatur.
A Philosophical Essay 
of Musick.
Publication Volume
Topic & Coding Date &
Page
Abnormal: poor people more 
susceptible to a particular 





gical issues: muscle motion 




Perception and thinking: 1/29/1676 XI,790-
Cartesian philosophy confirmed. 792
13.16.18.20.22.36.86.88.92.95,
100,102,104,106,107,110,111,114
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A Description of 
the Island Hirta.
The True Intellectual 
System of the Universe. 
The First Part. Where­
in all the Reason and 
Philosophy of Atheism 
is confuted, and its 
impossibility demon­
strated.
The six Voyages of 
John Baptista Tavem- 
ier, Baron of Aubonne, 
through Turky, into 






Physiological: primarily 6/25/l6?7 XII,921-
rules of health and the 922
weighing chair as reflecting 
right amount to eat and drink. 
18,57,63,86,89,91,94,95,96,97,
103,109,113,116,117,119,122
Social Phenomena: Customs, 2/10/1677- XII,927- 
role of men and women. 1678 929
70,72,73,76,75,91,93,99,103,
106,109,112,113,115,118
Methodological issues: re- 2/l0/l677- XII,936- 








Social Phenomena: politics, 2/10/1677 XII,942-
law; divisions geographic- 1678 944
ally and types of people; 
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Ent, Sive Animadverts iones in
George Malachiae Thruftoni
M.D. Diatribam de Res- 
pirationis Usu primar- 
io.
Bore Hi, opus Posthumum: Pars
Joh. prima, Romae 1680,
Alphonsi pars altera ibidem.
1681.
Winder, An Abstract of a Let-
Dr. ter... containing an
account of a Murren 
in Switzerland, and 
the method of its cure
Lister, A Remarkable Relation
Martin of a Man bitten with a
mad Dog, and dying of 
the disease called 
Hydrophobia...
Briggs, A Continuation of a
William Discourse about Vision
M. D. with an Examination of














ative, as author compares 
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224. Boyle, An account of a Book
Robert Entitled (Memoirs for
the Natural History of 
Human Blood, especial­
ly the Spirit of that 
Liquor...).
225. Narcissus, An Introductory Essay
Rev. to the doctrine of
Sounds, containing 





An Abstract of a 
Treatise of the Cal­
culus Humanus in ans­
wer to several Quer­




An account of a Poly­
pus found in the heart 
of a person that 
died Epileptical.
228. Briggs, Two Remarkable Cases









Sensation: hearing and 2/20/1683
sight. Limens for both; 1684






Thinking: language in re- 3/20/1683- 












in vision, perception, re­









































The description and 
use of the Pores in 
the skin of the hands 
and feet.
The Description of a 
Monstrous Child, born 
Friday the 29th of 
February 1684 at a vil­
lage called Heisagger, 
distant about 4 Eng­
lish miles from Hatter- 
sleben, a Town in the 
South-Jutland, under 
the King of Denmark's 
Dominion, communicated 
by Mr. Christopher 
Krahe.
A Discourse concerning 






Comparative, abnormal: strue-5/20/1684 XIV,566- 
ture of body determined by 567
use; relationship between 





Developments1 and physio- 6/20/1684 XIV,599- 
logical: experiences of 600




Perception, sensation, 8/20/1684 XIV,694-
physio logical : perception 698





























Consiliarii ac Archiatri Abnormal: cures for dis- 
Hasso-Cassellani Encyc- eases of the brain, and 
lopaedia Medicinae Theo- madness.
retico-Practicae, &c.
Disquisitio de Magia 
divinatrice & opera- 
trice &c.
Scotia Illustrata, 
sive Prodromus His- 
toriae naturalis, &c.
Letter from Dr. Turb- 
erville of Salisbury 
containing some con­
siderable Observations 







Perception and thinking: 






Social Phenomena: hardiness 
of people due to ruggedness 








Sensation: applied and 
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An Extract of a Let­
ter from Mr. Anthony 
Leewenhoeck P. of the 
R.S. to a S. of the 
R. Society.
An Essay of the great 
effects of even Lanqu- 
id and Unheeded Motions
de variatione ac var- 
ietate Pulsus Observ- 
ationes. Accessit ej- 
usdem Authoris nova 
Medicinae turn Specul- 
ativae turn Practicae 
Clavis, &c.
Epistola Clariss. Viri 
Dni Guliemi Cole Med. 
Doct. ad Honoratissim- 
um Dum.Dum. Rob.Boyle 








99,101,103,105, H I , 118,119,
123
Sensation, perception, and 4/20/1685 






abnormal, social phenomena: 
changes in pulse with dif­
ferent passions. Types of 
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A letter from Mr. St. 
leorg Ash, Sec. of the 
Dublin Society, to one 
of the Secretaries of 
the Royal Society, 
concerning a Qlr.1 In 
Ireland, who has sever­
al Horns growing on her 
body.
Vlerycolcgla, sive de 







ing a Runic Inscrip­
tion at Beaucastle
Physiological, abnormal: 





12/1685Comparative: rumination as 
learned or acquired. 
21,22,23,25,28,30,32,35,36, 
47,51,87,89,92,94,96,97,?9, 
101,103,109, 111, 11.3,114, 
116,119,123
Abnormal, applied: treat­




Abnormal, applied: healing 12/1685 






































Title Topic 85 Coding Date &
Page
Armig. de Historia Pis- 
cium libri quatuor, 
Jussu & Sumptibus Soc- 
ietatis Regiae Lond. 
editi. Totum opus re­
cognovit coapaiut, sup- 
plevit, Librum etiam 
primum & secundum int- 
egros adjecit Johannes 
Raius e Societate Re­
gia.
Two extracts of the 
Joumall of the Phil. 
Soc. of Oxford; one 
containing a paper, 
communicated March 31, 
1685> by the Reverend 
Dr. Wallis, President 
of that Soc. concern­
ing the strength of 



















Concerning Gravity, and 
its Properties, wherein 
the Descent of Heavy 
Bodies, and the Motion 
of Projects is briefly 
but fully handled: to­
gether with the solu­
tion of a problem of 
great use in gunnery.
Sensation and perception: 

























R . H .
Boyle,
Robert
L o < jw ic k ,
F r a n c i s
L o d w ic k ,
F r a n c i s
A V o y a g e  o f  t h e  Em­
p e r o r  o f  C h in a ,  i n t o  
t h e  W e s te r n  T a r t a r y . ,
Social Phenomena and method- 4/1686 
ological issues: advancement 
of knowledge, miscellaneous. 
72,81,84,91,94,96,99,100,103,
106.111.113.116.119.124
Social phenomena: inquiries 4/1686 
70,72,75,78,91,93,99,103,106,
109.112.113.115.118.124
Some Observations, and Social Phenomena: Iinguistics4/l686 
Conjectures Concerning 71,78,79,91,99,112,116, 







A F r e e  I n q u i r y  i n t o  t h e  S o c i a l  P h en o m en a a n d  m e t h -
vulgarly received 
Notion of Nature.
An E s s a y  T o w a rd s  a  
U n i v e r s a l  A l p h a b e t .
o d o l o g i c a l  i s s u e s : c o n c e p t  
o f  n a t u r e  i n  a n c i e n t  a n d  




S o c i a l  P h e n o m e n a : s p e e c h
31.34.36.42.71.91.94.96.97,





A Second Essay concern- Learning, applied: methods 6/26/1686 
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311. Van Horti Maiabarici.
Rheed, Pars Decima, Undecima,
Heer Duodecima, & Ultima...
312. Ridly, 
Henry
The Anatomy of the 
Brain, containing its 
Mechanism and Physio­
logy, together with 
some new Discoveries 
and Corrections of 
Ancient and Modern 





Tractatus de Salis 
Cathartic! amari in 
aquis Ebeshamensibus 
hujusmodi aliis con- 
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use of a species of hemp Dec. 




Sensation, perception, think-Jan. 
ing, physiological: volun- Feb. 
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Title Topic & Coding Date
Part of a Letter from 
Mr. John Ray, F.R.S. 
to Dr. Sloane, dated 
June 30,1697* commun­
icating Two Observa­
tions, the one concern 
ing the Effects of a 
pwysonous Root, the 
other concerning the 
Vertues of the Leaves 
of Hemlock.
Of the Manner of the Abnormal: moon's effect. 8/1697
Generation of Eels. 59*89*93*99*104,113*124
Part of Two Letters... Social Phenomena: politics, 9/1697
giving an Account of religion, customs.
the Customs of the In- 70,72,73*74,75*78,80,91,
habitants, the Air &c. 93*96,99*103*106,109,
of that Place, together 112,113*115*118,123
with an Account of the
Weather there from
Nov. 24, 1686 to the
same day 1687.
A Letter...concerning Physiology: mind-body 1/1698
the Effects of a great issue.
Storm of Thunder and 63*68,69*89*91*94,96,97*99*
Lightning at Everdon in 100,101,103,104,107,109,
Northamptonshire, 116,119,122
(wherein divers Persons 
were killed) on July 27*
1691.
Abnormal, comparative: 8/1697




































Title Topic & Coding Date &
Page
Part of a Letter... 
concerning the Cure of 
the Bitings of mad 
Creatures.
Physiology, abnormal, 
comparative: animals and 






Numlsamata, a Discourse Personality: physiognomy, 
of Medals, Ancient and 50,53,54,65,68,69,72,91,94, 
Modern; together with 96,103,106,112,116,117,124 
some Account of Heads and 
Effigies of illustrious 
and famous Persons, in 
Sculps, &c. To which is 








Sensation, applied: teaching 2/1698 
of principles of light, 
colors, sound, taste, smell. 




A Question in Musick 
lately proposed to Dr. 
Wallis, concerning the 
Division of Monochord,
Sensation and perception: 
physical and psychological 
facts of music. 
5,12,18,86,89,91,94,96,97,99, 
or Section of the Musical 101,103,107,109,113,116, 
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Paper Number Publication Volume










A Letter...relating to 
some supposed Imperfec­
tions in an Organ.
A Letter concerning
a Periodical Palsy.
An Account of some 
Effects of Papaver 
Corniculatum luteum, 
&c .
Sensation, perception: re- 7/1698 XX,249-
lationship between physical 256





Abnormal, physiological; 7/1698 XX,257-
weakness of minds; psycho- 26l
logical disorder. Clin­
ical : attempt to catch 





Sensation, perception, phy- 7/1698 XX,263-
siology, abnormal: hallucin- 264
ations, effects of drugs or 





Part of a Letter... 
concerning several 
stones voided by a 
Boy, &c.
Physiology: relationship 
between injury to the head 
and a symptom in another 





































Title Topic & Coding Date
Some Observations 
sent from the East- 
Indie s ; being in Ans­
wer to some Queries 
sent thither.
Part of a Letter... 
concerning the 
Effects of Imagina­
tion the Vertues of 
Mackenboy, &c.
Social Phenomena: econom- 8/1698 




Physiological and thinking: 8/1698
mind-body, imagination of 




A Letter concerning the Sensation, perception, 8/1698
strange Effects reported comparative: aesthetics, 
of. Mustek in Former 
Times, beyond whatis 
to be found in Later 
Ages.
animals and humans affected 





Abnormal, applied, physio-' 9/1698An Account #f some
Indian Plants, &c. with logical: medicines to cure 
their Names, Descrip- madness.
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The Natural History of 
the Chalybeat and Purg­
ing Waters of England., 
with their particular 
Essays and Uses, &c. 
with Observations on 
the Bath Waters in 
Somersetshire.
A DISCOURSE of the Op- 
eration o f a  Blister 
when it Cures a Fever.
An Account of the 
Third Volume of Dr. 
Wallis 1s Opera Math- 
ematica, in Folio.
Abnormal, applied, physio- 4/1699 
logical: diseases of seasons; 
refutes animal spirits as 











Sensation, thinking, ap- 7/1699
plied, learning; expressing 
minds by writing; correction 
of speech impediments, 

























Paper Number Publication Volume












Part of a Letter from 
Mr. Leuvenhook, Dated 
Delft 23d. of June,
1699. Concerning his 
Answers to Objections 
made to his Opinions 
concerning the Anima- 
cula semine Masculine.
An Account of Abbot 
Charmoy1s Book, accor­
ding to his own Re­
lation, sent to Abbot 
Nicaise, in form of a 
Letter, which he calls, 













Some Attempts made to Abnormal, applied: treatment 8/1699 
prove that Herbs of the by drugs.
same Make or Class for 25,26,28,59,91,99,100,101,103,
the generality, have 109,111,113,116,118
the like Vertue and




Part of a Letter from 
Mr. Leuvenhock, Dated 
June 9th, concerning 
the Animacula in 
Semine humano, &c.
Perception: instructions 
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LEARNING
Learning as a subject of interest, whether in a 
theoretical or applied sense, attracted little attention^in 
the £hi1nsnphinal Transactions. ^nly 11• of the relevant 
papers were categorized under learning, and most of them
dealt with language.
Already noted was a definite change in the goals 
of education. ’i'he utilitarian purpose and materialistic
emphasis characteristic of the period as a whole, was also
the demand in the area of education, with a depreciation 
of the classical approach, i'he Scholastics emphasized words 
or "disputing" in the acquisition of knowledge; the new 
philosophers felt contempt for that approach, so opposition 
between language and observed phenomena became established 
in the 17th century. Advocates of the new philosophy, aware 
that language was essential, attempted to alleviate some of 
the problems with the existing media of communication, i'he 
following excerpt from the ■t'ranaaot.i nns demonstrates the 
desire to analyze language, to reduce it to its simplest
terms, and to make it concrete5
T.angiiagp is a Connexion of Audible Signs, the most
apt and excellent in whole Nature, for Communication
of our Thoughts and Notions, by Speaking.^ JlrlttRn 
Language is a description of the said Audible Signs, 
by Signs Visible. The El am ant, a of Language are 
Letters, via. Simple Discriminations of Breath or 
Voice, Articulated by the Organs of Speech (IV, p. 958).
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The author of the book, Dr. holder, went into great detail 
in his analysis of speech, and considered various articu­
lations. He broke speech down into consonants, spiritals 
of several kinds, and their combinations. Further, the 
information became practical because he appendixed instruc­
tions for teaching the deaf and dumb to speak*
That which renders this Piece the more commendable, is 
its Usefulness, to which the Author hath excellently 
applied his Considerations of this Subject; .adi.
The instructing of Persons Deaf and Dumb, in the 
performance of which, he hath first removed the great 
Objections and Difficulties that lie in the way, and 
seem to discourage that Design, and to protend it 
insensible. Which done, he delivers those particulars, 
that give encouragement to that Undertaking (i.bi d«, 
p. 959).
A letter to Kobert Boyle was published in the July 18,
75
1670 issue of the ' t1 ran sact ions, in which Dr. Wallis com­
municated his experiences with teaching a deaf and dumb 
person to speak. He wrote*
t o  teach a person who r.annnt. iiear, to 2rnnn.unfi.ft ihft 
sound of Words; There is that other, of teaching him 
to Understand a Language, and know the signification 
of those words, whether spoken or written, whereby he 
may both express his own sense, and understand the 
Thoughts of others* without which latter, that former 
were only to speak like a Parrot; or to write like a 
Scrivener...who knows neither the sound nor significa­
tion of what he printeth (V, p. 1088).
^allis started with the arrangement of the organs 
of speech in making certain sounds, and assumed that the 
positions or postures of the tongue, etc., combined with the 
written sound, could be learned to express concepts. He 
reasoned*
For though, as things now are, it be very true that
Letters are, with us, the immediate Characters of
Sounds, as those Sounds are of Conceptions* yet is 
 —  — --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Characteristic of the arguments over priority of dis­
covery, was the riolder-Wallis controversy which centered about 
the deaf-mute and the acquisition of speech. See ^urver (1967) 
p. 162 ff. for an account.
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there nothing, in the nature of the Thing it self, 
why betters and Characters might not as properly 
be applyed to represent Immediately, as by the 
Intervention of Sounds, what our Conceptions are.
(Ibid.. p. 1091).
Dr. Wallis's success with his patient, achieved in 
only two months, was much more than he anticipated, tfis 
patient could speak almost all words, and needed only a little 
more practice, according to Wallis, to increase accuracy.
Almost thirty years later, a letter from Wallis 
to a gentleman who had requested information to teach a 
deaf-mute to speak was published in the Lransactions (AX,
P» 353.)* Wallis still believed that the deaf person must 
be first taught to write, as "...there had to be something 
expressed to the eye, what the sound of letters represents 
to the ear." Sign language using the hands was also proposed, 
because "...Len and ink is not alwaies at hand." he in­
cluded a detailed account of the best way to teach concepts 
by classifying objects under appropriate headings, the order 
in which parts of speech should be learned, and finally, 
sentence constructuion.
i'he materialistic attitude was also represented in
a treatise by Van rlelmont, whose work was published in Latin
and German and was reviewed in the Transactions»
...the motions and configurations of the Mouth of man; 
and how a Man, born deaf, and consequently dumb, may 
come to understand both them, and by them the mind of 
him that forms them; where 'tis observ'd, that a Man 
born deaf is not altogether distitute of all motion of 
his Longue, and that he may be taught to understand 
others by the motions of the Mouth and Longue, much 
after the manner as others are taught to read? but that 
this is much more easily practicable in those wide- 
mouth'd languages, which do remarkably expose to the
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Eye the motions of the Tongue, Lips, Throat, &c. 
than in those that are narrow-mouth'd. and require 
but very slight motions of the Lips and other Organs 
of Speech (II, p. 603 f»)»
On the development of speech in young children he wrote :
...how and in what order that is madej then, the 
requisiteness of the -change of Tone to Speech; 
and how by the various openings of the Mouth and 
the Teeth, that change is caused. After which, the 
Author proceeds to the description of the Tongue,
Windoioe. Larvnx. Epiglottis; where he not only 
shews, how by a peculiar use of the Epiglottis one 
may come to speak inwardly, as do the Ventriloqui by 
attracting the Breath, and without opening the Mouth 
(ibid., p. 603^.
He also considered the masculine voice, and the effects of
castration:
Of the Animation of the Voice of wan by his Masculine 
and Generative Power. where lie discourses of the 
difficulty found in little children, to pronounce 
certain Letters; and also of the weakness of the 
Voice in Children and Eunuchs (ibid., p. 60S)*
The importance of languages was emphasized by Mr.
Lewis, whose book, An Essay to facilitate the Education of
Youth...f was reviewed in the Transactions. He was optimistic
that new methods would facilitate the learning of languages5
Grammar is the Foundation to the other liberal Arts; 
Languages the keys to Knowledge, and the Expedient 
for all humane Commerce: And Letters, by judicious
Antiquaries acknowledged the most wonderful and the 
most beneficial of all the uld inventions. And now 
by the active genius of this present Age, Men and 
Children may in far less time learn many of the most 
considerable Languages, than by the usual Pedantry 
they could lately be taught an imperfect smattering 
in Latin only (IX, p. 235 f»)*
Pote or drill learning was criticized, and for those 
who believed foreign languages should be learned, it was 
suggested that the most practical approach was through use 
of the language from an early age. A review of an account
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appeared in the transactions about several children, in­
cluding Montagne, who learned Latin in that wayi
As Montagne learnt the Latin .tongue by Use alone, 
his Father having plac’d himdn his Child-hood with 
such persons as spake nothing but that language with 
him, so does the Author of this Book undertake to 
shew, that without much difficulty the like may be 
done with others, confirming what he saith, first, 
by an Example of a Boy, who having been bred, as soon 
as he was wean'd, (which was at the 22th month of 
his Age) like Montagne, speaks Latin frankly and 
properly, being hardly four years old, and hath been 
seen by the Aing and all the Court at Baris* secondly 
by two other Children, both very young, that are entred 
into the same conduct, and in a very hopeful way of 
success, to which the Author subjoyns a discourse of 
the great Usefulness of this method, the maine ad­
vantage of it being, that Children may employ in 
Learning Arts and Sciences, all that time, which 
they spend in acquiring the Latin tongue (IV, p. 975 f»)»
Francis Lodwick published an essay in the trans­
actions in which he told of his Universal Primer, which 
was to teach the universe alphabet "the same for all Nations 
and Languages... (XVI, p, 136,)." He also advised the best 
method for teaching it, by listing several rules including, 
"Proceed leisurely and orderly. Suffer them not to pass by 
any mispronunciation uncorrected,..."
Wumerous attempts were made to arrive at the use of 
words closest to the objective truths of nature. By con­
stantly narrowing terms through strict definition, new 
philosophers hoped to arrive at a universal language, there 
are numerous references in birch (,e.g., i, p. 119» H »  p. 350» 
II, 402;, and throughout the transactions.76
76
h *'or an account of the interest, see Jones, H.F,,
"Science and Language in Lngland of the Mid-Seventeenth 
Century," Journal of bnglish and Germanic Philology, XXXI, 
U932), 315-331.
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The need for a universal language in an increasingly 
interdependent world is a topic of discussion in recent 
scientific journals. Paul ^olers* in American Scientist 
(I969, pp. 3^8-363), proposed a system of pictograms to 
solve the problem of international communication, and stressed 
the need for research toward the construction of an inter­
national language based on psychologically realistic princi­
ples.
Thomas Cornelius, a "Friend to the Cartesian philo­
sophy," in Progvmnasmata Phvsica (166?) proposed that 
students should be required to study mathematics, to accustom
their minds "to a fixed Attention, and to strict reasoning;
„ 77
... (Transactions, 11, p. 576).
Dr. Wallis, one of the greatest mathematicians of 
the 17th century, reported in the Transactions that he found 
men could "...with more advantage apply our hemory (in 
matters of intent consideration) by Night, in the Dark, when, 
all things are Quiet; than by Day, when sights and Noises 
are apt to divert our Thoughts (XV, p. 1269)." Wallis gave 
examples from his own experience of performing arithmetical 
operations at night, much better than he could do during the 
day. he suggested that one could do better in the daytime 
with the eyes shut, ne concluded, "...a reasonable good 
memory, fixt with good attention, is capable of being charged, 
with more than a man would at first imagine (ibid.» p. 12?1)."
77
Robert Hooke wrote some important papers on atten­
tion and memory. See Waller (i£d.) 1705.
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>jhe design of Philosophus Autodidactus (1671) by
Ddward pocock was "to shew, ^ow from the Contemplation of
things here below, Man by the right use of his Reason may
raise himself unto the knowledge of higher t h i n g s ( V I ,
p. 221A)." Pocock's book was translated out of a year
old Arabic transcript,
...which is here a Paigned history of an instant 
exposed, he knows not how, on an island not inhabited; 
where he was nursed up by a hazel (or kind of wild 
Dear) and coming afterwards to years of knowledge, 
did by his single Use of ^eason and Experience ^without 
any human converse) attain the understanding, first of 
Common things, the necessaries of human life; how to 
shift among the Beasts for his food, &c, the use of 
cloaths, of weapons (to keep the beasts in order, who 
were before too hard for him;) then to the knowledge of 
Natural things, of Moral, of Divine, &C. And after­
wards by an accident coming to know that there were 
other men in the world beside himself, and being removed 
out of his Island to them, and having learned the 
Language, was found to excell their studied Philoso­
phers (Transactions. Vi, p. 221A).
Scholarly Questions on Marvels in Nature (16?^)>
was written by Erasrnus Bartholin and was reviewed in the
transactions. Among other marvels, Bartholin considered*
How much Nature may be improv’d and advanc’d by Art, 
Culture, Care and good Education; and how much im­
paired and degraded by the want thereof* As also, 
what an excellent Prerogative it is, to have Origin­
ally a good Nature, it being far more easy to breed and 
guard Vertues in such that are endow'd with it, than 
where either Nature or Custom of Bvil must be first 
expelled (IX, p. 161).
in the seventeenth century, the study of science and 
technology was promoted, which reflected the new philosophy 
and the utilitarian attitudes. Before the century was over, 
the new philosophy was accepted as part of many university 
curricula, as the active science replaced classical science.
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some universities remained traditional; but many, including 
Cambridge and Oxford, incorporated the new science, ‘l'here 
were non-Catholic universities in France which devoted 
considerable attention to scientific and utilitarian sub­
jects; and, in Germany, the practical and empirical attitude 
found its way into the universities on a large scale.
As early as 1667, Sprat devoted considerable atten­
tion to the effect of the new philosophy on education to 
show that "Experiments will not injure Education." ne 
assured those who felt a sudden change might be too much 
of a disruption of tradition, that experimenting was not 
for young children, but for men; and, that they "still leave 
to Learners, and children, the old talkative Arts which best 
fit the younger Age. (1667, p. 323 f.)»" ‘ihe traditional 
subject matter would remain the same, he assured the reader, 
with the exception of "the Systeme of Eatural philosophy."
The new approach in this realm, however, was certain to be 
advantageous he argued, and granted that "the greatest part 
of the former Body of Physics, may hereby chance to fall to 
the ground ( ibid.. p. 327)•" Sprat conjectured that further 
changes in method ought to be tried, and perhaps even for 
children*
whether it were not as profitable to apply the eyes, 
and the hands of Children, to see, and to touch all 
the several kinds of sensible things, as to oblige 
them to learn, and remember the difficult Doctrines 
of general Arts? in a word, Whether a iviechanical 
Education would not excel the Methodical? (ibid., 
p. 329).
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In 1694-, W. tfotton (1666-1721) published his 
Reflections upon Ancient and Modern Learning which was an 
exposition of the controversy of modern learning and know­
ledge in comparison to the ancients. Although'he was pro­
ficient at Latin, Greek, and Hebrew at an early age, he 
favored the Moderns. His reviewer in the Transactions wrote*
...he considers Ancient and Modern Grammar. as 
it comes under the Cognizance of Criticks, or of 
Philosophers. Tor the first, which he calls 
Mechanical Grammar, he supposes that some Moderns 
have understood the Analogy of the Greek and Latin 
as well as any of the Ancientsj and he thinks that 
Modern Tongues have been as critically scanned as 
any of the Ancient ones, especially in -Mngl i sh and 
JLcencJi, which he particularly instances in. '^or 
Philosophical Grammar, he recommends ^ishop jiLilkinls 
Assay towards a ^eal Character and Philosophical 
Language. and the Third pook of Mr. Lock1s Assay of 
Human understanding, as Original Pieces that Anti­
quity has nothing to set against. ^kVIIl, p« 267}•
Locke's writings grew out of a desire to further the 
reform initiated by Francis Bacon. Locke proposed that no 
knowledge was innate, and that the traditional authorities 
could not stand without the test of experience. John Locke 
was an expression of the new rationalism and the new 
empiricism, ^e tried to convince mankind that sense experi­
ences led to knowledge, and hoped to increase man's confidence 
in his ability to come to know and understand the external 
world in relation to himself, ^e more or less initiated 
the study of the effects of education on children. The 
fulfillment of the new ideas of education, including Locke's, 
did not occur until the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
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0.6339 -1.0000 -1.0000 -1.0000 -1.0000 -1 .0000 -1.0000 -1.0000 -1.0000
0.5281 -1.0090 0.4080 0.6281 0.5049 -1.0000 -1.0000 -1.0000 0.1203
-1.0000 ,'-l. 0090 -0.2503 -1.0000 -0.2159 0.6873 0.6372 -1.0000 0.3822
-I.0000 -1 .0990 -1.0000 -1.0000 -0.4458 -1.0000 0.7052 -i.oooo -0.4176
-1.0090 -1.0090 '-1.0009 -0.0888 -1.0000 -1.0000 0.7959 -1.0000 -0.2296
-i.oooo -1.0090 -1.0000 -1.0000 -1.0000 0.7248 0.8538 -1.0000 0.3670
-0.6429 -1.0090 -0.4966 -0.6173 -0.3701 -0.2525 0.7661 -i.oooo -0.1372
-1.0090 -1.0090 -9.5322 -0.3140 -0.6262 -0.2963 0.8981 -1.0000 -0.1014
-1.0009 -1.0990 -9.0157 -0.5164 -0.1369 0.2495 C.5423 -1.0000 0.4371
,-9.2009 -1.0990 -0.3431 0.0994 -0.3154 -1.0000 0.5731 -1.0000 -0.5862
-1 .0-903 -1 .00 90 -1.0000 0.2181 0.2918 -1.0000 0.7588 -i.oooo -0.3169
-1.0000 -1.9000 -1.0900 -1.0000 -1.0000 -1.0000 -1.0000 -i.oooo 0.7315
0.8349 -1.0090 -1.0000 -1.0000 -1.0000 -1.0000 -1. OOOO 0.9781 0.7315
-1.0009 -1.0000 -1.0900 0.1341 -0.0482 -1.0000 -1.0000 -1.0000 0.2373
-1.00 90 -1 .0090 -0.2503 -1 .0090 -0.5401 -1 .0000 0.6372 -1.0000 -1.0000
0. 16 41 0.49 20 -0.5497 -0.3904 -0.1960 -i.oooo 0.3742 -1.0000 -1.0000
0.2688 0.7030 -0.6837 -0.7644 -0.0850 -0.1739 0.1756 0.1756 -0.3760
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104 105 106 107 108 • 109 110 111 112
Q.03D5 0 .5 1 17 - 0 . 2 4 4 1 0 . 5 2 0 4 0 . 5 3 8 5 - 0 . 0 7 0 6 0 . 2 6 9 6 0 . 4 0 9 5 - 0 . 6 1 2 4
0 .2 31 3 0 .4 9 0 9 - 0 . 5 5 8 6 0 . 3 0 6 8 0 . 4 3 2 0 0 . 0 7 7 5 - 0 . 2 1 6 0 0 . 2 0 1 2 - 0 . 2 9 1 4
0.2471 0 . 0 7 7 9 - 0 . 1 4 5 1 0 . 5 8 1 3 0 . 1 9 4 2 0 . 4 0 6 5 - 0 . 0 2 4 4 - 0 . 0 3 6 0 - 0 . 3 6 3 4
L..0000 0• 52 77 - 0 . 7 5 6 9 - 0 . 2 3 1 9 0 . 7 0 4 4 0 . 5 4 1 0 - 1 . 0 0 0 0 - 0 . 0 1 4 0 0 . 4 1 7 4
0.5901 0 . 4 9 9 6 - 0 . 1 9 6 2 C. 3 9 1 0 0 . 2 1 6 5 0 . 1 4 8 5 - 0 . 3 9 3 9 0 . 3 6 2 2 - 0 . 1 7 8 2
)•  3533 0 . 5 3 9 5 - 0 . 2 5 9 8 0 . 4 2 6 9 0 . 4 8 8 0 0 . 0 6 6 2 0 . 16 61 0 . 6 3 8 2 - 0 . 5 9 2 6
3.4094 0 .4 7 77 - 0 . 2 6 7 1 0 . 1 9 9 3 0 . 1 9 4 2 0 . 3 4 6 1 - 0 . 0 2 4 4 0.  0820 - 0 . 2 0 3 7
3 .0564 0 .4 1 11 - 0 . 2 2 4 4 0 . 5 3 3 6 0 .4 19 1 0 . 2 8 8 1 - 0 . 1 1 2 0 0 . 1 8 9 9 - 0 . 2 8 5 5
3.4512 - 0 . 5 6 0 8 0 . 5 5 2 2 0 . 3 7 9 6 0 . 4 4 6 1 0 . 8 3 8 1 - 0 . 3 1 5 4 0 . 1 1 8 2 - 0 . 2 5 5 3
3.2540 - 0 . 4 5 5 1 /'■Q . 7 2 7 9 - 0  . 6491 - 0 . 1 9 4 0 0 . 2 6 6 7 - 0 . 2 9 3 8 - 0 . 5 3 5 3 0 . 7 3 5 7
3.3012 - 0 . 0 7 6 4 I 0 . 4 6 8 6 - 0 . 3 7 3 1 - 0 . 0 3 7 1 - 0 . 2 5 9 6 - 0 . 1 5 0 C - 0 . 3 0 5 1 0 . 4 5 2 9
3.2236 - 0 . 8 4 0 0 0 . 7 4 5 3 - 0 . 6 3 4 1 - 0 . 5 1 4 9 - 0 . 1 9 9 4 0 .2821 - 0 . 5 9 5 9 0 . 6 5 7 1
0 .4393 - 0 . 5 1 1 3 0 . 5 7 9 7 - 0 . 6 8 3 7 - 0 . 0 4 6 6 0 . 1 7 8 2 - 0 . 3 6 3 1 - 0 . 6 9 3 9 0 . 8 0 1 3
3 .4937 - 0 . 5 6 5 5 \  0 . 7 4 3 6 - 0 . 4 9 0 2 - 0 . 1 2 4 3 0 . 0 7 0 9 0 .3 4 5 5 - 0 . 4 3 8 5 0 .6 1 8 0
3.2012 - 0 . 8 8 3 7 ) 0 .7B5R - 0 . 6 0 3 3 - 0 . 3 3 3 7 0 . 1 8 ^ 8 - 0 . 2 0 9 1 - 0 . 6 3 1 9 0 . 7 2 2 9
3 .5936 - 0 . 6 5 4 2 1 0 . 4 9 4 4 - 0 . 2 8 9 5 - 0 . 4 6 7 2 - 0 . 2 3 6 4 - 1 . 0 0 0 0 - 0 . 4 8 8 4 0 .6 4 3 2
3.7025 - 1 . 0 0 0 0  1 . 0 0 0 0  
- 0 . 3 2 1 3  ; 0 . 3 1 7 3
- 1 . 0 0 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 4 4 9 - 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 4 1 0 5
3.0794 - 0 . 6 8 3 7 - 0 . 2 7 5 6 - 0 . 2 7 6 2 - 1 . 0 0 0 0 - 0 . 7 5 8 8 0 . 7 2 2 9
3.0054 - 0 . 3 3 3 1  , 
- 0 . 7 2 9 7
0 . 4 8 6 6 - 0 . 7 6 4 4 - 0 . 4 2 8 0 - 0 . 2 3 8 6 0 . 0 7 3 7 - 0 . 6 4 2 8 0 .7 1 03
3.22 05 0 . 7 5 7 3 - 0 . 5 3 5 7 - 0 . 5 6 6 8 0 .1 8 81 0 . 0 6 5 0 - 0 . 3 8 2 2 0 . 5 2 6 3
3.2333 - 0 . 2 7 0 5 0 . 0 1 7 6 - 1 . 0 0 9 0 - 0 . 0 0 3 1 - 0 . 5 6 1 6 0. 2700 - 0 . 1 2 7 6 0 . 0 8 6 2
3.16 51 0 . 0 7 5 8 - 0 . 5 1 6 1 0 . 1 7 5 6 0 . 3 3 6 1 0 .  1884 0 . 5 5 7 6 - 0 . 6 1 4 0 - 0 . 2 5 9 5
0 . 1 6 5 1 0 . 5 1 9 7 - 0 . 5 1 6 1 0 . 1 7 5 6 0 . 3 3 6 1 - 0 . 6 1 6 5 - 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 1 8 9 4 - 0 . 2 5 9 5
0 . 0 5 3 0 - 0 . 1 5 8 1 0 . 3 6 6 6 0 . 2 7 2 7 0 . 3 9 5 1 0 .0 8 2 1 0 .4601 0 . 4 8 2 2 - 0 . 3 5 4 7
0 .1571 - 0 . 1 9 9 1 0 .  1051 0 . 1 6 8 6 , 0 . 08 9 7 0 .2 2 21 0 .6003 0 . 4 3 8 8 - 0 . 5 0 8 4
0 . 4 7 3 6 - 0 . 4 3 5 2 0 . 3 8 1 5 0 . 4 8 6 9 0 . 0 3 8 3 - 0 . 0 5 0 3 0 . 5 4 5 6 0 . 0 2 8 2 - 0 . 1 2 1 9
0 .2191 0 . 4 3 9 4 - 0 . 3 8 4 4 0 . 0 3 2 6 0 . 3 8 3 0 - 0 . 4 4 7 4 - 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 .6 9 6 2 - 0 . 2 3 6 7
0 . 6 0 0 7 - 0 . 7 0 4 9 0 . 6 5 4 3 0 . 6 0 8 7 - 0 . 5 3 7 3 0 . 1 0 3 8 0 .7 3 72 0 . 4 7 7 5 - 0 . 1 8 1 2
0 . 0 1 5 0 0 . 5 1 3 0 - 0 . 3 3 6 4 0 . 0 4 1 1 0 . 5 9 5 1 0 . 2 5 3 4 - 0 . 3 7 8 4 0 . 4 3 7 6 - 0 . 4 5 9 6
1 . 00 00 - 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 7 0 4 1 - 1 . 0 0 0 0 - 0 . 4 6 8 5 - 1 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 0 0
0 . 3 9 2 1 - 0 . 2 2 1 9 0 . 6 4 3 6 - 0 . 2 4 5 1 0 . 0 5 7 3 0 . 7 0 7 6 - 0 . 4 8 7 3 - 0 . 0 3 3 9 0 .3 4 6 2
0 . 66 7? 0 . 2 6 9 2 - 0 . 5 2 3 3 0 . 3 8 1 2 0 . 0 3 4 0 - 0 . 5 9 0 3 0 . 5 3 1 9 - 0 .  0386 - 0 . 2 4 0 9
0 . 0 9 7 2 - 0 . 0 7 7 0 0 . 3 1 0 7 - 0 . 0 2 4 1 - 0 . 3 9 4 6 - 0 . 0 2 6 0 0 .4 5 11 - 0 . 5 7 1 0 0 . 7 2 6 4
0 .4 4 20 0 . 4 1 0 3 - 0 . 1 2 3 5 - 0 . 1 4 2 9 0 . 4 7 2 6 0 . 2 7 3 3 - 0 .  5148 0 . 4 1 3 6 - 0 . 3 8 8 1
0 . 8 7 4 9 - 0 . 0 5 7 2 0 . 3 6 3 8 0 . 7 2 7 3 - 0 . 7 1 0 8 - 0 . 3 2 4 7 0 .8 8 7 8 0 .1 1 6 3 - 0 . 6 4 7 6
0 . 2 1 6 1 0 . 3 0 4 3 - 0 . 0 1 4 7 0 . 3 6 9 2 0 . 5 0 6 1 0 . 3 9 4 4 - 0 . 2 8 8 7 0 . 5 7 0 8 - 0 . 5 8 2 9
0 . 41 71 - 0 . 2 4 5 4 0 . 4 4 6 4 0 . 3 6 2 3 0 . 5 3 0 1 0 . 6 8 4 5 0 . 0 0 4 9 0 . 3 9 1 9 - 0 . 5 4 2 7
0 . 5 0 8 9 0 . 4 3 1 0 0 . 0 1 4 4 0 . 2 0 3 9 0 . 6 3 6 0 0 . 4 4 0 0 0 .0931 0 . 5 0 4 3 - 0 . 3 2 9 4
0 . 6 6 6 3 0 . 4 6 6 7 - 0 . 0 5 6 3 - 0 . 4 4 1 2 0 . 1 9 3 8 0 . 3 4 3 3 - 0 . 5 6 7 C - 0 . 0 1 7 6 0 . 3 7 2 9
0 . 6 7 3 4 - 0 . 0 3 4 4 - 0 . 0 2 0 9 0 . 4 5 7 7 - 0 . 2 4 9 3 0 . 1 9 8 9 0 . 61 91 0 . 2  044 - 0 . 5 5 4 8
0 .  1897 0 . 4 7 9 5 - 0 . 0  423 0 . 2 2 7 3 0 . 8 8 9 1 0 . 6 3 7 8 - 0 . 3 7 3 2 0 . 5 7 2 1 - 0 . 6 4 9 4
0 . 6 1 4 3 ' - 0 . 1 1 0 1 0 . 1 9 8 4 0 . 9 0 0 4 - 0 . 0 6 9 0 - 0 . 2 7 6 4 0. 8786 0 . 4 2 7 9 - 0 . 4 4 5 3
0 . 8 3 2 3 0 . 3 5 2 7 0 . 0 1 3 R - 0 . 4 2 4 2 0 . 3 7 7 3 0 .1576 - 0 . 7 5 2 9 0 . 0 0 6 3 0 . 3 3 6 0
0 .  1526 - 0 . 4 1 8 3 0 . 3 1 1 8 0 . 4 7 2 3 - 0 . 4 2 1 8 - 0 . 2 0 2 6 0 .7 2 4 2 - 0 . 1 0 0 2 - 0 . 2 4 8 7
0 .4 18 3 0 . 1 7 7 1 - 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 8 8 6 0 . 4 1 9 7 - 0 . 2 4 7 4 - 0 . 0 6 5 3 0 . 5 7 3 4 - 0 . 3 5 2 7
0 .3 1 13 - 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 4 3 6 0 - 0 . 1 3 0 8 0 . 2 7 6 1 0 . 4 6 6 5 0 . 2 6 1 6 0 . 0 6 4 4 0 . 2 6 9 9
0 .4 7 2 3 0 . 0 8 8 6 - 0 . 1 3 0 8 0 . 1 4 9 9 - 0 . 7 7 6 3 - 0 . 1 7 0 4 0 .8 06 6 0 . 3 8 4 4 - 0 . 5 3 8 2
0 .4 2 1 8 0 . 4 1 9 7 0 . 2 7 6 1 - 0 . 7 7 6 3 0 . 1 1 1 7 0 . 3 0 5 8 - 0 .  1936 0 . 6 9 5 1 - 0 . 5 4 2 6
0 . 2 0 2 6 - 0 . 2 4 7 4 0 . 4 6 6 5 - 0 . 1 7 0 4 0 . 3 0 5 8 0 . 7 3 3 0 - 0 . 6 4 7 9 0 . 0 1 8 6 - 0 . 2 1 8 4
0 . 7 2 4 2 - 0 . 0 6 5 3 0 .  261 6 0 . 8 0 6 6 - 0 . 1 9 3 6 - 0  .6479 0. 0681 0 . 1 1 4 2 - 0 . 3 9 8 7
0 . 1 0 0 2 0 . 5 7 3 4 0 . 0 6 4 4 0 . 3 8 4 4 0 . 6 9 5 1 0 .0186 0 .1 1 4 2 0 . 5 0 6 8 - 0 . 8 6 2 7
0 . 2 4 3  7 - 0 . 3 5 2 7 0 . 2 6 9 9 - 0 . 5 3 3 2 - 0 . 5 4 2 6 - 0 . 2 1 8 4 - 0 . 3 9 8 7 - 0 .  8627 0 .2 9 70
0 .3351 - 0 . 2 3 0 3 0 . 5 1 1 4 - 0 . 3 1 9 5 0 . 1 8 8 5 0 . 3 5 6 2 - 0 . 4 6 7 9 0 . 0 8 1 5 0 .4 3 45
0 . 2 8 1 2 0 . 3 0 9 6 - 0 . 3 7 9 0 0 . 6 6 9 7 0 . 0 7 0 4 - 0 . 1 8 5 7 0 . 2 3 8 5 0 . 2 0 4 3 - 0 . 1 5 6 0
0 .2 3 50 0 . 1 9 8 4 0 . 1 3 4 5 - 0 . 2 3 4 7 0 . 0 6 4 0 0 . 2 7 5 4 0 . 0 2 7 6 0 . 0 2 2 8 0 . 2 6 7 0
0 . 2 3 3 4 - 0 . 3 0 0 8 0 . 2 2 1 9 - 0 . 1 3 6 2 0 . 1 9 4 9 0 . 3 3 0  5 - 0 . 3 3 8 8 0 .0 90 7 - 0 . 1 5 0 9
0 . 4 2 9 2 0 . 1 8 7 6 0 . 0 6 7 9 - 0 . 2 2 9 8 0 . 4 9 2 0 0 . 6 3 3 4 - 0 . 5 8 0 9 0 . 3 6 2 7 - 0 . 3 4 5 4
0 .3465 0 . 0 0 2 2 9 . 4 1 2 3 - 0 . 0 5 4 4 - 0 . 2 0 8 9 - 0 . 0 8 0 5 0 . 2 5 4 8 - 0 . 3 6 4 1 0 . 5  831
0 .1 5 3 5 0 . 1 5 3 4 0 . 3 9 9 3 0 . 2 8 1 2 0 . 5 3 9 9 0 . 39 85 - 0 .  1294 0 . 4 3 8 3 - 0 . 4 8 4 5
0 . 3 8 6 9 - 0 . 4 3 4 4 - 0 . 9 1 5 7 0 . 5 4 2 0 - 1 . 0 0 0 0 - 0 . 6 8 4 5 0 . 8 5 9 0 - 0 . 3 0 9 0 - 0 . 2 2 2 9
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113 .........116 115 116 ........117 118 11
61 - 0 . 1 9 6 0 0 . 3 6 3 3 - 0 . 1 9 0 6 - 0 . 1 4 1 9 - 0 . 1 1 2 8 - 0 . 3 3 4 6 0.61^
62 - 0 . 3 1 2 0 .....0 . 5 5 7 2 -  0 . 0 0 6 8 - 0 . 0 4 4 9 0 .1 9 56 ' - 0 . 5 3 2 5 - 0 . 0 2 :
63 - 0 . 2 1 8 0 0 . 1 6 6 7 - 0 . 2 9 4 5 .0.2213 0 . 0 6 3 6 i - 0 . 4 0 6 0 0.536
- 64 0 . 2 0  27 ‘ - 0 . 3 3 9 1 ' 0 .0 7 6 3 ' - 0 .  0047 0 .2 04 5 T  0 .0208 - 0 . 04C
65 - 0 . 0 2 3 6 0 . 1 9 0 1 0-. 4689 - 0 . 2 2 4 2 0 . 2 9 3 9 i - 0 . 5 0 2 5  
- 0 . 4 2 9 5
0 . 1 5 :
.....66 - 0 . 3 0 2 3 ~ 0 . 6  969 0 . 0 6 1 7 ' - 0 . 1 6 5 2 0 . 1 5 8 3 0-.05C
67 - 0 . 2 1 8 0 0 . 1 6 6 7 0 .2531 - 0 . 3 0 0 3 0 . 1 8 1 6 ; - 0 . 4 0 6 0 0.314
...68" " - 0 . 1 3 9 0 0 . 3 9 6 6 - 0 .  C670 0 .1656 ' 0 .2 1 06 T - 0 . 3 3 1 4 ' 0.24<
69 0 . 0 6 6 3 0 . 0 6 6 6 - 0 . 3 7 1 5 0.6265 0 . 1 1 6 5 ; - 0 . 2 4 0 4 0 . 9 0 f
' .....70 0 . 5 6 6 0 - 0 . 7 6 2 1 ' 0 . 4 7 6 0 - 9 . 1 6 7 5 - 0 . 1 3 1 0 0 . 6 0 2 7 -0 .42C
71 0 .6 0 21 - 0 . 3  857 0 . 36 62 - 0 . 228C - 0 .  0755 0 .4 6 5 0 - 0 . 2 6 4
72 0 . 5 3 9 9 - 0 .  9607 0 . 5 0 9 4 - 0 .  25 75 - 0 . 3 6 0 7 0 .6 0 4 0 - 0  . 464
73 0 . 6 8 6 5 - 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 .7 5 8 6 - 0 .  7403 - 0 . 4 6 5 8 0 .7301 - 0 . 7 0 8
76 .........0 . 6 8 7 2 - 0 . 7 9 5 8 0 . 4 3 0 0 - 0 .  2561 - 0 . 2 3  06 0 . 6 2 7 4 - 0 . 4 0 9
75 0 . 5 8 7 0 - 0 .  9020 0 .4 6 15 - 0 .  1708 - 0 . 3 2 5 8 0 .6405 - 0 . 4 5 5
76 0 . 6 5 9 3 - I .OOOO 0 . 1 2 4 1 - 0 . 2 1  74 0. 0189 0 . 1 7 3 5 -0 .4251
77 1 .0000 - 1 . 0 0 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 0 0 I . 0000 0 . 6 4  04 - 0 . 1 0 6 1 l . o o o l?8 0 . 0 3 6 5 - l . o o n o 0 . 3 4 1 3 - 0 . 3 9 3 1 - 0 .  8205 "  0 .  5921 - 0 . 5 4 6 ;
79 0 . 6 7 6 6 - 0 . 8 2 8 9 0 . 5 7 8 0 - 0 . 4 1 1 0 - 0 . 4 1 5 4 0 . 7 1 8 3 - 0 . 5 3 5
80 0 . 3 2 3  5 - 0 . 8 7 8 6 0 . 1 9 3 3 0 . C503 - 0 . 1 9 3 8 " 0 . 5 0 4 6 - 0 . 2 1 4
81 T) .  i n i - 0 . 3 3 6 6 -  1 .0000 0 . 4 0 3 9 0. 0921 0 . 0 9 9 6 0 . 6 7 0
82 - 0 . 6 0 7 0 ' 0 . 6 6 6 2 - 0 .  1951 - 0 . 3 9 3 4 0 .3 8 85 ' - I .OOOO 1 .0 00
83 - 0 . 6 0 7 0 0-.4642 - 1 . 0 0 0 0 - 0 . 3 9 3 4 - 0 . 0 0 1 2 - 0 . 2 4 7 1 0 . 4 2 7
84 ....  - 0 . 0 6 9 6 - 0 . L5^6 - C . 2373 0 . 2 9 4 5 0 .6535 - 0 . 1 5 0 3 0 . 7 9 2
85 - 0 . 3 1 7 3 - 0 . 6 2 1 3 - 0 . 3 3 7 7 0. 3342 0 .1833 - 0 . 0 9 1 3 0 . 7 3 0
86 ...  - 0 . 3 7 6 1 0 . 3 7  57 - 0 . 5 0 6 4 0 .€ 5 4 0 - 0 . 0 9 8 0 ' - 0 . 2 2 3 5 0 . 6 0 7
87 - 0 . 1 6 9 1 0 . 5 2 0 0 - 0 . 7 5 1 7 - 0 .  1618 - 0 . 4 4 6 9 0 .0 60 5 0 .5 51
88 0 . 0 7 9  8 “ 0 . 1 0 1 9 - 0 . 3 5 9 8 0. 1184 - 0 . 3 0 8 1 0 . 2 2 2 4 0 . 4 6 7
89 - 0 . 3 3 3 3 0 . 6 0 8 3 - 0 .  1601 0. 2976 0 .4 3 6 0 - 0 . 5 4 4 3 0 . 4 5 6
....... 90 - 1 . 0 0 0 0 .... I.OOOO -  1 .0000 - 0 .  2055 - I .OOOO 1. 00 00 - l .OOOi
91 0 . 5 6 9 5 - 0 . 6 8 6 2 0 .2 6 61 0. 3366 0 . 60 59 - 0 . 2 4 5 9 0 . 2 3 3
.......... 92 ... * - 0 . 7 0 5 5 0 . 5 2 6 0 - 0 . 2 3 3 0 - 0 .  0336 - 0 . 4 6 6 3 0 . 3 4 6 8 - 0 . 1 2 0
93 0 . 3 6 6 0 - 0 . 2 0 1 6 0 . 6 0 5 5 - 0 . 4 5 8 2 - 0 . 6 6 7 3 0 .8 0 5 1 - 0 . 574£
.....96 - 0 . 0 6 6 2 0 .  15,31 - 0 . 2  394 0 .3112 0 . 7 8 2 1 - 0 . 7 0 1 8 0 . 7 3 7 ]
95 - 0 . 1 3 6 5 0 . 0 3 6 3 - 0 . 0 4 0 7 0 . 11 78 -  0 .4  741 0 .4 9 3 1 0 . 0 7 9 /
“ 3)6“ 0V18 51 0 .1 9 1 3 - 0 . 4 1 1 6 0 . 45 23 0 .7273 - 0 . 7 2 2 3 0.8721
97 0 . 0 1 6  2 0 . 2 7 9 2 - 0 . 3 8 0 7 ;0.6Q52/ 0 . 4 1 2 4 - 0 . 3 6 7 3 0 . 7 3 1 *
.........  98 0 .2 0 3 8 0 . 1 7 7 5 C.4060 - 7 j ; i  793 0 .5731 - 0 . 3 5 9 9 0 . 119;
99 0 . 2 7 6 3 - 0 . 3 1 6 1 0 .1 0 93 - 0 .  0597 0.4731 - 0 . 0 8 2 2 0 .2294
100 - 0 . 2 7 6 9 0 . 1 7 6 2 - 0 . 0 9 8 4 9 .2423 0 .0437 - 0 . 1 3 6 4 0.3194
101 - 0 . 0 6 0 0 0 .2 0 0 3 - 0 . 1 2  50 0. 3521 0 . 5 3 0 7 - 0 . 6 8 6 0 0 . 6 2 6 ]
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